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Introduction 

A fter | reassemble a computer like a C64 or C128 
lowing a repair job, I usually type in some lit- 

tle test program and run it. One of my quick favorites 

is this two line tester: 

10 ?RND(1); 
20 GOTO10 

The test lines cause the screen to fill up with a 

stream of scrolling decimal numbers. This tells me 
that most of the chips in the machine are okay be- 
cause they are participating in the action. It is a good, 
fast cheekout exercise. 

One time, after taking the step-by-step disas- 
sembly photos for Chapter 2 and reassembling my 
C128, I routinely typed in the test lines. The line 

number 10 appeared fine, but when I hit the ? key 
to command a PRINT, nothing happened. | tied the 
;. It didn’t work either. 

Instead of using the ?, | typed in PRINT and 
left off the semicolon, Then I ran the lines. Instead 

of filling the entire screen with decimal numbers, a 

row of decimal numbers started scrolling up the left 
side of the screen. 

I breathed a sigh of relief, The C128 itself was 
okay. It looked like the trouble was strictly related 
to the keyboard. I took the top off the machine again 
and spotted the trouble. The keyboard port plug was 
not seated properly. I had evidently pulled the plug 

out a fraction during the final moves of the reassem- 
bly. I seated it firmly and put the screws back in. 

Sure enough, all was well again. 

Easy-to-fix trouble is typical of the majority of 
computer problems. If you develop a simple prob- 
lem and take it into a repair shop, you'll be presented 
with a bill—after the shop gets to your C128, takes 
it apart, diagnoses the circuit area, pinpoints the 
cause, and remedies it. In addition, days and even 

weeks could elapse without the use of your 

computer. 
To avoid a lot of expense and hassle, all you 

have to do is learn how your C128 works, from the 
viewpoint of the hardware. Even though you might 
be a top programmer or an expert computer opera- 



tor, the troubleshooting and repairing of your C128 
can only be accomplished by approaching the ma- 
chine from a hardware point of view. It will be eas- 
ier to gain the repairer’s viewpoint if you are a 
programmer or operator, but the hardware approach 
is different from the software approach, and requires 
a different dimension of thought. 

A car as an extension of your legs is analogous 
to a computer as an extension of your brains, and 
driving a car is analogous to programming a com- 
puter. The average auto driver knows little about 

how the car’s engine burns gasoline. In the same 

way, the programmer has only a smattering of what 

the computer’s circuits are doing as it consumes 
electricity. When the auto breaks down, the driver 

takes it to the mechanic to be fixed. When the C128 
breaks down, the programmer looks for a computer 

troubleshooter. 

In one respect, this book, besides covering rou- 

tine, easy repairs, is the manual the computer tech- 
nician uses to make the necessary tests, no matter 
how difficult, to get your C128 ‘‘up’’ and working 
again. However, this book is much more than that. 

Besides containing the specific information on 
voltages, logic states and parts, this book is also a 

training course to give Commodore 128 owners the 
information that, added to programming skills, will 
give you the missing hardware point of view that will 

enable you to gain complete mastery over your 
computer. 

In order to be able to figure out and repair a 
circuit failure in your C128, first of all you must be 
able to picture in your mind how the circuit is work- 
ing. Tried and true electronic service pathways that 
have been developed over the years are useful, By 
following these methods, and using your natural 
puzzle-solving abilities, you will be able to pinpoint 
defective components or connections. Once the 
trouble is located—the most trying part of a repair 
job—then the rest of the chore is either replacing 

the part or repairing the connection. 

The starting point of any repair is to carefully 
analyze the symptoms of trouble. One symptom is 

the computer not being able to display all the keys 

on the keyboard, A number of others exist. In Chap- 

ter 1, all the common symptoms are discussed. An 
analysis of each symptom points to a circuit area that 

could possibly contain the source of the trouble. In 

each circuit, there are primary suspects that should 

be éxamined first. However, in order to get to the 
circuits, you must be able to take the C128 apart. 

It is not difficult, and Chapter 2 goes into the de- 
tails; it’s all about knowing where the screws are. 

You must use the right tools for the disassem- 
bly. Dismantling and reassembling must be per- 

formed correctly, and with care, to avoid mishaps. 
You are working with tiny items, and each move 
must be made slowly and then it must be checked. 

A wrong move could cause ‘‘induced’’ troubles that 
will complicate things. 

Chapter 3 contains the most used piece of ser- 

vice information: the chip location guide—the main 
printboard layout of the 63 chips in the computer, 

plus other prominent landmarks. The guide lets you 
relate all the information you Jearn to the location 

of any chip you might want to examine on the board, 
and is used over and over again on every repair job. 

Its use results in many repairs without any other ser- 
vice information. 

Chapter 4 provides the mechanical and elec- 
tronic techniques that must be used if and when chips 
have to be replaced. The tools and thinking that go 
into the ticklish job of changing an integrated circuit 
chip is reviewed. Changing a chip is not like chang- 

ing a vacuum tube, and is similar to, but much more 
exacting than, changing a transistor. These four 
chapters will teach you how to quickly repair at Jeast 
50 percent of C128 failures. 

Chapters 5 through 8 introduce you, with more 
intimacy than previous chapters did, to the chips in 

your machine. Starting in Chapter 6, you'll find the 
first of the test point charts that make it a simple 
matter to quickly check out every chip in the com- 

puter. Each chart is the top view of a chip showing 

the exact pinout. The name of each pin is given and, 
where practical, a sketch of the chip's insides is also 
shown. Arrows show the direction of the signal flow. 

Attached to each arrow is the actual reading you 
should receive if you probe the test point with a logic 
probe or vom (voltohm-milliammeter). 

x1 



The readings were made on a computer that 

was first turned on in C128 mode, 40-column, with 
the READY sign on the screen and with the cursor 
blinking. When you read your chips, the logic state 

of each test point should match up with the charts. 
If all the pins on the chip read correctly, then that 
chip ig deemed okay. Should one or more readings 

on a chip be incorrect, then this is 4 symptom of 

trouble and bears further investigation. 
Actually, what you are doing is checking the in- 

put and output status of the chips. The inputs and 

outputs are clearly shown by the arrows. If all sig- 
nals are being input properly but are not outputting 
correctly, chances are that the chip's internal cir- 
cuits are not passing the signals. That would indi- 

cate a bad chip. On the other hand, if an input signal 
is incorrect, odds are that the chip is okay but that 
the circuit feeding the chip is not getting a signal to 
the pin. That circuit or bus line could have a short 
or an open condition, The test point charts are your 
entree to quickly getting repairs underway and locat- 
ing troubles. 

Chapters 5 through 24 comprise a servicing 
manual and a technical reference manual written on 
a technician's level. There are discussions of each 
chip with considerable detail, and even some timing 
diagrams for the chips that require them. You will 
gain mastery over your C128 by gradually absorb- 
ing the material. You might find that your program- 
ming skills will also improve as you gradually realize 
what is actually happening to the 1's and 0’s as they 
flash around the digital circuits. 

This book ends up with a master schematic of 

the C128. The schematic is needed during a diffi- 
cult repair after the circuit area containing the trou- 
ble has been located and the wiring details are 
needed to pinpoint the prime suspects. The 
schematic contains all the part numbers. These same 
part numbers are found printed clearly on the print- 

board. For example, a U6 is found printed on the 
board next to the 8502 MPU. The schematic reads 
U6 as the part number for the 8502. All the transis- 
tors, capacitors, etc. are identified in the same way. 

With the chip location guide, the test point charts, the 

theoretical discussions of the circuits, and the master 

schematic, you should be able to cover all the infor- 

mation required for the troubleshooting and repair of 

your computer. 
Chapters 10 and 11 are a short course in logic 

gates and digital registers with specific reference to 

the gates and registers in the C128. The way the ma- 

chine uses binary, hexadecimal and decimal is included 

too. This knowledge enables you to work out BASIC 

PEEK and POKE routines to signal trace circuits 

that the 8502 MPU is able to address. The C128 
also has a machine language monitor that can also 
be used for signal tracing with its commands. The 
ability to convert from decimal to binary to hex and 

back should be one of the tools of your servicing 

repertoire. 
To be able to make the easy repairs on your 

C128 really pays off. The easy repairs are at least 
half of the total repairs. While your C128 is still in 
warranty, there is no problem--Commodore is very 
accommodating. However, once the warranty period 

is over, the complication begins. If the machine fails, 
you must take it to a repair station. This often takes 
some weeks, and the machine can be returned with 
a healthy repair bill. If, on the other hand, you are 

able to do the troubleshooting and repair yourself, 

then the savings in time and money become quite 

worthwhile—besides the feeling of accomplishment 
you get when you fix your machine. If, during the 

life of your machine, you happen to get one repair 
from this book, the savings will more than pay for 

the price of the book. Then, of course, there is the 
knowledge you'll gain from the experience. 



1. C128 Briefing Session 

he unusual thing about troubleshooting a C128 
in comparison to trying to fix most other com- 

puters is that the C128 case contains a form of Sia- 

mese triplets. Three complete computer systems 

are in the one case. The three computers are joined 

together at their inputs, outputs, MPUs (Micro- 
Processing Units), and memory. They also share 

many of the other circuits. They cannot be physi- 
cally separated from each other. 

The triplet feature of the C128, as might be 
imagined, can complicate and confuse the situation 
when trouble strikes. However, if you are properly 
briefed and are aware of the three-in-one computer 

feature, as shown in Fig. 1-1, then symptom analy- 
sis can be accomplished without difficulty, and that 
is what this book is all about, It covers the three 

computers in the C128 case from a troubleshooting 

point of view. 

THE SYMPTOM DEVICES 

The input and cutput devices of your computer 
are diagnostic tools. The most valuable of them is 

the TV display. Most computer troubles show up 

on the TV display. In many cases, you can look at 
what is happening, or not happening, in the display 
and be directed to the circuits that are in trouble. 

Other input or output devices that could also aid 
in interpreting symptoms are: the printer, the disk 
drive, the cassette, the keyboard, the modem, a car- 
tridge, the joysticks, etc. When these devices ‘‘act 
up,”” you have to decide whether the computer is 
at fault or the device is bad. The decision is easy 
if you substitute a device that is known to be good 
for the one exhibiting the symptom. If the new one 
works properly, then the old one is defective. If the 
trouble persists, the finger of guilt points to the com- 
puter circuits. Table 1-1 is a trouble chart that indi- 
cates the computer circuit that could be the problem 

when penpherals stop operating, but are proven to 

be good. These input and output devices are excel- 
lent symptom indicators. However, as mentioned, 
the TV display reveals the most symptom informa- 

tion. The symptoms that displays show become clas- 
sics, have names of their own, and contain valuable 



THREE-IN-ONE COMPUTER 

C128 

Computer #1 

C128 
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Computer #2 

Computer #3 

CPIM 
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Fig. 1-1, Troubleshooting the C128 can become confusing because there are three separate computers joined together 
like Siamese triplets. 

troubleshooting information when interpreted prop- there isn’t any trouble. Table 1-2 shows the five pos- 
erly. Let's go through them one by one. sible types of display devices you might be using. 

¥ They are (1) your home TV, (2) a monitor that dis- 

The Items in a Normal Display plays a composite color TV signal, (3) a monitor that 
Before you can spot trouble in a display you needs an RGBI signal, (4) a monochrome monitor, 

must know what the display should look like when (5) a direct monitor. 



Table 1-1. When a peripheral won't work 
because of computer trouble, these chips are the prime suspects. 

CIA2 
CIATICIA2 
CIA of Keyboard 

Disk won't work 
Printer stops 
Keyboard won't work 

CIATICIA2 
SID 

Modem not operating 
Loses audio 
40-column display 
loses video 

80-column display 
loses video 
Cartridges 
won't work 
Control port 
won't work 
Cassette won't work 

CIA 

VICIRF Modulator 

9563/74LS244/44 16's 

CIA2/IMMU/PLA 

8562/C1A1/7406,U30 

Repiacing chip 
Replacing chip 

Reptace chip or repair 
or replace keyboard 
Replacing chips 
Replacing chip 

Replace VIC or replace 
or repair RF Mod box 

Replacing chips 

Replacing chips 

Replacing chip 
Replace chips or transistor 

Tabie 1-2. The C128 outputs five different 
signal types trom its two video output circuits. One 

type of signal is for each of five different kinds of monitors. 

Available Modes 

8563 Video 
Controller 

RF Modulator 
8564 VIC 

RF Modulator 
8564 VIC 

8563 Video 
Cantroller 

Because most people use their home TV, I'll 

use it as the example. In general though, the dis- 

cussion covers all five types. The differences are 

covered in detail in Chapters 20 and 21. 

The C64 mode of the C128 is built to come on 
as shown in Fig, 1-2. Item number 1 in the picture 

is a light blue border. Item number 2 is a dark blue 

display block. Item number 3 is a sign-on message 

Output Circuits 

RF Modulator 
8564 VIC 

Display Device 

Home TV 
Composite Monitor 
Direct Monitor 

RGBI Monitor 
Monochrome Monitor 

Home TV 
Composite Monitor 
Direct Monitor 

Home TV 
Composite Monitor 
Direct Monitor 

RGBI Monitor 
Monochrome Monitor 

ending with READY. Item number 4 is the blinking 
cursor, These signals emerge from the RF socket 

in the back of your C128, passing through the cable 
and entering the TV via the Computer/TV switch- 
box, into the VHF antenna terminals of the TV. 

There is one more signal from the C128 that 
is not displayed. The above four signals are pack- 
aged up ina TV frequency set for either Channel 3 
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Fig. 1-2. In C64 mode the display normally comes on with a tight blue border, a dark blue display block, fight blue charac- 
ters, a READY prompt and a blinking cursor, 

or 4, The Items are modulated in these TV channel 
frequencies and are then demodulated in the TV so 
that they may be displayed on the screen. The 
modulation-demodulation process degrades the sig- 
nals slightly. That is why the monitors are preferred 
over a home TV display. For monitors, the signal 
items are sent directly to the monitors through the 
composite video socket or the RGBI socket with- 

out having to go through the modulation- 

demodulation in the RF Modulator circuits. The 

home TV is quite satisfactory and handy. 
When you turn on your C128, you should see 

with the 40/80 key in the up position, and in C128 
mode, a black block, a green border, green letter- 

ing and a cursor. If anything is missing, then you 
are experiencing trouble. Incidentally, if the block 
and the border show, but the lettering and cursor 
are missing, then the first thing you should do is 
check the 40/80 key. It should be in the up posi- 
tion. If it is depressed, it could cause the lettering 

and cursor to be missing on your home TV screen. 
When the 40/80 key is up, the signal is coming 

out of the RF socket and shows all four Items on 
the display. However, when the 40/80 key is de- 
pressed, the signal is switched around and the four 
Items appear out of the RGBI socket. The RF 

socket only puts out the display block and the 
border. 

The Dead Computer 

The most common problem with the C128 is a 
complete loss of power. When this happens, the TV 
display shows a blank screen. If the display is a home 
TV, then the picture will appear as if there isn’t any 
antenna attached. Most TVs at that time will show 
a screenful of snow, or some snowy distant channel 
as shown in Fig, 1-3. When you flip the C128 off-on 
switch, nothing shows on the display. The red pilot 
light might or might not go on. 

You must make the obvious service moves first. 
Check to be certain that the computer box is plugged 
properly into the wall socket on one side, and the 
computer on the other, as seen in Fig. 1-4. If the 
plugs are okay, then feel the casing of the power 
box. Is it slightly warm? If it is, then the box is prob- 

atv 
brightness)- 

alt 

Fig. 1-3. When your home TV or monitor comes on as usual 
but your C128 won't display anything, your computer és play- 
ing dead. 



Fiq. 1-4. The first obvious step to take when the C128 is playing dead is to make sure that the power box is plugged 
into the wall sockot and into the side of the computer. 



ably okay. If it is stone cold, then it could be the 
troublemaker. Trying a new one will prove the point. 

If anew one fires up the computer, then the old one 
is bad. Should the new one not work either, then 
the old one is probably fine. 

Once you complete these quick checks and the 
computer is still dead, your next step is to turn to 
Chapter 24. There you will find the next 

troubleshooting steps. You'll need to take some ac 

and de voltage readings, and probably disassemble 
the power box and the C128. 

Garbage Display 
The next most common symptom is loosely 

known as ‘‘garbage."’ It is generally thought of as 
a screenful of meaningless numbers, letters, sym- 

bols, white spaces and black spaces as shown in Fig. 
1-5. The trouble could happen during start up. The 
display fills up with garbage instead of the normal 
sign-on with the READY prompt. The garbage could 
contain a flashing cursor, or the cursor could also 

be missing. Other times the garbage could suddenly 
appear while you are computing. Your program 

crashes and the computer locks up. 

The reason why garbage appears on the screen, 

instead of the normal sign-on picture, is because the 
microprocessor is out of contro!—it is running wild. 
Normally the processor conducts its duties under 
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Fig. 1-5. When the display fills up with GARBAGE instead 
of the READY sign-on message and the blinking cursor, the 
trouble is hidden somewhere in the digital circuits of the 
computer, 

the careful control of the C128's operating system 
in the ROM (Read-Only Memory) chips. When for 
some reason the operating system loses control, the 
processor simply goes mad, spewing addresses, data 
and control signals around the computing circuits 
without any rhyme or reason. The result is: the TV 
display fills up with nonsensical characters, numbers, 
symbols and spaces. 

The garbage symptom does not pinpoint the 
trouble to a single circuit. The failure could happen 
in almost any of the digital circuit components or 

chips. Your approach therefore must be: first, locat- 
ing the general circuit area of the trouble before you 

can zero In on a specific circuit; second, locating a 
component, connection or chip. 

This procedure requires you to learn how the 

digital circuits are processing data from a hardware 
and voltage point of view, at the technician's level 
of understanding. Then you can intelligently make 

appropriate logic probe, voltage and scope readings 
to hunt down defects. Chapters 6 through 23 con- 
tain the information that will aid you in pinpointing 
the troublemaker. 

Empty Display Block 

The empty display block is the same symptom 
as what occurs when the 40/80 key is accidentally 
depressed. As shown in Fig. 1-6, the border and dis- 

Fig. 1-6. A variation of garbage is a display block that is 
blank. The border and empty block can be seen but no 
characters appear. Striking the keyboard has no apparent 
effect, 



play block are present but the block is completely 
empty. You can strike the keyboard but try as vou 
may, nothing shows up—the block remains devoid 
of characters or symbols. 

When the display block is empty and the 40/80 
key is up, you have a circuit problem that results 
in another form of garbage. Here again the same cir- 
cuits come under suspicion. The fault could be lo- 
cated anywhere in the digital circuits. It is a 
troubleshooter’s job to take test readings and, from 
the results of the readings, deduce what circuit area 
is in trouble. Again, an understanding of Chapters 
6 through 23 should clear up the maze of chips and 
printboard copper traces. 

Chapters 6 through 23 contain troubleshooting 
techniques and theory of operations along with 
detailed test point charts showing voltage and logic 
states that are normally present on the test nodes 

when the READY sign appears. What you do is run 

voltage or logic probe tests, as described in Chap- 
ter 4. If you take some test readings and one or 
more of the test results do not match up with what 

is supposed to be at the connections, then you have 
found a clue that could lead to the fault. 

No Color 

The C128 is a color computer. Special circuits 
in the machine generate the colors that appear in 
the display. Should the C128 display a picture with 
good characters and symbols, except for the fact that 
the picture is missing coloring, then no color indi- 
cates trouble in the color circuits. 

The color signal is originated in the clock cir- 
cuits. Chapter 17 covers the clock. The colors are 

RF Modulator 

72 ohm 

40-Column 

Gisplay 

Output 

plug 

output for the 40-column displays in the 8564 VIC 
chip. Chapter 20 explains the 8564 chip. The colors 
for the 80-column displays are output by the 8563 
Video Controller chip. The discussion on the 8563 
is in Chapter 21. When there is no color, turn to 
these chapters to find out how the color is gener- 
ated and how it passes through the computer. Once 
you brief yourself on the color theory of operation, 
you can then figure out how the coloring is failing 
to appear and take the repair measures to restore 
color. 

No Video, Sound Okay 

This symptom is almost like the dead computer 
symptom except for one important difference: the 
sound from the computer is still emanating from the 
TY display. This means that the computer is fine, 
except for the video circuits. Because there are a 

number of different types of video outputs possible 
from the C128, you must make some simple isola- 

tion tests to determine which videos are missing and 

which ones are present. The possible video outputs 
you can obtain from the C128 are the following. 

The RF output plug sends:a composite TV sig- 
nal contained in a TV Channel 3 or 4 envelope (see 
Fig. 1-7). A home TV can use this signal just as if 
it was coming from a TV station. This RF output 
has a 40-column display only. 

The Video output plug is tricky. It puts out two 
different type 40-column signals. First of all, it out- 

puts through pin 4 a composite TV signal without 
the TV Channel 3 or 4 modulation envelope (see Fig. 
1-8). This signal can be displayed on a composite 
monitor TV. Secondly, the plug outputs another dual 

Composite color 

Ltt. Contained in 

Channel 3 or 4 
TV video 

Fig. 1-7, The RF Modulator output plug sends a 40-column composite color TV signal on a Channel 3 or 4 frequency. 
It warks fine an a home TV 



COMPOSITE VIDEO PORT 

40-Column 

output plug 

Lumunance/syne 

“aie 
suk Composite color 

TV 

External audio 

Fig. 1-8. The Composite Video Port sends out a number of signals. At pin 4 is a 40-column composite color TV signal 
without Channel 3 or 4 modulation. At pins 3 and 5 are audio output and input signals. Pins 1 and 6 output separate 
40-column LUM/SYNC and CHROMA. 

signal, From pin 1 it emanates a Luminance/Sync 

signal. From pin 6 comes a Chroma signal. These 
two signals can be injected into a direct TV monitor 
to produce a display. There aren’t too many of these 

monitors around except for the Commodore 1702 
and perhaps a few others. However, the combina- 
tion signals are available at the pins and can prove 
useful during the testing of video signals. Any ordi- 

nary TV scope will show them nicely. 

8 

The RGBI plug is also not straightforward. It 
also outputs different signals (see Fig. 1-9). It puts 

out a normal 80-column RGBI signal that can drive 
an RGBI Monitor, The RGBI signal exits through 
most of the nine pins of the RGBI plug. In addition, 
another separate 80-column signal is output from pin 
7 of the RGBI plug. It is an 80-column Monochrome 
signal that can be used on an ordinary composite TV 

monitor. It is similar to the 40-column signal com- 



RGBI VIDEO PORT 
80-Column 
output plug 

Intensity 

Monochrome 

video PLS ly 

Horizontal sync 

Venical sync 

Fig. 1-9. The RGBI Port outputs two separate signal-types. From pin 7 emanates an B0-column Monochrome Video. All 
the rest of the signals combined produce an 80-column RGBI signal with correct horizontal and vertical sync. 

ing out of pin 4 of the composite video plug—only 
this pin 7 output from the RGBI plug has 80 columns. 
The columns are different because the 40-column 
output comes from the VIC 8564 chip and the 
80-column output comes from the 8563 video con- 
troller chip. 

Table 1-2 shows the different outputs. The iso- 
lation test techniques are discussed in detail in Chap- 

ters 20 and 21. Chapter 20 covers the 40-column 
outputs and Chapter 21 covers the 80-column 
outputs. 

No Sound 

There are separate sound circuits in the C128, 
They are covered in Chapter 22, The sound circuits 
are mostly contained in the 6581 Seund Interface 
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Device, called SID. When sound troubles happen, 
they are usually related to that chip and its adjom- 
ing circuits. 

SID, and the microprocessor it is operating 
with, form a bond between them. It’s as if they are 
a small computer system of their own. This makes 
sound troubles relatively easy to test and handle. 
Sound testing is discussed in greater detail later in 
this chapter. For all the details though, turn to Chap- 
ter 22. 

Peripheral Device Problems 

As you know the C128 mode is the centerpiece 

of the computer system. Feeding into the C128 are 
the keyboard, disk drives, cassette, joysticks, pad- 
dies, light pens, inscription pads and so on. The com- 
puter processes these inputs and then outputs to the 
printers, disks, cassette, modem, TV display, etc. 

As mentioned earlier, when a peripheral device 
stops operating normally and causes trouble, the first 
step is to substitute the troubled peripheral with one 

that is known to be good. If the trouble ceases and 

normal computing continues, then the trouble is in 
the peripheral. Repairing peripherals is a separate 
job and is covered in other books. However, when 
the new peripheral also won't work, then the trou- 
ble is in the C128, 

When you decide that the C128 is at fault, turn 

to Chapter 23, which discusses the inputs and out- 
puts of the C128. There you will find the circuits 

and plugs that receive the inputs and send out the 
outputs. The chapter guides you to specific circuits, 
as found in Chapter 19. In Chapter 19 are discus- 

sions on the 6526 Complex Interface Adapter (CLA) 
chips. These two chips handle most of the 1/O (in- 
put/output) work that is required for all the 
peripherals except the ones that produce the video 
displays and the audio output. 

DIAGNOSTIC PROGRAMMING 

Once you get into this book, you'll progress 
through the following steps. 

(1) You'll get an idea of what the printboard looks 
like as you take it apart with directions in Chap- 
ter 2. 
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(2) 

(3) 

You will become familiar with the location of the 
chips as described in Chapter 3. 
Chapters 5 through 9 will give you a good idea 
of what the C128 is doing. 

You wil] be briefed enough to intelligently per- 
form a lot of your own tests using PEEK and 
POKE in BASIC, or the machine language 
monitor commands: MEMORY and FILL (M 
and F), which perform the same jobs. 

(4) 

PEEK and POKE 

Using the function PEEK and the statement 
POKE gives the C128 the opportunity to test itself 
and then tell you about it. It is an excellent self-test 

and works well as long as the C128 is not down com- 

pletely. Should there be a power supply problem, 
or other major problem, then the computer obviously 
can’t test itself. However, if the machine is operat- 
ing somewhat, but is exhibiting glitches or other er- 

ratic behavior, then you can often pinpoint the circuit 

and chip that is defective with these test techniques. 
If you have been doing any programming at all in BA- 

SIC, then you are well prepared to write a tiny test 
program, run it, and come to diagnostic conclusions. 

PEEK allows you to read the contents of any 
of the locations in the C128 or C64 memory map. 
This inchides all the ROMs as well as the RAM (Ran- 
dom Access Memory) chips, and includes addresses 
on the map that are in registers on large chips like 
VIC, SID, and the CIAs. As long as the location is 

on the map, you can read its decimal contents which 
in turn can be converted to hexadecimal and binary. 

POKE permits you to load a byte or bits into 

all of the memory addresses, with the exception of 
the read-only locations (ROM). POKE gives you the 
ability to run test data back and forth between the 

processor and the residents of the memory map. 
Two ways might be used to get the PEEK and 

POKE tests to operate. First, you can use them 
directly without program numbers. Simply type in 
the desired program line, then press RETURN. If 
the line orders a PEEK, then the addressed loca- 

tion will yield its contents and PRINT on the display 
the decimal number equal to the binary contents of 
the location. Should the line command a POKE, then 
the binary equivalent of the decimal number you put 



in the line will be put in the location addressed by 
the line. It’s really easy because PEEK is, in real- 
ity, a ‘‘read’’ operation and POKE is actually a 
“write."’ In the direct mode (e.g., LIST or RUN) 
these operations are performed without further ado. 

Otherwise, you could write a tiny test program 
with numbered lines. You could, for example, write 
to some locations, install numbers in the locations 
with POKEs, and then read those locations with 
PEEKs. Another common test program could POKE 
numbers into registers to see if the registers are 
performing. When you POKE registers on a chip, 
it is exactly like working the switches of a control 
board of the chip. 

When you use POKE and PEEK as a signal in- 
jector and location tester in the C128, the only tricky 

READY. 

PRINT PEEK (209) Decimal code tor 

LLHLLHLL 

voltages 

Memory locations 

Most significant 

bil position 

part is having a clear idea of the relationship between 
decimal numbers and the set of bits in a byte that 
the decimal numbers represent. When you POKE 
a number into memory, you type a number that is 
code for a particular set of digital bits. As you PEEK 
a memory location, a decimal number is returned to 
you and is PRINTed on the screen. The decimal 
number is the code for the set of eight bits that are 
contained in the register you have just read. 

For example, if you are in the C64 mode, then 
you could desire, for troubleshooting reasons, to 
learn what the contents of address number 209 are, 
It's easy. Simply type in: PRINT PEEK (209). As 
seen in Fig. 1-10, the answer 36 is PRINTed on the 
display below your command line. This 36 is deci- 
mal for the binary bits 00100100. The bits could also 

Memory location 

BIT POSITION 

Type of bit voltage 

H = High voltage 

L = Low voltage 

Least significant 

bit position 

Fig, 1-10. A quick-check of a chip Is to read the contents of one of its registers. In this test, RAM register 209 in C64 
mode is read with a PEEK. When decimal number 36 is returned, the register is considered okay, 

Il 



be called LLHLLHLL. The programmer usually 
thinks of the bits as 1's and 0's, while the electronic 

troubleshooter sees the bits as H’s and L's (Highs 
and Lows). Anyway, the PEEK function can easily 
read the contents of location 209 while the C128 is 
used as a C64. A programmer might need the bi- 
nary arrangement to switch data around in the pro- 

gram. A troubleshooter could use the information 

to. compare the actual contents of 209 to what is sup- 
posed to be in 209 at that time. If the correct bits 
are present, then the location is considered okay. 
Should the bits be missing or incorrect, then that 
is a clue that could lead to the pinpointing of a fault. 

Another example of using these techniques also 
refers to the C128 acting as a C64. Suppose that 
you want to quick-check the operation of the color 

RAM chip, A fast test could be a change of border 
color on the display, Location 53280 controls the 

color of the border. It so happens that if you write 
the decimal number 8 to that location, the border 

will change to orange—if the chip is okay. You can 

enter POKE 53280,8 onto the keyboard. As you hit 
RETURN, the TV picture border should change 
from light blue to orange. If it does, then the quick- 
check infers that the color RAM chip is okay. Should 
the POKE produce no effect, or the wrong effect, 
then the chip or its associated circuits are indicated 
to be in trouble. This is only a quick-check. The in- 
ference is that if the chip responds well to one sure 
test then odds are good that the chip is okay. There 

is always the possibility that there could be some 
other subtle form of trouble that the test is not re- 
vealing. However, when a test like this is made and 

works out okay, chances are very good that the en- 

tire chip is okay. 
The 53280 is the decimal address of the color 

RAM register. The decimal eight is a set of bits, 
called 00001000 or LLLLHLLL. The color RAM 
uses the four lowest bits, HLLL, to switch the bor- 

der color to orange. 

PEEK and POKE can be used as a location 
tester or signal injector. BASIC is used in both the 
C128 and C64 modes. It is not used in the CP/M 
mode. These easy tests are not readily available in 

CP/M as they are in BASIC. CP/M and BASIC are 
not permitted to run at the same time. 
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When in C128 or C64 mode you'll find that the 
PEEK function and the POKE statements can be 

used over the entire 128K RAM that the C128 uses, 
and the full 64K RAM that the C64 has privy to. In 
addition, POKE and PEEK can be applied to the var- 

ious static RAM chips, the ROMs, the I/O chips as 
well as the addresses on the video and sound chips. 
You should consider the locations on the memory 

map as bit holders and the decimal data you read 
out of the locations and write to the locations as code 

for the bits. There will be more on these techniques 
as you go through the book. 

Diagnostic Programs 

Besides reading and writing to individual ad- 
dresses with PEEK and POKE directly, you can. 

once you acquire a troubleshooting point of view, 
also write programs that perform batteries of tests 

and check out large portions of the memory map. 
One useful diagnostic programming technique is to 

place PEEK and POKE in loops. A POKE in a loop 

can make the C128 able to write to a large group 
of memory locations automatically, one after the 
other. A PEEK in a loop could have the C128 read 
many memory locations and print the results in dec- 
imal on the screen. 

For example, a diagnostic program could be 
used to test the ability of memory locations to con- 

tain data, while at the same time checking out bus 
lines for continuity. You would first write program 

lines that POKE data into locations. Then you write 

PEEKs to check and see whether the POKEs ever 
arrived and were installed okay. If all the locations 

you wrote to are holding the data securely, then they 
and the bus lines connected to them are considered 

okay. Should some or all of the data not have reached 
their destinations, you can then trace out the path 
they were to have taken. Some sort of problem 
stopped the data flow. You have diagnosed a sus- 
pect circuit area with your test program. There will 

be more on these techniques in Chapters 14, 15, 

16 and 18, 
In addition to writing your own tést programs, 

there are diagnostic programs available. Check with 

your local software store for the names of ones that 

are for sale. For example, there is one diagnostic 



that has been around quite awhile for the C64. You 
can use it for the C128 when it is in the C64 made. 
It is called ‘*64 Doctor."’ It is manufactured by: 

Computer Software Associates 

50 Teed Dr. 

Randolph, MA 02368 

Commercial diagnostics are normally fancier 

than the ones you will produce—they are prettied 
up with graphics. Once you load the diagnostic into 
the machine, then a menu pops up. One option 
checks out the disk system and the C64 mode's in- 
ternal RAM. It is limited in that it can only test 64K 
of the 128K in your machine. Next, there are tests 

for the keyboard, a printer (if it is connected), a cas- 

sette (if it is connected) and joysticks. Another test 

runs patterns to check out your color TV or moni- 

tor. Lastly, the program makes the SID chip per- 
form some music. 

This diagnostic also works out the graphics on 
the C64 mode. It produces sprites that look like a 
TV set, a printer and so on. The sprites march 
around the display. 

For troubleshooting, a program like this has use 
but is limited, First of all, if the computer is down 
completely, then it can’t run any program, includ- 
ing the diagnostic. However, the program can some- 
times decide whether a peripheral problem is located 
in the peripheral itself, or if the computer circuits 
are not performing properly. Should you be unable 
to substitute a penpheral that is known to be good 
for 4 suspect peripheral, as a test, this program could 
help. 

While these programs are fun and occasionally 
useful during troubleshooting, they can be valuable 
before you begin a programming session. Should you 
be planning a long program, it is a good idea to ex- 
ercise the C128 everyday before you put program 
lines into the machine. If the machine exercises 
okay, then it is safe to work on. It is very frustrat- 
ing to spend hours programming, and then discover 
there is some fault with the computer. 

PRINTBOARD LANDMARKS 

A C128 user is mostly concemed with software 
and applications. However, when trouble strikes, 

that focus must be changed. You must switch your 
view from the software to the hardware that is run- 
ning the software. The next chapter describes how 
to open up the C128 and get the printboard out in 
the open. Once the printboard is exposed, you will 
see a complex maze of chips, capacitors, resistors, 
foil connecting lines and many other items. In order 
to make any sense out of the layout, you have to 
find out what all those components and connections 
are. The place to start is with the landmarks. Once 
you recognize them, you'll start to get to know your 
way around. 

The main landmarks are the large chips, the 
group of ROMs, and the collection of 16 RAMs. A 
close look reveals the data and address buses cours- 
ing over the board. Figure 1-11 depicts the nine large 
chips, the locations of the ROMs, and the RAMs. 

Figure 9-1 is a block diagram of how these chips 
are connected electronically, and the directions that 

the data takes. The data flows over the system data 

bus. The data enters the circuits via the keyboard 
into a CIA, and passes onto one of the MPUs. The 
MPU then reads the ROMs, reads and writes to the ° 
RAMs, and then outputs to one of the video chips, 
a second CIA and to SID. The video chips in turn 
output to the display and SID outputs to a sound 
system. 

Figure 1-12 shows how the address bus per- 
forms, and how the chips are involved. The address- 
ing emanates from the MPUs. They send the 
address signals to the PLA (Programmable Logic Ar- 
ray) and the MMU (Memory Management Unit). 
These two chips then form the various addresses 
and they are able to contact all the residents of the 
memory map, When a memory location is addressed 
by this system, then data can be sent to its bit 
holders. 

Complex interface Adapters 

The two CIAs, U1 and U4, are physically lo- 
cated on the two sides of the printboard. U1 is found 
in the lower right-hand corner and U4 is on the edge 
of the left side just above the center of the board. 
Both chips are plugged into 40-pin sockets. They 
are both numbered 6526 and are called CIAs for 
Complex Interface Adapters. The right side one is 
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Fig. 1-12, The 16 lines of the addressing system originate in the MPU. They are named AO through A15. The lines go 
ta all the residents of the memory map. The 16 lines are able to address 65,536 individual register locations. 
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wired to a plug that the keyboard is connected to, 
This is the keyboard's port of entry. 

The right side CIA, called “‘CIA1"’ on the 
schematic, besides letting the keyboard pulses in, 
also is the port of entry for the two input plugs the 
joysticks and other penpherals use. When a key is 
struck or a joystick is moved, the electronic signal 
generated enters U1, the CIA1. The signal is pro- 

cessed by CIA1 and is then output to the eight par- 
allel copper traces called the ‘“‘System Data Bus." 
The data bus then acts.as the pathway for the sig- 
nals to connect up to the microprocessor further 

down the board. 
U4, called ‘“‘C1A2,”’ on the left side of the board, 

is the port of entry for signals entering or leaving 

the User Port and the Serial Socket. CIA2 performs 
in the same manner as CIA1. 

When I/O troubles crop up, an easy analysis can 
clue you into the circuit area that could possibly be 
containing the fault. This is shown in Table 1-1. For 
instance, troubles with keyboard or control port in- 
puts could be originating in U1, the CIA1. Problems 
with the input or output of the User Port or the Serial 
Port could be a CIA2 circuit flaw. Chapter 23 goes 
into details on this 1/O subject. 

The Microprocessors 

There are two microprocessors in the C128. 
The main processor is U6, an 8502. It is an upgrade 
of the 6510 processor found in the C64, which in 

turn is an upgrade of the 6502 that resided in the 

VIC 20 computer. All three processors use the same 
Instruction Set. 

The 8502 sits in the lower right quadrant of the 

printboard. It is in the center of the circuit. It is the 
originator of the data bus and the address bus. It 
does not have addresses on the memory map. It can 
be likened to a central telephone exchange—the lo- 
cations on the memory map are the telephone num- 
bers that the exchange services. The CIAs have 
addresses, and when the 8502 dials them up they 
respond over the data bus. While the address bus 

is only one-way from the 8502 to the addressed lo- 

cation, the data bus is two-way and can be read from, 
or written to, by the 8502. 
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The 8502 is used when you put the C128 into 

the C128 or C64 modes. Besides connecting to the 
CIAs, the data bus from the 8502 hooks up to all 

the rest of the memory map locations. This is dis- 

cussed in detail in Chapter 18. 
U10, the Z80 microprocessor, is called the 

“‘Coprocessor."’ It is a full-fledged processor on its 
own. But since the 8502 handles the C128 and C64 
chores, the Z80 is given a subservient role. The Z80 
conducts the CP/M activities of the machine. It is 
located on the board, next to the 8562, on the right 
Both processors have 40 pins, However, the 8502 

is plugged into chip sockets but the Z80 is not. The 
Z80 is soldered directly to the printboard. 

The two processors work independently of each 

other. When the 8502 is operating, the Z80 is dis- 
abled and sits quietly. As the 280 takes over for the 

CP/M operations, the 8502 is tumed off and just 
waits idly by. With the two separate processors, the 
C128 total machine thus becomes a form of Siamese 
twin. The twins are joined at the 1/Os and memory. 
Furthermore, since the 8502 is conducting both 
C128 and C64 operations separately from each 
other, a third machine is present making the C128 

package Siamese triplets. 
When trouble strikes a processor, the function 

it is executing will fail. If the 8502 gets sick or dies, 
the C128 and C64 operations will be the ones to suf- 
fer. When the Z80 passes away, the CP/M opera- 
tions won't work. The 8502 and its problems are 
covered in Chapter 12. The Z80 processor is dis- 
cussed in Chapter 13. There is more about both of 
them in Chapter 5. 

The Addressing Management Chips 

When one of the processors dials up an address, 

all of the bits do not travel directly to the desired 
location. Some of them are routed to two substa- 

tion chips. They are U11, the 8721 PLA and U7, 

the 8722 MMU. The PLA, U11, ts a 48-pin chip and 
is soldered at center bottom of the printboard. The 
MMU, U7, is also a 48-pin chip and is located in a 
socket on the night-hand side of the board about hali- 

way down. The PLA is covered in detail in Chapter 
14. PLA stands for Programmed Logic Array. The 



MMU is discussed in Chapter 15. MMU is short for 
Memory Management Unit. 

The two large chips work together to keep the 
addressing straight. With two processors, five var- 

lous operating modes, two separate type video out- 

put chips, 128K of memory in two 64K banks and 

many other complications, these chips have their 
registers full. 

When trouble strikes in these chips or their cir- 

cuits, the main symptom is bad addressing, which 
can result in garbage or other related symptoms. 

The Video Output Chips 

In the upper left quadrant, near the center of 

the printboard is a metal shielded enclosure. Inside 
the enclosure, on the right, is a 48-pin VIC chip sol- 
dered to the board. It is U21 and named the 8564, 
It is an upgrade of the VIC chip found in the C64. 
VIC stands for Video Interface Chip. 

On the left-hand side of the enclosure is another 
48-pin chip plugged into a socket on the board. It 
is U22, the 8563. It is the Video Controller. 

These two chips are quite complex and are 
sometimes referred to as microprocessors. They 
can do almost the same job as a processor. VIC chips 
can be used in video game machines as a processor 
and also as an I/O chip. 

The VIC 8564 is the subject of Chapter 20 while 
the 8563 video chip details are in Chapter 21, These 
two chips do not work together, Like the 8502 and 
the Z80, when one is on the other one is off. The 
VIC chip is used exclusively for all 40-column oper- 
ations. This includes the C128 40-column mode, the 
C64 40-column mode and the CP/M 40-column 
mode. The 8563 Video Controller is used exclusively 
for all 80-column operations. This includes the C128 
80-column mode and the CP/M 80-column mode. 
The C64 does not have an 80-column mode. 

The VIC 8564 outputs directly to both the RF 
Modulator box at the top of the printboard and to 
the Composite TV Video plug to the right of the RF 
Modulator box. These are the exclusive 40-column 
outputs. The 8563 video controller chip outputs to 
the RGBI output plug only. This plug puts out only 
80-column video signals. 

The Sound Interface Device 

Sitting in a socket to the right of the board’s 
center, in the top half of the board, is SID, the 6581 
audio producer, SID is only a 28-pin chip and has 
little to do with any of the circuits except for the 
microprocessors. SID takes care of all the sound re- 
quirements of the C128. It is connected to address 
and data bus lines. SID is covered in detail in Chap- 
ter 22, When sound troubles occur, SID is the prime 
suspect. 

SID outputs its audio to both the RF Modulator 

and to a couple of pins on the Composite Video plug. 
The RF Modulator has audio from SID sent into its 
audio input plug. The Composite Video connector 
devotes two pins to audio. Pin 3 handles the audio 
output from SID. However, pin 5 takes care of any 
audio input that comes from an external device. The 
outside audio is then sent to SID where it can enter 
the chip and be processed according to SID's 
dictates. 

AN OVERVIEW OF TROUBLE ANALYSIS 

When trouble occurs with your C128 system, 
the first step, as discussed earlier in this chapter. 
is to determine whether the trouble is in the com- 
puter or in a peripheral. When the trouble is in a 

peripheral, you have the peripheral fixed. Should the 
trouble be in the C128 itself, then this book applies. 

Figure 1-13 is a flow chart that could help you 
decide the general circuit area on which you should 
focus. Before you start on the flow chart, if the com- 

puter appears dead and the indicator light is out, go 
no further—the trouble is in the power supply. Chap- 

ter 24 contains the service information for that con- 
dition. 

Should the light be on, then the flow chart can 
begin. Start by analyzing the symptom. The purpose 
of the analysis is to decide on what service approach 
to take. For example, if the usual sign on display 
is completely gone, and you know the TY is okay, 

then the computer is not putting out any video sig- 
nal in that mode. What you must do is figure out if 
ali of the computer signal is gone, or just the video. 

A quick test could be to write a test program 
to SID and determine if SID is outputting. There is 
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Fig, 1-13. When {rouble strikes, a good starting procedure will save you from wasting time, This is an example of the 
way tc go from symptom to pinpointing the defect, 
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a small PEEK and POKE program in Chapter 22 that 
will do this. If SID remains quiet, then there isn’t 
any computer output, sound or video. This indicates 
power supply trouble even though the indicator light 
is on, Chapter 24 has the test procedures. 

On the other hand, if SID does start making test 
tones then the computer is putting out some signals. 
By the process of elimination, the video circuits are 
the prime suspects. Look over the video chapters, 
20 and 21. 

The other general symptom is: some sort of dis- 
play, but not a useful one. There could be garbage 
on the screen, an empty display block, a display that 

has locked up and won't respond to keyboard 

strikes, or just erratic operations. You could, in 
those cases: try the reset button; tum the computer 
off and on; depress the RUN/STOP and RESTORE 
keys at the same time. If these measures do not cure 
the problem, then examine the READY prompt and 
the cursor. Are they present and is the cursor flash- 
ing? If so, you might be able to use PEEK and POKE 
tests or a diagnostic program you have. 

When the READY prompt and the cursor are 
disabled, then you probably can't get the computer 
to cure itself, At that point you must resort to the 
various logic probe, vom and scope tests as de- 
scnbed in the book. 
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2. Disassembly 

Ww a C128 gives up the ghost and you make 
a decision to repair it, then most of the time 

you must lake it apart. The first time you start tak- 

ing out the screws, you are sure to be hesitant. You 
know from past experience with many other repair 
jobs that you could just possibly cause some addi- 
tional troubles by simply taking it apart. You don’t 

want to start a repair job by causing trouble. 
Fortunately, the C128 is assembled in a sensi- 

ble manner, which makes the disassembly relatively 

easy, although extreme care and slow moves are the 
order of the day. The first steps are common sense. 
Arrange a large enough place for your work. Gather 

your tools together. Be sure to have good lighting 
and place a rubber mat on the bench. Disconnect 
all the attachments to the C128. Place it on the soft 
mat. Figure 2-1 illustrates progress to that point. 

It is a good idea to have the bench area as clean 
as possible. Dirt and filings that accidentally get into 
the computer could end up as additional troubles. 
It is not a good idea to work on the C128 in a low 

humidity environment. Should it be cold outside but 
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warm and dry inside, with static sparks flying and 
popping as you walk on the carpet, be extra careful 
while working on the computer. Static electricity 

could be death to computer chips. There will be 
more about the static electricity precautions in Chap- 
ter 4. 

GETTING THE HOOD UP 

The C128 is put together as a sandwich. The 
top slice holds the keyboard, the bottom slice holds 
the printboard, and the components are connected 

to the printboard. The first thing to do is take the 

C128, turn it upside down and place it on the soft 
pad, keyboard on the bottom. Then check the 
screws. There are six of them. They are located as 
shown on Fig, 2-2. 

The six screws on my model are tiny little 
jeweler's types with a number 10 Torx hole instead 

of a screwdriver slot. You should have the correct 
form of driver to remove the screws. I purchased 
my number 10 Torx screwdriver at Sears for $3.99 
plus tax. With the correct screwdriver, the little ones 



Fig. 2-1. To disassemble the C128, you need a number 10 Torx screwdriver, a Phillips head screwdriver, jong nose pliers 
and a low-wattage soldering iron. For the reassembly, a tube of heat-transferring silicone paste should also be used. The 
logic probe, chip straightener-inserter and small cutters are also useful during troubleshooting. 

come night out, as in Fig. 2-3. If you should not have 

the Torx driver, you'll have a hard time removing 
the screws. 

Once the six screws are out, then place them 
all together in a safe place so that they will all be 

available for replacement. Grasp the C128 so that 

it doesn't open and turn it back so that the keyboard 
is on top once again, then try to pry the top away 

from the bottom. 

The case is plastic and the top edge is seated 

in little holders. Sometimes the edges get wedged 
in the holders and it appears difficult to separate the 



BOTTOM OF C128 
(3 Number 10 Torx 

Fig. 2-2. On the bottom of the C128 are six Torx screws located at these spots. 

top of the case from the bottom. Be persistent and 
keep prying, gingerly. The top will dislodge itself and 

separate after some prying. 
Once you separate the top and bottom, then lift 

the Jeft side up first. The power indicator is on the 
left side. A three wire socket on the printboard holds 
the indicator three wire plug. Disconnect the plug, 
as in Fig. 2-4. Raise the top of the case and the top 

will swing up from left to right. The reason that the 

top will not come straight up is another number 10 
Torx screw, seen in Fig. 2-5, on the lower right side 

of the printboard that is holding a ground strap con- 
nected to the keyboard. Then you will see that the 

keyboard is plugged into a 25-pin socket on the main 
board. Unplug the keyboard, as in Fig. 2-6, and the 

top of the case is free. 
Unless the keyboard itself has troubles, there 

is no reason to remove it from the top casing. How- 
ever, should you need to remove the keyboard from 

the top, it is easily taken off by removing six more 

number 10 Torx screws. The keyboard will then be 

free. 
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FREEING THE PRINTBOARD 

Once the top is off, you'll be looking down at 
a metal shield that covers the entire printboard, top 
and bottom. The shield is ventilated with a lot of 

holes, but it covers the entire board. In order to do 

any testing or parts replacing on the main board, this 
shield must come off. 

The first step is to remove the seven number 
10 Torx screws, in Fig. 2-7, that are securing the 

printboard-shield assembly to the bottom of the cabi- 
net. The printboard and shieid assembly will then 
lift right out of the cabinet bottom, as Fig. 2-8 shows. 
The next step is to separate the printboard fram the 
shield. 

A close examination of Fig. 2-9 shows that the 

shield has eleven twist tabs hooking the top and bot- 
tom parts of the shield together. The tabs are lo- 
cated on the front and sides of the shield. These tabs 
must all be straightened. Once the tabs are no longer 

holding the top and bottom of the shield together, 
there is one last connection and one more screw. 

The connection is ‘a solder spot next toa twist tab 



Fig. 2-3. The six Torx screws are removed easily. Don't forget the hidden center screw above the nameplate 

holding the shield to the printboard, as seen in Fig. 

2-10. Itis located on the nght side of the board. Af- 

ter you desolder that connection, there is a Phillips 
head screw, shown in Fig. 2-11, located on the top 

of the shield nght in front of the RF Modulator box, 
Once that screw is out, then the shield can be re- 

moved, top and bottom, as seen in Fig. 2-12. 

Once the shielding ts removed, then the print- 

board is revealed. You'll see 55 of the C128's in- 

ventory of 63 chips on the board. Some are plugged 

into sockets while others are soldered directly to the 

board without the convenience of sockets. If you 

need to change a chip in a socket, it is a ticklish job 

to make sure the pins are lined up properly, but the 

job shouldn't take more than a minute or two. Should 

you be unfortunate enough to have to replace a chip 

soldered to the board, vou have a tedious soldering 

job ahead fraught with the danger of “‘inducig””’ ad- 

ditional problems. Chapter 4 details the techniques 

required for replacing chips in sockets or soldered 

to the board. 

In the top left quadrant is the RF Modulator box 
and the metal shield box containing video associated 

chips. The top of the video box comes off, as shown 

in Fig. 2-13, and you'll see eight more chips. You'll 

find six small chips, U22 (the video controller) on 
the left and U21 (the VIC) on the right. 

When you remove the shielding, note that there 

is a heatsink that is designed to touch the shield on 

the VIC. The sink is covered with a white silicon 
paste to conduct the heat away from VIC. Should 

you disturb this heat connection be sure to apply 

fresh silicon paste. You can obtain it in any electronic 

store, such as Radio Shack. 

It is vital that, as you take apart the C128, you 

perform the disassembly in a slow and careful man- 

ner. Note the way it comes apart so you will be able 

to get it back together again without undue difficulty. 
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Fig. 2-4. Once the screws are out the top will dislodge itself. Lift the left side and disconnect the LED pilot light plug 

THE POWER SUPPLY BOX 
Power supply troubles are among the most com- 

mon in computers. If the computer is dead, then the 

first step is to check out the supply box. Chapter 

24 goes into detail on the techniques required. If you 

find that the box is, indeed, the source of the trou- 
ble, then the next step is to try and disassemble the 

box. Sometimes this is an easy task and at other 

times is almost impossible. This is because there is 
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no one box that is found with all C128’s. They all 

produce the same supply voltages for the C128, but 

with slightly different circuits and yery different 
casings. 

The last two boxes I encountered had two 

different casings. One was very heavy, which meant 

that it was probably potted (a heavy waxlike 

plastic was poured into the box to seal the circuits in 

place). 



Fig. 2-5. Another Torx screw holds the keyboard ground strap to the main chassis. 
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Fig. 2-6. The keyboard plugs into the main chassis with this 25-pin plug. It pulls off easily. When reinserting make sure 
the plug is seated snugly 



Fig. 2-7, Seven more Torx screws secure the printboard- 
shield assembly to the bottom of the case. 

In spite of the fact that it was potted, I at- 
tempted to pull it apart because the trouble was 
definitely in the box, There was one long bolt. I re- 

moved it and tried to pry the top from the bottom 

of the case. They were so stuck together that the 
only way they would come apart was if 1 broke them 
apart. 1 opted to simply replace the power supply 

with a new one. It was the economical thing to do. 

On the other hand, another box | worked on was 
easy. It was much lighter than the first one. The 

box was not potted. It had four long bolts as shown 

in Fig. 2-14. Once they were removed with a thin 

Phillips head screwdriver, then the top lifted night 
off. 

Inside the box is a small printboard and some 

other circuits, as shown in Fig. 2-15, There are also 
two small fuses in fuse clips. Replacing a bad fuse 
might be a quick repair. In addition a power trans- 

former, some diodes, filter capacitors, transistors 

and one integrated chip are in the box. Chapter 24 

details the circuit and the troubleshooting methods 
needed to fix troubles. 

VISUAL REPAIRS 

After you disassemble the C128, then you are 
afforded an excellent easy kind of repair that can pro- 
duce a repair in a small percentage of cases: some 
troubles can be seen and promptly remedied. One 
such kind of trouble ts accidentally installed in the 
computer during manufacturing. After the printboard 
is assembled, then it is soldered with automatic ma- 
chinery. During the soldering process, the machin- 

ery generates hot gases that can expand rapidly and 

shoot hot liquid solder into the air. As the solder 
cools and falls, it hardens, The solder then drizzles 
down and some of it could find its way onto a newly 

assembled printboard. The drizzle contains solder 
flux which can act as glue. Where the solder falls 
it sticks. 

Of course, the factory knows all about this, and 

the board goes through extensive cleaning in the fi- 
nal stages. However, as hard as they try, an occa- 

sional sliver of solder will stick in a place where it 
frustrates removal, as shown in Fig. 2-16. Also, it 

does not cause any problems at that time, so it 

sneaks through quality control, and is shipped out 
with the finished computer. 

The computer and solder sliver travels many 
miles and is handled by a lot of people and machin- 

ery. It finally ends up on a users desk. During the 
next few months as the computer is used the sliver 

jiggles around and then manages to lodge between 
some copper etch lines of the address bus. When 
the computer is then ‘‘fired up,'’ then instead of a 
normal sign-on picture, a screenful of garbage 
results. The computer needs service. 

If you decide to check it out yourself, then the 
first thing you do is take it apart. Once the pmnint- 
board is freed from its shielding, then the next step 
is a close visual inspection under a good light. If you 

are alert, then you would sight the sliver of solder 
and remove it. It could be that the computer is fixed. 
As you turned it on, the normal sign-on message will 

appear. All you have to do then is put it back to- 
gether. 
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Fig. 2-8. The printboard and shieid assembly will lift away from the bottom of the case after removing its restraints. Some- 
times it is a very snug fit and will require some careful prying to free it 

While solder sliver troubles do happen on occa- 

sion, most of the time you are not so lucky. There 

are, however, a few other visual service moves that 

are easy to make and that often do produce good 

results. The only pieces of test equipment you need 

are a bright light and a good magnifying glass. You 

will be looking for short circuits, open circuits, and 

burnt or mangled components. 

Long Lead Shorts 

One common type of short circuit happens when 

a component's lead, sticking out of the bottom of 

the board, is left too long and manages to touch an 
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other part of the board or the shield as shown in Fig. 

2-17, The computer is put together in layers. The 

cabinet is at the very bottom with the shielding sit- 

ting on the bottom. The shield acts as a common 

ground for the entire printboard as well as a shield 

to ward off and absorb electrical interference that 

might come through to the C128. 

A short of the long lead occurs when one of the 

printboard’s active connections manages to contact 

other active connéctions or the ground. You can of- 

ten spot long leads that are producing a short cir- 

cuit and snip off the excess or bend them clear of 
the shorting spot. 
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Fig. 2-9, Some 11 twist tabs must be straightened to loosen the top shield from the bottom, 

Board Defects 

There are thousands of connections, long 
lengths of copper etch lines, etc., on the printboard. 
Sometimes a socket or chip pin can become bent un- 
der, instead of properly soldered into its board hole. 
It could also sneak by inspection because it works 
okay—the socket is otherwise firmly attached and 
the bent-over pin makes a pressure contact. How- 
éver, in about a year, some corrosion builds up on 
the pin and the pressure contact no longer holds. 

Erratic performance develops leading to a perma- 
nent disability. 

This type of trouble can be seen with the bright 

light and magnifying glass. Once you locate it, you 

can gingerly move the pin into its appointed hole and 
apply a tiny drop of solder with a small soldering iron. 

Other types of board defects can also be found 
visually. The address bus, the data bus, and the 

other bus lines are copper etch lines on the print- 
board that travel over much of the board. These bus 
lines must be continuous. There cannot be any 
breaks or touching between lines. If you find a break 
or a place where they are touching, then you have 
located an open or a short. Figure 2-16 shows both 
problems. Either way, you have trouble. Chapter 
18 covers all these bus lines in detail. It is a good 
practice to examine all the bus lines carefully before 
each repair. You could just be lucky enough to find 
a solder sliver or a break and have a quick fix by 
removing the short, or resoldering the break. 

Blackening 

Another item of repair importance is blacken- 
ing. Look carefully at the board for blackened com- 
ponents. If a resistor or capacitor starts smoldering, 
the chances are good that it will become blackened. 
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Fig. 2-10. One solder spot holds the top shietd to the bottom shield. it must be disconnected 

A burnt cover on a component is a sure sign of a 

bad component. In the same vein, you can often find 

trouble by feeling the temperature of a component. 

For example: the power supply box, when operat- 

ing, becomes a bit warmish to the touch. If it is cold 

it is not operating. Other examples are the chips. 

Some of them are designed to operate warm and 

other ones quite hot. 

The Fee! Test 

Table 2-1 is a chart for the usual feel of the large 

chips in the C128 with the ranges of ‘‘cool,”’ 
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‘‘“warm,'’ and “‘hot."” If the chip does not feel cool, 

warm or hot chances are it is defective, according 

to the chart. The way to perform the feel test is with 

the printboard freed and running for a few minutes. 

Turn the computer off and pull the plug before touch- 

ing the chips. 

Besides being sure you do not contact electric- 

ity by pulling the plug out before you stick your fin- 

ger on a chip, you must also be very careful as you 

touch each chip. Some chips get very hot! They 

could burn your fingertips. Therefore, touch the 

chips with great care. 



=m 
Fig. 2-71, A Phillips head screw holds the top shield to the video case top in front of the RF Modulator box. 

CLEANING 

Another service move that might complete a re- 

pair, but is useful in any case, is cleaning. While the 

computer Is apart, you will be able to see how much 
dust has been collected. When a computer is used, 
and time goes by, the inside will collect dust, un- 

less you take extraordinary dust cover precautions. 
Actually, dust itself is not really an electrical prob- 
lem, Ordinary dust is an insulator and, as such, won’t 

short out the printboard or its components. The 

problem with dust is that it blocks off adequate ven- 

tiation, Dust enters through the ventilation slots. 

If enough of it collects, then air circulation is re- 

stricted which, inturn, can cause overheating. Should 

dust get into moving parts, as in the keyboard or 

into the interface ports, it could cause clogged plugs, 
sticky keys and other types of erratic operation, 

There are many ways to remove dust. I find the 
best way is to brush the dust out carefully with a 
thin, clean, dry paint brush, The dust removal should 
be done slowly and carefully. Be especially careful 
around the RAM section and the large chips since 
they are the most vulnerable to static electricity, Try 
not to dust on a day that is especially cold and dry 
where static electricity is jumping off of you. It is 
@ good idea to ground the brush: There is more static 
electricity grounding information later on in this chap- 

ter and in Chapter 4, 
Never, ever use any water or other household 

cleaning solutions on the board. The board must al- 



Fig. 2-12. The top shield is shown removed from the printboard. Note the white spots on some of the larger chips. The 
tabs on the top shield are dressed with silicone and touch these chips. This ts a heatsink. The silicone transfers heat 
from the chips to the shield. During reassembly it is good practice to apply more silicone to these surfaces. 

ways be bone dry. The idea of dusting and cleaning 

is not to make the board shiny and spotless. All you 

want is good air circulation and a clear view of the 

circuits on the top and bottom of the printboard. 

A good preventative item to use ts a dust cover 

for the C128. If you place it on the C128 religiously 

after you use it you will avoid most of the dust prob- 
lems that occur. The only precaution needed with 

a dust cover is: do not put the cover on while the 

C128 is still warm from operation. Let it cool down 

first. The dust cover traps the heat somewhat and 

might cause difficulty. 

STATIC ELECTRICITY 

If you are going to be handling printboards and 

integrated circuits, then you should be briefed on 
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their worst enemy: static electricity. A silicon chip 

is considered sturdy and reliable in normal opera- 

tion mounted on a printboard, but it is in serious 
jeopardy when it is loose and not in the protective 

board environment. 

For example, if you walk across a carpeted room 
ona dry day, and reach for a loose chip, and a static 

spark flashes from your finger to the chip, then odds 

are that the chip has just been electrocuted. Often- 

times, you cannot stop the static buildup of the elec- 

tric charge on your body. How can you avoid this 

problem? There are ways. Let's examine the situa- 

tion first before discussing the preventative mea- 

sures you can take. 

Two general types of chips exist that you'll find 

in the C128. One is called a TTL, which stands for 



Fig. 2-13. In the video box are eight more chips. Two of them have silicone paste and touch a heatsink tab on the box cover 

Transistor-Transistor-Logic. The other is called an 

MOS, which stands for Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor. 

More detail on the construction and operation of 

these chips is in Chapter 4. 

Among the chip's vital characteristics is one 

called Threshold Voltage for Electrostatic Damage. 
This describes the amount of static electricity the 
chip can withstand without being destroyed. The 

average TTL is not able to take a jolt of 300 volts 

or more. An MOS can’t stay alive if a static shot 
of 250 volts or more is applied. Did you ever won- 

der how much voltage there is in a ‘spark that leaves 

your body for a doorknob on a dry day? It could eas- 
ily be 3000 volts! As you can see, itis an easy mat- 

ter to lose a chip if you do not take proper 

precautions. 

What is Static Electricity? 

Static electricity involves the buildup of electric 

charges on the surface of an insulator. The charges 

are called electrons. The insulator will get charged 

if there is an excess or deficiency of electrons. An 

insulator with an excess of electrons is said to have 

a negative charge. When there is a deficiency of elec- 
trons, then a positive charge is present. The volt- 

age developed gets larger as the charge increases. 

It doesn't matter which type of charge is on the in- 

sulator; either one will deal the chip a death blow. 

Static electricity results from friction between 

different types of matenals. Your-shoes-on-the- 

carpet Is one way to produce this friction. As you 

walk around the room, you charge up. The rug and 

your shoes are both insulators. The charge is built 
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on your shoes. The charge is then transferred to 

your body, which is a conductor. 

The charge on an insulator remains at the spot, 

where it develops. The charge on a conductor, how- 

ever, spreads itself evenly throughout the conduc- 

tor. That is how we can get rid of the charge before 

it can kill chips. If we, as conductors, touch an earth 

ground, then the charge quickly leaks from us to the 

ground. The only problem there is: only the charge 

that was in our body is gone. The charge that is still 

on our shoes or on our clothing remains. Therefore, 

correct-chip-handling must still be observed even if 

we are grounded properiy. 
To help alleviate the problem, it is a good idea 

to wear conductive clothing. For instance, leather 

soled shoes are better than rubber soled shoes, and 

cotton clothing is more conductive than nylon. 
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Fig. 2-14. Some of the C128 power box units have these four bolts holding the case together 

Wrist Strapping 

One technique that professional servicers use 

to deal with static electricity is called ‘wrist strap- 

ping.’ The wrist strap kit is available in electronic 

supply houses. RCA puts one out called an Antistatic 

Kit. It consists of a static dissipative mat, a light 

weight wrist strap, a coil cord, and a six foot ground- 

ing cable. 

In series with the wrist strap, cord and ground 

is a resistor, typically about a megohm. Figure 2-18 

shows the grounding scheme and Fig. 2-19 is an i- 

justration of the RCA kit hookup. Any charge that 

builds up in your body will immediately be shunted 

off to the ground with this arrangement. Note that 

this is an electrical earth ground. An electrician 

usually attaches his ground to-a cold water pipe for 

a good earth ground. If you are in doubt about the 



Fig. 2-75. Inside the power box are some smail circuit boards and two easy to replace fuses 
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Fig. 2-16. If a sliver of solder should fall across wiring strips it will cause a short circuit, Should a copper etch track break 
it could be an open circuit. 
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Fig. 2-17. The printboard Is. the top of a sandwich. Beneath the board is an insulator. Under the insulator is the metal 
ground plane. If a component lead should pierce the insulator and contact the sandwich bottom, the ground plane, then 
a short circuit could develop. 



Table 2-1. This is a list of chips that can be quick-tested 
with a hot-warm-coo! feel test. if the condition of the chip 
does not match the chart, then the chip could be 

defective. 

Operating Condition 

CIAi 
CIA2 

MPU 
MPU 
PLA 
MMU 
SID 
VIC 
VIC 
ROM1 
ROM2 
ROM3 
ROM4 

U38-U53 Set of RAM 
U18 Character ROM 
U19 Color RAM 

Fig. 2-18. In order to keep static electricity on your body at 
a harmless, low level, commercially available wrist strap sys- 
tems can be used. They provide an escape path to earth 
ground for the unwanted charges. 

earth ground, then consult an electrician to be sure 

you are connected correctly. If you do not connect 

to a true earth ground then the connection could be 

useless and not discharge your static voltage. 

It is also vital for the wrist strap to be used only 

while you are working with equipment that is com- 

pletely disconnected from any sort of electric power! 

Fig. 2-19, RCA markets an antistatic kit to keep you and your 
workbench as static free as possible. it consists of a static 
charge dissipative mat, a lightweight wrist strap, coil cord 
and a 6-foot grounding cabie that constantly drains static 
charges to ground. It is used ONLY while you are working 
with equipment thal is completely disconnected from any 
sort of electric power! 

While vou are wearing the strap system, then you 

are securely connected to ground. If you contact the 

126 Vac, you could get a nasty electric shock. That 

is why the megohm resistor is in series with the 

cord. It is supposed to limit the amount of current 

if you do manage to contact the 120 Vac. To be safe, 
only connect yourself to the wrist strap system dur- 

ing chip handling on disconnected equipment. 

Put the wrist strap on after you pull all power 
plugs on the equipment, Then you can take the C128 

apart. Keep the strap on during any chip handling. 

You are producing static charges with every move 

you make. After the chips are safely installed in the 
equipment you can remoye the strap. Once the strap 
is off you then, and only then, you can plug the C128 
into the power line, 

Additional Precautions 

The professional electronic technician often uses 
a lot of other static discharge techniques to avoid 

killmg chips with accidental static charges. First of 
all, he pays attention to the workbench. Work- 
benches for electronics are usually made of insulat- 
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ing materials like pressed wood. As insulators, they 

canbuild up charges. You can’t easily discharge the 
entire work surface because a ground wire will only 
discharge the point on an insulator that the wire 

touches. To solve this problem, the technician will 

ground the printboard he is working on, Ensuring 
that the board is not connected to power, the tech 

will connect a jumper wire, with a one megohm 
resistor in sees, from the board to earth ground, 

When you receive a new sensitive replacement 

chip, you could find it plugged into a black piece of 
what looks like insulation. It is not insulation: it is 
a conductive material, With all the pins phigged into 

it, all the pins are more or less shorted together, 
which is a safe condition. When you pull the chip out 
of the material and free the pins, then the danger 
begins. Don’t remove the chip from the material till 
the moment of installation, and then only when you 
are prepared by being grounded properly. 

There are speciai tools for chip handling. A chip 
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extractor has a hole in the top that can be connected 
to ground when necessary. A companion tool is the 
chip mserter. It can also be connected to ground eas- 
ily through the-pin on the top (See Chapter 4). 

Sometimes static electricity is not a problem and 
you can let up somewhat on your chip handling 
precautions. If the humidity is relatively high, and 
there is no trace of static charge, TTLs can be han- 
dled without fear of damaging them. MOS chips, 
though,.should always get extra care. They could 
be killed at any time. 

[don’t mean to scare anyone concerning these 
chip handling problems. It is possible and even likely 
that you could successfully replace the chips in your 
C128 without these grounding measures. However, 

if you do have to replace a chip in your computer 
and it takes weeks until you receive delivery on it, 
you will get rather frustrated should it blow out from 
a static spark, due to careless handling, before it is 
installed. 



3. Chip Location Guide 

he previous chapter showed you how to take the 
C128 apart and free the printboard. Once the 

board is out in the open, you will see a conglomera- 

tion of chips, resistors, capacitors, transistors, cop- 

per connecting etch tracks, metal boxes, ports, 
switches and other things. It is like flying over a city 
and trying to figure out what is where. This chapter 

maps out the C128 environment and identifies all the 
main components so that you can know where you 

are if you make any service moves. 
Figure 3-1 is the map. It is the Chip Location 

Guide. It shows the physical relative position of all 
the chips, transistors, ports and switches, de test 

points, a filter capacitor, a diode and a couple of ad- 
justment spots. During servicing, the Location Guide 
is referred to continually. Many repairs can be con- 

summated using only the Location Guide as service 
information. 

SPECIFIC INFORMATION 

As you look at Fig. 3-1, you'll find that the front 

of the printboard is on the right of the page and that 

the left side represents the rear of the board. Across 
the rear panel are seven ports and along the right 
side are four more, plus the off-on switch. Table 3-1 

lists these components. The ports are called CNs 
and the switch, SW1. All the ports and the switch 
have connection points. They are all numbered, In 
Chapter 23 the voltages and logic states as well as 

the pin numbers are provided. The Location Guide 
zeros you in on the physical positions of the ports 
and switch so that you do not accidentally try to test 

the wrong port. 

You can see that in front of the RF Modulator 
box there is another metal box on the printboard, 
The box has a metal top with some ventilation holes 

in it. The Location Guide shows this box uncovered 
and displays the intenor. There are eight chips, 

three transistors and an important adjustment coil 
in the box, 

The transistors are given a prefix Q. There are 
six transistors, Q1 through Q6, on the printboard. 

There are Some more transistors in the power sup- 
ply box and in the RF Modulator box. However, they 
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Table 3-1. This is a list of the connectors 
and switches around the top and right 

side of the printboard counting clockwise. 

Rear and Side Panel 
Clockwise 

User Port 
RGB Output 
RF Modulator Box 
Composite Video Output 
Serial Port 
Cassette Port 
Expansion Port 
Power Supply Input 
Off-On Switch 
Reset Switch 
Controf Port 2 
Control Port 1 
Keyboard Port 

Internal 

Table 3-2. Six discrete transistors 
are on the printboard located as shown. 

Near top of U22, 8563 
Near top of U5, SID 
Left of Expansion Port 
Left of U21, VIC 
Below Q4 
Near bottom of i114, PLA 

Table 3-3. The three power supply output 
voltages can be tested at these locations. 

are covered separately in their own chapters. The 
six printboard transistors are listed in Table 3-2, 
along with reference locations. 

On the night top quadrant of the Location Guide, 
a 1000 pF filter capacitor and a diode CR15 are 
shown. They are important test points, as described 
in Chapter 24. 

There are three de voltage test points shown 
on the guide, They are listed in Table 3-3. They are 
also described in Chapter 24. 

Then there are the 63 chips. They have U 
numbers—U1 through U63. They are scattered all 
over the board. They are different sizes, and vary 
from U59 (a 12 volt voltage regulator, with only 
three pins) to U22 (the Video Controller with 48 
pins), The pin sizes can be judged on the Location 
Guide by comparison. Note that the largest chips 
are 48-pin, the next largest, like U6 the MPU are 
40-pin, the ROMs are 28-pin, and so on. For verifi- 
cation of the comparative sizes, you can refer to the 
vanous Test Point Charts of specific chips in their 
respective chapters. Exact details in schematic form 
can be found in the Master Schematic in the back 
of the book. 

Besides providing the U number for each chip, 
there is additional servicing information shown in the 
chips. First of all, the generic number of each chip 
is shown. With the generic number, you can pur- 
chase a replacement chip. Simply take the number 
to a supply house and give the counterman the num- 
ber. He is able to look up the chip and cross- 
reference the generic number over to the manufac- 
turer’s number of the brand that he carries. 

Also, shown in each chip on the location guide 
is its given hame. Table 3-4 lists all 63 chips on the 
board giving U numbers, generic number and given 
names. Lastly, in each chip is shown the keyway to 
identify the pin numbers. 

The unfortunate thing about chips is: they can 
+5.0 Volts Bottom left of board at bottom of resis- be put in upside down. The keyway won't prevent 

tor FSB you from installing it incorrectly. However, the key- 
way does show you where the first and last pin num- 
bers are. The keyway is a notch on the physical chip. 
It is shown as the black dot on the top or bottom 
of the chip. Pin 1 is to the left of the chip when the 
notch is at the top, as shown on U6 8502. The pins 

+11.5 Valts Top right of board below the Base 
connection of Q3, on the left connec- 
tion of resistor R3 

+11.9 Volts | Bottom center of board next to pin 7 
of U11, the PLA, at top connection of 
fesistor R45 
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Table 3-4. The C128 has room for 63 chips with U numbers. 

Generic Number 

6526 Complex Interface Adapter 
4066B Quad Bilateral Switch 
74L$138 1-0f-8 Decoder 
6526 Complex Interface Adapter 
6581 Sound Interface chip 
8502 Microprocessor 
8722 Memory Management Unit 

74LS08 Quad 2-input AND Gate 
74F32 Quad 2-input OR Gate 
Z80 Microprocessor 
8721 Programmed Logic Array 

74LS373 Octal 3-State D Latch 
74LS244 Octal 3-State Driver 
74LS257 Quad 2-Input Multiplexer 
74LS257 Quad 2-Input Multiplexer 
74LS14 Hex Schmitt Trigger 
74LS373 Octal 3-State D Latch 
390059-01 Character ROM 

2016 Color RAM 
4066B Quad Bilateral Switch 
8564 Video Interface Chip 
8563 Video Controller 
4416 DRAM 

74LS244 Octal 3-State Driver 
4416 DRAM 

74LS257 Quad 2-Input Multiplexer 
556 Timer 
8701 Clock 
7406 Hex Inverter Buffer 
7406 Hex Inverter Buffer 

74LS00 Quad 2-Input NAND Gate 
251913-01 Read Only Memory 
318018-02 Read Only Memory 
318019-02 Read Only Memory 
318020-03 Read Only Memory 

Empty Socket for Functional ROM — 
7406 Hex Inverter Buffer 
4164 DRAM 

74L$32 Quad 2-Input OR Gate 
74F245 Transceiver 
T4LS74 Dual D Flip-Flop 
7407 Hex Buffer 

74LS03 Quad 2-Input NAND Gate 
7812 42 Volt Regulator 
7407 Hex Butter 

74LS08 Quad 2-Input AND Gate 
74LS244 Octal 3-State Driver 
7406 Hex Inverter Buffer 

are then counted counterclockwise down to pin 20, Guide, then pin 1 is directly to the nght of the notch. 
across the bottom to pin 21, and then up to the last ~The pins are still counted counterclockwise from pin 

pin 40. 1. Simply count upwards to the top right pin 20, 

When the keyway is mounted at the bottom of across to the left to pm 21 then down to the bottom 

the chip, as U6 the Z80 MPU is on the Location left pin which is pin 40. The rule is that pin 1 and 
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the last pin number are always across from each 
other at the keyway, and that the count is counter- 
clockwise. 

All the chips on the C128 board, except for U59, 
the regulator, are called DIPs, DIP stands for Dual 
Inline Package. This refers to the fact that there are 
two lines of pins on the chip. 

The Location Guide Perspective 

The Landmark sketch in Chapter 1, Fig. 1-11, 
and this Chip Location Guide, Fig. 3-1, show the ac- 
tual physical locations of the most important com- 

ponents on the board. They do not show the small 

Support components or the circuit connections be- 
tween the chips. You do not need to bother with the 
support components or the connections in the first 
stages of a repair. 

These guides are designed to enable you to 
quickly find a suspect chip or transistor. You can re- 

move and install the twelve chips in sockets. It 
shows you where the adjustments are. It lets you 
know where convenient test points are for power 
supply voltage readings. It keeps the ports straight. 
It lets you make all your visual tests quickly and ac- 

curately. It turns out that, with only the aid of the 

Location Guide, you will be able to take care of a 

large percentage of repairs, cleaning and adjusting. 
When the simple measures do not produce a fix, 

then you must use more complex service informa- 
tion. First of all, you can test chips for logic states 

with the Test Pomt Charts. The charts are close up 
views with the logic states that should be present 

on all pins. The charts are also physical replicas of 
the actual chips. The Location Guide shows you 
where each chip is on the board. 

For even more serious servicing, you will re- 
quire the Master Schematic. It uses electronic sym- 
bols to represent the physical chips, transistors, 
capacitors, ete. You must, in your mind, be able to 
relate the symbols to the actual components on the 

board, The symbols bear no resemblance to the 

components. Also, the pin connections on the 
schematic are drawn for the convenience of the 
draftsman, and there is no rule such as counting 
counterclockwise, The pin connections can appear 

anywhere on the drawn symbol. You'll pick up tips 
on reading schematics as you proceed through the 
book. Anyway, you'll find that the familiarity you gain 
with the Location Guide helps bridge the step of find- 
ing a part or connection on the board after reading 
the schematic. 

CHIP SURVEY 

Getting back to Fig. 3-1, the chips appear to be 
scattered helter skelter all over the board. Yet there 
is good design in the layout. The chips are wired 
up in groups according to the various jobs required 
in a computer. Let's check out the major chips on 
the board and take an overview of their operation. 

Microprocessors 

If we view the board in quadrants, from the 
front, the MPUs are in the lower right. They are 
the 8502 and the Z80 sitting next to each other. The 
8502 is used to operate the C128 and C64 modes. 
The 280 works when the CP/M modes are in oper- 
ation. The 8502 is an upgrade of the old 6502 and 
the Z80 is the same one used for years. They do 
not operate together. Either one is working, or the 
other one is, according to the mode you are using. 
Chapters 12 and 13 cover the two processors in 
detail. 

The MPUs have the job of addressing all the 
residents of the memory map around the board. 
They send and retrieve data from the memory, and 
process the data with the aid of internal registers, 
its arithmetic and logic center, and its control cen- 
ter, The MPU uses its internal registers as tem- 
porary memory locations to store results in 
progress, incoming instructions, and memory map 
addresses that will have to be contacted during the 
data processing. 

The arithmetic and logic center does the data 
processing, It is known as the ALU for Arithmetic 
Logic Unit. It performs all the calculations. It also 
selects, sorts, and compares the information accord- 
ing to the instructions it receives. The control sec- 
tion is a traffic cop in the MPU that keeps the data 
traffic moving in the correct direction at the proper 
time, 
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Complex Interface Adapters 

The two main I/O chips are the two 6526 Com- 
plex Interface Adapters referred to as the CIAs. U1, 
known as CIAL1, is located in the lower right quad- 

rant also, next to the two MPUs on their night. 
Directly to the night of CIA] is the keyboard port. 
The keyboard port is wired directly to CLAL. If you 

look closely at the bottom of the actual printboard, 
then you can see the copper etch tracks connecting 
the plug to the chip. It is obvious then that CIAL 
is the L/O port for the keyboard. In fact, that is the 

main job CIA] performs. 
However, CLA1, in its spare moments, also 

takes care of the I/O needs of the two nearby Con- 

trol Ports, 1 and 2. 
CLA2, the other 6526 I/O chip, is found in the 

upper left quadrant of the board. It is the chip that 
handles peripheral signals from its nearby ports. 
They are the User Port and the Serial Port. 

The CIAs are 40-pin chips and do a lot of work 
in the C128. They are covered in detail in Chapter 
19. Besides being an entrance and exit way for the 
above mentioned ports, they also perform a lot of 

other jobs; they possess shift registers and precise 
timing circuits; they have a time-of-day clock; they 
are also the source of many interrupts that permit 
the MPUs to service various circuits. 

The Video Interface Chips 

As mentioned earlier, the C128 operates.as a 
C128, a C64 and as a CP/M program runner and 

writer tool. In the C128 mode and the CP/M mode, 
the machine is able to output both 40-column and 
80-column displays. There are two video output 

chips—one handles the 40-column output and the 
other the 80-column output. 

Both of the chips are found on the Location 
Guide in the upper left quadrant. They are under 
the metal shield of the video container below the RF 
Modulator box. On the right side of the video con- 
tainer is the 48-pin 8564 VIC chip. It is an upgrade 
of the 6567 VIC chip that is in old C64 machines. 
This newer VIC takes care of all the 40-column dis- 
play needs for the C128 and CP/M modes. It also 

takes care of the 40-column display that the C64 
mode puts out. 

On the left side of the metal box is the 8563 
Video Controller chip. Its job is to produce all the 

80-column displays that the computer is capable of. 

It produces 80 columns for the C128 and CP/M 
modes. The C64 mode can't use an 80-column dis- 
play, so the chip is not used when the C64 mode 
is in operation. 

The video output chips are the interface. be- 

tween the digital circuits and the analog video out- 
put circuits. The chips receive inputs from the digital 
computer circuits. Inside the chips, the digital sig- 
nals are transformed into analog outputs. The ana- 
log outputs are various TV signals and RGBI signals. 
The 8564 VIC chip produces two TY signals, one 

called Luminance/Sync and the other Chroma. In the 
RF Modulator these signals are combined to help 

produce the Composite TV Signal. The two signals 
are also output individually to the Composite Video 

Output Port. 
The 8563 Video Controller Chip receives digi- 

tal signals also. It then converts the digital to ana- 

log Red, Green, Blue and Intensity signals. The 
signals are then output in the 80-column format. The 
8563 also generates the required sync signals. 

The video chips are the source of many forms 
of outputs. They produce variations of alphanu- 
merics, semigraphics and pure graphics. One of the 

features of these machines is to be able to generate 

““sprites."’ A sprite is a high resolution programma- 

ble figure that can be put into a graphic display. It 
is used in sophisticated graphic programs. A sprite 
can be formed in all types of conceivable shapes and 
made to cavort freely around the display. 

These complex video output chips can act some- 
what like MPUs. They have addressing and 
programmable capabilities. In some cases it is pos- 
sible to have the actual MPUs turned off and let a 

video output chip take over the computer during 

video processing. When a video chip is in charge, 
it conducts the addressing and control functions that 
the MPU normally performs. Details on the 8564 
chip is found in Chapter 20, and the 8563 is covered 

in Chapter 21, 



The Sound Interface Device 

In the upper right quadrant, just right of the 
video box is the 6581 SID chip. SID is the compan- 
ion of the video chips that produce the sound to go 
with the TV display. SID is a 28-pin chip and is a 
programmable resident of the memory map. On the 
printboard it is known as U5. 

SID is wired to the data bus, and also to enough 
lines of the address bus so that it can be addressed. 
The details are supplied in Chapter 22. SID has di- 
rect inputs from the MPUs and can be programmed 
easily. SID’s output is audio and goes to an audio 
output amplifier and then to the RF Modulator. From 
the modulator, the audio goes to the RF Output plug. 
SID also sends audio directly to the Composite Video 
output port. Sound can then be heard from a home 
TV acting as a monitor or from an actual monitor 
with sound capabilities. 

SID is the same chip that is also found in the 
C64 machines, It is referred to as a three voice elec- 
tronic music synthesizer. It is used to generate in- 
teresting and exciting sound effects to go with the 
graphics created by means of sprites and other video 
creations. SID has a wide range of frequencies that 
it can produce. There is a high resolution control of 
the frequencies, harmonics, and volume. 

SID is able to generate four different types of 
audio waveforms. They are known as triangular, 
sawtooth, rectangular and white noise. The fre- 
quency of each waveform can be varied individually. 
Once generated, the sound can be fed to an enve- 
lope shaper circuit. The audio arrangement of sus- 
tain level, attack, decay and release rates is made. 
With these variables you can produce audio that im- 
itates musical instruments and other noises. Chap- 
ter 22 tells you how to test SID for these sound 
effects, 

SID, like the video chips, is also a digital-to- 
analog converter. The digital inputs from the pro- 
gramming are changed to analog audio outputs. 

The MMU and the PLA 

Once the address bits leave the MPU, then they 
are processed in a very complex way. U7, the 8722 

Memory Management Unit, in the upper right quad- 
rant, and 11, the 8721 Programmed Logic Array, 
on the border between the bottom two quadrants, 
do most of the processing. Chapter 15 covers the 
48-pin MMU. Chapter 14 goes over the operation 
of the other 48-pin PLA chip, 

In general, the MMU uses its address and data 
bus inputs and outputs to access and handle the two 
banks of 64K RAM in a custom styled manner, 
There are a number of ways that the RAM could 
be used. The style of use is determined by a lot of 
things, most important of which is the mode you 
want the C128 to operate in. You could say that the 
MMU controls the operating mode. 

The PLA works as an assistant to the MMU. 
The PLA also receives an input of address bits, but 
in addition it receives inputs from the MMU. The 
PLA in turn generates a lot of chip selection signals. 
While the MMU is addressing the RAM banks in the 
memory map, the PLA selects the other chips. It 
selects the ROM to be used—if a cartridge is 
plugged into the C128 it will select it. It is able to 
select the color RAM chip, the VIC registers, the 
Character ROM and all the I/O devices. 

Between the MMU and the PLA, most of the 
chip selecting and location addressing is conducted. 
The operation details are covered in Chapters 14 and 
15: 

The 128K RAM 

The C128 is blessed with 128K of RAM. The 
RAM is contained in 16, Dynamic Random Access 
Memory 4164 chips. The MPUs in the C128 are the 
so called eight-bit types. An eight-bit MPU can 
directly address only 64K. Therefore the 128K is 

broken up into two 64K banks, called Bank 0 and 
Bank 1. With the help of the MMU chip, the proces- 

sor in use is then able to address each bank in turn. 
The full 128K of RAM is located in the bottom left- 
hand corner of the printboard. 

The 16 chips in the two banks are all identical 
16-pin chips. These RAM chips are the storehouse 
for the MPU. The chips are able to store data and 
then transfer the stored data back to the MPU when 
it is addressed. Chapter 6 goes into the details. 
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Fig. 3-2. Dynamic RAM is organized in bits. An addressed location is found split up on eight chips. Each chip outputs 
one bit of the byte al the location. 

In one bank there is 64K of RAM. In each of 
the 64K locations there is one byte of storage space. 
There are eight bits in each byte. Each bit is con- 
nected to one of the eight corresponding lines of the 

data bus, D7 through DO. The bits in each location 
are numbered 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 and 0, as shown 

in Fig. 3-2. 
In this type of dynamic memory, you'll find that 

a location of eight bits is not on a single chip but is 
spread over the eight chips. Each chip of the eight 

in a bank contains one bit of a location. In order to 
address a location, you must contact all eight bits. 
Chip number 7 of the bank set contains ail the num- 

ber 7 bits for all of the 64K locations. Chip number 
6 has all number 6 bits and so on. When the MPU 
addresses these RAM locations, then it is actually 

addressing all eight chips at the same time. It gets 
one bit of the location from each chip. 

Dynamic RAM, such as these 4164 chips, stores 
bits as charges, or noncharges, in a gnd of tiny 

capacitances. The charge in the capacitance is very 
fragile and can only exist for a few milliseconds be- 

fore it leaks off. It must be recharged every few mil- 

liseconds in order to hold the charge. This 
recharging, called ‘'refreshing,’’ is conducted by a 
special refresh circuit in the VIC chip. The refresh- 
ing is conducted continually by VIC as long as the 

C128 is running. 

The ROMs 

Directly above the 128K RAM are located the 
ROMs one, two, three, four and an empty socket 

for a possible fifth special ROM. The fifth ROM is 
called ‘‘functional ROM 1."’ The five ROMs are 

U32, 33, 34, 35 and 36. They are all 28-pin chips. 
They are covered in Chapter 7. 

The ROM is unlike the RAM in that it is a Read 
Only Memory. The ROM is already filled with per- 
manent bits that are “‘burnt’’ into the individual io- 

cations. Also, unlike the dynamic RAM memory, a 
location is not spread over a group of ROM chips. 
Each addressed location is found complete on a chip. 
All eight bits-of a byte location are together on one 

chip, as Fig. 3-3 indicates. 

The main difference between a ROM and a 
RAM is: the ROM can only be read by the MPU. 
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Fig. 3-3. This ROM is organized in bytes. Each addressed location is on one chip and contains eight bits. 

It cannot be written to successfully. Writing to a 
ROM is useless. It does not respond. 

The permanent programs contained in ROM 
chips are the controlling brains of the computer sys- 
tem. The MPU is just a talented workhorse taking 
its orders from the ROM system operating pro- 

grams. The MPU has no mind of its own. That’s 
why, if a ROM chip becomes defective, the MPU 
starts running without direction and fills the display 
with garbage. 

Inside the ROMs 

The ROMs are located on the left side of the 

board, in a clump, about the middle of the board. 
There are five ROM locations; four are filled with 

chips while an empty socket is present for use with 
a fifth ROM chip, The four ROMs in operation all 
have 16K locations. The fifth ROM, when it is used, 
has a 32K socket awaiting it. 

ROM1, U32, is the closest ROM to the edge 
of the board. It is the controller when the computer 
is operating in the C64 mode. The PLA selects 
ROM1 during C64 operation and leaves the rest of 
the ROMs turned off. ROM1 contains the C64 oper- 
ating system. This is a combination of BASIC 2.2, 
the C64 Kernel and other operating forces like the 
4() Column Editor. There is more detail on these 
systems and the contents of the rest of the ROMs 
in Chapter 7, 

ROM2, 33, is next to ROMI, directly to the 
right. It is selected by the PLA when the computer 
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is put into the C128 mode. It operates the BASIC 
LO Version 7.(). 

ROMS, U34, immediately to the nght of ROM2, 
also operates in the C128 mode and controls the BA- 
SIC HI Version 7.0. In addition, ROMS contains the 

operating system for the Monitor that you can use 

when you enter machine language programs from 
the keyboard. 

ROMS, U35, is found directly above U34. It is 
also needed for C128 operation. It contains the C128 
Kernel. Kernels in these Commodore machines take 

over and control all the input, output and memory 

management functions of the computer. Most of the 
time the work consists of transferring data from the 

MPU to the memory and back again. Another vital 
job is to verify the data that travels from place to 
place. The operating system has special load, store, 

and verify routines that BASIC calls upon to con- 

duct its business. 

The Kermel is a special operating system adjunct 
that attempts to keep the operating system up to 
date as time goes by, These C64 and C128 programs 

will, in the future, be improved and upgraded. The 

Kernel is therefore built with special jump tables that 
are designed to accommodate changes. That way, 
the machine language routines that you might write 

will not become obsolete and will work with newer 

versions of the C64 and C128. The Kernel attempts 
to maintain the compatibility of your present machine 

with future machines. There is more about the Ker- 
nel operation in Chapter 7. 

The empty socket to the jeft of ROM4 is called 
U36 and is inoperative till a special functional ROM 
is plugged into it. Any such ROM will have special 
applications. However, there is no sense in worry- 
ing about it if it’s not there. You can concern your- 
self with the socket since it is wired onto the board 
and will have some voltage and logic states on the 

pins. These are covered in Chapter 7. 
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Other Board Landmarks 

There are more, not so prominent landmarks, 
all over the board that you will get to know if you 

spend time with the printboard—examining voltages, 

logic states and scope pictures. Most obvious are 
the RF Modulator box at top left, the expansion port 
at top right, the user port at top left, the off-on 
switch on the top right end of the board, the cas- 

sette port to the left of the expansion port, and so 
on, There are three de voltage test points on the 

board. One is just below the expansion port to the 

left. It should read + 11.5 volts de when normal. A 
second test point that should read +5 volts de is 
in the lower right-hand corner of the board. Thirdly, 

to the right of the PLA is a +11.9 Vde point. 
Other important spots on the board are: the 

places where the six transistors, Q1 through Q6, 
are found; the two adjustments to the sound coil in 

the RF Modulator and the 14 MHz to the left of VIC; 
the Character ROM U18; the Color RAM U19. All 
of these minor landmarks are discussed in detail in 
their respective chapters. They are all important test 
areas used during troubleshooting. 

The chip location guide found in this chapter will 
be the most used piece of service information for 
the C128. It is a map of the printhoard. It shows 
all the major components on the board and helps lo- 
cate items. 

It is easier to use than a photo of the board be- 
cause it does not confuse the situation with all the 
wiring and hundreds of small components and con- 

nections. For these fine details you can refer to the 
board itself, the Test Point Charts, and the Master 
Schematic in the appendix. 

The Location Guide provides you with clear lo- 
cations of the 63 chips, the six transistors, the 10) 
external ports, two important adjustments, three dc 

test points and a few other items. Begin with this 
piece of service information. 



4. Chip Changing Techniques 

Wis chip trouble strikes your C128, then you 
follow these steps. 

(1) Interpret the symptoms and come to some sort 
of diagnosis. 

(2) Decide which chip or chips are the prime 
suspects. 

(3) Disassemble the machine to gain access to the 
suspects. 

(4) Run some tests on the involved chips. 
(5) If a chip is bad, then it must be replaced. 

While the first four of the above steps require a 
steady hand, they are relatively danger free. Not so 
with step number 5, That's because inside the chips 
are transistors the size of germs. These transistors, 

possibly thousands upon thousands in a single chip, 

usually very rugged and rehable while the chip is con- 
nected in its designed circuit, become sensitive and 

fragile when they are free and out of their protec- 
tive circuit. 

The danger begins when a chip is either plucked 
out of its socket, or otherwise removed from the 
printboard. Some chips are more vulnerable than 
others. The dangers consist of physical pulling and 
pushing, heat, voltage and static electricity. As a 

general rule, the smaller chips are less sensitive and 
the larger chips are more sensitive. The larger the 

chip, the more care it requires when it undergoes 
movement to and from the printboard, 

Even though some chips are more rugged than 

others, it is a good idea to treat them all with great 

care. This chapter covers the general techniques 
needed to handle the various forms of C128 chips 
when taken in and out of sockets, or desoldered and 
resoldered. When you use the correct techniques 
and tools, you will be able to change and test chips 
with the least amount of danger. 

THE RUGGED CHIPS 

Table 4-1 is a list of the more rugged chips in 
the C128. You'll notice that most of them start with 
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Table 4-1. The TTL rugged 
chip types are often 74—types. 

74LS138 
74LS08 
74F32 

74LS373 
T4LS244 
74LS257 
74LS257 
74LS14 
74L$373 
74LS244 
74LS257 

74. These are usually TTL chips. TTL stands for 

Transistor-Transistor-Logic. The TTL name is 
given because, as shown in Fig. 4-1, the input tran- 

sistor on such a chip is a bipolar type but is endowed 

with double emitters. 
A bipolar transistor (aside from the TTL), with- 

out going into a long dissertation, is one with three 
connections called the Emitter, Base and Collector: 
E, B and C. Figure 4-2 depicts the way typical npn 
and pnp bipolar transistors move electrons and holes 
that electrons can be kept in. The transistors are 

called bipolar because conduction takes place in two 
directions at the same time. The electrons, carry 

a negative charge travel in one direction between 
emitter and collector, while holes which carry a posi- 
tive charge travel in the other direction. This type 
of conduction is different than Field Effect Transis- 
tors, FETs, which is discussed next. The FETs 
move either electrons or holes but not both at the 
same time. If you desire more details on bipolar tran- 
sistor theory, please look it up in the many books 

available from TAB. 
The TTL is a chip that evolved from earlier 

chips such as the RTL and DTL. The TTLs have 

Fig. 4-1. The TTL (Transistor-Transistor-Logic) chips are based around special transistors with double emitters. 
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combined a lot of the important features of these 
earlier chips. The RTL, which stands for Resistor- 
Transistor-Logic, was among the first forms of in- 
tegrated circuits, It was an inexpensive chip that was 
easily wired up with larger discrete components such 
as resistors and capacitors. However, the RTL was 
highly susceptible to voltage noises, and it hada low 
fanout ability. Fanout is the characteristic a chip has 
to drive a number of parallel loads. The RTL can 
only drive a few loads. 

The RTL gate in Fig. 4-3 uses two resistors in 
the base inputs of the two npn bipolar transistors. 
That is why it is called a Resistor-Transistor-Logic 

chip. This particular configuration is called a NOR 
gate. There will be more about NOR gates in Chap- 
ter 10. 

The DTL gate in Fig. 4-4 uses diodes in the in- 
put circuit rather than transistors. This change of 
component makes the gate faster, gives better noise 

immunity protection due to diode clipping, and in- 
creases fanout charactenstics. In addition the DTL 

Fig, 4-2. Bipolar transistors are so 
called because they have electrons 
moving in one direction while holes 
are moving in the other. 

permits a large fan-in. Fan-in is the ability of the 
chip to accept parallel inputs. The diodes are able 
to isolate the gate input circuits from the preceding 
stages and many parallel inputs can be connected 
without loading the input. The basic DTL circuit is 
called a NAND gate. There is more about NAND 
gates in Chapter 10. 

The TTLs in your C128 evolved from these two 
basic circuits. In 1961, Thompson invented the TTL, 
It is like a DTL in that there is-a diode action in the 
input, The input is through the double emitters of 
the transistor. The extra emitters are pn junction, 
just like diodes. All the inputs to the chip can enter 
through the multiple emitters and be isolated in the 

same way the DTLs are isolated. The circuit oper- 
ation is quite like the DTL. 

There is a whole family of TTL chips—more 
than 200 of them. A few mail order companies are 
listed in Table 4-2. You can purchase replacement 
chips from them or from local electronic supply 
houses. 
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Fig. 4-3. The RTL (Resistor-Transistor-Logic) chips get their name from the resistors in their input. 

Fig. 4-4. The DTL (Diode-Transistor-Logic) chips have diodes in their input. 
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Table 4-2. List of Mail Order Parts Houses. 

Mail Order 

Jameco Electronics 
1355 Shoreway Rd, 
Belmont, California 94002 
Orders (415) 592-8097, Inquiries (415) 592-8121 

JDR Microdevices 
1224 S. Bascom Avenue 
San Jose, California 95128 
Orders 800-538-5000, Inquiries (408) 995-5430 

DIGI-KEY Corporation 
P.O. Box 677 
Thief River Falls, MN 56701 
1-800-944-4539 

While the number 74 indicates the chip is a TTL, 
there are letters suchas L and S that also have spe- 
cial meanings. The letter L stands for low power. 

When there is an L in the chip number, then it means 
that the chip uses 80% less power than a chip with- 

out the L designation. However, the lower power 
dissipation is at the expense of slower switching 
speed. 

That is why there is usually an S accompanying 
the L in the nomenclature. The S stands for Schottky 

clamped diode. When the S$ is in the name, then 
there is a Schottky barrier diode clamp in the base 
circuit that speeds up the switching action. The S 
characteristic compensates for the slowdown caused 
by the low power characteristic. Therefore, if you 
are called upon to replace a 74LS type chip, use an- 
other 74LS type and not a plain 74 type. While the 

two types are functionally about the same, the ex- 

act replacement is always the best way to go. If you 

have no choice but to make a change, just be aware 
of it in case some other trouble symptom should sud- 
denly appear. In some cases, the substituted chip 
will not work properly. 

TRISTATING TTLs 

The main business of the digital circuit in a com- 
puter is the processing of two logical states. The 
two states are known to a machine language 
programmer as 1 and 0. To a technician, the states 

are called high (1) and low (0). The high and low re- 
fer to high and low voltages. Loosely speaking a high 
is +5 volts de and a low is zero yolts de. These 
voltages speed through the digital circuits, and as 
they travel they are changed and changed again from 
high to low and back, That is all that digital circuits 
do. That is what the processing consists of: chang- 
ing logic states. 

At all the test points, which is every connec- 
tion or pin you can lay a probe onto, you will be test- 

ing for logic states. As long as the called for logic 
state is present, then the pin is considered okay. 
Should a test point have the wrong logic state, then 
that could be a clue that could lead you to the trou- 
ble spot. Table 4-3 shows the two most important 
logic state testers: the logic probe and the vom. The 
high and low readings and their corresponding volt- 
age levels are shown. Also shown in the bottom 

column is the third possible state a connection could 
be in. 

This third state (tristate, three-state or float- 
ing, as it is called) can be confusing. It isn't actually 
a logic state, despite its description. It is a state of 
being, that the test point is in, when the computer 

is on but there is no definable output. It is the con- 
dition that the test point exhibits when the chip is 
energized but is turned off in the circuit. The TTL 
output, being shut off, assumes a high impedance 
condition. Any voltage level that might develop on 
the tristated test point is simply static noise buildup, 
not logic. In contrast, the zero voltage state is a con- 
nected state, the test point reads a voltage, but the 
voltage is zero. 

When a chip is tristating, there is no definable 
output voltage. As a matter of fact, if you should take 
a de voltage reading with a yom, there will bea volt- 
age reading in the vicinity of 2 volts. It is a result 
of accumulated static electricity, not a logical high 
or low. Should you read a tristating test point with 
the logic probe though, then no LED lights will glow, 
indicating the tristate condition. There will be more 
about testing TTLs in Chapters 10 and 11. 

Some TTLs are built with a tristating ability. 
They have a special input stage that is able to dis- 
able the TTL gate upon command. Figure 4-5 shows 
a chip with the disabling stage. There are three npn 
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Table 4-3. The vom and logic probe are the best 
pieces of test equipment with which to check chips. 

LOGIC VOM 
STATE READING 

0.9V ta 2.2V 

+ 

LOGIC PROBE 
LED LIGHTS 

HIGH LOW PULSE 

@oo 

THREE -STATE 

FLOATING 

Z 

r) 

3 
5 

Fig. 4-5, The top part of this chip is a TTL NAND gate, The bottom is a disable stage. The disable stage can act as a 
switch to turn the NAND off and on. When off, the NAND is tristating or ‘‘floating.”” 
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transistors and a diode in the disable stage. They 
are Q2, Q3, Q5 and D1, When the disable input is 
a low, Q2 will turn on fully, and as it is called, ‘‘sat- 
urate,"’ As a result of Q2 saturating, Q3 and Q5 will 

turn off. This turns off the output of the disable stage 
and the stage is disconnected from the rest of the 
chip. The rest of the chip operates as if the disable 
stage is not present. The normal processing of 1's 
and 0's continues unabated. 

Should the input of the disable stage go high, 

Q3 and Q5 will then conduct and kill the output cur- 
rent at Q4. This makes the output transistors of the 
pate, Q7 and Q8 stop conducting, This makes the 

chip tristate. Should you measure the voltage at the 

output, you'll find neither a defined high nor low. 
The only voltage there will be undefined, somewhere 
between a high and a low. Technicians might say, 
“it's floating.” 

During bench troubleshooting, you can test the 

output of a three-state chip at its output. You can 

also produce a defined output by causing a high at 
the disable input to effect the logic condition or a 
low input to get the undefined performance. 

The three-state effect can be used as a val- 
uable servicing technique. Sometimes when a chip 
dies, then it produces a three-state condition at Its 

output, At other times, a three-state condition is 
present during normal operation. You can use the 

reading you obtain, compared to what the Test Point 
Chart reads, to figure out whether the condition is 
normal or if it indicates trouble. 

The TTL is easily tested with either the logic 
probe or the vom. The only difficulty is the tiny size 
of the chip feet. The feet are test points, and you 

must have a bright light and a magnifying glass. You 
must take care to touch only the foot being tested 
while the C128 is on. Avoid an accidental shorting 
of two test points. Most of the time you would prob- 

ably be lucky if you shorted two points, but on oc- 

casion you'll burn something out by careless use of 
the probe. 

The vom, measuring a TTL, will normally re- 

veal a logical one, or high, by reading a voltage be- 

tween 2.3 volts and 5 volts dc. The logical zero, or 
low, will display itself on a vom by reading a voltage 
between 0 and 0.8 volts de. During a tristate condi- 

tion, the vom will readsomewhere in between, from 
0.9 to 2.2 volts de. 

The logic probe has LED lights to denote the 
condition of a test point. Highs light the HIGH light, 

and lows make the LOW light shine. When the test 
point is tristating, none of the LEDs light at all. Ta- 
ble 4-3 rounds up all the high, low and three-state 
readings. 

Most of the bench readings performed during 
servicing are either with the vom or the logic probe. 
The servicing consists of a search and seek expedi- 
tion of examining tiny test points. 

In the C128 there are a lot of TTL chips. They 
are covered in Chapter 8. They are, for the most 

part, the smaller support chips and are soldered onto 
the board without the benefit of having their own 
sockets in which to reside. The TTLs, as a rule, 
are fairly rugged and can take handling and solder- 
ing without too much fear of damage. They are also 
easily and safely tested with both the vom and logic 
probe. The actual logic states that exist on the TTLs 
are shown in the many Test Point Charts through- 
out the book. The Test Point Chart index (after the 
Table of Contents) gives the figure numbers of the 
charts in the book. 

THE SENSITIVE CHIPS 

The other main group of chips, which include 
all the large important chips, are too delicate to ap- 
ply forces to. The forces are pushing and pulling, 

heat, freezing and voltage. The group is loosely re- 
ferred to as MOS chips. MOS stands for Metal Ox- 
ide Silicon; alternately some users might mean Metal 
Oxide Semiconductor. There are three types of 

MOS. They are: the NMOS, based around n- 
material silicon; the PMOS, that has p-material sili- 
con; the CMOS (Complementary MOS), which con- 

tains both n and p silicon channels for electrons and 
holes to move through. 

All of the chips in both the rugged TTL and the 
sensitive MOS groups are encased in ceramic or 
plastic packages. The packaging has no electrical in- 

fluence on the chip except that the package supports 
the metal legs that attach to the printboard or plug 
into a socket. 
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Practically all of the chips, which are tiny sili- 
con wafers, are wired into what is known as Dual 

Inline Packages, DIPs. There are two parallel rows 
of feet—one row on each of the long sides of the 
rectangular package. More about the DIPs is given 
later in this chapter. The packaging is the same for 

both TTL and MOS chips. You can't tell the differ- 

ence between TTLs and MOS’s by looking at them. 
While the TTLs are composed of circuits con- 

taining bipolar transistors, either npn or pnp, the 
transistors used in the MOS circuits are the Field 
Effect Transistors, FETs. The TTL bipolar transis- 
tors have elements called emitter, base and collec- 
tor. The MOS Field Effect Transistors have 
elements called source, gate and drain. The only 
thing the TTL chips and the MOS chips have in com- 
mon is that they are both made out of pieces of p 
and n semiconductor material. 

As described earlier and illustrated in Fig. 4-2, 
the bipolar transistors in the TTL chip are con- 
structed with building blocks. There are two types 
of blocks made of n material and p material, A pnp, 

as the name suggests is a sandwich. The n material 
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is sandwiched between two pieces of p material. The 
junctions between the different materials are fused 
together and form pn junctions. The npn is also a 
sandwich with p material in the center and n mate- 
rial on both sides. Whether the device is a pnp or 
npn: the top piece is always the collector, C: the 
center piece is always the base, B; the bottom piece 
is always the emitter, E. 

The bipolar transistor can roughly be thought 
of as three gears meshing at the junctions. If you 
get a small current to flow between the emitter and 

base, then that will get a large current to flow be- 
tween the emitter and collector. This is called a cur- 
rent amplifier. The bipolar transistor deals in current 
amplification, This is different than the FET that 
deals in voltage amplifying. We'll get to that in a few 
paragraphs. 

The FET is not constructed with the same build- 
ing block layout. The FETs on the chips are made 
with a channel, The channel can be thought of as 
a piece of either n material or p material. Study Fig. 

4-6. On the left side of the channel is the connec- 
tion called the drain, D. The other side of the chan- 

Giassy silicon 

dioxide insulater 

Substrate 

}———Source 

Fig. 4-6. The basic IGFET has four connectable sections: the source, the gate, the drain. and the substrate. 



nel has the connection called the source, S. In 
between D and 5 is a layer of insulation made of a 
glassy silicon dioxide. On top of the oxide imsulator 
is attached a metal lead. The oxide and the lead are 
called the gate, G. Note that the lead is not con- 

nected to the channel, it is msulated from it by the 
oxide. 

That the oxide remains intact and maintains the 

insulation 1s crucial. When tragedy strikes, as shown 

in Fig. 4-7, and a hole is blown in the oxide, then 
the FET will die and your C128 will be in trouble. 

Because there is an insulator between the gate 

lead and the channel, electric current cannot pass 
from the gate to the channel. In the bipolar transis- 

tor, the base, which is analogous to the FET’s gate, 
is not insulated from the emitter-collector path. That 
is why the bipolar transistor is called a current am- 

plifer. The current from the base controls the 
emitter-collector current. 

In the FET, current can’t flow from the gate 
to the channel, but a voltage on the gate can affect 

electrons flowing in the channel. A voltage on the 
gate, if itis varied, in turn will vary the number of 
electrons that flow in the channel. For example, if 

the voltage is high, it can stop the electron flow al- 
together. If the voltage is low, it can allow the elec- 

trons to flow in full strength. Whatever its value, 

the voltage on the gate directly influences the chan- 
nel electron flow between the source and the drain. 
That is why the FET is called a voltage amplifier. 

During troubleshooting and repair, the way the 
microscopic transistors are performing in the chips 
is abstract. There is no ordinary way that you can 

test the individual TTL or MOS transistors. 
All three types of MOS chips plus many varia- 

tions are in common use. Forms of the NMOS are 
used a lot in large scale integration (LSI). The LSI 
chips are those with about 100 individual gates on 
a chip. It is sometimes useful to know that NMOS 
chips use a + de supply voltage. 

The NMOS is referred to as a single-channel, 

one-polarity chip. This means that the de voltage ap- 
plied to it goes to all the FETs on the chip at the 
same time. The ground return is also connected to 
every FET on the chip. But the gates, sources and 

drains have their own configurations according to the 
job they perform on the chip. 

When the channels are made of p material, the 
resultant PMOS chip works in a similar way, except 
that positively charged holes move from source to 

drain, instead of negatively charged electrons as in 
the n material. In an n-channel, a + voltage is ap- 

Static electricity! 
Can blow a hole in 

the insulation 

Fig. 4-7. The glassy oxide insulator between the gate and the channel is very fragile. Static electricity can easily blow 
a hole through it 
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plied to the drain to attract electrons from the 
source, In a p channel, a negative voltage is applied 
to the drain to attract holes from the source. The 
gate still does the voltage controlling job except that 
it varies the intensity of hole conduction rather than 

electron conduction. You'll recognize a chip with p 
channels because the schematic shows a negative 
de supply connected to the chip. Whatever the polar- 

ity, whether holes or electrons are on the move, the 

sensitivity of the MOS chip-to-gate oxide rupture 
remains the same. Great care must be taken while 
handling and testing any type of MOS chip. 

The CMOS chip is the common one used in 
small scale integration (SSI). SSI is the term used 
for the chip with less than 10 gates to a chip. The 
CMOS type is also used a lot in medium scale in- 
tegration (MSI). MSI chips contain between 10 and 

100 gates. Please note that the number of gates is 
not the same as the number of individual transistors. 
There can be many microscopic transistors in a sin- 
gie gate. 

Typically the supply voltage to a CMOS is of 
a positive nature. Internal wiring takes care of chang- 
ing the voltage polarity and applying a correct polar- 

ity to the different channels. The NMOS ts thus able 
to propel electrons from source to drain. The PMOS 
is able to move holes from source to drain, The in- 
sulated gates are then able to exercise control over 

the channel currents, no matter whether electrons 
or holes are on the move- 

Just as the TTL chips have been designated 

numbers in the 7400 or 74LS00 series, the CMOS 
small package chips are assigned numbers in the 
4000 series. An example of CMOS chips in the C128 

are U2 and U20; both are type 4066, a quad bilateral 
switch. This chip receives more attention in Chap- 
ter &. 

THE DIP PACKAGE 

If you take a close look at the chip layout on the 

board of your C128, then you will see that the chips 

are in a rectangular package with two rows of evenly 

spaced feet on the two long sides of the rectangle. 
There are no feet protruding out of the top or the 
bottom of the chip. In the Test Point Charts, the 

chips are drawn exactly as they exist. On the 

schematic the chips are drawn for the convenience 
of the drawing. On the schematics the connections 
bear no physical resemblance to the actual chip as 
the Test Point Charts do. While you can take test 
readings directly by comparing the Test Point Chart 
to its chip on the board, you can’t do that with the 

schematic. You must take an extra mental step when 
using the schematic. You have to relate the pin num- 
bers of the schematic to the pin numbers on the 
physical chip. This extra step clutters the 
troubleshooting reasoning you are going through, It 
takes time to master relating the schematic to the 

physical circuit. With a little practice though, the 
technique can be handled and become natural. 

The C128 printboard ts full of chips. Practically 
all of them are DIPs, Dual In-line Packages, as men- 
tioned earlier. On each chip, there are two in-line 
rows of tiny feet. The top view of the chip reveals 
a rectangle with a key designation at one end. The 
key is usually a notch, sometimes a paint dot or an 

indentation. When a chip is replaced, the keyway of 

the new chip must be placed in the same way the 

chip of the old one was. These DIPs will fit into ei- 
ther its socket or its holes in the printboard, back- 
wards. Don't install the chip backwards! 

The pins all have numbers on the Test Point 
Charts and on the schematics. To find pin 1, look 

to the left of the keyway, with the keyway at the 

top of the rectangle. In the C128, a lot of the chips 
are mounted upside down. The keyways are then 
at the bottom of the chip as it lays on the printboard. 

In those cases, start your count to the right bottom 
and count up. 

Whichever way the chip is positioned, count 
counterclockwise around the chip. The last pin on 
the chip will be across the keyway from the number 
1 pin. 

When you replace a DIP, whatever you do, 

make sure the key is:in the same position as the 
orginal was before you put in the new one and ener- 

gize the computer, The key is only a visual indica- 
tor. The chip will fit into the socket or printboard 
holes wrong or night. Make sure it is right. You can 

double-check the key position on the chip location 



guide, On the guide, note all the chips that are in- 
stalled with keys at the top and the others with keys 

at the bottom. 
As you test the feet, which are test points on 

the chip, you must be able to read the numbers on 
the chip. The numbers are not marked. You must 
be familiar with the numbering system as just de- 

scribed. 

Tests with the C128 energized consist mostly 
of applying the vom probe to detect the voltage, 

touching down on the test point with a logic probe 
to find out what logic state the pin is in, and touch- 

ing a test point with a low impedance probe on an 

oscilloscope. With the plug pulled and the C128 off, 
then the main test is with a low voltage continuity 
tester. The resistance between a pin and ground is 
the most popular one. Other resistance tests to 
check continuity between test points are also used. 

Toothpick 

indicator 

The fastest way to find a pin on a chip is by 
knowing at a glance how many pins are on a chip. 
In the C128 there is a wide assortment of chips with 
different numbers of pins. The largest chips have 

48 pins. The rest have less. Use the 40-pin chip in 
Fig. 4-8 as an example, Pin 1 is at the upper left 

of the rectangular top view. Pin 40 is opposite to 

pin 1 across the keyway. At the bottom left is pin 

20. Across from it is pin 21. At the center of the 
chip on the left are pins 10 and 11. Across from them 
at right center are pins 31 and 30. 

With a little effort, you can quickly train your- 
self to find all six pins rapidly. Once you have your 

eye on those pins, then you can touch down on any 

other pin using those original six as reference. If you 
are going to make a lot of tests on different pins on 
the chip, then you can take a couple of toothpicks 

and stick one between 10 and 11 and another be- 

Toothpick 

indicator 

Fig, 4-8, Counting pins on a large chip can be made easier with two toothpick indicators inserted al locations 10-11 and 30-31. 
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tween 31 and 30, That way you'll save a lot of long 
counting. The most you'll need to count on this 
40-pin chip is four pins. For instance, if you want 
to test pin 25, you can count from pin 21—four up. 

Pin 36 can be located by starting at pin 40 and count- 
ing four down. That way, if you are making a lot of 
careful readings, you won't accidentally touch down 
on the wrong pin. 

Other chips you might have to handle have 
different numbers of pins emerging from the pack- 
age. You could find smal] DIPs with 14 or 16 pins. 
Other packages have 18, 24, 28 or 48 pins. The 
48-pin types are the largest in the C128. No matter 
what the number of pins, the general packaging ar- 
rangement, and counterclockwise numbering around 
the keyway, are all the same. 

Printed on the DIPs, easily seen with the na- 
ked eye or with the help of a magnifying glass, are 
all sorts of servicing and replacement information. 

There are many parts houses in most neighborhoods 
where the C128 is found, such as Radio Shack. The 
markings on the chips in your C128 are helpful when 
it is time for you to purchase a new chip. 

Note the markings on the chip in Fig, 4-9. All 
the marks have meanings. First of all, note the logo 
of the manufacturer, It is a familiar Commodore sign. 
Following the logo is the chip part number. The 6526 

is the generic part number. Often the manufacturer 
will put his own part number on the chip instead of 
the generic number. Table 3-4 is a list of all 63 chips 
in the C128 and their replacement part numbers, 

With the number off of the chip you want to re- 
place, any parts house clerk can cross-reference that 
number to the part number that they carry. 

Next on the chip is the code date. This is sup- 
posed to be a deep, dark secret but it is easy to read 
the date on most chips. This one says 4186. This 
means that the chip was manufactured in the 41st 
week of 1986. Others might be more tricky, but use 
your imagination, What you puzzle out will probably 
be correct. This code date is especially useful dur- 
ing the time the C128 and its chips are under some 
sort of warranty. 

There is one word of warning when purchasing 
replacement chips. If you are changing a chip try to 
get an exact replacement, that is, original manufac- 
turers parts. Of course, if that is not possible then 
you must try another brand name. When you do in- 
stall a replacement from a different manufacturer and 
the trouble still remains, or a new trouble starts hap- 
pening, double-check the new replacement before 
embarking anew on the troubleshooting trail, Some- 
times you can get a supposed exact replacement that 
is not exactly exact. 

Manufacturer's logo 

Commodore 

Generic part number 

Code date 

"86 41st week 

Fig. 4-9. The markings on chips have meanings. You must use these markings when ordering replacement chips. 
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As you look down the list of 63 C128 chips in 
Table 3-4, there are many TTLs in the 7400 and 
74LS00 families. There are a couple of CMOS chips 
in the 4000 family. Then there are a lot of chips not 

so éasily found on generic lists. The C128 has the 

two MPUs, the 8502 and the Z80, the 8721 PLA, 
the 8722 MMU, the two video output chips, the 
video controller 8563 and VIC 8564, the two CIAs 
both 6526's, the 6581 SID, the ROMs and the 
RAMs. 

When you suspect these chips and are seeking 
a replacement, your first stop should be at a Com- 
modore service agency. Next you can try some of 

the national mail order houses. They often come up 
with odd chips. 

The most expensive replacement chips you will 
encounter are the ROMs. When you purchase them 
you are buying software that is burnt into hardware. 
The ROMs contain the C128 operating system pro- 
gram and other vital programming. There is more 
about the ROMs in Chapter 7. 

SOCKETED CHIPS 

The C128 has some of its chips in sockets. For 
example, the two 6526's and the 8563 under the 

metal video box shield, The four main ROMs are 
in sockets along with another empty socket that can 
hold a fifth ROM. SID is in a socket as is the 8722 
MMU; this totals twelve sockets. All the rest of the 
chips are wired into the printboard. I must add that 
this is the arrangement in my C128. Different 
production runs could alter the layout. 

The removal and replacement of the socketed 
chips is relatively easy. All you need is a few guide- 
lines to ensure that the job will proceed in a safe 
and smooth fashion. 

Chip Removal 

You probably won't be able to help yourself, but 

a good rule to follow is: never touch a chip with your 
hands, body or clothing. Act as if you have a deadly 
communicable disease that you can kill the chip with. 
TTLs are not as sensitive as the MOS chips, but 
I'd treat them in the same way. That is because, 

on occasion, you might pick up what you think is a 
TTL and it turns out to be a sensitive RAM MOS. 

The reason for the antiseptic approach is that you 
can be carrying a static electric charge that could 
kill a chip by electrocution. 

The weak, vulnerable time of an MOS is when 
it is loose. Any static spark into the chip at this time 

could very easily burst some of the insulated gates 
of the tiny FETs. On the other hand, when the chip 
is plugged into a circuit, it is no longer yulnerable. 
It can take a lot. When chips are shipped from a 
manufacturer, they are plugged into a piece of con- 
ductive foam. This effectively ties all the pins to- 

gether, and the chip is no longer vulnerable. As you 
handle a chip keep it in its conductive foam pad till 

the instant before you insert it into a socket or the 
printboard holes. 

The chip you remove from a circuit should be 
handled in a safe manner too. Often the chip is good 
and will have to be put back after testing and han- 
dling. Small chips, those with 24 pins or less, can 
be extracted and handled safely with the DIP ex- 

traction tool shown in Fig. 4-10. The tool is simply 
a specially built type of tweezer. It is made with two 
little lips that can be placed under the two ends of 
the chip. This allows you to gently rock the chip out 
of its socket. Once out, the chip can be placed on 
a conductive grounded surface that shorts all the pins 
to the surface. With all the pins shorted to ground, 
no static voltage can build up and kill an FET gate. 

The DIP extractor tool comes with a small hole 
on its top. This is to allow you to screw a grounding 
strap onto the tool. The grounding strap is then at- 
tached to earth ground through a one megohm resis- 

tor. One important word of caution. Do not ever 
remove or insert chips while the computer is plugged 
into ac, whether it is on or off. 

The extraction tweezer works well with chips 
of 24 pins or less. It can be used with the larger pins, 
too, if you take some extra care, The longer DIP 

bodies, especially the 40 and 48-pin types, will be 
placed under physical stress if you use the same 

technique as you did with the smaller chips. The way 
around that problem is not to pull the chip all at once. 
Take one side at a time. Gingerly rock the chip out 
of the socket, first tugging one side and then the 
other. That way the holding ability of the socket is 

gradually relaxed and the large chip will not ex- 
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Fig, 4-10. The chip extractor is the safest way to remove chips, 

perience undue strain. Once again, after the chip is 

free, place its feet on a conductive surface. 

Chip Replacement 

During troubleshooting and repair, chips are 

usually in place when you begin. The preceding sec- 

tion went through chip removal from a socket. There 

comes. atime in repair when the chips must be in- 

serted back into the socket. Either a new replace- 

ment or the old, proven good, chip is to be rein- 

serted. Just as much care must be exercised during 

the chip insertion as the extraction. 
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The chip to be inserted should be standing on 

a conductive grounded surface. You could use the 
grounded extractor tool if you are surehanded and 

careful. There are dangers though as the little feet 

are fragile and getting all the legs mto the socket 

at the same time, without bending a leg or two un- 

der, is tricky. Therefore, it is advisable to use the 

chip inserter shown in Fig. 4-11. 

The insertion tool in the illustration is typical of 

the devices that do this job. It has a conductive post 

sticking out of the top where a grounding strap can 

be attached. The post connects to-all the metal parts 
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Fig. 4-11. Chips are best inserted with a gadget thal can hold and keep the chip grounded at the same time 

of the tool. There are two metal holders at the bot- 

tom of the tool that open and close. The holders are 

able to grasp a chip or let it go as you pull the post 

up and down, On the side of the gadget is a locking 

button. This can lock the holders and post soa chip 

can be held firmly. That way a chip will not be 

dropped accidentally during an insertion. 

A feature of this inserter is a pin straightener, 

also seen in Fig. 4-11. The pin straightener is also 

grounded to the post. Often the little legs of a chip 

can be squeezed out of line. By simply pushing the 

chip into the grounded straightener, all the legs are 

med up properly. I usually make sure of the leg 

lineup on every chip I handle whether it looks like 

it needs it or not. Let's go through the chip inser- 
tion step by step. 

To begin with, the chip should be standing on 
its own feet on a conductive surface. In this posi- 

tion the entire pmout is at the voltage level of the 

surface, which is zero volts or ground. Look closely 
at the pins, Are they all lined up nicely? Are any of 
them bent? 
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If any are, or just on general principles, pick up 
the chip with the grounded extractor tool. Push the 
chip, feet first into the grounded pin straightener on 
the side of the insertion tool. Rock the chip gently 
till the pins are all in the best in-line spacing. Then 
place the chip back on the conductive surface. Do 
not use the extractor to insert the chip. The inserter 
is better suited for the job, as you'll see. 

Pick up the insertion tool. The post should be 
jumpered to earth ground. Pull the post out. The 

twin holders on the bottom will respond by retract- 

ing. Place the holders over the subject chip and re- 
lease the post slowly. The holder will now come 

down snugly around the chip and ground all the pins. 
Note that the extractor had held the chip by its in- 
sulated ends. The inserter holds the legs instead and 
grounds them at the same time. Meanwhile, the chip 
had also been grounded on the conductive surface 
it was sitting on. You can now lift the chip off of the 
conductive surface. The chip remained grounded 
during the procedure. First on the conductive sur- 
face and then te the holders of the inserter, the chip 
was never off ground and was never vulnerable to 
static sparks. 

Once the inserter is in control of the chip, then 

the chip can be placed over its socket. The legs are 
carefully placed onto the top of the socket holes. Ob- 
serve the keyway on the chip and on the socket. 

They must match so that the legs will enter the cor- 
rect socket holes. 

Once the pins are all lined up and making con- 

tact with the socket, pull the post up carefully. The 

holders will release the chip. Again the chip was not 
out in the open and vulnerable. The pins were trans- 
ferred from the ground connections on the inserter 
to the circuitry connected to the socket. Then with 
the post still held up, press the inserter against the 
chip and seat it firmly. Do not press too hard—just 
enough for proper seating. Then remove the inser- 
tion tool. 

The extractor doesn’t keep the pins at ground 

level. It grasps the chip at its insulated ends. It holds 
on to the plastic packaging material of the DIPs. The 

inserter, on the other hand, grounds the pins. 
Grounding is the trick to keeping the MOS chip in- 
tact during handling. If you must move or manipu- 
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late the chips out of circuit, make sure you are 
personally grounded. Attach grounding straps to 
your wrist. Should you have to transport chips from 
place to place—even just across the room—keep the 
chips in a grounded condition (e.g. plugged onto the 
foam pad it comes boxed with). It is very trying to 
order a chip, have it arrive after a week or so, and 
then lose it to a shot of static electricity, as you carry 
it across the carpet on a low humidity day, when all 
you had to do was keep the chip grounded. 

SOLDERED-IN CHIPS 

Of the 63 chips in the C128, only 11 of them 
are in sockets, All the rest are soldered directly to 
the printed circuit board. This presents a problem 
when one or more of them must be removed or rein- 
Stalled. The desoldering and resoldermy of chips has 
been described as a job for-an artisan, not the ordi- 
nary person. 

Perhaps this is true, if you want to reproduce 
the same finished look that is accomplished by ro- 

bot machines in a factory. However, as much as you 
take pride in your work, the polished look of a fin- 

ished job does not influence the operation of the com- 
puter at all. The only important thing is replacing 
the chip accurately so that the computer begins oper- 
ating once again. 

Desoldering 

If you do find yourself faced with a chip solder- 
ing job, it is wise to consider taking the C128 to a 
good computer repair company and letting them do 
the honors. However, if you do feel confident that 

you can handle the chore, read on. I'l] explain the 
technique. 

It is not that difficult, but you must take your 
time and examine every move after you make it. The 

potential for inducing additional problems is a large 
factor. It is bad enough to have one trouble in a 
C128. Great care must be taken to avoid causing 
a second and third complication by careless tech- 
niques. 

The first step is to reach for the right soldering 
iron. Only the night one will do. Don’t place a hot 
100/400 watt bench gun against the printboard, It 



is much too hot. Use the lowest wattage iron you 

have. One that will just about melt the solder.Thirty 

watts is the absolute maximum, and if you have an 
iron with less wattage use it. The iron should be one 

specifically designed for chips and sensitive transis- 
tors. They are on the market—some are battery 
operated and others use dc operating schemes. 
These are good to use when replacing MOS chips 

because the use of de eliminates all the 60 Hz line 
voltage sine waves you get out of the house sockets. 

However, if you do use a conventional ac house cur- 
rent with an ordinary low wattage iron, then just 
ground the iron like you did your wrist. Of course, 
it goes without saying that the C128 should not be 
plugged inte any house sockets during soldering 
operations. The C128 must be completely un- 
plugged: power supply and keyboard—this means 
printer, disks and everything. 

The trick to using solder on chip legs is contro! 
of the heat. Too much heat, even momentarily, or 
prolonged heat from a low wattage iron can kill a 
chip. Too little heat does not let the solder form a 
good joint. A cold solder jomt. between the chip leg 
and the board can produce intermittent and other- 
wise difficult additional troubles. All surfaces that re- 
ceive solder must be clean, and the tip of the iron 
should remain tmned all during the operation. Tin- 
ning an iron tip simply means keeping a thin coat 
of fresh solder on the tip: The tip can be wiped off 
with a piece of cloth periodically. Wipe quickly so 

the cloth is not on the tip long enough to start smol- 
dering. 

Heatsink techniques are a must, The best heat- 

sink ts to grasp the lead between the connection on 
the board and the body of the chip with very skinny 
long nose pliers. That way as you apply heat to the 
connection, the heat runs up the leg to the pliers 
and is tapped off before it can get to the body of the 
chip. 

If you are not adept enough to hold the iron, 

the solider, and the pliers all at the same time, then 
an alternative heatsink can be rigged with a piece 

of lamp cord, Attach a small clip lead to the cord. Clip 
it onto the spot where the pliers would have been 

holding. The rest of the cord can hang loose. The 
heat will always take the path of easiest dissipation, 

which is the skinny plier nose or the lamp cord 
rather, than the tiny leg on the chip. It is a good idea 
to ground the pliers or the lamp cord too. This pre- 
vents the connections from developing any undesir- 
able static buildup. 

As mentioned, a solder tip is easily kept dean 

and tinned by wiping it with a cloth or paper towel. 

Wipe guickly to avoid charring the towel. The sol- 
der must be rosin core, and it is advisable to use 
type 60/40 (tin to lead). It melts at 371 degrees 
Fahrenheit. 

Desoldering a chip is not too hard, especially if 

you are sure it is bad and you do not care if it is dam- 
aged. Even if you do care, the technique when prop- 
erly performed, is easy. The first step is to position 

the board in a convenient place, where you are not 
off balance while working. The top and the bottom 
of the board should be free and clear of obstacles. 
A good bright bench lamp with a magnifier would be 
extremely helpful. Get into a comfortable position 
so that you are not straining. Then the job can begin. 

Note the number of connections. The job will 
consist of freemg each connection in tum and remov- 

ing all excess solder. Attach the lamp cord heatsink 
to the first connection—take them each in turn. 
Don't rush. Realize that it is going to take time. 

Touch the hot iron to the connection. Most of the 
heat that is melting the solder flows into the lamp 
cord. Jiggle the chip leg with a solder pick and wipe 
the connection. Keep doing that patiently till the pin 
is free. It will take a number of picks and wipes till 
you get the feel of it. When most of the solder is 

removed and the leg is free, go on to the next con- 
nection. Pin after pin is freed in this way. Keep 
working till each individual pin is free. Then lift the 

chip off the board. Should some solder drip across 
the board while you are working, stop. Clean up the 
drip before proceeding, 

There are many soldering devices available that 
will make the job a bit easier. One device i$ a solder 
sucker. It is a soldering iron complete with a rub- 

ber suction ball. Place the solder sucker over the 
hole, with the ball squeezed, and as the solder melts 

let the ball inflate, The solder will be sucked into 
the ball system. With a little practice, the solder 
sucker will speed up your desoldering time. 
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An experienced technician, when he is sure the 

chip is defective and he just wants to get the chip 

out of there, uses less care. He simply applies heat 
and pres. After awhile the chip pops out. Remem- 
ber though, he is experienced and has taught him- 
self shortcuts. I wouldn't advise moying so quickly 
till you have successfully replaced. a lot of chips. 

Resoldering 

Once the old chip is out, then clean up the holes 

in the printboard. Use a bit of heat, some wiping, 

and pick out all the excess solder. All you want left 
are tinned open holes. The new replacement then 
can fit nicely into the holes. With the new chip in 

place, apply a drop of properly heated solder to each 

connection. After checking the connections for pos- 
sible shorts or opens, then the job is done. Just be 
sure you don't put the chip in backwards; it will fit, 
and then you'll have the entire desoldering- 
resoldering to do all over again. 

As you can see, the tough part of the job is the 
patient loosening of each lead and the preparation 
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of each empty hole during the desoldering process. 
It is good technique to never have to desolder the 
same chip twice. Often a particular chip will die 
repeatedly due to a manufacturer's design error. 
The chip, over the life of the-computer, fails over 
and over again. You will do a lot of muttering if you 
find yourself desoldering and resoldering the same 
chip every so often. What can you do? There is an 
easy solution. You can avoid the unpleasant chore 
after the first replacement. Make it a rule in your 
repertoire of soldering techniques to always install 
a socket whenever you have to remove an unsock- 
eted chip. That way you'll never have to resolder 
that particular chip again. 

Follow the same resoldering instructions for in- 
stalling a socket as you would for a chip. A bonus 
for installing a socket instead of the chip directly to 
the printboard is, you need not worry about hurting 
the socket as you solder it in place, like you would 

with a chip. You still want to use as little heat as 
possible though, since the printboard is still sensi- 
tive, as well as are the adjoining chips. 



f you look down at the exposed printboard of the 

C128, (further revealed with the chip location 

guide of Chapter 3), then you'll see: two large 48-pin 

DIPs; four almost as large 40-pin DIPs; one DIP 
with 28 pins. Should you remove the metal shield 
with the rows of ventilation holes, you'll find two 
more of the 48-pin variety. These nine chips are 

classed as Large Seale Integration. LSI chips con- 

tain at least a thousand individual microscopic cir- 
cuits. These germ size circuits that are placed on 

the chips are, under ordinary circumstances, inac- 

cessible to us humans. Perhaps a microbe could 
crawl in and out of the circuits, but we can't get to 

them to run tests. Furthermore, even if we could 
somehow run a voltage or scope test and find a bad 

circuit among the thousand or more circuits, there 

would be no feasible way to remove the defective 
component and install a new replacement. 

Therefore, these thousands of circuits on a chip, 
from a troubleshooting point of view can be thought 

of as one. When a chip is deemed bad, it is replaced, 
not repaired. Fortunately there are a number of 

5. The LSI Chips 

techniques that can be used to determine if a chip 

is good or bad. First of all, the pins that stick out 
are all test points. A probe can make definitive read- 

ings that can be compared with what is supposed 
to be on the pins. Secondly, you can contact and test 
the registers of the circuits in the chip by writing 
to them with a POKE or reading them with a PEEK. 

If you consider the number of circuits in com- 
parison with the number of pins, then there could 
be 1000 circuits accessed by 40 pins. This means, 
on an average, one pin connects to at least 25 sepa- 

rate circuits. Each one of the tiny circuits could have 
10 input-output leads. That makes each pin on the 
DIP a connection to 250 internal nodes. While this 
statement has many variations and complications, 
the point is: all the circuits inside the chips exist in 

a different microscopic world. Therefore, dunng 
troubleshooting and repair, forget the internal cir- 
cuits of the LSI and larger chips, and consider each 
chip as a black box with 40 or so test points avail- 
able to your vom, logic probe, scope and continuity 

tester. Only the original designer and manufacturer 
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know what is inside the black box down to the last 
detail. 

Fortunately, to service the C128, it is not neces- 

sary to learn all there is to know about its LSI chips. 
You do not need to know the detailed construction 

secrets of the chips, The servicing skills required 
are in general those techniques that are used to re- 
pair any electronic circuit. The servicing techniques 
are those that specifically apply to the chips in the 

C128. In this chapter, there is an overview of the 
nine chips: two 6526's, the 6581, 8502, Z80, 8722, 
8721, 8564 and 8563. This is an acquaintance you'll 
need in order to approach the chips. Later in the 

book is a full chapter devoted to each of the chips, 
replete with servicing techniques. 

THE MICROPROCESSORS 

The C128 is three complete computers in one, 

and they share some of the circuits. The C128 and 

C64 modes share the 8502 MPU. Each mode uses 
the 8502 as its MPU—at different times. Both 
modes cannot run at the same time, but you can 

switch from one mode to the other quite easily. The 
8502 is an upgrade of the 6502 found in the VIC 20 

and the 6510 in the C64. All three MPUs use the 
same instruction set. Commodore purposely chose 
to go this design route so that as much software as 
possible will be compatible in the three machines. 

The Z80 MPU is used expressly for CP/M duty. 

It is brought into play when you place a CP/M disk 
in the drive and start up the C128. When the Z80 
goes into action, the 8502 is placed on hold. The 
CP/M software library has tens of thousands of pro- 
grams that you can use with the Z80 doing the heavy 
work. The Z80 and the 8502, even though both oc- 
cupy the C128, have very little in common. 

The two processors share the same bus lines 

at different times. It's as if two strangers use the 
same bedroom, but one works graveyard and the 
other works daylight. They never contact each 
other, but do share the same facilities. The 8502 is 
really the main occupant of the C128 and the bus 
lines are designed to handle its input-output directly. 
The Z80 can't directly use the lines designed for the 

8502. Therefore, the Z80 has to use a special inter- 
face circuit when it takes over the bus lines while 
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the 8502 is not operating. All this will be discussed 
in more detail in Chapters 12 and 13. 

An MPU is commonly referred to as the heart 
of the computer. It is called the ‘‘heart’’ because 

it connects and works with all the rest of the impor- 
tant chips. Like a heart it has no brains but plenty 
of strength. The brains of a computer are programs 
in the ROMs. These programs are known as the 
operating system. The MPU can be likened to a main 
telephone exchange. It is connected to all the 
registers in the chips of the memory map. The mem- 

ory map is like a telephone directory, In the C128 
128K memory map, there are 131,072 addresses. 
The MPU is connected to all of the addresses. 

The MPU has four types of lines that connect 
to the chips with the addresses. They are the ad- 
dress lines, data lines, control lines and special 1/0 
lines as seen in Fig, 5-1. The MPU in all computers 
is vital, It performs the computing. Without an MPU, 
@ computer is not a computer. You can design a com- 
puter and leave out any of the other chips. You can- 

not leave out the Processor and still have a 

computer. At this time let me introduce the general 
duties of the MPU. They might not have much 
meaning at this stage, but the duties will be clearer 
as We go. 

The MPU, first of all, has the job of providing 
and requesting data. Figure 5-2 illustrates both of 

these jobs. The reason it requests data from the rest 
of the computer is to process it. The data is obtained 
from places like the RAM, ROM and the CIAs. The 
MPU will send a message to one of these places and 
request data. The data is sent back to the MPU over 
the data lines. The MPU can then process the data 
and send the finished data back to one of those stor- 
age or I/O chips just mentioned. How does the MPU 
alert a data holding area that it wants data? 

The message that the processor sends to a 

memory map location is an address, like a telephone 
number. The address goes out over 16 address lines 
in either the 8502 or the Z80, whichever one is in 
charge of the computer. The address lines are 
shown in Fig. 5-3, The 16 lines carry the address. 

Each line can send a high voltage or a low voltage. 
A high is a binary 1 and a low is a binary 6. The ad- 
dress consists of voltages that mean 1's and 0's. The 
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Fig. 5-1, The 8502 processor has four types of lines that connect to the rest of the computer chips. They are the address, 
data, /O and control lines. 

address consists of 16 bits. One address bit is trans- 

mitted out over each address line. The address lines 
are one way avenues. The bits go out but none come 
back, just like when vou dial a friend on the tele- 
phone. Their number only goes out, it does not come 

back, 

Sixteen bits can form 65,536 different patterns 
of 1's and 0's. Each different pattern dials up a differ- 
ent location. Because both the 8502 and the Z80 only 
have 16 address lines, and if they do not get any 

additional help, then they can only address 65,536 
(64K) of the total 131,072 (128K) locations in the 

C128. But they do get help. The 8721 PLA chip and 

the 8722 MMU chip give the MPU address lines a 
hand. With their help, the 128K memory map is bro- 

ken into two 64K sections and the MPUs are able 

to address each 64K section in turn. This is dis- 

cussed further in this chapter and throughout the 

rest of the book. 
When a processor in the C128 needs data, it 

outputs, on its address line, a set of 16 bits that 
opens up a location just like your telephone line is 
opened up when someone dials your number. As 
soon as the C128 location has opened the data in 

that location, then a copy of the data in that location 

moves out on the data bus, as shown in Fig. 5-4, 

The data then travels to the processor that called 

for it. If the 8502 called for the data, then the data 
traverses the data bus and enters the 8502 without 

further ado. If the Z80 had called for data however, 

then the data travels the bus to the Z80 area. There, 
the data is met by an interface consisting of a latch 
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data bus 
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Fig. 5-2. The address lines have the job of going to a location and opening it up so that the data in the location can be 
accessed. The data then can travel between the MPU and the location. 

chip and a buffer chip. The data moves through the 
two chips and from there can enter the Z80. 

Once inside the processor, the data is manipu- 

lated. An MPU is capable of doing some limited 
mathematical and logical processing of the data. The 

nature of this work is covered in Chapters 10, 11, 
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12 and 13. Once the data is processed, then the 
MPU is ready to send the data back to storage or 
to an output peripheral. 

The MPU then addresses the location where 
the data is to be sent. The addressed location is ac- 
tivated and opened by its own combination of address 
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Fig. 5-3. The 16 address lines are able to carry 65,536 different combinations of highs and lows. 

bits. The MPU then sends the processed data out 

over the same data bus line. Note that the address 
bus is one way from MPU to location. The data bus 

on the other hand is two way. It moves data from 

location to MPU and then after processing back to 
a location. If the location is RAM, then the data is 
stored. If the location is ROM then the data in ROM 
is read. When the location is an I/O port then the 
data is readied and output to a peripheral. 

The two C128 processors are both eight-bit. 
Eight-bit refers to the number of lines in the data 
bus. Remember that the address bus is 16 bits wide. 
Eight-bit also refers to the usual size of the RAM, 
ROM and I/O registers. The chip registers are eight- 

bit (one byte) wide. In the eight-hit processor, the 

data is usually moved in byte-sized pieces. 

The rest of the lines in the processors, exclud- 
ing the address or data lines, are called the *‘con- 
trol bus.’ They are, however, not really bus lines 
because they are all individually operated and all do 

different types of jobs. They are, for example, the 
reset line, clock lines, the R/W line, interrupt lines 
and others. They will be covered in more detail in 

Chapters 12, 13 and others. 
This explanation briefly describes what the 

MPUs in the C128 do as they work through a pro- 
gram. In old time *‘computerese,'' the job has been 
known as the fetch and execute cycle. When the cy- 
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Fig. 5-4. The eight data lines are able to transport 256 different binary bit combinations. 

cle breaks down, then the computer needs 

troubleshooting and repair services. It is a must for 
you to understand this hardware layout and general 

operation to apply the fix to the majority of repairs. 
Your ability to write programs will not aid very much 
here. 

THE 6526 COMPLEX INTERFACE ADAPTERS 

The two CIAs are mounted on opposite sides 
of the board. U1 on the nght side of the board is 
mounted near the port for the keyboard to plug into. 

U1 is placed there since its main job is to apply the 
ASCII bits that are generated when you strike keys, 
from the keyboard into the digital circuits— 

specifically the data bus. The CIA on the left side 
of the board, U4, is mounted there to handle the 
ports over on that side. For instance, U4 is the I/O 
port for the nearby user port, as Fig. 5-5 demon- 

strates. 

The CIAs can act as either an input or an out- 
put chip. They interface inputs such as the keyboard 
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and joysticks, input-output machines like the cas- 
sette and disk drive, and cutput-only units like a 

printer. 

The CIAs connect to the MPU through the 
same data lines that go to all the other locations in 

the computer. The CJAs have their own locations, 
like RAM and ROM although not nearly as many. 
When either the 8502 or the Z80 desires to access 
a CIA, it outputs the CIA address and is connected 
directly. 

The nght side CIA is almost exclusively devoted 
to the keyboard and the two control ports just above 
the keyboard. A CLA is equipped with 16 output pins, 
divided into two sections of eight pins each. The key- 

board uses all 16 pms to input your key strikes. The 
control ports each need four pins to input their 

voltages, as seen in Fig. 5-6. There is no conflict, 
however, because both of them are open circuits 
when they are not in use. Since the control ports 

are not usually used while the keyboard is, they can 

share lines and they do. While the keyboard is not 



Data bus 

User port, 
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etc. 

Fig. 5-5. CIA1's main job is to interface the keyboard rows and columns to the MPU. CtA2 performs the I/O duties required 
to interface external peripheral devices to the MPU 
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Fig. 5-6. CIA1 also handies the joystick inputs over the same lines that the keyboard uses. 

being used you can use the joysticks. Just avoid us- 

ing them both at the same time. 
When you hit a key on the keyboard you are 

shorting out a row and column, Internally the keys 
are wired in a block composed of vertical rows and 
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columns as seen in Fig. 5-7. There are eight rows 

and 11 columns. This produces 88 row-column in- 

tersections where a switch can be placed. In addt- 
tion to the 88, there are also four more singly wired 

switches for the RESTORE, 40/80, SHIFT LOCK 
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Fig, 5-7, This is the schematic diagram of the keyboard in your C128. When a key is pressed either a switch like the RE- 
TURN key is closed or a row is shorted to a column as seen in the bottom right inset. 
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and CAPS LOCK switches. There are 92 keys on 
the keyboard including the numeric pad that dupli- 

cates the numbers. the positive sign, the negative 
sign, and the decimal point. The ENTER key on the 
pad duplicates the RETURN key on the main board. 

When an individual switch is shorted then the 
circuitry generates a character inside the computer. 
The keyboard CIA as shown in Fig. 5-5, is the de- 
vice that transfers the shorted switch identity to the 
MPU so that the desired character is generated. 

Serial VO pon 

Parallel poris 

Control 

The CIA on the left side of the board, performs 
the same kind of duty for other external devices like 
the User Pert and the Serial Bus. These ports are 
able to connect to a pnnter, a disk drive, a telephone 

modem or even another computer. With additional 
software, the CIA will be able to send or receive 

from a large number of devices. 

The 40 pins of the CIA are shown in Fig. 5-8. 
There are 24 pins to handle data. There are eight 
pins that connect to the internal computer side and 

Addressing 

Pins 

Time of Gay 

Fig. 5-8. The ClAs have address, data bus connections, control lines and two eight-bit ports. 
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16 pins that hook up to the external penpheral side, 
The 16 pins as mentioned are broken into two sep- 
arate port sections of eight pins each. These ports 

are discussed in detail in Chapter 19. 
The rest of the CLA pins are used to address 

the chip and control it. There are five lines into the 

CIA for addressing purposes. The CIAs only con- 
tain 16 locations—unlike the RAM and ROM chips 
that could have thousands of locations on a chip. The 
five address lines handle contacting the 16 CIA lo- 

cations easily. 
In addition to the normal I/O duties that the 

CIAs perform, they also have a 24-hour Time Of 
Day (TOD) clock which can be set for both AM and 
PM. There is also an alarm for each clock. You can 

set the time and alarm with a few program lines. 
For some sophisticated computer operations, 

special timing méchanisms are required. In the CLA, 
there are two such circuits called 16-bit interval 
timers, They are said to be independent and link- 
able. These are characteristics needed when these 
timers are used. There is more detail about these 
timers and the TOD in Chapter 19. 

Another feature of the CIAs is a special eight- 
bit senal I/O shift register, The term I/O means 
input-output. The CIA bas its 16 output pins bro- 

ken into two 8-pin ports. Because an eight-bit port 
outputs eight-bits at a time, the eight-bits are. all 
moving at the same time abreast, and that is called 

parallel output. This bit movement is in contrast to 
a series of bits that are moving out of one pin, in 

single file. The single file movement of bits out over 
one line is called serial oulpul. You have probably 
heard the terms parallel and serial concerning the 

transfer of digital bits of information. Figure 5-9 con- 
trasts this type of data movement in the CIA. 

The CIAs #ach have (in addition to two eight- 
bit parallel ports) one senal I/O port using one pin, 
In the chip, connected to the pin, are circuits that 
make up an eight-bit serial register. The eight-bits 

that the register can hold will leave or enter through 
one end of the register, get shifted from bit holder 
to bit holder in single file, and exit or enter the chip 
at the other end of the register. Chapter 19 has more 

detail on this operation. 
The CIAs can also act as the middleman during 

peripheral-computer handshake operations. The 
handshake is so named because, as a data transfer 

operation, many verification checks of the data oc- 
cur while transferring. The handshake is a compli- 
cated procedure whereby the computer can either 
receive information from a peripheral (read) or send 

information to a peripheral (write), The handshake 
is vital if the data is to be transferred error-free. 

The handshake is a check and double-check be- 
tween the computer and the peripheral. If we en- 
dow computer and pernpheral with human 

characteristics, then the handshake will proceed as 
shown in Fig. 5-10. For instance, a peripheral can 
be attached to a CIA with information it wants to 
transmit. The peripheral] says over the lines, in dig- 

ital code, ‘Hi there 8502, you old MPU. I have some 
data for you." 

The 8502 receives the message via the CIA. 

The 8502 replies through the CIA, ‘‘I hear you call- 
ing. All is clear, send the data.”’ 

The penpheral promptly sends the data over the 
parallel lines and waits. The data enters the CIA, 
passes through the CIA and exits into the internal 
data bus. The data then travels the data bus and 
enters the 8502. The MPU notes the data entry into 
its registers and calls to the peripheral, ‘‘Okay there 
penpheral, the data is received, I'm ready for 

more."’ 
The peripheral thus sends information to the 

MPU and is able to continue sending until all its data 

has been transferred correctly. Although the charac- 

terization of the two devices is exaggerated, the 
procedure is essentially correct. The CIA chapter 
has a description of the electronics that handle the 
handshake operations. 

THE VIC AND VIDEO CONTROLLER CHIPS 

Under the metal shield are the two 48-pin video 
output chips. They are both running all the time, but 

do not necessarily output the video. They do out- 
put a border and a display block. The one that is cho- 
sen to run will output the video. 

The 8564 VIC is simply an upgrade of the previ- 
ous VIC chips found in the C64 and the VIC-20, as 
shown in Fig. 5-11. Like its predecessors, one out- 
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Fig. 5-9. The CIAs are equipped with two forms of ports. First are the two paraliel eight line ports, and second is a single 
line serial port. 

put is a display block containing 40 columns across 
and 25 rows down to total 1000 character spaces, 

as shown in Fig. 5-12. The 8564 sends the video 
in two pieces from two pins called SYNC/LUM and 
CHROMA. These signals are applied to the RF 
Modulator box. When you are in the 40-columa 
mode—whether it is the C128, C64 or CP/M—you 
are using the output from the 8564 VIC. 
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The other 48-pin chip in the metal enclosure is 
the 8563 Video Controller. It is a new chip and pro- 
vides other sorts of video output. 

The 8563 sends video in four pieces. These 
parts of the total video exit out of four pins, as shown 

in Fig. 5-13. The signals are called R, G, B and I. 
The R, G and B obviously mean red, green and blue. 
The I stands for intenstty, Intensity has to do with 
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Fig. 5-10. The ClAs are the interface units that permit a "handshake" operation between a peripheral and the MPU. 
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Fig. 5-11. The 48-pin VIC in the C128 is an upgrade of the 40-pin VIC in the C64. 

luminance or brightness. The four signals are sent 

to some buffering circuitry in a smaller chip and are 

then sent directly to the RGBI output port. The im- 
portant difference between this video output and the 
VIC’s output is the number of columns in the dis- 
play block. ‘The 8563's output has 80 columns with 
25 rows totaling 2000 character blocks on the TV 
screen. 

The VIC chip contains all the capabilities of its 
predecessor 6567 VIC chip used in the C64. This 
allows it to operate when the C128 is in the C64 
mode. These capabilities include sprites and high- 
resolution bit-mapped graphics. In addition, the 

newer 8564 VIC has some extra features. These will 
be described in detail in Chapter 20. The features 
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include extended keyboard scanning to handle the 

extra control lines in the C128 keyboard, an ability 
to man at a faster 2 MHz speed rather than only 1 

MHz, and other things. VIC is the chip that gener- 
ates the clocks for the C128 in the same manner as 

it did for the C64. Additional clocks are needed in 
the C128, and VIC handles this. A 1 MHz clock for 
the bus and I/O operations, and a 2 MHz clock to 
regulate some operations (as well as the processor 

when it is in a 2 MHz mode) are in the VIC. A 4 
MHz clock to take care of the Z80 CP/M program 
running is also in the VIC. 

VIC has a number of registers whereby all of 
its operations can be controlled by writing to the 
registers and changing register contents. Inciden- 
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Fig. 5-12. VIC controls the TV display. It generates the video to show 1000 little character blocks. In dynamic RAM there 
are 1000 eight-bit locations assigned to store code for the characters in these blocks. Also, 1000 four-bit locations are 
assigned in the color RAM to determine the colors of the blocks. Each block needs 12 bits of code to produce a character 
in color. 

tally, VIC can be tested for some defects by read- 

ing and writing appropriate bits for the registers. 
Sample techniques of this sort are found in Chapter 
20. 

The 8563 Video Controller is a text display chip. 
The 80-column format it provides is very useful for 
word processing, spreadsheet analysis and the like. 

The 80-column mode is used more to produce text 
than graphics. 

The 8563 has two external registers and 37 in- 
ternal registers. The externals are called the address 
register and the data register. By writing to the ad- 
dress register, and reading and writing to the data 

register, you can access the 37 internal registers. 
The 37 internal registers are used to set up the 

mode of the registers. For instance, in the U.S. the 
video standard is called NTSC. In Europe the sys- 

tem standard is called PAL. The set-up registers set 
up the C128 to use the desired standard or other 
standards. 

The display registers place and move the text 
lettering on the TV screen. These 37 registers as 
well as other details are covered in Chapter 21. 

The 8563 chip sends and receives a lot of sig- 
nals. First of all, the 8563 must keep in constant 
communication with the MPU with which it is oper- 
ating. There are nine separate types of signals that 
it uses—including bits on the data bus, chip selects, 
register select, R/W and others. Five types of sig- 
nals let the 8563 work with its memory chips. Then 

there are five types of signals that the chip uses to 

get its 80-column display up on the TY screen. 

These include the video dot clock, the character 
clock, horizontal sync and the RGBI output. The 
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Fig. 5-13. The 8563 Video Controller generates 2000 little character blocks in the display. it shows 25 rows like VIC, but 
80 columns. VIC only shows 40 columns. 

8563 register map and all of these signals are dis- 
cussed in Chapter 21. They are important test items 

when an 8563 is suspected of causing trouble. 

THE 6581 SOUND INTERFACE DEVICE 

The SID chip is the 28-pin chip found just to the 
right of the two video output chips in the metal en- 
closure. SID is a companion chip to VIC. Both types 

are used in arcade/home video games. While VIC 
puts graphics on the screen, SID provides the sound 
effects. If you are using a monitor that does not have 
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any audio output, then the SID would be useless to 
you unless you hook up a separate audio ar- 
rangement. 

The SID, shown in Fig. 5-14, is a sound effects 
generator. It is designed to be driven by circuits in 

the 6502 MPU family of which the C128's 8502 is 

a member. Note that its number is 6581. The 65 
indicates the family. 

The SID is an advanced computer music syn- 

thesizer and sound effects chip. If you are musically 
knowledgeable, you'll recognize the following qual- 
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Fig. 5-14. SID is a sound effects generator with address and data lines, contro! fines and audio input and output. 

ities. First of all, the SID is able to provide a wide 

ranged high-resolution control of pitch. Prich is 
produced by controlling the frequency of an audio 
output. There are three audio oscillators in the SID. 

They are called voices. Each voice can be used by 
itself or in combination with the others as a trio, By 
controlling the frequency of the oscillators, you can 
control the pitch of each voice. 

In addition to pitch control, the SLID permits con- 
trol of tone color. This is accomplished because the 
oscillators produce four waveforms at the tuned fre- 
quency. Each waveform has its own distinctive har- 
monic content. By judicious choosing of the individual 
waveforms, you can control the tone color of th 
sound. 

Besides controlling pitch and tone color, you can 

instruct the SID’s volume level. Each voice has what 
is called an envelope generator circut!, When the pro- 
gram instructs it to, the envelope generator creates 

an envelope waveform that controls the amplitude 
modulator, All this creates the desired amount of vol- 
ume. Lastly, there are programmable filter circuits 
that further generate complicated, interesting tone 
colors. 

All of these functions can be programmed 
directly into the SID. Programming these functions 
also is an excellent test technique to determine 
which SID systems are working and which ones are 

not. The electronics and test programming are 

covered in Chapter 22—a full chapter on SID. You'll 
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learn about the 29 eight-bit contro! registers that 
produce the sound effects for the C128. 

THE PLA AND MMU 

The 8721 Programmed Logic Array chip, near 
bottom center on the printboard, and the 8722 Mem- 

ory Management Unit chip, near right center, are 

both 48-pin DIPs. They address the locations of the 

memory map. Both the 8502 and the Z80 are eight- 
bit MPUs. As is customary, each one sends 16 ad- 

dress bits. Sixteen address bits are only capable of 
dialing up 64K locations. In the C128, there are 128K. 
RAM locations alone. Then there are 32K of BA- 

SIC ROM, 8K of Kermel operating system ROM, 
4K of screen editor ROM, 4K of character set ROM, 
a possible extra 32K of internal ROM, another 32K 
of external ROM, plus a number of additional regis- 
ter addresses in assorted chips. If the MPU can only 

address 64K, then how are the rest of the addresses 
contacted? With the help of the PLA and MMU. 

The PLA performs a chip select function. For 
example, there are four large ROM chips in the C128 
plus a fifth empty socket that one more ROM can 

be plugged into. All five ROMs are wired up in the 
same way. They are all connected to the same MPU 
address lines. These lines are able to address all the 
locations in each chip. If there are 32K locations on 

a chip then all of the chips will have the same ad- 
dress numbers. If a number is dialed up then all five 
chips will be contacted at the same time: In order 
to pick out only one chip to address, that chip will 
have to be selected. This is where the PLA comes 
into the picture. 

The PLA receives address lines A15-Al10, From 

the bits on these lines, the PLA forms a chip-select 
signal. A line connects the PLA to each and every 
chip that must be selected. Over the correct line 
goes the chip-select bit that the PLA generated from 

the A15-A10 address lines. The chip selected turns 
on while the rest of the chips stay off. 

Besides selecting a ROM among the five main 
ROM circuits, the PLA selects VIC, the color RAM 

chip, the character RAM, and other things. The de- 
tails on the PLA will be covered in Chapter 14. 

The MMU works along with the PLA. While the 
PLA handles the chip selections, the MMU controls 

the management of all the different modes in the 
computer. The MMU can be programmed. There- 
fore, in addition to being hooked to the address bus, 

the MMU is also connected to the data bus, seen 

in Fig. 15-7. 
In the MMU chip thére are a series of program- 

mable I/O type registers. These registers have their 
own addresses on the C128 system memory map. 

Table 5-1. The MMU selects the bank number to be used at any particular 
program line. It chooses from among the chips that are residents of the memory map. 

RAM Set 0 
RAM Set 1 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 

5 
6 
z 
& 
9 

RAM Set 2 (not in C128, uses RAM Set 0) 
RAM Set 3 (not in C128, uses RAM Set 1) 
RAM Set 0, I/O, Functional ROM (empty socket) 
RAM Set 1, /O, Functionai ROM (empty socket) 
RAM Set 2, W/O, Functional ROM (empty socket) 
RAM Set 3, I/O, Functional ROM (empty socket) 
RAM Set 0, I/O, Cartridge ROM 
RAM Set 1, VO, Cartridge ROM 
RAM Set 2, I/O, Cartridge ROM 
RAM Set 3, I/O, Cartridge ROM 
RAM Set 0, VO, Kernel ROM, Functional ROM Low 
RAM Set G, I/O, Kernel ROM, Cartridge ROM Low 
RAM Set 0, Kernel ROM, BASIC ROM, Character ROM 
RAM Set 0, 1/0, Kerne| ROM, BASIC ROM 



On the C64 memory map the MMU does not exist. 
The 8502 in the C64 mode acts just like a C64. In 

the C64 there is no need for the MMU, The 16 ad- 
dress lines of the 8502 with the aid of the PLA can 

handle all necessary addressing duties. Chapter 15 

goes into detail on all these registers. For now, let's 
take a quick look at the MMU in the C128 mode, 

When the computer is in C128 mode, the de- 
fault memory arrangement set up by the MMU 
registers lists 16 banks. Each bank uses 64K of avail- 
able address space. That way the 8502 or Z80 is able 
to address whatever bank is in use at that instant. 
Table 5-1 shows the 16 banks and what combina- 

tions of RAM and ROM are assigned to each bank. 
An interesting note is, banks 0-3 are each able to 
address 64K. That means the C128 is actually able 

to address 256K. However there is only 128K of 
RAM in the machine. Perhaps Commodore has 

some future plans for the additional 128K of address- 
ing potential. | am sure that somebody, maybe a 

third party supplier, will come up with a use for this 
unused potential. 

The MMU is able to allow the 16-bit address 
bus to address a lot more than the 64K it can only 
address without help. When you write a BASIC pro- 
gram there is a BANK command that lets you switch 
from one bank to another with a BANK n, where 
n is a digit between 0 and 15. 

The MMU, besides having these I/O address 
control registers also has lines that can detect if a 
C64 cartridge is in place, if a fast serial disk is going 
to be used, and whether the 40/80 key is up or 
down. In addition, the MMU has the responsibility 
of controlling which MPU, the 8502 or the Z80, is 
in control of the computer. 

The MMU is a main chip in the C128. It gives 
the eight-bit MPUs addressing abilities only found 
in MPUs with many more address lines. It can also 
step out of the way and let the C128 act like a C64. 
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6. Dynamic Random Access Memory 

| fe the lower left-hand corner of the printboard are 
two sets, eight to a set, of Dynamic Random Ac- 

cess Memory chips, called DRAMs. The generic 

name for each chip is 4164. Each set contains 64K 
of DRAM. They total 128K of DRAM. They are the 

reason the computer is called a C128. As mentioned, 
the MMU is able to address 256K of DRAM. If an 
upgrade is made in the future, then this computer's 
name could be changed to the C256. 

Three more RAM chips in the machine are not 

connected with this group of 128K. Two 4416 chips 

are under the metal video enclosure, near the 8563 
Video Controller. These two DRAMs are not in the 

C128 or C64 memory maps. They can only be ac- 

cessed by going through the 8563. They operate 

with the 8563 and are an important part of the 8563 
operation. They will be discussed in Chapter 21 
along with the 8563. 

One more RAM chip is in the C128. It is a 2016 
and is found near the bottom of the board just to 
the left of the PLA. The 2016 is the Color RAM chip 
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and works closely with VIC. It will be covered later 
in this chapter. 

Let's examine the DRAM in Fig. 6-1, It is a 
16-pin MOS chip. It contains 65,536 individual bit 
holders, as illustrated in Fig. 6-2. The 65,536 is 

rounded off and called 64K. Note that there are 64K 
single bit holders on the chip. It takes a set of eight 
of them to supply 64K bytes of memory. 

To get specific, in computer chips a ‘'K,"’ while 
loosely thought of as a thousand, is actually 1024. 
Therefore, if you multiply 1024 times 64, you get 
65,536. The reason 1024 is chosen is because com- 
puters do all their figuring in powers of 2. The 

closest binary multiple to 1000 is 2 to the 10th 
power. Counting this way the numbers ascend thus: 

1,2,4,8,16,32,64,128,256,512, and 1024, which is 
2 to the 10th power. If you continue the progres- 

sion, you'll encounter more familiar computing num- 
bers, 2048 (2K), 4096 (4K), 8192 (8K), 16384 
(16K), 32768 (32K) and 65536 (64K). Table 6-1 
summanzes all these numbers for you. It is a good 
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Fig. 6-1, U38 through US3 are the Dynamic RAM chips holding the 128K of memory. The chips are known as DRAMs. 
This iflustration is a Test Point Chan. You can test these pins one at a time with a logic probe. All of the chips have the 
same logic stales on their respective pins. 

idea to remember these landmark numbers up to 
64K, and even above, as you could find them very 

useful during troubleshooting and repair. 
The term RAM, for Random Access Memory, 

is a holdover from before the microcomputer. The 

D in DRAM simply means dynamic. The RAM part 
is not really an accurate description. The way com- 
puter professionals view RAM is read/write mem- 
ory in contrast to ROM which is read only memory. 

ROMs are covered in the next chapter. 
A RAM chip is a little warehouse where you can 

store bits. It works with other active chips and pro- 
vides a place where the chips can place bits aside 

and then recall them. When a busy chip stores bits 

it does so by writing the bits over to the storage 

area, When the chip recalls bits it does so by read- 
ing the locations where the bits are waiting. 

Two main types of RAM exist: the static type 

and the dynamic type, called DRAM. In the C128, 
there is one static RAM chip, U19—the 2016 color 

RAM. All of the rest of the RAMs are DRAMs: the 
16 4164's in the 128K group and the two 4416's, 

U25 and U23, that provide 16K of DRAM for the 
Video Controller. 

STATIC RAM 

In the C64 the VIC works with a static RAM 
chip, a 2114 that is used to store colors, as shown 
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Fig. 6-2. These DRAMs are organized in one-bit registers with 256 columns and 256 rows. This totals 65,536 individual 
registers on a chip, 

in Fig. 6-3, In the C128, the newer and larger VIC 
also works with a color RAM chip: U19 a 2016. The 
way that the VIC and the 2016 operate together is 
discussed in Chapter 20. The two color RAMs, al- 

though quite different in makeup, operate in much 
the same way- 

The 2114 is an 18-pin DIP. The 2016 is a 24-pin 

DIP. The 2114 has the bit holders organized in a 
1024 x 4 format. Therefore, 1024 mdividual loca- 
tions are built into the chip. The 4 means that four 

bit holders are at each location. Four bits is half a 

byte and is accordingly called a nybble, Figure 6-4 
illustrates the arrangement as a tall, skinny four-bit 

wide structure. Each nybble location has an inter- 
nal address. The 1024 addresses are numbered 0 

through 1023. Zero is the first address and 1023 is 
the last. 
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Each bit holder (four to an address) js able to 
store a high voltage like +5 yolts or a low voltage, 

like zero volts. The highs and lows are code for 1's 
and 0's. The highs and lows are stored in flip-flop 
circuits. Each bit holder is a flip-flop circuit in a static 
RAM. Static RAM uses flip-flops, but DRAMs use 

other circuits that we will get to later in the chapter. 

This tall skinny memory layout is called the 
memory matrix. Each location is called a register. 

In this 2114 the registers are four bits wide. The 
address bus is connected to the rows of addresses 

from () to 1023, The data bus is connected to the 

four bit holders. The bit holders could be called D3, 
D2, D1 and DO, All of the 1024 locations have their 

D3 flip-flops connected to the D3 data bus line. The 

D2 flip-flops are all connected to the D2 data bus 
tine, etc. The signal on the address bus will deter- 



Table 6-1. Good Numbers to Remember. 

Powers of 2 Decimal Count Bits Required 

1024(1K) 
2048(2K) 
4096(4K) 
8192(8K) 
16384( 16K} 
32768(32K) 
65536(64K) 16 {2 bytes) 

mine which row of four flip-flops can place their data 
on the data bus. Figure 6-5 illustrates this idea. 

When one of the registers is addressed, then 
it activates the connections between the data bus 
lines and its bit holders. A copy of the highs and lows 
in the bit holders will pass over the data lines. 

The 2114 in the C64 has ten address lines 

A9-A0O. Ten address lines are able to bring 1024 pos- 
sible combinations of highs and lows to the chip, 
Since there are exactly 1024 registers in the 2114, 
the ten lines are able to bring a separate address 
for each location in the chip. That is how the mem- 

ory matrix of the 2114 can be addressed in the C64. 
In the C128, the same type of color RAM chip 

is needed, except that there are two banks of 64K 
in the 128K of DRAM. The color RAM still only 
needs four bit holders to a register, but it requires 
1024 of color RAM for each bank. The number of 

Fig. 6-3. Tha C64 works with a 2114 static RAM chip. Note it only has four data bus lines, D3-D0. This is a color RAM, 
It only has four bits in a register, This can produce 16 different codes to generate 16 character colors. 
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Fig. 6-4. The 2114 is organized in four-bit nybbles. The internal addresses of the nybbies range from 0-1023. 

four-bit holders must be doubled. Therefore a new 

static RAM chip has been employed with 2048 four- 

bit registers. 

Figure 6-6 is the schematic arrangement of pins 
on the chip, It is a 24-pin DIP. The memory matrix 

is in a 2048 x 8 format. Note pins 9, 10, 11, 13, 
14, 15, 16 and 17 are called data bus lines DO 

through D7. Yes, there are eight-bit holders to a reg- 
ister. Only four-bit holders are needed. The rest of 
them will only get in the way. They must be dis- 
abled. Therefore lines D4, D5, D6 and D7 are all 
connected to 3.3K resistors that go to +5 volts. 

Since +5 volts is a high, all four unwanted bit holders 
are Said to be held high and inactive. This is one de- 
sign trick to disable unwanted pins on a chip so they 
won't interfere with operations. 

Because there is the need to address 2048 in- 
dividual locations, 11 address lines are connected: 
AlO through AO. Each additional address bit dou- 

bles the number of locations that can be addressed. 
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The 11 address lines are connected to pins 19, 22, 
23, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8. 

Pins 20 and 18 are called *CS. The CS stands 
for chip select. The asterisk in front of the CS means 
that the pins are held high at +5 volts most of the 
time. When the high is on the pins, then the chip 
is turned off. If you desire to select the chip and tum 
it on, then a low from the PLA is sent to the pins. 
Note that they are tied together so that one low, 

called ‘‘color RAM," from the PLA activates both 
pins. They both must be so enabled for the chip to 
turn on. When the chip is selected it will respond 

to the 11 address lines. 

The asterisk, or on other schematics 4 line 
above the CS, is the sign that the chip will be en- 
abled by a low. If the asterisk is not there, it means 
that the CS pin is being held low while off and will 
be enabled when a high arrives. 

How does the chip know whether to output the 

contents of the addressed register or input a new 
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lf the signal ‘on the address bus is LLLLLLLLLL, then Location 0 places the contents of its four flip-flops 

on the data bus 

It the signal on the address bus ‘is HHHHHHHHHH, then Location 1023 places the contents of its four 
thp-liops on the data bus. 

Each different bit pattern on {he address allows a different row of flip-flops to place their data on the 

data bus 

Fig. 6-5. Each register in the 2114 is able to store a high or low voltage. The high is the electronic representation ofa 

1 and the low indicates a 0. The register addresses are arranged in rows and the data bits are in the columns. 

set of highs and lows? Pin 21, *WE, makes that de- 
cision. WE means ‘‘wnite enable.’ The status of the 

write enable pin determines if the chip is to be read 

or written to. It is the read/write line for the 2016 
chip. The asterisk means that the chip is being held 
high. This is the standby condition. While in this 
standby, the registers can be read by another chip. 

Most of the time, the Color RAM chip acts like a 
ROM and is read. If it is necessary to write to the 

chip, a low is sent to the *WE pin and the status 

changes to write. 

The last two pins on the chip are the +5 volt 
power supply input at pin 24 and the ground con- 
nection at pin 12. They can be tested with a vom 
directly or with a logic probe. The +5 volts will read 
a HIGH on the probe while the ground connection 

(0 volts) will read a LOW- 

Figure 6-7 is the chip’s Test Point Chart. Note 

that the different pins are all labeled with a logic 

state. Most of them are Pulses. Other chips in the 
other charts will also have high and low levels. There 
are also the input power supply voltages like +5 

volts and ground connections. At the top of each chip 
there is a half moon notch which is the keyway for 
the chip. 

The voltages and logic states shown on the pins 

are the ones that should be present while the com- 
puter is in a C128 40-column mode and idling. If you 

read the pins one by one with a logic probe or vom, 
a properly operating chip should show these states 
or voltages. If you read these pins and one or more 

of the readings are incorrect, then that could be a 
clue to any trouble you are looking for. If the read- 
ings are all okay, then the chip is probably okay. The 
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2016 COLOR RAM 

+5V 

Fig. 6-6, This is the schematic arrangement of the 2016 color RAM in the C128. it has sight data bit connections. Note 
that four of the data lines are disabled by connecting them to +5 volts. Only D3-D0 are needed to code the character color. 

use of charts like these are one of the test techniques 
that professionals use to pinpoint trouble. 

The beginning of this color RAM discussion de- 

scribed what each pin on the 2016 chip is doing. As 
you make logic probe tests on each pin, note care- 
fully if the pin is doing what it is supposed to do. 

When a pin is found that does not have the correct 
high, low, pulse or dc voltage, then try to puzzle 

out the cause. If you solve the puzzle, which is 

mostly mind work, you will then know what part or 

connection is defective. Once the diagnosis is made, 
then the physical repair of replacing a part or repair- 
ing a connection or copper etch spot can follow 

quickly. 
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DYNAMIC RAM 

One of the most striking differences between 
static and dynamic RAM is the organization of the 
bit holders. The static 2016 chip is organized in a 
2048 x 8 layout with four of the eight bit holders 
disabled by holding them high. Figure 6-8 shows a 

2048 x 8 chip layout. In a chip like this one, all of 
the byte-sized registers are contained on one chip. 

The layout of the 4164's in the C128 is entirely 
different. 

One dynamic 4164 chip has a layout of 65,536 

= 1. This means there are 65,536 registers on the 
chip but each register is only one bit wide. Each reg- 
ister or each bit as it turns out, has its own address. 



TEST POINT CHART 

Uis 
2016 COLOR RAM 

Fig, 6-7. This is the Test Point Chart for U19 the 2016 color RAM. It shows the actual pinout, the direction of signal flow 
and the logic state that should be present while the C128 is idling in C128 mode. 

Figure 6-2 showed the layout. You can see all the 
single bit registers in comparison to the 2016's eight 
bit registers. 

In the C128, the 16 DRAMs are arranged in two 
banks of eight DRAMs each. Eight DRAMs are 
wired up as one unit, They are connected in paral- 

lel, Figures 6-9, 6-10 and 6-11 describe the layout. 
All of the eight chips are identical. Each chip has the 
same number of bit holders. Because there are eight 

chips to a set there are enough bit holders on all the 

chips to form 65,536 bytes. All they need is to be 
wired correctly. The first thing that is done is to wire 
all the address lines to the same pins on all chips 
as in Fig. 6-11. That way, when an address comes 

over the address bus, all eight chips address the 
same location number simultaneously. 

The next wiring is to connect each chip in the 
set to a different data bus line. That way, as the 
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Fig. 6-8. This is a static RAM chip organized in a 2048 « 8 fashion. All of the byte-sized locations are found on the single chip 
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Chip 2 

Chip oe 

Fig. 6-9, The 4164’s in the C128 are organized in a 65,536 x 1 fashion: It takes eight 4164's to produce byte-sized toca- 
tions: one bit of a byte on each chip. 

Fig. 610. RAM address 1024 is shown as one bil torn out of each RAM chip. 

same number location in each chip is addressed, each 
of the bit holders addressed can either receive a bit 
or output a bit. Each chip contributes one of the eight 
bits in the addressed byte. A byte-sized register is 

found in the set of eight—one bit from each chip 

forming the eight-bit register. Figures 6-9 and 6-10 
illustrate the design. 

The bit holders in the dynamic RAM are not flip- 
flop circuits as in the static RAM. The bit holders 
are capacitance that is formed in the MOS gates as 
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Fig. 6-12. DRAMs do not use flip-flops as bit holders, The gate capacitance of the FETs on the chip hold the highs and lows. 

shown in Fig. 6-12. In the FETs that make up the 

chip circuits, the gate is separated from the channel 

by the sensitive glassy insulator. The gate becomes 

one lead of a capacitor and the rest of the FET be- 

comes the other Jead. The insulator forms the di- 
electric. In this way a tiny capacitance is formed. 
The capacitance, like any capacitor can be made to 
hold a charge. 

For the charge to represent code for the binary 

data, the following convention has been arranged. 
If the capacitor is charged, it represents a high (bi- 
nary 1), When there is no charge the capacitor is 
storing a low (binary 0). The amount of capacitance 
is tiny but adequate. The memory matrix on the 
4164 DRAM is really nothing more than a clever cir- 
cuit around a grid of tiny capacitors. 

Memory Refresh 

The 2016 static memory chip has active nybble- 
sized registers, four active flip-flops in each regis- 

ter. The flip-flops are de stable. That is why the chip 
is called static. If you place a flip-flop into a high state 

or a low state (representing a 1 or 0), the flip-flop 
will hold that state as long as the power is on. Noth- 

ing more has to be done. If you want to read a reg- 

ister, then you address it. You can make as many 
copies of the data in a static register as you want 
without losing the stored state. 

This is not the case with the dynamic RAM. The 
4164's are storing their states as capacitance 

charges, not stable flip-flop transistor conductions. 
The capacitors contain tiny charges. The capacitors 
can only hold their charges for a short period of time. 

To be exact, the capacitor charge will fall to a use- 
less voltage level in a little more than 3.66 milli- 
seconds (thousandths of a second). The capacitors 
must be recharged, called refreshed, at least once 
every 3.66 ms. 

As Fig. 6-13 shows, the VIC provides the 
refreshments. Pins 19 and 20, signals *RAS and 
*CAS, of the VIC are the ones involved with main- 
taining the capacitance charges. These signals are 
applied to all the 4164's at the same time. The RAS 

stands for Row Address Strobe and the CAS for 

Column Address Strobe. The details on the signals 
are found later in this chapter. These signals are de- 
signed to recharge the grids of capacitor bit holders 
in each chip's memory matrix. 

In any computer using DRAMs, some sort of 

refreshing system must be used to keep the mem- 
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Fig. 6-13. Pins 19 and 20, -RAS and -CAS, deal with constantly recharging the tiny capacitance bit holders in DRAMs. 

ory full of data intact. There are all sorts of schemes- 
The C128 uses special signals generated in VIC to 
do the job. 

Memory Layout 

As Fig. 6-2 illustrated, the bit holders are laid 

out in a grid of 256 rows and 256 columns. Actually, 
as Fig. 6-14 shows, the layout is divided in half with 
two grids of 128 x 256, with a band of sense ampli- 
fiers inbetween. But for all practical purposes, you 
can think of the grid as 256 = 256. Consider the 
total grid as a single component. 

Figure 6-15 shows a functional block diagram 
of the inside of a 4164 RAM chip. Attached to the 

128 

x 

256 

256 
sense amplifier 

Fig. 6-14. The microscopic insides of the 4164 actually has 
two grids of 128 x 256 with 256 sense amplifiers inbetween. 
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bottom of the grid is a column decoder circuit. It is 
able to contact every one of the 256 columns. Con- 

nected to the side of the grid is a row decoder cir- 
cuit. It is able to contact every one of the 256 rows. 

The column decoder circuit is the data input/out- 
put circuit. When a bit in a grid is addressed and be- 
comes activated, the column decoder is there to help 
out. If the bit is being read, the column decoder 
receives the high or low contents of the bit holder 
at one of its connections. When the bit is written 
to, the column decoder will be the circuit holding the 
data and will transmit the data to the addressed bit. 

The row decoder circuit is part of the bit holder 
addressing mechanism. The column decoder is also 
part of the addressing system. The column decoder 

helps out with the addressing in addition to handling 
the data in and out, 

The dynamic RAM chip is addressed differently 
than the static RAM. From the mind's eye, a static 
RAM is a high stack of individual byte locations, and 

a dynamic RAM chip is a grid of bit-sized locations. 
Each location has its own address. The 4164 chip 
has 65,536 locations, but they are arranged ina 256 
x 256 grid. 256 x 256 equals 65,536. 

A single bit is addressed by using two ad- 
dresses: a column address and a row address. The 

desired bit holder is the location where the two ad- 
dresses intersect. Therefore, the address sent out 
by the MPU over the address bus is in two parts. 

Eight of the address bits are to locate one row ad- 
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Fig, 6-15. An address in a 4164 is contacted by first addressing one of the 256 rows and then addressing one of the 256 
columns, The desired bit is found at the resulting row-column intersection. That bit then opens up and can be read from 
or written to, 

dress, and the other eight bits find the column ad- Each chip holds one bit of the byte that the MPU 
dress. The address bits all go to the RAM chips at wants. All of the number 7 bits, in all of the 64K 

the same time. The same location bit, on each chip _ bytes, are located on chip number 7 of the eight chip 
of the RAM set is addressed. The contents of each set and are attached to data bus line number 7. All 
bit that is addressed this way can then enter or exit of the number 6 bits are on chip number 6 and are 

each RAM. attached to data bus number 6, and so on, 
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Fig. 6-16, Two multiplex chips perform the DRAM address chores. First they output the row address and then, over the 
same lines, the column address. 

The RAM chips in the C128 are addressed 

through two 74LS257 multiplex chips, as illustrated 
in Fig. 6-16. All 16 chips are addressed at the same 
time. As each location in every RAM chip is ad- 
dressed simultaneously, two bytes are actually ad- 
dressed. The PLA is only selecting one bank of eight 
chips at a time, however, and only one byte of data 
is accessed. The addressing gets complicated but 
between the 74LS257 chips doing the row/column 

addressing and the PLA doing the chip selecting the 
correct byte of bit holders are contacted. There is 

more about this addressing in Chapters 12, 13 and 
20. The internals of the 74LS257 multiplexers are 
covered in Chapter 8. 

Operation 

Figure 6-1 is the Test Pomt Chart for all 16 
4164's, U38 through U53. All 16 chips should read 
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the sarne. All 16 pins on each chip will have the same 
logic states. They are all pulses except the +5 volts 
power on pin 8 reads high and the ground connec- 

tion on pin 16 reads low. These states will be pres- 
ent when the C128 is on and idling. 

There are eight input lines from the multiplex 
chips to all of the 4164's. The lines are called MA7 
through MAO. The MA stands for multiplexed ad- 

dresses. The eight lines are derived from the 16 ad- 

dress lines that the MPUs put out. The 16 address 
lines are connected to the two multiplex chips. Eight 
bits at a time are needed by the 4164's. Eight bits 
are needed to address the 256 row addresses. Then 

eight more bits are needed to addréss the 256 
column addresses. Pins 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12 and 
13 receive eight bits at a time—first the row address 

and then the column address. The multiplexers send 
the bits that way as shown in Fig. 6-16. 



At pins 4 and 15, signals from VIC, *RAS and 
«CAS arrive. These signals, the row address strobe 
and the column address strobe are there to trigger 

the two types of addresses into the decoders in sync. 
As the multiplex chips feed the 4164’s first with row 
addresses and then with column addresses, the 
*RAS signal strobes the row bits into the row 
decoder and the *CAS signal strobes the column bits 
into the column decoder. 

This multiplexing plan uses only eight address 

pins on each of the 4164's. The savings of eight lines 
allow the 4164 chips to be placed in a 16-pin package. 

Figure 6-11 illustrates that the 4164 has two 
data pins at 14 and 2. Note that the data pins are 
wired together and act as a single pin. The connected 
pins attach to their respective eight data bus lines. 

The two lines are for both input and output with 
the data bus, as shown in Fig. 6-15. Internally, the 

two pins are wired in with the column decoder cir- 
cuit. The data-in connection is to the data latch. The 
data latch is a temporary holding register for the in- 
coming data. The data latch is also connected to pm 
3, «WE, the write enable pin. During a write oper- 
ation, *WE goes low which activates the latch and 
lets the Jatch transfer the data to the column 

decoder. The decoder installs the data into the ad- 
dressed bit holder. 

When data is leaving the chip it is passed from 
the bit holder to a data output buffer stage. The 
buffers are connected to the *CAS inputs. When 
+*CAS strobes, the data output buffer permits the 

outgoing data to leave the chip and head out over 
the data bus. 

Timing 

The timing diagram in Fig. 6-17 summarizes 
how the 4164 memory array is controlled by the 
three signals *RAS, *CAS and *WE. During the ad- 
dressing as seen on the top waveform, the *RAS 
strobe signal comes along into pin 4, till the middle 

of the row time, and then falls. This falling edge 
strobes the row bits into the row address latch. 
*RAS then remains low for the remainder of the cy- 
cle. Meanwhile +CAS is moving into pin 15. As the 
column address time arrives *CAS falls. This falling 

edge strobes the column bits into the column address 

latch. *CAS then remains low for the rest of the cy- 
cle. The two latches in turn send their bits to their 
respective decoders. One of the 256 rows is ad- 
dressed and one of the 256 columns is addressed 
and their intersection bit is activated. 

While the above was going on the «WE signal 
sets up either a read or write condition for the eight 
selected bits, D7 through DO, one on each chip in 

the RAM set. In Fig. 6-17 a write condition is ar- 
ranged by *WE going low. A low at pin 3, the *WE 
entranceway, causes the data-in latch to pass data 
written to the array to be installed in the memory 
bits. A high at «WE keeps the data-in latch shut and 
lets the chip output the addressed data to the data 
bus. 

As you can imagine, the timing of the three sig- 

nals is critical, During routine servicing, however, 
the timing is not normally a factor requiring testing. 
The timing is an important consideration during de- 

sign. The important part that timing plays from a re- 

pair point of view is its feature during a chip 
replacement. You'll see the timing in the spec sheet 
of a new part referenced as access time. For in- 
stance, the 4164 comes in a number of timing ver- 
sions. The access time on different 4164 chips could 
be 150 nanoseconds, 200 nanoseconds or 300 

nanoseconds. What do these different timings mean? 
Different computers run at different speeds. For 

example, the C128 in the C64 mode muns at a clock 
rate of 1 MHz. This means that the 8502 in that 
mode completes one million full cycles in one sec- 
ond. One cycle takes a millionth of a second, or as 
it is called, a microsecond. In one microsecond there 
are 1000 nanoseconds, A nanosecond is a billionth 
of a second. When a 4164 is said to have an access 
time of 200 nanoseconds, that means it uses 200 ns 
of the 1000 ns in one clock cycle to be accessed, 
either written to or read from. The 1000 ns clock 
cycle comprises one full execution of the MPU. 

During the 1000 ns execution cycle, the 8502 

must address the 4164 array, send the signals to 

control it, open up the addressed bits, either read 
or write to them, and then get ready for the next 

cycle. A 200 ns array is fairly fast and can easily re- 

ceive the control signals, open the addressed bits, 

and complete the read or write. In fact, even the 
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Fig. 6-17. The 4164 chips are controlled by the three signals -RAS, -CAS and «WE. During a cycle, the row addresses 
are strobed and then the column addresses are strobed, During that time -WE sets up a read or write condition, 

300 ns chips are easily accessed. If on the other 

hand, you had some sort of chips that had a 1000 
ns access time, you would be hard put to get them 

fully accessed with a 1 MHz clock. You'd have to 

get a slower clock or add additional circuitry to gain 

proper access. 

In C128 mode the 8502, besides running at 1 
MHz, also can run at 2 MHz. This speedup in fre- 
quency cuts the cycle time down to 500 ns, With 

the 4164 array being able to be accessed in 200 ns, 
the cycle time is still satisfactory. The action just 
proceeds in a quicker fashion. The Z80 that conducts 
the CP/M mode uses the same 4164 array. 
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Refresh Timing 

The 4164's, as DRAMs need to be constantly 
refreshed. The refreshing at first glance Jooks im- 
possible. There are 128K locations in the DRAM set 

that are to be refreshed. That means 131,072 tiny 
capacitances must be recharged at least once every 

3.66 milliseconds or they will lose their information 
as the charge drops below a certain voltage. For- 
tunately each bit holder does not have to be individu- 

ally refreshed. The refreshing can be accomplished 

by simply addressing rows. When a row is addressed 
all the bits in the row are recharged. 

Also notice that the refresh time is in milli- 



| One cycle 

1000. ns 

Active time 

Fig. 6-18. The 1 MHz clock has 2 1000 nanosecond cycle time, About half the time #1 is active high and the other half, 
$2 is active high. ¢1 deals with the addressing while 62 conducts the data movement operation. 

seconds, a thousandth of a second in comparison to 

the micro- and nanosecond that was also mentioned. 
Besides the slower timing needed for refresh- 

ing, aS mentioned it is also not necessary to do any- 

thing but address the 256 rows in all the chips 
simultaneously to recharge the tiny capacitances. 
The electrical action of the addressing restores the 
charge in the row that is addressed. 

The requirement is that every row must be ad- 

dressed within the 3.66 millisecond refresh period. 
At the 1 MHz clock rate it only takes a fraction of 
the required time to handle the refreshing. 

A dynamic RAM refresh controller in the VIC 
is able to refresh all 256 rows in plenty of time. The 
refresh circuit uses the *RAS signal to address the 
rows. It does the job while the computer is busy do- 

ing other jobs, not during the time the RAM is be- 
ing accessed. 

The 8502 is controlled by two clock signals 
shown in Fig. 6-18. They are called phase 1 (#1) 
and phase 2 ($2). These will be discussed further 
in Chapters 12 and 17. #1 is a signal that drives the 

internal circuits of the MPU. It is active about 500 
nanoseconds of the 1000 ns total cycle time. 42 is 

a similar signal that is active the other 500 ns of the 
1000 ns cycle time. 2 drives the rest of the com- 
puter external to the 8502. The 4164 array is ac- 
cessed during $2. 

During $1, while the MPU is busy internally and 
the 4164 is waiting to be accessed, the VIC goes 

ahead and refreshes the 256 rows in the array. 
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7. Read Only Memory 

computer, for the most part, is a hunk of ma- 
hinery. It needs an operator to get it to turn 

on and start working. It needs brains to tell it what 
to do. The brains:are in the system ROMs either 
mternal or external. In the C128 most of the ROMs, 
the so called read only memory, are plugged into 
sockets on the printboard or plugged into the ex- 

pansion port as a cartridge. There are five sockets 
on the board for five-28-pin ROMs, U32, 33, 34, 

35 and 36. U's 32, 33, 34 and 35 sockets contain 
ROM chips. U36 is an empty socket ready for an 
additional ROM for expansion purposes. In addition 
there is one 24-pin ROM, U18, the character ROM 
which is soldered in. 

The ROMs themselves are also hardware 
pieces. Inside the ROMs, though, are human- 

produced computer programs that run the C128. 

These programs are loosely referred to as the oper- 
ating system (OS). In the ROMs are OS's for BA~ 

SIC and Kernel. In the C64 mode, 16K of ROM is 
set aside for about 8K of BASIC and SK of Kernel. 

For the C128 modes, up to 48K of ROM is avail- 

14 

able. The BASIC system of version 7.0 has a high 
and low section, Between BASIC 7.0 and the Ma- 
chine Language Monitor, 32K of ROM space is used. 
With the Kernel, some I/O, and the 40/80 column 
editor, another 16K of ROM space is utilized. CP/M 
doesn't have to use much of the ROM operating sys- 
tem. It loads its OS program from the system dis- 
kette that comes-with the C128. 

In the last chapter, it was shown that RAM is 
a storehouse for binary data bits. The bits can be 
installed, removed, and reinstalled continually. In 

fact, the data movement in and out of RAM is the 
majority of the work thal the computer performs. 

The RAM is both read and write memory. ROM on 
the other hand is read-only memory, It holds binary 
data bits engraved in the silicon. The bits are burnt 

into the silicon in a factory and cannot be removed 
or replaced. Once a bit is burnt into the chip there 
is no replacing it. To change the program the ROM 
must be physically changed. 

There are all sorts of schemes to burn programs 
into ROM chips. Figure 7-1. shows one of the.com- 
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Fig. 7-1, One of the many ways to burn a program into a ROM chip is with diodes. A chip is built with diodes connecting 
rows and columns. H a diode is Jeft intact it could be code for a high, If the dioda is blawn it could represent a low, 

mon methods. It is a portion of a ROM chip. There 

are three addresses and at each location there is a 
byte of data burnt in. The addresses are the rows 

and the bytes are the columns. 

The layout is similar to the way a static RAM 
is made. All of the bits in the addressed byte are 
on one chip. In the C128, the system ROMs are ei- 
ther laid out as 16K x 8 or 32K x 8, Figure 7-1 

shows three addresses with their respective bytes. 
The addresses, of course, are connected to the ad- 

dress bus while the bits are attached to the lines of 
the data bus, D7-D0. 

Each row has its own special address. Each 
column is connected to every row. Between the row 

and a column, a diode could be wired in. There is 
then one microscopic diode between each row and 
every column, making each diode represent a bit. 

In Fig. 7-2, row address 0010 has eight diodes at- 
tached. The cathodes of the diodes are connected 
to the row side. The anodes of the diodes are wired 
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Row address 

0010 

Fig. 7-2. A row location could start out life with all eight diodes intact. Its contents would then be 1111 1111. If some di- 
odes are then blown the contents would change to 1001 1100. 

to the column side. While all eight cathodes are con- 

nected in common to row 0010, the anodes are at- 
tached separately to the eight columns. 

The columns in turn are attached to the data bus 
lines. When address 0010 is dialed up, the eight di- 
odes will conduct, cathode to anode. According to 
the wiring, the conduction of the diodes could be 
code for a binary signal 1. The columns will then out- 
put 11111111 since all of the diodes are intact and 

conducting when addressed. The 1’s will then flash 

over the data bus to the MPU. 
Suppose you are the one coding the ROM. You 

do not want address 0010 to output 11111111. You 

want address 0010 to output binary 10011100. In 
order to effect the change, you must alter some of 
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the diodes to produce the change in signal. An anal- 
ysis of the change shows that you want to alter bits 

D6, D5, D1 and DO. Bits D7, D4, D3 and D2 should 
be left alone because they are already outputting 1's. 

But you want ()’s installed in bits D6, D5, D1 and DO. 
The technique is to apply a large voltage onto 

the diodes where the 0's are to be installed. With 
the application of the destructive voltage, the diodes 

to hold 0's are blown. They become open circuits. 

They can no longer conduct like the diodes that code 

the 1’s, With the conducting diodes representing 1's 
and the blown diodes representing 0's, the data at 

address 0010 becomes the desired 10011100. 
Although this procedure is fine for the ex- 

penmenter on a workbench, during actual ROM 



manufacturing nothing so slow can be used. After 
the program to be etched onto a ROM is written, 
a large printed circuit pattern is made. The junctions 
that are going to contain a diode or transistor are 
clearly defined on the pattern. They will be the row- 
column locations that will be outputting 1's. The 
row-column locations that are to designate 0's are 
left open. Once the pattern is made, it is: then 
reduced photographically and used to manufacture 
large quantities of the ROM. 

In the C128, U's 33, 34 and 35 started life as 
identical chips. Then the operating systems were 

burnt into the chips. They each assumed new iden- 
tities. They are still addressed and have their data 
output in the same way, but the data they output 
is different. 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

There are four main parts.to a typical ROM, be- 

sides the power in and ground. For example, look 

over the U18 the character ROM. In the ROM is 

code to produce on the screen two complete charac- 
ter sets. One set is a group of 256 uppercase and 

graphic characters. The second set is another group 

of 256 upper/lowercase and graphic characters. 

There will be more detail on the ROM contents in 
the video Chapters: 20 and 21. U18 is shown in Fig. 
7-3—the third Test Point Chart. There are 24 pins 

on the chip. The pins are all connected to 
microscopic circuits that are completely inaccessi- 
ble to you. Even though the circuits are too tiny to 

work with directly, you can make tests accurately 
from the pins on the chip. 

In the block diagram in Fig. 7-4, note the mem- 
ory matrix. The memory is organized as 4096 « 8. 
This means 4096 byte-sized locations are in the 
ROM. The locations are figuratively stacked in a tall 
skinny pile with location 0 at the very top, and loca- 
tion 4095 at the bottom. Actually, the matrix is laid 
out in a gnd fashion, like dynamic RAM, but it is 
wired as 2 tall pile, like the static RAM, so we should 
consider the wiring, not the physical way it is 
produced. 

In order to address 4096(4K) individual loca- 
tions: 12 address pins must be on the chip. 4096 
different combinations of 12 bits are possible. To 

choose one address out of the 4K locations, 12 ad- 
dress bits must be applied. For instance, to address 
location 185 you'd send bits 000010111001 out over 
12 address lines. Those highs and lows will activate 
location 185 and leave the rest of the locations shut 
down. 

The 12 address lines Al1-A0 are the connec- 
tions made to pins 18, 19, 22, 23, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 
7 and 8. The lines enter the package and are con- 
nected to an internal circuit called the address 
decoder. In the decoder, the highs and lows are 
evaluated and control voltages generated. These yolt- 
ages are processed into the memory matrix and ac- 
tivate the single location that was desired, 

Once the location is accessed, the voltage ap- 
plied at the row address follows the wire pathways 
as seen in Figs. 7-1 and 7-2. The paths are through 
components, like diodes, that are connected from 
the row line to the column lines. The pathways with 
intact components pass the highs. The pathways that 
were blown, or are missing diodes, do not pass a 
high—they maintain a low. The byte of highs and 
lows travels out the columns to the next stage. 
These bit holders can only output highs and lows— 
they are “‘read."’ They cannot receive highs and 
lows, or be written to. The bit patterns are perma- 
nently burnt into the memory matrix. 

The next stage in the ROM is a set of eight 
three-state buffers. Buffers are covered in Chapter 
10, but for now consider a buffer to be an amplifier 
that can be turned off and on with the aid of its three- 
state characteristic. The buffers are turned off and 
on by another circuit in the ROM which will be dis- 
cussed next. When the buffers are on, they pass the 
highs and lows from the eight matrix columns to the 
eight pin connections that attach to the data bus, 
D7-D0. These are at pins 17, 16, 15, 14, 13, 11, 
10 and 9, 

Between the incoming 12 address lines and the 
eight data lines, 20 of U18's pins are accounted for, 
Pins 24 and 12 are +5 volts and ground. This leaves 
two pins unaccounted for. They are pins 21 and 20. 
Pin 20 is called *CS1. The signal *CHAROM (the 
character ROM select signal) from pin 46 of the 
PLA, is applied to pin 20. It so happens that U18 
shares addresses with some I/O functions. When 
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TEST POINT CHART 

ut8 

8008 CHARACTER ROM 

Fig. 7-3. U18 is the character ROM Test Point Chart. The logic probe should show all pulses except for the chip select, 
CS2, the +5 volts and ground. 

18 is selected the I/O is switched off. When U18 
is not needed, the I/O uses the addresses. Pin 20 
does the selecting. 

Pin 21 performs another job. Inside this ROM 

chip are two 4K sets of characters, totaling 8K. Only 
one 4K set, however, is available at a time. Why 

two character sets? One set of 4K is used in C64 
mode, and the other 4K set is used in C128 mode. 
Pin 21 is connected to the 128/64 signal coming from 
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pin 47 of the MMU and pin 15 of the PLA. When 

you are in C64 mode, then the signal automatically 

chooses the C64 character set. If you are in C128 
mode, then the C128 character set is chosen. 

Character ROM Contents 

The character ROM, in one 4K set, has 4096 
bytes of permanent memory. Internally the set is 
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Fig. 7-4. The inside of the ROM is fairly straightforward. The chip-selects turn on the chip, the address lines locate the 
desired register, the register outputs to some buffers and the data heads out over the data bus. 

addressed from 0 to 4095. In the C64 mode the 
ROM is addressed from 53248 to 57343. In the 4096 
bytes of memory there are 512 characters. Each 
character needs eight bytes to be stored (512 x 8 
= 4096). 

Each displayed character is composed of a grid 

of dots in a character block that is eight light dots 

wide and eight dots high (see Fig. 7-5). The 64 dots 
can be turned off and on to produce a character pat- 
tern. A high from a bit in the ROM turns on a light 
dot and a low turns off the dot. 

‘The output of a character ROM leaves the chip 
through the data bus, D7-D0. The output goes to 

VIC. The VIC receives a character shape in that way 

and processes it into the TV display. 

The first character in ROM is at address 53248 
and extends eight bytes to 53255. It is the charac- 

ter, @. Itis an uppercase character. The 512 charac- 

CHARACTER BLOCK 

Pixel on (1) 

Pixel off (0) 

Fig. 7-5. A character in the display appears when a grid of 
eight light dots across by eight dots down has some of its 
dots lit and others turned off. Here is how the character @ 
is formed. 
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ters are contained with the following decimal 
addresses for each category of characters: 

Uppercase/Graphics Set 

© 53248 Uppercase characters 
* 53760 Graphics characters 
* 54272 Reversed uppercase characters 

* 54784 Reversed graphic characters 
Uppercase/Lowercase Set 
e 55296 Lowercase characters 

© 55808 Uppercase and graphic characters 
© 56320 Reversed lowercase characters 

* 56832 Reversed uppercase and graphics 

characters 

Checking Out the Character ROM 

ROMs are very sturdy in comparison to other 

chips, but trouble can strike them. If some bits on 
a ROM should get destroyed, then incomplete 

characters will appear on the screen. It is easy to 
check out the characters on the ROM if character 
trouble should happen. 

In C128 BASIC, a little three line program can 
be written. The character ROM can be accessed 
through Bank 14. (There will be more about bank- 
ing in Chapters 14, 15 and 16.) The program will 

PEEK the contents of any or all of the ROM bytes. 
You just have to specify which bytes you want to 

know the contents of. The binary contents will be 
returned in decimal. You can then obtain the pat- 
terns of 1's and 0's from the Byte Sized Conver- 
sion Table in the back of this book. 

For example, suppose that you want to sée the 

bits making up the @ character. The first thing to 

do is to enter the PEEK program for the eight bytes 

in which the character is stored in the ROM. It is 
stored at addresses 53248 through 53255. The first 
line accesses Bank 14 and the last line moves the 
program back to Bank 15. The following is a simple 
program for the C128 mode: 

100 BANK 14 
200 FOR C=53248 TO 53255: ? 

PEEK(C);:NEXT 
300 BANK 15 

110 

When the program is run it will return 60 102 110 
110 96 98 600. The bit patterns will look like the 
following in an 8 x 8 matrix that one character block 
on the screen displays: 

od 3 3 Decimal 

60 
102 
110 
110 
96 
98 
60 
0 eccococcecc ce SCOOCORrP RR Re ke oO CoRR RRR Re eR orooscooco + oresHrow oro Ss =e et coro rrH So coococscs 

If you look closely at the bit pattern you can see the 

@ defined. Figure 7-5 shows what the screen looks 

like with the 1's lit and the 0's unlit. 
You can also access the character ROM in ma- 

chine language with the Monitor, or in C64 mode 
in BASIC if need be—though it is more of a program- 
ming job, Without the Bank command you must 

write lines to switch in the character ROM and 

switch out the I/O hardware that is sharing the ad- 
dresses. Then you must transfer the ROM bytes 

to RAM. Then the ROM has to be switched out and 
the I/O switched back into the memory map and BA- 
SIC. Then the ROM bytes can be printed on the 
screen in decimal. 

Besides this test method, you can check out the 
ROM with a diagnostic program like the 64 Doctor 
mentioned earlier in the book. 

THE REST OF THE ROMS 

The character ROM is a special type that sup- 

plies display materials. The other four ROMs: U32, 
33, 34 and 35, deal mostly with: the Kernel, the 

Monitor and BASIC. The empty ROM socket, called 
U36, is there for expansion. The socket is wired; 

complete with 32K worth of addressing, eight data 
bus lines and power. Any ROM plugged in will start 
operating immediately and can be contacted directly 



from the keyhoard, It can be thought of as @ Special 

internal port, 
Chips are produced for the socket that enhance 

the operation of the C128. One chip is advertised 
by Utilities Unlinuted Inc.. 12305 N.E. 152nd Street, 
Brush Praine, Washington 98606. They call it The 
128 Superchip. lt gives 32K of utilities, such as File 
Copter, Nibbler, Track & Sector Editar, Sercen 

Duan and 3900/1200 baud Terminal Program. There 
will be more of this type of chip available as time 
goes. by. 

The ROMs already in the C128 are operating 
systems (05). They are all 2&-pm DIPs. They con- 
tain all the programs that run the computer, When- 
ever the MPU niakes a move, it checks with the 
ROMs for directions on how to de it. 

Internally the ROM structure is quite like the 
character ROM. They are powered with +5 volts 
at pin 28 and returned te ground at pm 14, 25 shown 
in the Test Pomt Chart of Fig. 7-6, They all con- 
nect to the data bus D7-D0 at pins 19, 18, 17, 16, 
15, 13, 12 and 11. Though the character ROM has 
only 12 address pins, these four other ROMs have 
either 14 or 15 address pins, With 14 pins A13-A0, 
16K of addresses can be comtacted. With 15 address 
pima Al4-A0, the ROM has 32K of programs. 

In different model runs of the C128, U32 and 
U34 have been either 16K or 32K ROM, U33 and 
U35 are usually 16K- As time goes by, however, 
he prepared for either 16K or 32K in any of the ROM 
sockets. 

The 16K ROM has the power, addressing and 
data pins, and a few other pins of note. Pin 1 is 4 
Programming Voltage connection but is unused im 
the C228. It ts connected to +5 volts and forgot- 

ten. Pin 20s +CE, a chp enable, tis active when 
alow ts applied. It is tied to ground, which is a low. 
The pin is thus always active, Pin 221s «OE, an out- 
put enable. It ts active low. It receives a signal from 
the PLA. On U32, pin 22 receives the signal 
*ROM1, If this 16K chip is in any other chip posi- 
tian, then it will receive the appropriate signal. For 

instance, if U35- is a 16K it will receive the signal 
*ROM4 from the PLA. 

The 32K ROM also has other connections. Pir 
1 is a Programming Voltage pin that is Ged to +5. 
volts and forgotten about as in the 16K ROM, Pin 
20 1s also a chip enable, ted to ground and forgot- 
ten about. Pin 22 is the output enable and receives 
an appropmate *ROM signal from the PLA to select 
the chip, What actually are these signal inputs doing? 

In Fig. 7-7, a timing diagram is shown for both 
of these ROMs: the 16K and the 32K, On the top 
the addressing bits are shown. They enter all of the 
address pins, The bits select one of the byte-sized 
locations on the ROM. 

Ai the same time, into pin 20 of the chips enters 
the chip enable signal. It is actually always low since 
the pins are all tied to ground. The pins are active 
low. Also at the same time the output enable signal 
is entering at pin 22, It is commy from the PLA, It 

starts off high and then, as the address bits and the 
chip enable signal are working. it falls low. This ac- 
livates the chip. Since the ROM can only output 
data, it does so to the data bas pins. 

ROM Contents 

In Chapters 14 and 15, the ways in which the 
PLA and MMU control the RAM and ROM is 
covered. They turn the ROMs off and on to get the 
best possible use of the group. 32, also called 
ROMI, is the container for the C64 mode pperat- 
ing system, Il can be L6K or 32K according to what 
model run £128 you are using. In either case, 16K 
of ROM] contains the BASIC and Kernel pro- 
i7ams—split up ahout 8K each, 

On the BASIC ROM are hundreds of small ma- 
chine language programs that respond to all the BA- 
SIC statements and all the requests for calculations 
and data manipulations. In Cid mode, the ROM is 
activated by approximately 65 specmal keywords. The 
keyboard upper and lowercase characters, plus the 
digits (0-9, are used to produce these 65 keywords_ 
Some of the other symbols are also used to produce 
the BASIC keywords. The keywords are the C64 
commands you are famiar with: for stance, CHRS, 
DATA, GOTO, etc. When you enter these key- 
words, the BASIC ROM is addressed and runs a lit- 
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TEST POINT CHART 
U32 THROUGH U35 

Pulse 

Pulse 

Pulse (except US2-High} 

Fig, 7-6. All tour of the system ROMs will show the same fedults on the opie probe except for U32"s pin 22. which wilt 
show a high instead of a pulse. 

tle program that performs the chore that the Kernel ROM 
keyword is designed to do, The keywords and other The BASIC ROM is a collection of a few hun- 
programming detads are found im the System Guide dred litthe programs that execute the keyword com- 
that came with the C128. mands of the BASIC language. The Kernel contains 
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Fig. 7-7, Tho toning signats 
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tor the ROMs are all very much the same. As the HOMs are-adcressed, thay rcoive lows 

at the chip enudte and oput enable ping, 20. and 22. Thés cisuses (be addressed fegisé: contents to be output odo 
the cata bus 

the programs that perform the rest of the operating 

system's duties. The Kernel, first of all, sets up the 
machine whet you first turn it on It initializes all 
the registers on all pertinent chips. 

Secondly, the Kernel activates the screen edi- 
tor for the Cb4 activity. The acreen editor takes the 
sumals generated from striking the keys and has 
thent installed in their respective character blocks 
on the TV screen. The screen editor alse controls 
the cursur, IL also responds to commands like de- 
lete and insert. 

‘Thirdty, the Kernel provides access to the oper- 
ating system's group of progragis in the ROM. ft 
does so by means of special Commodore jump tr 
bles. These jump tables are very important to users 
at the VIC 20, the C64, and now the C128, As will 

be explained m the next section, the jump table giver 
these computers a consiterable amount of lorgrevity. 
As time goes by, the omputers will not tend to be- 
come obsolete as quickly asnew operating systems 
are introduced, ‘The juinp tables allow your older ta- 

chine to adapt to 2 lot of the new subroutines in a 
hew Operating system, 

When you first witch on the C128 m C54 mode, 
the Kernel goes mto its initialization sequence. It 
sets # section of RAM called the stzok. Then it clears 
the decimal mode of operation, Next the Kermel 
checks the ROM cartridge holder circuits: fa ROM 
cartridge is plugged in, then the control of the ma- 
chine is switched to the cartridge system. H the 
holder is empty, then the Kernel retains control and 
conlinucs its mitialization procedures_ 

The Kernel then tums its attention to all the 1/0 
devices and their registers. They will be discussed 
in Chapters 19 to 23. The serial bus. is initialized. 
CLAI is set to constantly scun the kepboard. The 
60 Hz timer in cach CIA is turned on, The SID chip 
is cleared and the BASIC memory map for the C464 
mode is selected. The cassette motor is turned off, 

Asa servicing checkout, the Kerme] contains a 
special daignostic program that exercises the RAM 
thal the C&4 made will be using, The Kernel runs 
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the diagnostic at the beginmmy to make sure that the 
RAM chips are intact. Once the RAM ‘‘checks 
good,”’ the Kernel then sets the memory pointers 
for the top and bottom of RAM. Then the first page 
in RAM, page @), is initiahzed. The tape buffer is then 
Set. 

The Kemet} then stores sume special ackiresses 
in RAM at specific locations. These addresses are 
needed during some L/O activities. Another Gttle 
jump table is installed by the Kernel in the low sec: 
tion nf RAM. The TY sereen is cleared. The screen 
editor has its variables reset. 

Allof these steps take care of the origisal house- 
keeping duties that the Kernel must perform before 
you begin your BASIC programming, Once all this 
is accomplished, BASIC is addressed and you are 
READY. The Screen Editor program m the Kernel 
will now work with you to display your keyboard 
input. 

Jump Tables 

As you can sec, the operating system in the CO4 
mode is detailed und complicated. It & even more 
go. the CL28 mode. The BASIC and Kerne? C64 
mode programs in 32 are also critical. Hf one vital 
bit in an important byte becomes defective, then the 
entire 16K of C4 ROM could be rendered useless, 

Like the BASIC section, the Kernel part is also 
filed with many operating programs, The Kernet’s 
programs, though, are pot activated by BASIC key: 
words. The Kerne!'s programs are turned on by ma- 
chine kinguage code numbers. Another point to 
remember is: though the BASIC programs can be 
run with keywords, the BASIC output is in machine 
language, like the Kernel output is. The machine lan- 
guage outpat of BASIC and Kemel] are instructions 
and data that the rest of the computer can under- 
stand and process. 

The Kernel ts divided into two main sections, 
The control programs are located at the beginning 
addresses of the ROM chip. Consisting of a few 
dozen input/output routines and a number of other 
management programs, these routines take up most 
of the addresses on the chip. The jump table code 
is Jocated near the end of the address list. The jump 
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table is 4 group of locations with each boration full 
of data.as seen in Fig. 7-8. The data in each location 
consists of an address. Each jump table address is 
4 starting point of ane of the programs stored in the 
beginning of the Kemel ROM chip. The chip works 

like the following. When you -wnte a machine jan- 

guage program, and you want to calla particular Ker- 
nef routing, ten you address the Jocation in the jump 
table that holds the starting address of the muuline 
you want to use, As a location in Lhe pump tabie is 
addressed, it is. activated. Its contents-—the start- 
ing address of the desired routine—is output, That 
starting address ts. in turn, put on the address bus 
and the routine is thus contacted, 

The question arises, why bother with this in- 
direct way to contact the routine? Why not Asst ad- 
dress the Kernel locations directly? The answer is 
that the Commodore designers want the present 
models Lo be compatible with, and operate with, fu- 
ture models. 

As time goes by, improvements in the opéra- 
ton of the C128 will continue. Even a small change 
could make a newer operating system useless in an 
older maxéel. in the Interest of havmg new OSs work 
in older machines, the jump table scheme: is utiized. 
The jump tabie is designed to standardize Commo- 
dore models with respect to mput, oulpul, and mem- 
ory management m the following way. 

During expected changes, the actual routines 
are net expected to change much. But even if they 
do, they should sti] run the 8502 MPU and its 
DRAMs without undue complication, What is ex- 
pected to change are the addresses of the routines. 
If the addresses of the routines change, literally 
thousamds of programs on tape or disk will become 
obsolete, A lot of your programming won't work 
with these changed OSs. That is where the Aimp 
table. comes. in, : 

When a new Kernel chip is manufactured, the 
jump table will be located at the same chip places 
itt the back addresses as its predecessors. The con- 
tents of the focations, which are the addresses of 
the routines, can be changed, That way your old pro- 
grams will still address the same old places in the 
jump table. The new address contents will then paint 
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Fag. 7-8. Al the highest addresses of the Kernel ROM is a special jump table. The table consists of a number of three-byte 
data groups. Each three bytes ie made up of a one-byte 

tothe new address of the routine, You won't ever 
know the difference as the program is run. 

T did not mention that the jump table hokds some 
program addresses nol found m the Kernel. These 
off-chip addresses are located on the BASIC ROM, 
That is because the BASIC ROM chip contains a lot 
of programs that are very useful. Instead uf writing 
some of these routines, the programmer saves time 
by just putting @ starting address in his program that 
gues to the jump table. The jump table, in turn, ad- 
dresses a program on the BASIC ROM. The pro- 
gram is then called and run saving progratuming ime 
and effort. 

Diagnostic Programs 

When the C128 is completely down, then it can’t 
help you Jocate the trouble. When it is uncomscous, 
then you nwst use the clectronic test techniques re- 

JUMP instruction and a two-tyte addrass. If you address one 
of the data groups. you are instructed to jump to the stored address. 

quired, This in:ludes using the Test Point Charts, 
the Master Schematic, etc., with test equipment 
such 2s the vom and loge probe. However, if the 
C28 is not unconscious, but is operating somewhat 
erratically, then you can use programming tools like 
PEEK and POKE to check i out. 

A short test routine using PEEK was discussed 
in the Character ROM section. With it, every byte 
in the Character ROM can be examined. With an 
eight byte exummation, a character can be derived, 
The bits can be drawn on paper to depict the charac- 
ter. If a few bits have been destroyed, then those 
bits can be poxpointed. The chip is then replaced. 
All of the ROMs can be read with PEEKs in a 

similar way, In fact, most of the memory map can 
be tested by PEEKing the map locations. The ROMs 
can only be read with PEEKS, but most of the rest 
of the map can not only be PEEKed but alse writ- 
ten to with POKES, 
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The C128 has 16 default memory map layouts, 
In BASIC they are calied BANKs and are numberesd 
from 0 to 15 m decimal. To set up any one of the 
16 layouts, all that is needed is to write a program 
line witha BANK number. In the character ROM 
PEEK; the first line was BANK 14. BANK 14 is the 
nny layout that includes the character ROM. Table 
f-1 ists the 16 BANK arrangements and the type 
of memory that is included in ¢ach BANK, 

Note that in the character ROM PEEK rontine 
that the bunkang cum be changed [rom propearm line 
to program line. That is how an MPU like the cight- 
bit $502. with ony a 64K addressing capacity, can 
uctually address 128K in the same program with the 

wad of banking. 
Anyway), whert the C128 is conscinus, the best 

place to start lesting #8 in the ROMs. Reading the 
ROMS is the first test of choice. The ROMs are the 
chips in control. If you can wet the MPU to read from 
the ROMs, you know they are operating. When you 
first turn the computer on, the MIU is built to au- 
tomatically read the start bytes of the ROM operat- 
ing program, The computer signs in by printing its 
READY message on the TV screen. If this happens 
then the MPU is successfully reading from the ROM 
system. Admittediy, the MPU t= only reading a 

degen or so bytes, but reading is going oa. The ROM 
can be read, and ifany discrepancies are present, 
then a PEEK routine picks it out, 

Therefore, when the ROM signs in, you can use 
agnostic programs for testing the residents of the 
memory map. The computer is conscious, There are 
a lot of different ways the ROM can be tested for 
intact routines, The eames way to go bs to purchase: 
diagmsstic software Bke the 64 Dector that has been 

selling for a number of years, Perhaps you would 
tke to wnte a ROM distgnostic. somewhat bike the 
one in the 64 Doctor, for your C128. 

The idea m% to test every bit in the ROMs, In 
general a program must do the following. The test 
is to read each byte ina ROM chip, byte affer byte. 
The way it tas been done ts. to min each bit in each 
byte through a 16-bit shift register. The shift rems- 
ter 1s to XOR each incommg bit fom ROM with sts 
6, 8, 1) and £5 bits. As each bit passes through, 
the value of the shift resister changes. 

il6 

The test number im the shift register is called 
a CRC for Cyelte Redundancy Chock. Because the 
register is 14 dats. and four hex sumbers code 16 
hits, the test number is called 2 four-dagt CRC. This 
15 an error checking test used Dy programmer's to 
check: the transmissinn of programs. Trouble- 

shooters use it to read the ROM. 
Al the endbof the ROM. read, the shift register 

is left with a tex value. This vahie, which is 
predetermined by running the test on a proven 
(128, is then printed.on the screen. !f the number 
on the sereen matches the number of the known- 
good C128, then the ROM has been read and is 
okay, Should a chip not finish up with the prescribed 
number, then the chip is probably a damaged one. 

A ROM can be disabled if any shorts or opens 
ovcur in the burnt-in program bytes or contral cir- 
cuits, A lest poogram as described should pick out 
the bad ROM quickly. 

A Short ROM Routine 

In the same way that the character ROM was 
read, you can also read almost any section of ROM 
witha short BASIC program, For example, in the 
higher addresses of ROM3 are some jump table 
numbers. The contents of the table bytes contain 

yn address. At decimal 44917, the first byte of a 
three-byte routine called JMP GPLOT is focated. 
lf you desire te access the three-byte routine, and 
read the contents of all three bytes, it can be done 
with the following short BASIC program: 

100 BANK 14 
200 FOR X=44917 TO 44919 
300 ?7PEEKM):; 
400 NEXT 
500 BANK 15 

When you run the program, the C128 mode screen 
wil show the contents in dectmal; 

RUN 
76 231 155 

in the sare way you can access almost any ROM 
lncation or group of locations. This is a valuable test 



technique, In Chapter 16, the CL2Z8's memory maps 
are covered. With the aid of that inlormaton, you 

can run.@ test sei.of readings while your C128 is 
operating okay. These readings, which will be the 

contents of the ROM locations, cun-be pointed out 

oa sheetof paper, That way, if vou ever suspect 
that a ROM has become defective. then you could 
teprint the ROM and compare the latest readies 
with the prover ceadmes. If they do not match, then 
the ROM under test haa become defective, 
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8. Other Integrated Circuits 

are 63 integrated circuit chips in the C128, 
We have looked over the nine large chips, the 

16 DRAMs, the color RAM, the character ROM and 
the four OS ROMs. That is a total of 31 chips, leav- 
ing @ balance of 32 smaller support chips. The nine 
large chips, the character ROM ime the colur RAM 
will all have more detailed coverage later im the book, 
This chapter will deal with the 32 smaller support 
chips. 

The suppert chips do many important jobs. 
Let's determine: what they are: the jobs they do: 
how to test them if they become suspects during 
troubleshooting. See Fig. 8-1, $2. In this chapter 
is a sct of Test Pomt Charts for these chips. The 
charts give the logic state of each pin on the chip 
winle the C128 is idling at READY. 

THE 7406 HEX INVERTERS 

There are four 7406 chips: U29 just to the left 
of VIC; U30 above the empty ROM socket at the 
top left uf the board; 137 at the bottom of the board 
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to the right of the PLA; U63 above CTA2 at the lefl 

side of the bexird, 
The 7406's are M-pin DIPs. The word hex 

imeans-‘‘six,'” and there are six littie meverters built 

inte the chip. What is an inverter? 
As you'll learn in Chapter 10, an inverter is 

sometimes called a NOT gate, If you inject a logic 
high into an inverter, the circuit changes the high 
to a ow, and a tow will emerge from the gate. Should 
you input a low into the myerter, it is changed le 
a high, Refer to Fig. 3-3. 

Besides inverting the logic state, an inverter can 
act as acurtentaumplifier-and buffer to the incoming 
signal. It can mise the current level of the Sogic state 
su tbat the state wll match to the subsequent 
circuits , 

The 7406 is a TTL with six of these mverter 
stages. Figure 8-4 shows that each inverter stage 
uses two pins. Only one mpul and one output are 

conmected to each NOT gate. The six inverters re- 
qmiire 12 of the chip's 14 pans, The other two) pins 
are used for s +f: volts power and ground. 



To chases ground 

Fig. 1. The Test Point Charts show the logic slates that 
“should De present on aif the chip pers The logic probe is 
the device that has LEDS which reveal the highs, lows and 
pulses clearly. No light is on when a pin is tristating, 

‘The six inverters are all on the same chip, and 
all lst # common power input, but they are other- 
wise independent of each other, The six gates on 
the chip are all installed in different circuits through- 
out the computer. For example, in the output fines 
of CIA2 there are two inverters from U63 and three 
inverters from U3), In the cassette motor fine is one 
U30 inverter. There are four more U63, one U29, 
two U30-and a 037 in the 556 chip clock circuit. The 
clock is covered m detail in Chapter 17. 

The NOT gates are sprinkled throughout the 
Ci28. The NOT has a schematic symbol. [t is ‘a tri- 
angle with a circle at the output point. If you look 
over the Master Schematic, you will see the iittle 
NOT gate symbols. As you look at the NOT gate 
you must realize that whatever signal is input at the 

fat side will he inverted and amplified as it emerges 
from the pomty end. 

With the aid of Figs. 8-1, 8-2; 84, Table 8-1, 
and a vom or logic probe, you can check out the hex 
inverter quickly. Each inverter has its input and out- 
put. The only type of signal that should be present 
at the inputs and outputs are logic states. The 7406 
has no three-state capabilities, so there should not 
be any three-state conditions on any of the pins uri- 
der ordinary circumstances. The input pins, shown 
by the arrows in Fig. 8-4 are 1, 3,5, 9, 11, and 13. 
The respective outputs are 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12, 
Pins 14 and 7 are power: 

The first check with the vom should always be. 
pins 14 and 7, Positive 5 volts should be on 14 and 
0 volts or ground on 7. If either voltage is incorrect, 
then it is 4 clue. For example, suppose that there 
is no voltage at pin 24, If there are +5 volts on the 
surrounding chips but not on 14, then chances are 
that the copper trace on the printboard tw pin 14 is 
broken or has a corroded connection, When the 
quick-check at 14 shows power is present, then the 
individual inverter stages should come under 
scrutiny. 

Test the voltage at each input. A high is con- 
sidered + 2.0 volts or higher, If the mput is a high, 
then the output should be a low. The low on this 
chip (it’s a TTL} is considered +0.8 volts or lower- 
When the input is a low, then the output should have 
the opposite state, or a high. All six of the inverters 
on the chip should follow the same logical approach: 
mput high, owtput low; input low, output high, If the 
input should be a pulse, then the 7406 should pro- 
duce an inverted pulse output. 

If there is a discrepancy from this pattern, you 
have a cluc. The inverter with the wrong output 
could be shorted or open. A dead short in the stage 
would place the input voltage onto the output. An 
open citcuit would place the surrounding voltage on 
the output. This could be any voltage. inchuding a 
three-state condition. 

The inverters are all individual and are con- 
nected in many circuits over the board. If you find 
any of the inverters not connected to any circuit, 
you will find voltages on the pins. Unused gates 
usually have their pins tied to +5 volts or ground 
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Fig. 8-2. An alternative to the logic probe is the vom ff shows logic stales by means of voltage @adings on the pits. 
It reveals higns, lows and téstaling pes- The worn’s drawback is, it Goes not show pulses. 

to- keep them out of the activity, and this prevents 
them from causing circuit iiterference during ner- 
mal processing. 

THE 7407 HEX BUFFER/DRIVERS 

U57 (to the teft of VIC} and (29 (an mverter) 

and U60 Gust to the nght of the PLA) are three am- 
plifter chips. A buffer/driver is simply an amplifier. 
The individual stages im each chip are drawn to look 
something like the inverter symbol, asin Fig. 8-5. 
A close look demonstrates the difference. No ittte 
NOT circles aré on the pointy end of the triangle. 
Otherwise the symbols are the same, One inpat and 
one output connect each buffer. Table 8-2 provides 
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the logic states that should be present on U's 57 
and &), 

On the Master Schematic, you'll find buffers in 
the video controller stages, four of them from UST 
in the output fines of 24. If you look through the 
Master Schematic for the little tangles without 
NOT circles then you'll be able to find them easily. 

Except for the crcles that indicate an mverter, 
4s far as troubleshooting goes, the 7407 1s identical 
to the 7406, All the pin numbers and other charac- 
teristics can be considered the same, The only differ- 
ence ts that there is.no signal Inversion, The signal 
i Stil amplibed so it will match into the circuits tt 
is connectes] to, but the same logic state that enters 
a buffer stage will he output from that stage, 



Fig. 8-3. Besides changing highs to lows and vice versa, the NOT gate will a/so invert 2 pulse that is high going to fow. 

THE 74LS08 QUAD 2-INPUT AND GATES 

U8, a smallish chip at the bottom right in the 
center of five small chips, and U61, at the bottom 
right of SED, are the two 74LS08 chips. They are 
7403 chips with LS extras, The L stands for low- 
power dissipation al the expense of switching speed. 

The $ stands for Schottky. A Schottky diode is 
known for its high speed switching. By using both 
in a Bate, the advantages work together. 

The quad part of Ue name means four. Figure 
#6 and Table 83 show the four little AND gates 
on the chip. The 2-input means that cach gate has 
two inputs in contrast to the mverters and buffers 

that only need one input line. Even though there are 
two inputs into the AND gate, it unly bas one qut- 
put, The two inputs are ANDed together to produce 
4 logscal output. More detail on AND gates is given 
in Chapter 10, 

An AND gate requires a minimum of two inputs, 
It can have many more inputs but it still only uses 
one outpul. On the 74LS08 there are fow’ gates, 
Twelve of the 14 pins are used to service the gates, 
three pins per gate. Pins 14 amd 7 are used for +5 
volts-and ground bke the 7406 and 7407. 

The AND gate is built so that it will output a 
high @, and only if, both inputs are high, as shown 
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Fig. 84, The 7406 is called & Hex Inverter. This means that it tas six individual NOT gates an the chip, 

Table 8-1. Four 7406 chips are in the C128. 
Here are the Jogic states that should be present on each one. 

Test Point Charts 

omanwoaurh on — 
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Fig. &5 The 7407 Hex Butter chip has six wnoplitior stages, Schematically they resemble the NOT gate but without the 
circle on the output end, 

Table 6-2. Two 7407 chips are in in Figs. 8-7 and 8-8, Should one or both of the in- 
the C138. tere sre thelr pin jogic. states, puts be low, the AND) will not output a high. It sim- 

ply acts as an open circuit. 
Test Point Charts Two of the U8 AND gates can be found in the 

winng between the two MPUs. Three of the U61 
slicorad gates are found connected to the ABC and RDY ping 

of the 8502. The fourth L161 gate is at the AEC pin 
of the MMU, Note that the AND gates de not have 
any NOT circles. There are other bullet shaped sym- 
bols that look like an AND gate but have circles at 
their rounded output. They are NAND gates dis 
cussed later in this chapter and in Chapter 10. 

The other two US gates are found by looking 
for the bullet shapes in the Master Schematic, One 
is connected to pin 26 of ROML. The other one is 
in the 128/64 circuit line. Table 3-3 lists the logic 
states that should he present, 

The AND gutes are used as handy control 
devices to send a high to various terminals to turn 

OQanwntaun— 
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Fig. 8-4. The 74LS08 is a Quad 2-Input AND gate It has tour AND gates on it, Two of these chips are in the C128. 
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Table 8-3. The logic states 
on the two 74LS508's are shown, 

Test Point Charts 

chips and orcuits on and off. A ingeering high will 
be output when two highs are apphed to the imputs. 

THE 74LS00 & 74LS03 NAND GATES 

U3t, a 74LS00, in the bottom right-hand side 
of the printboard; and USB, a 74LS03. slightly above 
and te the left of 31; are both quad 2-mput NAND 
gates.. Both are illustrated in Fig. 4-8. The main 
difference between the chips is that the 74LS03 has 
an open-collector output while the 74500 does not. 
Schematically they are drawn the same, When you 
test them, using Table 8-1, the tests ure the same. 

What is an open collector output? 
To begin with, all these 74 - ~ - type clups are 

‘TT Ls based on bipolar transistors. Bipolars have col- 
Jectors as their cutput electrode, After a gate logi- 

cally processes the input bits, it is ready to output 
the finshed product through the output collector of 



Inputs 
Output 

inpuls 

Fig. 6-7. The AND gale should have these three predictable outputs with these inouts. 

Fig. #8. When a pulse ia applied with an mput high, = high pulse is output avery time the input putse goes high Wher a pulse is applied with ar inpul low, the gate never turns on and continually sends out « tow 
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QUAD NAND GATE 
Tab.500, 74L503 

Fig. 8-9. The 74900 and the 74.500 we both NAND gates 
and drawn schematically in this way 

Table 8-4, The two NAND gates with different numbers, 
when okay, will probe out with these logic states. 

Test Point Charts 

PINS 74LS00,U31 74L503. U58 

waAnaAnsoOn— 
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the stage. With apen-collector chipe the output tran- 
sistor is made much heftier than the rest of Lhe tiny 
transistors in the gate. These oulput transistors are 
built to put out a relatively large 30 mulbamperes of 

current, 
The internal collector output resistor nurmally 

found in a chip that does not feature open- 
colkecturing, is left off in the open-collector circurt 

in chips with the feature, An external discrete pull- 

up or joad resistor is installed on the printhoard for 

every open-collector output, That way the chip can 

handle the extra currents. 
If you look on the Master Schematic and find 

US8—the 74L903 with the open-collector feature— 
you'll find pins 6 and 11, two of the outputs, con- 

nected to the pull-up resistors, RP2-2 and RP2-4. 

U3], the 74LS00, without open-collectors, has no 

pull-up resistors in its output lines. It doesn’t need 

the resistors because the collectors are powered in- 

ternally. Figure #-10 shows the way in which the 

open-collector output transistor i¢ wired. 

Ar first dance the schematic drawing of the quad 

NAND gates looks tike the quad ANT) gate. A closer 

look reveals little NOT cizcles at each output con- 

nection. The NOT circies change the AND gate to 

a NAND, short for NOT-AND. As you read Chap- 
ter 10 you'll find that the NAND gate outputs are 

like the AND gate except that they are NOTed (in- 
verted}. For example, the ANT} gate will only out- 
put a high if all inputs are high. The NAND gate will 

only output a low if all inputs are high. Any other 

combination of highs and lows at the NAND inputs 

will output a high. 
NAND gates are special. It is much more than 

the aarti implies: an AND gate with an inverter. The 
NAND gate is the main TTL logic building block. 

All TTL-chips start out as NAND gates. Any desired 

type of gate or register chip can be constructed from 

the basic NAND gate. The TTL internal circuits are 

composed of bipolar transistors, diodes and resis- 

tors. There are TTL transistors with multiple emit- 

ters, ordinary transistors with single emitters, pn 

junctions acting as diodes, anc tiny integrated cir- 

cuit resistances, 
The TTL emitters arc bed to the input pins of 

&@ chip. Ifa gate has (wo inputs then the TTL has 



Prece of TTL Chip 

External Source 

Fig. 810. AN open collector output means that no pull-up resistors are inside the chip, When such a stage is used, an talernal discrete resistor must De used. This feature permits the gate to process large amqunts of current. 

two emitters. Should a gate have three or more in- 
puts, the TTL will provide three or more emitter 
inputs—whatever is called for. The other bipolar 
transistors act as inverters or Buffers. 

The basic NAND circuit that is used in TTLs, 
shown m Fig. 8-11, consists of five internal Greuits. 
The first circuit is an AND. The AND has multiple 
emitters. The AND gate will only output a high if 
the: Inputs are all highs. The AND) circuit output is 
applied to a NOT carcuit. The NOT inverts the AND 
output. ‘The NOT also amplifies the current of the 

‘The: signal is then split in two, One pathway is 
through a noise immunity buffer, also called a YES 
fate because i dues not change the logic state of 
the signal. This YES gate outputs to.a second YES 
gate that ts built t amplify the signat if it is a high, 
The secoad pathway passes the same: signal through 
siill another YES gate that is built to amplify the sig- 

nal if it is 4 low, The two final outputs are joined to- 
gether and output their results. It can be seen that 
the output ends up as an amplified NANDing of the 
put sxnals. 

The four NAND gates in the 74LS00 and the 
other four NAND gates with open-collectors in the 
74LS03 are connected to a number of different cir- 
cuits. Six of them can be recognized because they 
took exactly ike the bullet shaped AND, except they 
have NOT circles at their outputs, The four U58 sec- 
tions are all clustered around the serial bus CN6 and 
the internal serial bus CN7. 

Two of the U3T are easily found, one is con- 
nected near the MMU-PLA circuits and the other 
one te the clock and MMU. The other two are not 
easily found. They are disguised-as OR gates (dis- 
cussed next) with NOT circles at their inputs. This 
is analternative way to draw the NAND gates. Fig- 
ure 8-12 shows the schematic symbols normally 
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t Muliemetter 

Chem Input 

Fig. 11. The NAND circuit is the basis for a# TT). gate chips. The NAND i& formed from a muttiemitter AND, a NOT 

and thre YES gates 

Circles 

At inouss 

— 

Fig. 9-12, Besides drawing sates as show so far, there are also equivalent sketches. For instance. in the C128 clock 

circu you will find equivalent NANDs as seen here. 
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used to depict the vanous gates. These two differ- 
ently drawn NAND gates are part of the clock cr- 
cuit covered in Chapter 17, 

THE 74F32 AND 74LS32 
QUAD 2-INPUT OR GATES 

US and US4 both contain four OR gates, US is 
lowated hetween the 128K RAM set and the PLA, 
It is above the character ROM, U18. U54 is found 
just to the left of the video metal box in the upper 
left of the board. From @ troubleshooting point of 
view the two ciups can be considered identical even 
though one has an F and the other has. an LS. They 
are both from the 7432 family. Note the shape of 
the OR symbol in Fig, 8-13, It is samewhat like the 
AND except for the pomty output end and the 
curved imput end. 

logical OR is another way that bits can he 
munipuiated. While the AND gate will only output 
@ high if all inputs are high, the OR gate will only 
output a tow, if all inputs are low: Tt too has two or 
more inputs that combine to produce a single out- 
put. However, if any of the inputs are a high then 
the eutput will ty: 2 high. Only when all inputs are 
low can an OR gate output a low. 

If you Jook on the schematic for the U9 OR sym- 
hols they maght be hard to find, They are drawn in 
the alternative way: as AND symbols with NOT cir- 
cles at their inputs and outputs. Two of 9's sym- 
bols are found at the inputs of the ewo 64K RAM 
sets, The other two U9 symbuly ace at the output 
of the PLA. The two at the PLA output each input 
ite one-of the inputs of the two at the RAM inputs. 
The OR gates are aiding in the choosing of which 
RAM sets are to be used. 
Two of the 754 OR yates are in the video con- 

troller output circuit that leads through 24» 
driver stage covered later in this chapter—to the 
RGBI output port. 154 ORs the Monochrotne out- 
put of the port. 

The 7432 family of OR chips are alsu 14-pm 
DIPs housing four gates Ske the 7403 AND chip 
faruly. The pin layouts are identical with the power, 
inputs and outputs all on the same pins. If you are 
doing a Jot of testing on these pms it would he use: 

ful to memorize the power, input and output nun 
bers. The logic states on the pins of U9 and Usd 
are in Table 8-5, 

The NOT, AND and OR gates are the three 
tiaitt logical funetions in digital electronics. Others, 
such as NAND, NOR, Exclusive OR and Exclusive 
NOR, are all covered in Chapter 10, The main three 
NOT, AND and OR are the basic gates. These three 
can be combined to form any of the logical gates. 
If you combine NOT and AND. then you have a 
legitimate: NAND. Should you put together « NOT 
and OR, « NOR is created. The exclusive tyne gates. 
catt be produced by wiring NAND gates together and 

Fig. 2-13. Tho OA gates look something fike ANE hut with 
pomty ends. 
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Table 8-5. The two OR gates have 
the following logic states on their pins. 

Test Point Charts 

PINS T4F32, U9 74LS32, US4 

1 

2 
3 
4 

5 
5 
7 
a 
9 

placing a NOT gate where needed to invert the logic 
State. 

Wher you are troubleshooting, though, you do 
Hot pay much altention to the overall gate that is 
created by wiring a number of individual gates to- 

gether. You simply test individual gates on a chip, 

THE 74LS74 DUAL D FLIP-FLOP 

The cock crouit of the C128 uses a 74LS74 
chip; US6. The clock is discussed in detail in Chap- 
ter 17. The flip-flop acts as 4 momentary storage 
device in the clock. It is a 14-pin DIP, iilustrated mn 
Fig. 8-14. It is found in the bottom right side of the 
board m a group of five small chips, between US and 

U31. U56 contains two flip-flop circuits, A fip-fop 
is a storage circuit, unlike gates that simply manipa- 
tate ingic states. A flip-flop stores logic states, The 
storage in static RAM is accorplished in fip-dlops, 

The fiip-flions m the 74LS74 though are there 
to store a state for only a fraction of a microsecond 

TEST POINT CHART 

T4aLS74 FLIP-FLOP 

4 gq wt) 

‘ o 
x 

v 
-3 

m 

rey 

Fig. .8-14_ Flip-fops are logic state storage sevices- 
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an ther change states as it flip-flops. More dezail 
is given on this cireuit activity m Chapter 17. Fig- 
ure 8-14 shows the lowe states of the chip, There 
are six connections for each fip-flop and two termi- 
nals, 7 and 14 for ground and supply voltage. 

THE 74LS138 1-OF-8 DECODER 

U3 ts. a 16-pin DIP that is located just tu the left 
of the 8502 MPU. It receives three address lines: 
ALL, AQ and AS from the 8502. These three address 
fines are able to form eight different combinations. 
The chip ts a L-of-8 decoder. According to what hits 
enter the address line inputs, 1 of 8 output fines enut 
a bit, The tut that is emitted travels to a chip-select 
pan of chips like the two CLAs, and selects one for 
operation. 

The chip wets like an assistant to the PLA. The 
ctups that the PLA does not have the capacity to 
select. the 74L5138 decoder chip will, 

The Master Schematic shows a- schetuatic 
closeup of U3. Note that All, A9 and AS enter the 
chip at pms 3, 2 and 1. The names of the pins are 
A, B and C. Figure 8-15 is the schematic of the in- 
ternal wining of U3. Not shown are the actual tran- 
sistors, diodes, etc. that each gate is composed of, 
You can forget about the actual components in each 
gate. and consider the gates as the parts the chip is 
nade up of, 

The decoder works in the following way. The 
three imput address lines art able to receive one of 
eight combinations of bits. They are LLL. LLH, 
LHL, LHH, HLL. HLH, HHL and HEIL Each one 
of these input possibilities can be decoded in the in- 
ternal gates so that one of the ight output lines will 
put out a resultant bit. The eight output pins are 
named Y7 through YO. 

The 745138 is a 16-pin DIP_ Besides the three 
input address fines and the cight output select fines, 
there are three input enable pins called G1, G24 and 
G2B. The usual 4 5 volt input and ground are at their 
pin stations and power all the circuits m the chip at 
the same time, 

U3 works through eight NAND gates, Each 
NAND gate outpets lo ane pin. For example, NAND) 

number 0 outputs to pin YO and NAND number 7? 
outputs to pin Y7. Each NAND gate has four inputs. 
The NAND inputs are coming from the three ad- 
dressing and three enable inputs. The three enable 
pins, G1, G2A and G2B are wired to an AND gate. 

Let's examine what happens in this AND gate. 
First of ali, the output of the AND gate connects 
to une of the four NANT input lines on all eight 
NAND gates. In order for the enable circuit to be 
able to turn on the NAND) gates, the enable AND 
Bate mast output a high. If the AND gate outputs 
alow thes none of the NAND gates will operate and 
the chip will fie dormant. 

Gi input is connected to +5 volts which is a 
fixed high. The high enters the chip and encounters 
a NOT gate. The high is inverted to a low. It then 
Tuns into a NOT warcle, however, and is made a high 
again. The high then enters the AND gate and keeps 
that AND input in a high state. 

The G2A chip input is commg trom the PLA, 
pin 38. This PLA signal ie called *fOCS which is a 
low (note the +). As this low enters G2A, the first 
component it meets is a NOT circle, The NOT in- 
verts the Jow toa high. The high enters the AND 
gate. The G2B input pin is coming from U1, a 
NAND gate. 

The NAND has two inputs. One from address 
fine ALO and the other from the Z80 MPU pin called 
*MI, When U31 receives two highs at its inputs, it 
wil output a low, That low enters G2B ane finds it 
is at another NOT circle. The low is inverted to 4 
tagh and enters the AND gate, With three input 
tughs, the AND gate will then output a high and pass 
2 tngh enabling signal to the eight NANI) gates of 
the chip. The chip will then be able to operate, 

Meanwhile, down at the address lines, one corn- 
bmation of three bits is entering, These bits now are 
in contact with 2 pair of senes NOT gates. As each 
bit passes through two NOT gates, it ends up being 
inverted twice in the same state it began. Note that 
in the output of each Series, NOT gates are con- 
nected to four of the cight output NAND gates, 

Each two series NOT gates are connected. An 
address bit usat ts tapped off in this way, between 
two NOT gates, has its. state inverted. Therefore. 

il 



Fig. 675. The three anatée bits are able to turn on the AND gate which in turn enables one commection an each af the 
NAND gates. The three address bils then sefect one of the NAND gates according to the combination of highs anc lows, 
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tach one of these tapped ines contains the inverted 
state of the address hit mput. Note that each one 
of these lines is connected directly to four of the 
eight NAND gates. 

Each NAND gate thus receives four mpats. One 
mput és from the enable AND gate and three inputs 
are from the address line circuits. A NAND can turn 
on and outpul alow when all four of its inputs are- 
high. Table 8-6 is called a Truth Table. A way to 
describe @ high is by calling it a TRUE In the same 
way-a low is called a FALSE, The truth table there- 
fore is nothmg more than a listing of puts, and then 
the outputs resulting from the inputs. A truth table 
is Uve listing: of the hughs and lows volved. Table 
8-6 shows which NANI gate will turn on when U3 
is enabled and receves three bits from the address 
lines. 

Let's follow one set of mputs to see which 
NAND will turn on and output a low, using Fig. 6-15. 
When a NAND is not turned on, it will simphy bold 
a high state at its output. For example, suppose in- 
puts C, B and A are LHL, (The three enables in 
this case must he HLL. during operation.) When the 
jow at C pin arrives, it then passes through a NOT 
gate and becomes a high. The high is first tapped 
off between the two NOT gates and sent to NAND 
gates 3, 2, 1 and 0, 

The high also passes through the second NOT 
gate, becomes inverted to a low. and 1s apphed to 

NAND gates 7, 6, 5 and 4. This low shuts down the 
operation of these four NAND gates. The other four 
NAND gates 3, 2, 1 and 0 now have two highs ap- 
plied to their four input dines. One high is from Lhe 
enable circuit and one high is from the C address 
inpat line. 

At the same time, a high is arriving at the B 
address input, The high passes through a NOT gate 
and becomes a low. The low is tapped off and sent 
to NANDs 5, 4 and 1, The low turns them off. too. 
However, the low also continues straight ahead and 

passes through the second NAND gate in the B ine 
and becomes a high, The high is then wired into 
NAND gates 7, 6, 3 and 2. |p to this point, all the 
NAND vates except 3 and 2 have recerved at least 
one Jow which has turned them off, Only 3 and 2 
are left. The bit that enters through the A address 
ine will chaose one of the remaining two gates to 

be the final output, Only one out of the eaght NANDs 
will be permitted to output a chip selection bit. 

Entering the A line is a Jow. It passes through 
a NOT gate and becomes a high. The fgh is zp- 
phed to NANDs §, 4, 2 and 0). The only one of these 
four output candidates without any lows is number 
2, With this additional higd applied, number 2 now 
has four highs apptied. One high is from the enabling 
circuit, one from the C address line, one from the 
B line and one is from the A bne, Therefore num- 
ber 2 NAND will turn on amd output a low, accord- 

Table 8-6. Truth Table for the 74L$138. 

Outputs °O 
(held high} 
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Fig. 8-16. The decoder should show these logic states. 

ing to loge. Al the rest of the NANDs have at least 
one low applied, do not turn on, and their output pins 
remain held high, In the C128, when number 2 out- 
puts a low, it then becomes a signal called *CS&543. 
The 3563 chip is the 80-column Video Contraller. 
It enters the 8563 at pin 7 which is called *CS, This 
is the chip-select pin for the 8563, The 563 is dis- 
cossed in Chapter 21, 

The *CS8563 low signal is 1 -of-# stynals the in- 
puts to U3 can produce. The other signals are +102, 
“1/01, «CIA2, «CIAL and *SID. If you want to nrac- 
tice understanding this decoder chip, thea you cuuid 
trace all the input bit triog and see how each 3-hit 

address will choose one of the output signals. Fig- 
ure 8-16 is the Test Point Chart for the U3 chip. 

THE 74LS257 MULTIPLEXERS 

The C128 uses three 74L5257 chips to do tub 
tiplexing jobs. L114 and ULS are found pest to the 
right of the L28K RAM chips. They work with the 

two banks of 64K RAM, 1126, the third multiplexer. 
is located two chips to the nght of UIL4. It operates 
with the VIC, 

These multiplexers are 16-pin DIPs and are 
called Quad 2-Input Multiplexers with three-state 
capability, The three-state function means that the 
four puividual multiplexer sections on each chip can 
be completely put mto = standby three-state condi 
hon with a single mput bit, Each chip is able to ad- 
dress cight lines. Two of these chips can control the 
16 addréss fines from the 8-bit 8502 MPU. These 
are U14 and 15 in the C128. The two multiplexers 
work with 4K of RAM at a time. Whichever RAM 
bank ia chosen al a particular moment, the mul- 
tiplexers handle the addressing chores for it, 

In Chapter 6 the 4164 RAM chips were 
covered, They are 16-pin DIPs, and eight of the ping 
are used for incoming addresses. These eight ad- 
dress lines are given the job of handling 16 address 
lines, A1S-A0, from the MPU. The way the 4164's 
handle: 16 address lines is by accepting only eight 
at 4 time: The multiplexers take care of sending eight 
address lines at atime. This is what multiplexing is. 

Figure 4-17 displays how the two TALS257 chips 
accent 16 address lines and output 16 a 64K DRAM 
sel eight ines at a time, Figure. 8-18 shows the gates 
in a 74LS257, There are four inpat-output circuits 
in the chip. Each circuit contains two AND gates and 
one OR gate, Each of the ANI gates in a section 
has one input coming from an address line. This con- 
nects eight address lines to the four circuits. 

Let's examine one section with two AND and 
ane OR gate. Each AND has one inpat from an ad- 
dress line and a second input from a chip select pin, 
In the chip select line there arc two NOT gales in 
senes. There are two outputs fron the select line. 
one froma tap between the two NOT gates and the 
second after the two NOT gates, The tap line is con- 
nected to four of the ANI) gates and the other line 
ty the remaining four NOT gates. This makes the 
two Select line outputs have opposite logic states, 
That way, when one select output is high, then the 
other is low, and vice versa. Therefore, one will se- 
lect while its opposite will not. In the C128 you'll 
find pin 1 is the select and is called «SELA. 
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Fig. 17. Two 74LS257 multiplex chips receive 16 address fries. They output eight address fines at & time. Eight bits 
ihe Cotumn locations. address DRAM row locations and the other eight bits address 
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Tabie 6-7. The 74LS257 Truth Table has the different input-output possibilities. 

Inside the clup the ANI} outpul goes to one of 
its OR gate inputs: The ORs are three-state and 
have them three-state connections wired together. 
The three-state signal enters at pin 15 called +E for 
eoable. Tt is technically known asthe Output Con- 
trol pin, When a high enters at *E the chip outpuls 
4 into a three-state high impedance candition and 
there ts no output from: any of the OR gares. The 

truth table, Table 8-7 shows all of the different m- 
put and output comditions. 

These multiplexers typically perform in the fol- 
lowing way. [f you recall in the RAM chapter, the 
4164 memory matrix is laid ont in a grid of 256 rows - 
and 256 coltimns, Each cow needs cight bits to ad- 
dress 256 jocations as does each column. The 16 
address tines are connected to the 16 address pins 
on the two multiplexer chips. 

The address hits arrive. In addition, a select bit 
arrives too. When it ts high, four of the AND gates 
of the eight on the chip are turned on. Because there 
are two chips, eight AND gates are turned on and 
cight bits are outputted through the OR gates, 
These bits could be the ones that address all 256 
rows on the DRAM set. 

If the select bit is a low, the eight AND gates 
that were on go off and the ones that were off gn 
on, The other eight bits of the 16 address lines are 
then passed through the OR gate and address the 
256 columns of the 4164 chips that are in operation 
at that moment. Figure 8-19 is the Test Point Chart 
for both U14 and U15. Their logic states appear the 
same on the probe. 

THE 74LS373 OCTAL LATCHES 

U12, one of the octal latches; ts located at the 
bottom tight-hand camer of the printhoard, 117, the 

€128's other octal latch, is just to the left of the 
PLA. U12 is the latch that operates with the Z80 
MPU. The Z50 cannot directly mtertace with the 

rest of the digital circuitry. The circuits are designed 
t) work with the 8502 MPU, In urder to interface, 
the 230 needs the help of 112, and also 13 which 
is discussed next. 171s also a 74.5373 and is foxamd 
inthe VIC environment. Both UE2 and 17 are dis- 
‘cussed again in the 78) and VIC chapters, 

The 74LS373 ts a 20-pin DIP. Figure 8-20 is a 
schematic drawing of the chip. There are eight fp- 
flops inside the latch. They are said to be ‘‘trans- 

parent.”” This means that the output immediately 
follows the input as Jong as the chip is enabled. The 
enabling signal is a fight. 

A signal passes night through the chip, from an 
input to an output when pan 11, enable, is high. When 
enable is low, the chip does the latching. When en- 
able § low, the eight highs and lows that enter the 
D inputs get latched or stored in the (Sp-flops. "The 
way that a flip-flop stores a high or low is covered 
in Chapter 11. When the enable subsequently goes 
high, the bits that are stored are then transferred 
10 Uhe output pms named Q- 

UI7, at pin 11 {enable}, is strobed by the VIC 
Ofiginated signal *RAS. When +RAS arrives, it un- 
latches any signal that might be stored in the flip- 
flops. Pin L gives the chip-a three-state control. It 
is connected to the system AEC fine. While AEC 

is held high, the chip three-states, which is alse 
called a high impedance state, The chip simply plays 
dead. Then when AEC goes low. the chip is 
awakened and is free to conduct its data transfer- 

The lech ti a stagmg area for the address bits 
that enter the eight lowest address lines of the color 
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TEST POINT CHART 
U14, Urs 

74LS257 MULTIPLEXERS 

Fig. 879. The Test Point Chart shows al pulses except for 15 waits and ground, 

RAM. It aids im the chousing of colors for the charac. 
ter blocks in the TV display. 

A lateh as a simple device. It is able to temporar- 

ily store bits as Ube bits pass through the digital cir- 
cuits. A latch could almost be thought of as a form 
of static RAM, Figure 8-21 and its Table 8-8 pro- 
vide the logic state arrangements when in the C128 
mode. 

THE 74LS244 OCTAL DRIVERS 

The C128 has three octal driver chips with the 
same generic number: U1 is peat above 12, to the 
Heht of the 2) MPU; 024 is in the video box to 
the right of the 8563; U62 ts to the immediate left 
of the MMU, Figure 8-22 shows the pin layout. ‘Ta- 
ble 8-9 has the loge states, 

The chips are 20-pin DIPs. A driver, also called 
a buffer. is an amplifier. US7 and U6G are also 
buffers, but are hex buffers. These chips are octal, 
which means that they contain eight individual am- 
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pliers. The 741.5244 has another feature, |! i5 also 
an inverter, The chip has eight input fines, 2, 17. 
4, 15, 6, 13,8 and LL, These input lines connect 
to ther assigned buffer, as shown in Fig. 8-22, and 
then output tO their respective pins, 18, 3. 16, 5, 
14, 7, 12 and 9, Pins 1 and 19 are inputs for a three- 

State signal. Each pin controls four buffers. Power 
is supplied at pin 20 and ground is ut pin 10. 

13, as mentioned in the last section, works 
with latch (12 to interface the Z80 to the 8502 de- 
signed circuitry. The interfecing will be covered in 
more detail in Chapters 12 and £3, but for sow bere 
is an overview on whal is happening. Refer to the 
Master Schetnatic. 

In order for the Z&) to use the 8502 circuits i 
must control the address and data bus imes. They 
both are going to use the same lines. The address 

lines are easy to handle. The 780 has built-in tistate 
Greuits to turn off the address fines. The 28) can 
be isolated by simply tistating address lines, The 
data fines, however, are harder to manage. 



That is where the latch U12 and the buffer 013 
work. During a read, when data bits are traveling 
from the memory map to the Z80 over the data bus, 
the data ts latched into: LE2 and then, when needed, 
passes on into the data lines of the Z80. During a 
write, when data bits are traveling from the Z30 to 
the memory map, the data enters U13. The data js 
then amplified and passed out to the data bus, 
D7-D0. Between U12 and U13 the system data bus 
is interfaced to the 240. The 8502 has no trouble 
with the data bus because il was: designed for the 
RG2, 

U24, another 7419244, operates in the &0- 
column RGBI output Imes. Its pins 2, 4. Gand Bre: 
cere R, G, Band 1 from the 8863 video controller 

Fig. BA). The 7415373 contains aight flip-flops. Each of¢ hus pin for input and output. 

chip. Inskle U24 these digital video bits are ampli- 
fied and matched directly to the R, G, B and I pins 
on the output port, 

In addition. taps from the R, G. B and 1 lines 
are sent to a network of OR gates, buffers and tran- 
sistors, These components mix and amplify the 
RGBE signals and produce one total video signal 
called Monocitrome. Monochrome is a black and 
white video representation that is avzilable as an 
S0-cohumn outpat at pit 7 of the output port. This 
can be fed to.a monochrome monitor and will Uis- 
play the 4)-column output. 

The third octal driver, U62, is sitting next to 
the MMU and works with eight pins of the MMU. 
One of the functions of the MMU is to generate the 
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Fig. 8-24. The flipfiogs have inputs at QO and D. They ae cach ensiled a -O and controlled at OE 
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Table 8-8. Two 74L$373 chips are 
in the C128. These are the logic state readings. 

Test Point Charts 
PINS 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
fi 
7 
& 
$ 

Translated address output lines. There are eight of 
them called TAS-TAL5, They exit the MMU at pins 
3-10. These signals are used as an input to the mul- 
tiplexers instead of the usual AS-AT5 fines, This is 
because they must be tristated in the MMU daring 
the low of a signal called AEC. (62 has the job of 
receiving TAS-TA15S signals and buffering them. The: 
signals enter the input lines of 62 as TAS-TALS 
and ext the output fines as AS-A15. 

THE TRANSCEIVER 74F245 

U565 is located on the printboard just to the right 
of ROMS. It is a 20-pin DIP. It is called a transceiver 
because it is able to receive or send signals from 

both its inputs and outputs. That is, its inputs can 
be changed to outputs and its outputs cam also be 
changed to inputs. If you look at Fig. 8-23, the Test 
Point Chart. you can see there are 16 boffers and 

two AND gates. One buffer is used for every input 
and output lim. The signals can travel in both direc- 
tions like the data bus is able to move signals. The 
two AND gates are there to tristate the buffer sets 
so there are no conflicts of signals. One AND gate 
can tiistate signals going im one direction and the 
other AND gate can tristate signals going in the 
other direction. 

In the Ci2Z8, pins 2-9 receive address lines 
A7-A(), see the Master Schematic, Inside the chip 
these digital bits can be amplified and exit through 
pins 18-11 in normal! fashion. 

Besides simply sending A7-A0 on its way, USS 
is also able to reverse directions. After A7-A0 
passes through U55 it becomes the shared address 
line: SA7-SAO. It is shared by both the processor 
and VIC with common circuits like the character 
ROM and the color RAM. However, during a signal 
called *~DMA that ts applied to pin 1, the internal 
AND gate tristates the forward direction and the re- 
verse direction ts opened up. The SA7-SAO lines 

force their bits in reverse, This permits external cir- 
cuits like an expansion cartridge to address the sys- 
tem RAM ami ROM. That is why a two. way 
transceiver chip is needed in the circuit. 

THE SCHMITT TRIGGER 74LS14 

UL6 is a Hex Schmitt Trigger chip. On the board 
it is immediately to the left of the 8502 MPU. It is 
a }4-pin DIP (see Fig. 8-24) and as the name states 
has six trigger circuits—all of the inverter type, The 
symbol of the triggers is like the NOT gate, except 
that a box-like shape is inside each triangle symbol. 

A Schmitt circuit i 2 circuit that is designed to 
output square waves. In digital circuits, only square 
waves are to be used. If a sine wave or some other 
waveshape should be applied to a digital circuit, then 
trouble could occur. Therefore, Schmitt trigger cir- 
cuts are placed strategically in series in digital cir- 
cuit paths. They receive input signals and ensure 
that the signals are outpal from the trigger circuit 
in # square wave format. 

Figure 3-25-is a square wave. It is the wave 
formed by graphing voltage in the vertical amis and 

frequency or time on the horizontal. The waveshape 
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Table 6-9, The togic states on the three 
74LS244's are quite different from each other. 

Test Point Charts 

1 
2 

3 
4 

5 

6 
? 
B 

$ 

has names for its parts, The wave, if viewed on a 
ope. traces out the shape in this way. The first 
vertical line is called the ristug edge. The top 
hortzontal line is the Aigh. The second vertical line 
is the falling: edge. The bottom horizontal line is the 
low, Note that the high is at +5 volts and the low 
i$ at O volts. 

Jn the computer all of the signals that are travel- 
ing through the digital cireuits are forms of square 
waves. Actual msing and falling edges are not stragght 
upand straight down. That would mean the charges 
were taking place in no time al all. The rising edge 
actually slopes somewhat to the mght and the falling 
edge to the left. 

As long as the slopes are slight, the durations 
are flat and the slopes and durations arc joined in 
a sharp square point, (he waveshape can he oro- 
cessed salisfactonly in the digntal circuits. Should the 

Waveshape in question be a slowly varying irregular 
pulse, then the digital circuits cannot handle it. That 
is. where the 741.514 comes in. It will take a poorly 
defined pulse und outputs square wave. 

In the C128 Schmitt triggers are installed in the 
following places, and are shown on the Master 
Schematic. First of all there is a trigger in the 9 volt 
a¢ line that connects to the TOD pms on the two 
CIAs. The trigger simply takes the 60 Hz sine wave 
and changes it to 4 60 Hz square wave. The 60 Hz 
originates at the electric company, The TOD pin is 
connected to the Time Of Day circuit in the CLAs. 
The square wave locks the TOD circuit in time with 
the electric company so that the computer's clock 
will run precisely om time. 

Two more Schmitt triggers are placed at the in- 
ternal serial port circuits. The triggers both outpat 
into one input of two parts of U58—a quad NAND, 
‘The triggers ensure that the serial bus is only mov- 
ing square waves and not other ill-defined pulses, 

Two more triggers from £116 are installed in the 
RESET and RESTORE circuits. They are in the 
lines that lead to two NOT gates from U37 and U30. 
All of these triggers are installed in circuits that are 
on the fringe of the digital circuits. At these places 
the square waves are in coatact with other types. 
of wave and must be clearly defined before allowing 
them into the digital world. Normally triggers are 
not needed once the square waves are deep into dig- 
ital lerrttory, 

THE 4066 QUAD BILATERAL SWITCH 

There are two 4066's m the C128. U2 is located 
on the printhoard next to and on the right of the 
MMU. 1/20 is found next to and on the right of the 
VIC bat outside of the video box, U2 is connected 
to the two control ports and mputs ta SID. U20 is 
instalkal between the color RAM and VIC. [t fan- 
dies the color signal that VIC reads out of RAM- 

As its name implies, there are four sections to 
the 4066 and the sections are switches, shown in 
Fig. 8-26, ‘They are four on-off switches, electrom- 
cally controlled. They are handy to control data type 
huses or select data in other ways_ Each of the four 
switches have three connections. There are, first 
of all, two TAD tines. Signal can flaw in these lines 
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TEST POINT CHART 

Ul6 
T4L$14 HEX SCHMITT TRIGGER, INVERTER 

Fig. 624. The 741514 is a device thet can change most wavelorins like sine waves to square waves. 

either way. The I/O ines for the A section are pins 
land 2. B section are pins 3 and 4_ € section are 
pins § and 9 while D sertion are 10 and 11. Nothing 
is mystenous-these are off-on connections. 

The third connection is the off-on contra, When 
you want to close a switch, you connect its control 
connection to a high. If you want it permanently 

closed, then attach it to the supply voltage, pin 14, 
that ts supplied with a steady +5 volts—a high. 

Hf you want lo open a switch, then connect its 

control connection to a low. Should you want a per- 
inanently open switch, then connect the control pin 
to the ground of the chip, pin 7. This low puts? volts 
on the control and the switch will not close. 
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1 MHz 

Tirne Or Frequency 

The control pin for the A switch is pin 13. The 
control pin for the B switch is 5, the C switch is 6 
and the D switch is 12, 

These 4066 switches are fairly rugged. They 

can take a supply voltage up to +5 volts. The C12 
only uses +5 volts, The only problem with switches 
in sensitive digttal circts ts the statac clectrictty that 
can build as the clups do their switching. If the 4066 
does fail, it is usually due to this problem. They can 
be tested quickly with a logic probe or vom using 
the 4066 Test Point Chart, Table 8-10. 

THE 556 DUAL TIMER 

U27 is the only 556 chip in the C128, It is lo- 
cated on the printboard just below and to the left 
of SID. As its nanve inyplies, two separate timer cir- 

cuits are on the chip. One of the limers is in the 
*RESET circuit while the other is in the *NMI ar- 
rangement. They ar¢ connected a3 shown in Fig. 

$-27, 
The timers are used to clock out cycles as the 

reset or NMI interrupt is controlled. These timers 
are able to lime events ranging froma microsecond 
to hours. They are versalile devices and used in 
many applications besides those in the C128. 

Fach timer is based on a flip-flop storage cir 
cuit, The single FF in one timer can flip-flop once 
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Fig. 4-25. The cegitat square wave 

Changes levels from 0 volts to +5 
volts and back. 

or a large number of times according to the control 
applied. The control is given through comparator cir- 
cuits, as illustrated in Fig. 8-28, the Test Point 
Chart, 

When a section of the 556 is made te flip-flop 
once, it & said to be acting as a one-shot times, If 
a section is made to keep on flip-flopping, it i called 
an astable oscillator, 

The reset circuit uses om: sectton of the 556 
to time out the reset sequence. It uses pins 8, 9, 
10, 11, 12 and 13. The reset Greuit connects to both 
the 8502 and Z80 processors. In fact, reset is the 
only processor control signal that is shared. The 
reset circuit also connects to the two CLAs and the 
SID chip. 

When the reset button is pressed, contre of the 
systetn is given to the Z80 and the 8502 is placed 
on standby. Incidentally, that is the same condition 
that occurs when you turn on the C128. 

The 7&) then goes about initializing and then 
turns control over to the 8502 m esther C128 or Ch 
mode, according to conditions, Once the 8502 ts in 
operation it turns over control to the Kerne! initiali- 

zation routine called START. START goes about its 
business. of resetting the system. 

The other timer in (he 556 is wired into the 
“NMI circuit. If you hit the RESTORE key on the 



6B of-on control 

keyboard then you generate a sista called RSTR. 
It & applied to pin 6 of the timer. The timer circuit 
then generates @ non-maskabie interrupt, «NMI, 
that ts applied to the 8502 pin 4 called *NMI. The 

Fig, 26, Four slectronic switches are wi the 4068. Each swan hes two input-output pins end an offen pin. 

8502 senses the negative edge of the signal, The 
processor Len reads the NMI vector out of mem- 
ory, The vector ts-simply.an.address in ROM where 
the NMI program routine is located. The processor 
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Table 8-10. Two 4086 chips are in the C128. 
These logic states should be on the pins. 

Test Point Charts 

1 
2 
3 
4 

5 
6 
7 
8 
.] 
7 

then reads the routine and executes it. The routine 
disables the other nterrupts (IRQs), and suves the 
processor's register contents onto a section of KAM 
called the stack. The processor then continurs 
through the NMI sequence according to what is 
needed for the RESTORE effect. There will be more 
about the *NMi m Chapter 12. 

OTHER CHIP-LIKE COMPONENTS 

Of the 63 UD components in the C128, the last 
four chapters discussed 61, There are two more, 
U28 and US9. U28 is located in the video box to the 
left of VIC. U59 ts not a DIP. 595s a transistor 
device to the right of the MMU, 
U28 is in a 16-pin DIP. Itis numbered 4701 and 

controls the frequency of the master oscillator of the 
Ci28. The master oscillator runs at a crystal 
controlled frequency of 14.31818 MHz, This. fre- 
quency is needed to derive the various frequencies 

Pig 8-27. Bach 556 timer contains two separate timers. One handles the reset circuit and the other the RESTORE key. 
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Fig. 8:28. The timers respond to the logic probe with these states. 

required here in the United States area. The mas- 
ter oscillator in the C128 is also able to run at an 
alternate frequency of 17.73447 MHz. This fre- 
quency is needed tu derive the frequencies required 
in the European area. The C128 is an mternational 
machine. 

In Chapter 17 the system clocks and all their 
frequencies are discussed in detail, which includes 
U28. 

U59 as an integrated circuit even though it is not 
contained in the usual chip. It is used as a power 
regulator and is part of the power supply. It is the 
12 volt regulator in the supply. It outputs a smooth 
+12 volts de to the C128. In Chapter 24 the power 
supply in its entirety ts covered—this includes the 
external ac adapter box and the parts of the suppiy 
mounted on the printhoard, of which [59 is one of 
the important components. 
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9. The System Block Diagram 

p to this point in the book, the printboard lay- 
oul, a¢ Mustrated by the Chip Location Guide, 

has been the way to view the Cl28 hardware. All 

of the chips on the board have been examined and 

discussed. The discussions have been individual for 
the most part, showing the types of jobs that the 
varkes chips are capable of performing. 

The knowledge of where the chips are located 
om the board, and the overview of what each chip 
cande, will help you to analyze symptoms of trou- 

ble and come up with chip suspects. Once you have 
narrowed it down to the seut of the trouble in this 
way, you can either try chip replacement as a Te- 
pair tectumque or using the Test Point Charts. and 
taking vom or loge: probe readings. If a reading is 
incorrect, then that ts 2 clue. 

Should an meorrect reading be found at an cut- 
pat pin, chances are that the chip has. an internal de- 
fect, When the wrong reading is at an impul pin, 
chances are that the ctip ts okay and that the circuit 
feeding thut pin is outputting the trouble and needs 
a closer look. Of course, {hese assumptions are not 

1M) 

100%, but they do give you 4 good start on the re- 
gair. These Chip Loeaton Guide techniques are very 
powerful, Used properly they will enable you to fix 
chip faiure m at least 60% of cases. 

In the hook from here on, all those chips that 

were discussed as mdiduals on the printbowrd will 
now be joined together to form the Cr28. In order 
to be able to fix the remaining 40% of C128 break: 
downs, you will have to know the way that this coom- 

puter works, The best piece of test equipment is 
your brain. In order te be abhe to. puzzle out how 
the machine failed, you first have to know how tt 
works. 

AL this point il stime to examine the C128 hard- 
ware in detail. I'll start with the black diagram of 

the machine in this chapter and then examine the 
individual blocks of the diagram im subsequent 
chapters. 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

Froma block diagram point of view, computers 
today are not mach different from the original ones 



used shortly after World War tl, The 28,00) vacuum 
tubes in the 1950 ENIAC have been transformed to 
18.000 microscopic transistors on ope chip, but the 
block diagram view is about the same. Figure 9-1 
presents the tiock diagram of the C128, 

The two central blocks in the diagram are based 
around the two MPUs: the 8502 and the Z80. Note 
the Bittle auxiliary latch attached 6 the Z80. As men- 
tioned, the latch and the buffer permit the Z80 to 
work wilh the data bus that is designed for the 4502. 

The cores of the MPUs are the Al.Ls-—one in 

each MPU, The ALU, the arithmetic Jog: unit, 
takes the input information and performs arithmetic 
and loge manipukitions upon the data. The finished 
data is then output from the ALU. The ALU is sur- 
rounded mside the MPU, by numerous registers and 
gates. These are discussed im Chapters 12 and 13. 

To the left of the MPUs are the input-only 
blocks. fnsxde the blocks are the keyboard and CHAT. 

The keyboard practically uses up-all of the CIAL ca- 
pacity. When you strike a key, the impulse created 
bya Keyboard row bethy shorted to a keyboard 
cohitnn 3s transferred to CIAL. CIA] m turn trans- 
fers the generated pulse toa register in the 8502 
or to the latch that is working with the 280, which- 
ever MPU is in control at the time. if it goes to the 
latch then the fatch will mput the signal to the 780, 
From either MPU the keystroke is processed, 
stored in video RAM and appears on the TV display. 

Another large group of chips in the block dia- 
serait Consists of the residents of the memory map. 
The main job that the MPUs do ts to transfer binary 
data bits to and from the residents of the memory 
map. The MPUs can be the transmitter of the data, 
or the receiver, When it is transmitting the data. it 
is writing to the map. During the receiving. the MPL 
ts reading the data from the map, 

The chips that live in map addresses are most 
of the large chips that we have touched on so far, 

The sialler support chips do not have adresses, 
wthough they are m address and data pathways. 
They just heip out and perfonm specific jobs to ex- 
pedite the data transferring. 

Inthe memory tnap area. the first obvious chips 
are the 16 4164 dynamic RAM chips. The MPU 

works with them constantly, The MPU can trans- 

mit or receive from these read/write chips. The 
MPU is able to store housekeeping instructions for 
operating the computer in same RAM locations, It 
is able t store the keyboard input information in a 
section known as video RAM. The MPU can place 
in RAM addresses of sprite characters, The MPU 
can store programs that you may write and the data 
that goes with the programs in RAM. The storage 
ot binary bit data is the forte of RAM. The MPU 
can then retrieve any of the stored data by properly 
addressing the locations contaizing the desired bits. 

The next group of memiory map residents are 
the ROM chips. These include ROMs 1-4 and the 
character ROM, The addressed ROMs can trans- 
mit data to the MPU but they cannot receive data 
from the MPU, txscause its bit hoklers are fall of fac- 
tory burnt-in data, When one of the ROMs has a le- 
cation addressed properly, then the MPU can read 
the location's contents easily. 

The two CIAs are also addressed by the MPL, 
They are not storage places like RAM. The control 
registers in the CLAs have addresses. The MPU 

sends these registers instructions on how to oper- 
ate, Once the registers are installed with the proper 
control bits; then the CIAs become ports of entry 
and exit for the C128, The MPU is then able to 
transmit data out to, and receive data in from, 
penpheral devices. The data that docs travel to and 
from the CLAs has no storage facilities imside the 
C128, The data must pass through the port to wher- 
ever it is coming from or going to. ‘The CIAs only 
have a few addresses in comparison te the thousands 
in RAM and ROM, 

The PLA is connected to the MPU address bus. 
Tt only receives ATS-ATO lines. It uses combinations 
of these bits to produce its chip select outputs such 
as those to the ROMs and VIC. The MMU Js also 
commected to address fines. It uses the address bits: 
<0 generate its assigned chip sclects and the trans- 
lated address bus, TA1S-TAS used by the multiplex- 
ing chips for RAM accessing. 

VIC has 49 registers that have to be addressed 
with multiplexed address line inputs. Thin is a new 
VIC but the 49 registers are compatible with the 
older VIC in the C64. The registers are used to con- 
figure all the video outputs that the chip can produce. 
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The Video Controller also has registers that can 

be addressed, These registers are contacted by the 
MPU to produce the S0-column video outputs. 

SID has its own attachments to the MPL) ad- 

dress ines. SED operates independently of the rest 
of the computer except for the MPU, ft receives 
its own inputs and prixiuces its own outputs. It pst 
needs the MPU, the data bus and address lines 
AA-AO to operate its own registers. 

The color RAM is in the memory map but has 
nybbie locations rather than byte-sized locations. 
The four bits in a nybble can only hold 16 possible 
combinations of highs and lows, However, four bits 
per Wocaton is really all that is needed in the color 
RAM. All the color RAM is assigned to dois change 

colors in ls respective TV screen locations. One lo- 
cation controls the color of one of the 1000 locations 
in 2 40-column display, The 16 variations of bits in 
a focation let the addressed location change the lit 

block to one of 16 different colors. There will be 
more about this in the VIC chapter. 

The overall block diagram shows that the MPUs 
are the originators of all addressing to the residents 
of the memory map. An MPU is aided in its address- 
ing chores by the PLA and MMU. The MPU gets 
its operating instructions from the ROMs, uses the 
RAM to store data bits, gets input from the key- 
beard through a CLA, prowdes outputs to a CIA and 
helps the VIC, Video Controller and SID provide 
output, Let's examine the relationships that the R502 
has with the residents of the memory map. 

THE 8502 AND DYNAMIC RAM 

The 8502 processor has four types of jines con- 
nected to its 40 pins. In Fig. 9-2, you can sce 16 
address pins, cight data lines, seven control lines 
and 1/0 port connections, Then there are te: usual 
+5 volt input and ground. 

Fig, 32. The 8502 has four types-of lines connected te it, They are the address, data, contro! and a one-byte O pon. 
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The address Imes are output only. They are the 
familiar A15-A0 and travel over the board to a Jot 
of the chips. The data lines connect to the data bus, 
17-D0 which alsu are found all over the board. The 
control ines are split between Inputs and outputs. 
The 1/0 kines are all output types. They connect to 
the first two locations in RAM and do & special job 
that is discussed in Chapter 12, 

The relationship between the &5)2 and the 
228K of RAM works in the following way. The data 
bus lines are compected directly to the 16 chips. 
When a location m RAM is addressed, then eight 
of the fi chips are activated, the location found and 
data can move etther into the location or leave the 
address, The addressing is tricky, however- 

The 16 chips are broken down mito two banks 
of eight chips each, The hanks are given the num- 
bers of 0 and 1. The first thing that the 8502 must 
do is to specify which bank it wants to address. The 

| 
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Sot only has 16 address lincs which can only ad- 
dress 64K of RAM at @ time. 

The 8502 therefore sends address bits to the 
MMU, as in Fig. 9-3. The MMU is able to derive 
signal bits from the A1L5-AQ inpat. The MMU then 
outputs, from its pins 12 and 11, twe signals called 
*CASO and *CASL. These signals are then gated m 
two sections of U9, the 74F32, and then sent onto 
pins 15 of all the DRAMs. *CASO is connected to 
eight chips of Bank () and *CAS1 is applied to eight 
chips in Bank 1. If «CASO is kaw and *CAST is high, 
then Bank 0 will be tumed on. If +C,A51 is low then 
Bank 1 will be activated, 

Once the bank is chosen, then the Jocation on 
the chips.can be activated, The address bus from 
the 8502 is then sent to the two multiplexer chips, 
£14 amd 015, a pair of 74L8257's. The connections 
to the chips are not straightforward, a8 indicated in 
Fig. 9-4. The LG address lines are connected like 

Fag. 9-3, Because the 8502 can only handia 64K, or one bank af a time, the MMU and tha 74F3? lend supoor. The S02 
generates signats -CASO and +CAS? that choose one G4K fank over the other. 
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the followmg: U14 receives ines AZ, AG, AS and 
A4> in addition (114 receives from the MMU, trans: 

lated address loves, TALS, TAM, TAIZ.and TA12; 
U15 receives the remaining lines and pets A3, A2, 
Al and AO, It also gets TAN], TAIO, TAQ and TAB. 

These 16 address lines choose one of the 64K 
locations in the chosen bank. The multiplexers oat- 
put the row address and the column address of the 
location. The eight bits needed 10 address the rows 
of DRAM matrixes are 15-8. The eight bits needed 
to address the columms are 7-0. The multiplexers 
with their ANI? and OR gate internal crcuits are able 
to automatically output at one time the eight 15-8: 

address bits, A-strobe signal called *RAS (cow ad- 
dress strobe) 14 applied at the pins 4 on the bank 
of chips (See the Master Schematic.) This strobes 
the 15-8 bits mto the row decaler insiie each 
DRAM, The rows are thus addressed. 

Next, 2 second strobe signal called +CAS is ap- 
pled at the pins 15 of the chosen bank, This turns 
off *RAS and «CAS opens up the multiplexed ad- 
dress pins to receive the column address bits. The 
hits are then strobed into the column decoder and 
address one of the columns. The two signals «RAS 
and «CAS originate in VIC. 

Onee the desired number row atx the desired 
number column are addressed on all eight chips, thes 

the bits located at their cight intersections are acti- 
vated, The locations are then open for business and 
wil either receive a byte from the 8502 or send a 
byte copy of their contents to the 8502 over the data 
bus. 

A direct data hus is between the DRAM bunks 
and the 8502. If the Z80 is Gye MPU wn control, then 
the data bus is not directly connected. A latch, U2, 

and a buffer, U13. are in the data Imes to mterface 

the 28%) with the 802 designed data bus, The data 
bus fines, D7-D( are wired one to a chip im a bank, 
The. D7 ime is wired to the D7 assigned chip that 
containg all 64K D7 hit locations. The D6 line is’ 
wired to the D6 assigned chip that contains all the 
D6 bit locations, and so on. 

Each DRAM chip has two data lines, one for m- 

putting a bit and one for outputting a bit, The two 
chip lines are wired together on the board, but act 
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separately according ty whether a read or write is 

in progress. When a read ts going an-each RAM 
gives up i-copy of the ome bit in the addressed loca- 
tion. Dunng a write cach DRAM receives one bit 
and stores it into the addressed location. 

THE MPU AND ROM 

128K of RAM is available in the C128, When 
you tum. on your machine in C128 mode the sign-on 
message lets you know that 1227965 of the 11.072 

bytes in 128K is available, Where are the missing 
8707 bytes? 6144 are assigned to the Kemel and 
BASIC, 1024 wre provided for the 40-column video, 
1024 are used by the MMI. and the top 256 bytes 
in every bank are used by the MMU. Lastly, three 
bytes are needed for BASIC to caurk the starts and 
ends of programs. 

However. although there are 128K in RAM, the 
16 address lines from the MPL! can only deal with 

a 64K bank at a time. Addresses in decimal never 
exceed the 64K ninge, In order to utilize all of the 
available RAM. the MPU uses the help of the MMU 

amt banking techniques. 
‘The ROMs are also ackiressed in the AK range, 

as seen in Fig. 9-5, This means that the ROMs have 
the same addresses as parts of RAM, At first dance 
it appears that a conflict could exist between both 
of them using the same addresses. Obviously, this 
situation Cannot be tolerated or program: woukl 
crash all over the map. 

What happens is the following during ROM ad- 
dressing. The ROMs, U32, 33, 34, 35 and 36, tia 
1/36 is plugged in, are all chrectly wired to the MPU. 
The address lines and the data lines. all go straight 
to the ROMs without any other chips inbetween. 
Wheta ROM is addressed by the MPU, the 16 bits 
go directly. ‘The only other addressing thal is per- 
formed on the ROMs are chip selects from the PLA, 
to pick the one ROM out of the posstble five to. tur 
on, 

ROMs cannot be written to, They can only be 
read. When the MPU addressce a ROM with a PLA 
generated chip select and the address bus tats, and 
asks for a read, then the CAS is disabled in both 
Bank 0 and Bank 1. This turns off all 128K of RAM. 
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Fig. 5. The system ROMs are nil addressed directly by the MPU because the PLA pertorms.a chip select function, The PLA turns on the desired AOM chip and then the MPU addresses ite ragisiers, 



The ROM tead can then take place with obstruc- 
tion, The ROM byte location addressed sends a copy 
of #5 contents to the MPU. 

Should the MPU write 10 2 ROM location, tite 
CAS in RAM is not disabled. The ROM simply in- 
nores the data hits that arrive at its data bus lines. 
The RAM is on. The data bits from the MPU. since 
the RAM is available, vets stored in the addressed 
location. Progranumers can find this situation handy 
under some Greumstances. Anyway, the ROMs are 
read without problems and if a write is atlempted 
to ROM, the data ends up in RAM that has the same 
address. 

in C128 mode, 48K of ROM is available. In C64 
mode, the same amount of ROM is used as in the 
C64 tmachine, The MMU registers handle al] the 
ROM addressing manipulation. This ts covered in 
Chapter 15, There are maay different layouts in 
which the ROMs can be placed. 

The character ROM is in the memory map and 
ean be acvessed by the MPU. However, its main 
ob is to be accessed by VIC and the 80-column 
Video Controller chip. It contains the c 
character sets for both the 0128 and C64 modes, 
These characters are designed to appear on the TY 
seteen. When the MPU reads the character ROM 
in BASIC it receives binary bits that Rel displayed 
as decinsal numbers. 

The character ROM is actually addressed by the 
shared address bus, SAT-SA0, and the translated 
address bus, TALL-TAS. These buses are discusses} 
In more: detail in Chapter 18. Once the KOM is ad- 
dressed it gives off a copy of its addressed contents 
te the data bus. These bits can be received by the 
MPU if it is the addresser. Should the VIC or Videu 
Controller be the addresser, then they will recerye 
the bits, convert the bits to video signals, and out- 
put ther to the TV display. 

MPU AND CIA INTERFACE 

Each CLA only has 16 internal registers that cun 
be addressed. Only four address lines are required 
from the MP1, A3-A0. Figure 9-6 shows how the 
address lines connect to the ClAs. CIA means Cops- 
plex Interface Adapter and the device i$ & Compli- 
cated miniscule machine: Chapter 29 pues inte its 
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details. The CIA operates directly with the MPU ax its internal side. ()n the external partit operates with 
penpherals. 

The MPU sees the CIA as simply some more addresses in the memory map. The CIAs, though, are the ports of entry and exit giving the MPU in. 
Stant communication with peripherals, 

The CIAs have the usual D7-10 date lines that Connect to the data bus, The CLA can be read from 
oF written to by the MPU, just as RAM can. The data pits connect to the mside af the computer, The 
CIA has 16 other data lines that conpect to the 
penpherals. These lines are two sety of eight cach 
30 they can handle bytes of data, They are desig- nated with the lettering PAT-PAO and PT-PBO. 
Two sets of registers, almost identical, are in the 
CTA, The PA lines are exiting from one set and the 
PB lines trom the other register. The D7-D0 bus 
lines connect to both sets, Each register set has twa 
addresses un the memory map, The data bus will 
service whichever set the MPL addresses. 

CIAL, U1, is used to 1/0 the keyboard and the 
control ports. CIA2 accesses the serial port, the 
user port and the expansion port. The two chips are 
identical but because of the different jobs they are 
performing, the Test Point Charts of each have very different readings. : 

Inside a CLA, the two ports, A and B. use six 
registers to do their job, Each register is byte-sized, 
In addition to these six, there ate ten more registers 
performing other jobs. These other duties have to 
do with timing, internipts. and serial L'O which is 
supplied besides parallel 1/0. These ten registers 
also have their owt) addresses Kiving the registers 
a total of 16 address ines. The four bus lines, A3-A0 
can generate 16 different sets of address bits. 

The 16 addresses are opened Up individually 
through four address pins, RS3-RSO. The RS stands for register select. RS3-RS) are connected to 
AS-AO, 

The CIAs have one pin called «CS to select the 
chip. The selection bits are coming from U3, the 
74LS138 1-0-8 decoder chip, as Mentioned eartier. 
The ClAs also receive a signal called R/+W 
(read/write line) from the MPU. as Shown in Fig. 
9-7, The line tells them to send data to tie MPU 
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hg, 06 The ClAs are addressed with only four lines Pius the city <olect-siqrals: «ChAT and -CiA2. 
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when the bil sa high or get ready to receive data 

from the MPU when the bit isa low, 
The CUAs are Initiahzed by a sigmal called 

*RESET when the C128 is first tamed on. The CLAs 
are commected at pin 19, TOD, to the electric com- 

pany’s accurate 60 He frequency, This makes it run 

fke-an electric lock through this Time Of Day con- 
nection, [ntemalhy. fear of the CIA's registers arc 

used to keep track-of AM/PM hours, minutes, sec 
onds and Withs of secoms. More detail im the CLAs 
ig m Chapter 19. 

THE MPU AND VIC 

The MEU can.address the VIC registers. VIC 
has 49 reasters. The older 40-pin VIC found in the 
Ch4 only had AT registers. This newer 42-pin VIC 

duplicates the 47 registers the ofd version had, plas 
we nore. One of the addstonal registers allows ex- 
tended keyboard scanning. Three additemal key- 

Lon 

hoard control limes are acanned with this reggstec. 

This gives the C128 keyboard additional keys in the 
(C128 mode while stll-remaming compatible with the 

O54 mek. 
The other extra register ete the VIC generate 

a new [aster 2 MHz tiock. These registers are dis- 

cussed im more-detadin-Chapter 20. 
In addition to the MPL addressmg VIC, VIC has 

2 16K. addressing ability of rts ten. Ib can access 

a 16K group if locations in the memory map. Bur- 
ing tts operation, VIC has to be able fo access parts 
of RAM where video data is. stored—il must con- 
stanthy use the character ROM and the-color RAM, 

VIC's pins are an assortment of mpuls. outputs 

and Inputfoutputs. Ag you can see in Fig. 9-8, Lhe 
inputs include the chip select, 05, the cobor clock 
input dove, Phase In, the Ris W ime amd the address 

lines to choose oom af the 48 registers. Vitois the 
generator of, and asa result, oulputs signals sich 
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8566 {PAL} 
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Fig. 8. VIC ts 8 comifex chip that can jake over the computer and act like an MPU. 

us *RAS, *CAS, Sync/laminance, Chroma, the 1 
MHz and 2 MHz clock signals, the Z80 Phase! clack. 
the color Phasel clock and AEC the address enable 
control. Among other lines are the usual 07-10) bus 
connections and address lines Jeaving VIC to access 
a chosen 16K portion of memory. 

In Chapter 20 the details are covered. but for 

now, it should tx: noted that some of the VIC"s ad- 
dress ines are two way streets. The processor uses 

them to access VIC registers and VIC uses them 
to access video RAM, character ROM and color 

RAM. When the processor is accessing VIC the lines 
to VIC are inputs. When VIC is in control the lines 
become outputs, 

Out of pin 12 VIC sends out the AEC {address 
enable control) signal. AEC is an important control. 
When AEC is a high the MPU is in charge of the 
circuits, When AEC yoes bow, the MPU address 
ines are disabled and VIC takes control. 

When VIC is in charge it reads the video RAM 

section 60 times a second. The video RAM is the 
sloruge arca where the codes for the characters that 
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are displayed on the screen are kept. VIC keeps 
scanning Video RAM and with the help of the charac- 
ter ROM. continually updates the characters heimg 
displayed. 

The inputs to VIC are all digital signals, The out- 
puts just mentioned are also digital signals. Besides 
these inputs and outputs, the VIC also oulputs three 
an#og stenuls, Insite VIC the digital inputs are con- 
verted to analog. These analog signals ar¢ combined 
to form color TV video. This video output is quite 
like the ones you receive from a commercial TV 

station, 
Pin 17 outputs the syne and luminance parts of 

the VIC formed signal, They are fed into the RF 
Modulator box. Pin 16 outputs the color signal. It 
also goes into the RF Modulator box. 

RFE Modulator 

Inside the box the signals encounter a color mix- 
ing and amphifymg circuit, shown in Fig. 9-9. The 
luminance signal is injected into the base of a ZSC458 
npn transistur, The color is passed through a coil 
and capacitor and 1s mjected into a second 250458 
transistor, Tie: signals are processed im the transis- 
tors and are then passed out of the box, from box 
pins 6 and 7, to the composite video output port to 
pins 1 and 6 of the port, as in Fig. 9-10. 

Besides their individual exits the lumunance and 
color signals are mixed together in & small RC cir- 
cut, Their resultant.a composite color TV signal, 
is then passed oul of the box to pin 4 of the com- 
posite video output port. Note that this composite 
color TV signal is seperate and is used independently 
of the luminance and color outputs, 

In addition to these two separate TV display sig- 
nals exiting the box, a third TY display signal is 
generated, A 25C460 transistor is in the box. It is 
in an oscillator circuit that is running at a TV fre: 
quency. A channet select switch can set the oscilla, 
tor to run at either Channel 3 or Channel 4, The 
switch is set on 3 in Fig. 9-4, 

The 25C460 circuit s outputting a Channel! 3 
carrier wave. The carer emerges from the twin 
IN@148 diodes and connects to a fine. The line con- 
tas the composite colar TV sigmal. Inesdentally, the 

Tz 

line also contains the audio signal that SID is send- 
ing out through the audio circuit from 2SC460 npn 
transistor. 

The Channel 3 signal then mixes with the com: 
posite culor TV signal generated by VIC and the an- 
dio signal prextuced by SID. These signals are 
cleaned up through an RCL network at the end of 
the line and output through the RF outpat port. This 
signal can he connected to any commercial TV, and 
wewed and beard on Channel 3. 

VIC is a fot of things, but mainly it is the [/0 
chip for the color video, The circuitry input to VIC 
1s tested and probed with the yom and logic probe. 

The digital output from VIC that goes back into the 
digital circuits also can be examimésd with the vom 
and logic probe. There are no real reasons, during 
normal servicing, in the digstal circuits, to use a 
scope. You are only dealing with highs, lows and dig- 

ital pulses, 
Once the analog color TV signals leave VIC, the 

servicing techniques are changed. The analog sig: 
nats are forms of TV impulses. They can be checked 
accurately with an ordinary TV scope. The wave- 
forms the scope should display are found i Chap- 
ter 20. 

THE MPU AND SID 

The 6581 Sound Interface Device is the music 
synthesizer and sound effects system to go with the 
arcade style graphics the C128 is capable of produc:- 

ing. SID is a 28-pin DIP. The number 6581 is com- 
patible with the 8X)2 smce the 8502 is simply an 
nnproved 6502, 

There are 29 addressable regsters in SID. Five 
address lines are able to contact 32 Jocations, SID 
hae five address fines A4-A0. as in Piz. 9-11, The 
wldress lines can set up a read or write from the 
MPU to these locations. Shoulda read or write be 
tried to one of the three remaining addresses m Sil) 

that do not exist, aread returns garbage and a write 
is simply ignored, The SID, from the MPU's view- 
point, is considered to have 29 legible memory ad- 
dresses. 

In Fig. 9-11, there are the usual eight data pins, 
D7-D0 at 22-15. The MPU supplies data to SID dur- 



Fig. 9-9. The RP Modulator cirouits contain discrete transéstors, Gedes, resesiors, capacitors and cots. It acts to amplily 
the VIC color TY outputs. tt also it adie th torm a Channel 3 or 4 composite color TV signal that works an your borne TY. 

ing a write. SIL) sends data to the MPU during 2 9 and read-write types. The details are covered in 
read, The R/+*W line from the MPU decides the Chapter 22. 
direction in which data wall flow. When the R/+W fine POTX and POTY at pins 24 ami 23 are inputs 
§5 fagh, the SHD sends data to the MPU. When R/*W from the control ports. the peripherals that are 
goes low, the SED is the recipient of the data. The — plugged into the control ports supply the mput. The 
29 registers are composed of read-only, write-anly inputs are sent to UZ, the 4066 quad switch, where 
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Fig. 9-10. Three separate cuiputs come trom the RF Modulator box, all in the 40-column mode. One & the AF Output 
for a home TV. The secend, trom pin 4 of the video porl, is & composite color TV signa? that works in a monitor, The 
third is a combination syncilum-cheoma signal, from pins 1 and 6, that will work in a special direct monitor 

it ts routed to the SIH) pins. The signals set the po- 
sition of potentiometers of the chip, The Audio In 
ami the CAPs mix and filter the audio. This is 
covered in the SID chapter. 

SID, -after all the waveform generating and 
modulating has one audio output at pin 27, The out- 
put can have a peak-to-peak maximum of two volts. 

There ts a dc level of six volts and this can be cou- 
pled to any audio amplifier. On the printboard, Q2 
is an audio amplifier transistor that receives the SID 
audio output and sends it on. Q2 ts found to the ieft 

and up near the top of the SID DIP, on the 
printboard. 

Q2 sends the aucio output signal to hoth pin 3 
of the composite video port plug and to pm § of the 
RF Modulator box, shown in Fig. 9-10. The- audio 
can then be taken from the port phig and & also 
modulated into the TV Channel 3 or 4 frequency as 
sound to go with the video. 

SID is a complex chip that contams both MOS 
and TTL.components. The Master Schematic shows 
Vi» pin 28. The chip gets + 12 volts to power the 

MOS parts. At pin 25, V,,. the chip receives +5 
volts to energize the hipolar transistors. SID bas a 
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*RESET line and a clock imput to keep it in time with 
the pacing of the MPU. 

THE MPU AND THE VIDEO CONTROLLER 

The MPU sees only two registers on the 8563, 
starting at decimal 54784. When that address is con- 
tacted, it is through U3, the 74LS138% 1-nf-8 
decoder. ‘The decoder emits a-signal called +CS3563, 
This turns on the chip at pn 7, «CS, On pin 8, «RS, 
address ime AQ enters and selects one of two 
registers with either a lugh ora low. 

Actually there are 37 registers in the 8563 but 
they must be contacted indirectly through the origi- 
nal two, an address register ami a data register. The 
details of the register addressing i described in 
Chapter 21, 

Besides being able to be acoessed by the MPU. 
the 6563 can do accessing on its own like the VIC 
can, The 8563 can do things a3 the VIC does. It does 
not duplicate VIC, smee VIC is used for all the 
4)-column display and the 4563 performs all the 
&)-column video output chores: 

VIC uses @ section of RAM for storng its. dis- 
play codes that are appearing on the TY screen. As 



Fig. 9-11, SID communicates with ther MPL) ceought the enght-bit date bus. SIDS registers are mghtbits aide, 

imentoned, VIC scans that section of RAM, dubbed 
video RAM. so tl can cometantly update whatever 
ison the TV screen. 

The 6583 Video Controller does a similir job 
@hen it is displaying its-80 columns. However, the 

foSs has its cam personal RAM. There are tao 
RAM chips, U23 and U25, 2 pair of 4416 chips that 
the 8563. works with. Note the three different sets 

of data pins om the 48-pin chip in Fig. 9-12. DAT-DAG 
we) DDT-TD0 operate with the tem 4416 chp: 

D7-D) connect tothe system data bus. The lwo 

4415's provide the 8564 with 16K: of personal video 

RAM. The B55a also generates the refresh sama! 

for the two 4416 chips. lt also provides the RAS. 

CAS, write cable (RW), address and data signals 
for its personal RAM. 

The videu output signals of the 6583 are R, G, 
B and L. The 80 columns are most useful with text 

displays. The RGBI output produces the clearest 
text display because provides the best formoof pics 
tore Tesnlution avadate m the (128. The Abad out- 

puts ter Ld, the P405244, an octal diver. The 
dnver or buffer, ampifes the various -shemals-and 

setds them lo the RGBT culpui port, Chapler 21 
covers the ASA i greater detail. 

1s 
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Video 

Controlier's 

Data 

Lines 

Do?7-ODe 

Fig. 9-12. The 8563 only has two registers that the MPU can addross. They are located with two fines, a che select called 
-CS8563 and AD. The 8563 has its own private 16K of DRAM. It works on fs Own te generate the B0-colurin dinplay, 
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10. Servicing the Logic Gates 

| order to intelipently troubleshoul a computer, 
you should have an woderstanding of what ia ac- 

tually happening. A computer works by transferring 
highs and lows, positive 3 yoblte and (wolfe. Actu- 

ally the voltages donot haveto be-exact. They can 
vary somewhat, bul that is not mportant. 

The highs and lis are clectnical code-for | and 

0. The computer then works by generating. and 
transferring I's amd (l's, The] 's:and 0's, which you 

know as bits. are transferred through yates and 

registers, Gates simply process and pass bits, bet 
registers can store them. All there are in dijgtal cir- 
cuits are gates and registers hundling bits: When a 

fale or fegister circurl fails, it doesn't handle bits 
az it Wee designed to do—-amd trouble occurs. 
Troubleshooting consists of seeking out the defunct 
circuit. ‘The repair is complete when the circuit is 
rephiced with a ged one, or is somehow fired and 
works othe appdin. 

When the 8502, 780, VIC ot Video Controller 

ip, addresses abecation, it sends out binary tats 
inmost locations, eight binary bale are being stored. 

In some locations, ike color RAM, only four binary 

bite are ‘stored. The 16 address bits can form 65.53% 
different combmatons. Each combination represents 
one timber between Gand 65,535. Aero is: a fll 

Bedged number and there 15.4 bocatian called 0. ‘The 

eight bits ita byle-sized location can form 255 differ- 
ent combinations representing numbers between 0 

and 255. In the colic RAM nybble locations there: 

are Tour bits, They can form 16 different. combing 
bons representing numbers ( bo 15, 

When you site a ASIC program, of cuca lest 

with BASIC, you mest code the binary combmatons. 
toa deamal number. Should you be: writing: ir ma- 

Chine language. the decinal number is. sot recag- 

nized. Machine Linguiape needs a different mombering 
system te be recognized, called bexadecitmal wr sim- 
ply Aer, 

Por the most part, youcan nun tesis in easy BA- 
SIC, However, it is a geod idea to be familiar with 
ihe Telalionship between binary bits. decimal code 
for the binary bits and hex code for the bimury bits: 

The rest of this chapter tsa boeing session on 
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Decimal 

Fig. 10-1, The first posstve set of bits in the PC codes stecienal address 0, The last set of bets codes decimal 64535 
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binary bite and how they are handled and coded in 
gates. The next chapter is bout binary bits and how 
they ae processed and stored m registers, Between 
the two chapters, you will take a giant step towards 
being able to understand what is happening in the 
deepest circuits of the C128, 

DECIMAL AND BINARY 

Deciinal numbers are used in the Commadore 
128 BASIC to bst addresses. In the 8502, there is 
@ 16-bit register called the program counter. It does 
most of the #302's addressing chores. You have 
seen where a row of 16 highs and lows can form 64K 
combinations. Each combination of highs and lows 
in the programm counter can form one of the 64K ad- 
dresses om the machine’s memory map, The pro- 
gram counter bits ate commected to A15-A0 af the 
address bus. 

The first combination of brts in the Program 
Counter is LLLL LLLL LLL LLLE. The row of 
lows in Fig. 10-1 is called address nomber 0 in deci- 
neal. (There are no spaces in the actual register. [ 
put them there for easier ready of the 16 bits.) 
The program Courter automatically places these bits 
unto the address bus. As soon as these bits leave 
the MPU, the program counter is incremented by 
one automatically, The PC is built to do this. 

The next address is LLLL LLLE LLLL LLL. 
This group of bits will address location 1 m decimal. 
‘The next address is LLLL LLLL LLL LLHL, This 
is address number 2. The prugram counter con- 
tinues its incrementing, If it 3s not stopped, it will 
tnitdlessly keep counting up to HNHH HHHH 
HHHH HHHH, This is location 65,535. It is the 
65, 536th physical location, since the first location has 
an address of 0). 

Let's add up the Ts and Ls and see how they 
relate to the decimal numbers, or in other words, 
how can they be coded back and forth, It really is 
easy tb crack the code, Ill do it with 16 bits, and 
then you can handle any size register, Other 
registers you might want to code either way could 
be the $-bit ROM locations ur the 4-bit Color RAM. 

The bits in the address bus are names A1S 
through Ap. Al15 is called the MSB for the Most Sig- 
nificant Bit. At ts called the LS# for the Least Sig- 
nificant Bit, The bits in between are either higher 
or lower according to what bits they are referenced 
from, The LSK AO when related to decimal has a 
value of 0 or 1 accarding to whether it is storing a 
low or a fugh. This, of course; seems obvious. Not 
quite as obvious is the next higher bit _Al_ It has « 
decimal value of either 0 or 2. A low ts 4). and a high 
is 2. The next higher bit A2 has a value of 0 or 4. 
The values continue to double on a high till bit ALS 
has a value of 0 or 32,768. 

In urder te convert a register to its decimal 
code, all you have to do ss add up the values of all 
the hits. Any bit bolder containing i low.is counted 
a a 0. All bit holders storing a high is counted by 
its significant value. The place values are given in 
Table 10-1, 

With the aid of Table 10-1, you can convert 
highs and lows to addresses and vice versa. For in- 
Stance, suppose you are probing the address bus and 
you find « fixed set of bits on the bus. The bus is 
stuck on that number and will not respond to any 
attempt to change it. You want to know what ad- 
Gress the bus is pomting to. The bits are HLLH 

Table 10-1_ Binary to Decimal Conversion. 
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HHH LULL LHLL. The MSB is the first Hand 
the LSBs the inst L. The adress can be converted 
to demmal by adding the values of the bits together. 
The conversion would lock ike this: 

Binary ty Decimal 

iS H See 

Le 0 
Ee th 

| 4006 

YiMA 

[ Ladd 

alz 
Hl 258 

L {i 
L ul 

L. ll 

L fl 

L. o 
H 4 

P iT 
bso LL. i 
Address: A070a: 

“The address nn the stuck tus ix discimal 
40708, Gn the 6 memory map, 40708 is an address 
thatds used by a cartridge ROM, This tet of injor- 
mation isa clue tn indicate wherc-and what is caus 

ing the: -stock. ass: 

Summetinies i uselul ty code a decal nom- 
her to its binary equivalent. There could bea case 

where the 128 wall respond to certain akiresses but 
notte others: Ome of the address lowes: coud be 

shorted to ground of joanuther Ge, Suppose one 
of the addresses that-woll not work is 1024. [f you 

convert decimal 1024 into binary, you might pet 

same idea of what lise: is inopersttye. 

To convert the decimal, you look for aconht- 
cathe of bite Uhal wil add wp ty L024. That one is 
easy AT tpoemarth TO@4. lts address me LAL. 

ba 

LLHL LELL LELL. bh books tke address bus dome 
ATOis out of commission. It can be tested fur shorts 
(Wr a0 OER TL, 

‘That wassanbaky Convention, Soppose vou Had 

to code 53281 to binary. That would take a bét of 
number jugglog.. The fret thing to dois locate the 
clisesl tat vate that i¢ less than the désined num- 
her. Then keen adding. values tll you arnve at the 

cortect briary code for the decimal. 53281 is con- 
verted mm the following: manner: 

Decimal to Binary 

MSE 32768 r 
Lad H 

th L 

4006 H 

fl L 
‘ a 
0 Ti 

i) L 

ih i 

i) L 

cc] ii 

i) | 
0 L 
ti L 

LSB ] i 
Total BAI 

The conversion back and forth is not difficult. 
Coding binary into decimal is simply sa mutter of 
adding: the sagrilicant hecimal values of each tit to 
gether. Getting the binary it layout from a decitnal 
number requires breaking down the number mto a 
proup of decal numbers that oonsést of decimal sige 
hiticant values. Then the corpespondima bits are ar 

ranged from MSB iy LSB, Number conversion is 
1 must dunn aome- reper work with Lhe Cis 



HEXADECIMAL 

Most of the time during troubleshooting and re- 
pair work on the C128, decimal and binary coding 
will suffice. The BASIC ROM comes on using dect- 
mal. The logic probe and vom reveal binary highs 
and lows on the various test points. If you can intel- 
ligently relate the two representations of voltages, 
you can do practically all the jobs where numbering 
comes into play. 

There are s0me occasions though, where it 
would he handy to use hexadecimal toc, Hex is pest 
# Uurd way to express the decimal or binary values. 
it ts used extensively in machine language program- 
ming. Its use during repair jobs is to code binary in 
another way. 

Hexadecinval means six plus ten, Thut is, it i 
a numbering system where you count ten numbers 
from () to 9 and then count on up to 15 with A, B, 
C, D, E and F. After F comes 10, Hex Jends itself 
te computers because a nybble of binary numbers 
counts from U (LLLL) to 15 (HHH). The hex num- 
bers line up with binary exactly. Table 10-2 shows 
the binary equivalents for hex numbers 0 through F, 

Nex is a convenient way for programmers to use 
tunary. Table 10-2 shows that one hex suimber can 
represent four bmary voltage states. That is why 
i put a space between every four voltage levels. 

Table 10-2. Binary Equivalents of Hex Numbers. 

6 
1 
2 
3 
4 

5 
6 
7 
6 
] 
A 
B 
Cc 
0 
E 
F 

Each space is between one hex number. The four 
voltage Jevels are one hex number. It is much eas- 
ter for a programmer to code one hex number than 
four voltage states, four 1s and Os, four trues and 
fulses, four sets and resets, or whatever way some 
engineer or programmer decides to call the logic 
States. 

To convert any binary number ty hex, put a 
space between every group of four bits. Then Gnd 
the hex equivalent for cach group. The total bit size 
of the binary number is not important. As Fig. 10-2 
shows, there are four bit holders iy each location 
in the Color RAM. You can express the hits held 
in cath location with one hex number. There are 
eight hits in each ROM location. These location con- 
tents can be written in two hex numbers, The ad- 
dresses in the C128 are 16 binary bits each. All the 
addresses in the C128 can be described with four 
hex numbers. Refer to Fig. 10-2. 

PEEK AND POKE 

There are two routines in the BASIC ROM that 
you'll find are very useful during repairs. ‘The rou- 
tines can be used normally when the C128 has trou- 
We but it is signing on with the READY and the 
blinking cursor. If the trouble is preventing the sign 
on message from being displayed, then the follow: 
ing serve measures can't be used, 

Assuming the C128 does. sign on and there is 
trouble, you can sygnal trace the residents of the 
memory map with the BASIC commands PEEK and 
POKE. PEEK lets you read the contents of a loca- 
tion. POKE gives you the power to stick a byte into 
any location that normally accepts bytes. These two 
capabilities are excellent troubleshooting methods. 

PEEK is a function. It is not 4 command. It 
needs § command to work. The usual command is 
PRINT. That way you can see on the screen what 
was in the locatien you peeked into. 

To get a fast look at location 1024, you type 
PRINT PEEK (1024) and hit the Return key, What- 
ever bits are in 1024 will appear on the TV screen, 
However, the bits will be coded in decimal, 

Location 1024 is the first place on the TV screen 
at the upper left hand corner. If the character P is 
being displayed, the code 16 will respond to the 
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Calor RAM 

Iocan 

RPE 
= Dytairtes FAM, ROM or 1 

location 

Hex, Haw 

number rarriber 

Prcgrari 

AOuMbar 

fegesler 

Haw Hex : 

hurmiber TUT 

Ha Hex 

manmiber OL 

Fe. Ve? Aft number bs seed bp code: teu bony riuimibere. Two tex numbers can code. a byleand fqur hee numbers 

the 16-bil PG. 

PEEK. This is the code the VIC picks up every 
L60th of-asecond (0 update the sonten, Code 26 
tells the VEC te dieplay a PL 

PORE 16 4 cominind Tf you want to PORE the 
mumber 7 into locaton SREBO, you type PORE 
Rae, Fonte the machine. The BASIC routine run 

the number 7 through the 8502 cand ante: the data 
hos. Meanwhile the MPL ootputs the binary states 

for deciod S280 and opensap Gel becalion, The 
binary state for decimal 7, LHHAH, is installed inth 
the four bit hoiders'of the location. The PORE is 

complebe, 
Location SS2H0 ust happens tec he the place 

where the border color around the TV screen is 
stored. “Che LHHH forces the border th go yellow, 

Thrsis atest. If the border felkews instructions and 
pots yellow, Lien all the components that cared 

Vg 

the commund, from the-keyboourd to the TY screen 

areokay. If the border does not go yellow, this is 
a-symptom amd coukd rad to pinpointing the source 

od & trouble, 
The PEERS and POR Ee ark powerful service 

my tals. They can siemal trace i preat cheal of the 

SIrCuRy in the C128. OF coarse: vex must onder- 

stand what abould be happening in the circuits whet 
vet (rete PRINT « PEER or forte a PORE mto 
a_location...There will be more obout PEEK eo om 
PORES tirowpbout the need of ihe bexk 

GATES 

Most of the circuits in the C18 are comprised 
Of goles and registers, Repiaters are cove ced in de- 

tad incthe next chapter, The logre states that travel 

thrayst the digital parts of the computer ire rizipa- 



lated by the guics. Most of the manipulation ¢ati- 
sists of etther maintaining the voltage in a bit or 
changing the state of tu voltage. The states fiash 

around the circuits in times that are measured in 
nanoseconds Gullionths of a second) and are changed 
from + five volts to 0 volts and back. Refer to Fig. 
1-3. 

‘The registers are storage areas for the bits: You 
cin place a high or alow into a register bit and the 
reguiter will hold the bit for as Jong as the correct 
puwer applied, The registers are found in vanions 
sizes. There-are avbdie registers that hold four bits, 
byte ste registers holdmg eight bits and sword 
registers that are 16 bits across. The registers bold 
the bits through three general methods. In ROM 
chips, the hits are burnt in permanently. The latches 
and static RAM chips use flip-flops. Dynamic RAM 
stores voltage states in the capacitance formed in 
the insulated gate and ground of the MOS chip's in- 
sulated gates in the FETs. 

With careful logic state changing in Ube yates and 
the rekable storage of the registers, computing takes 

place, When froubke strikes, if is often due to fai 
ure.in 2 gate or register. The electronic circuits on 
a chip can and do short, open, or spring 2 leak an- 
der voltage or temperature pressure. Figure 1M 
shows seme of the breakdowns that can befall a chap. 

To troubleshoot these types of failures, it is es- 

sential that you understand what is happening to the 
voltage states as they make their way through the 
gates and the regsters: That way your vor and logne 
probe testing will make sense and point you to a 
troubke quickly. 

‘There are a lot of gates in the Commodare 12%: 
Most prominent are the M4 pin DIPs the 7406 and 
the 74L508, The 7406 has six inverters and the 
74LS08 contains four AND gates. 

Not 23-well seen are the gates in the 74LS257, 
Rach of these 16-pin DIPs have three inverters, 
cight AND gates and four OR gates. While the 
74LSO8 has its gates separated with a pin assigned 
fo every input and output, the multinex chips have 
the gates internally wired together, The AND oul- 
puts are wired to the OR inputs. You can’t put a 
probe on the AND-OR connections. 

The 748238. decoder aise: contains internal 
gates. The Character ROM has an ANT) gate in its 
chip select circurt. All of the large chips have vari- 
ous gates. ‘The penpheral devices contain gates. Any 
and all of the digital circuits have dependence on 
gates, Gates, like any other electronic circuit, fail 
oecasionally, You must kmw how to handle gates 
if you wunt to be able to repair your Commodore 
128. 

The gates of concern for the C128 are the YES, 
the NOT. AND, OR and NANI}. 

YES Gate 

As the name implies, 0 gate is a barricr in a path- 
way thal can open to ict signal pass or close and 
block passage, The YES gate performs that task ex- 
actly, It has two connections, one Input and one out- 
put. If a high or low armmves at the input and is 
permitted to pass, the same type of signal will leave 
ai the output. That is, if 2 high arrives, a high will 
leave. Should # low arrive, then a low will leave. See 
Fig. 10-5. There is no change made to the logic 
state. You might ask, if there is no change in state. 
why bother? 

The YES gate és an amplifier stage. It is needed 
to amplify current levels and to match impedances 
from one circuit to another. It gets its YES name 
because the signal does not make any logic state 
changes as it passes from one stage to another. YES 
gates are found in the large chips of the C128. They 
are the buffers that are mentioned on occasion, 

Inside a YES gate is a transistonzed ampiifier, 
When the chip is using hipolar componetts the am- 
plifier could be based around an npn. The circuit is 
simple, as Fig. 10-G:shows. The apn is powered nor- 
mally through the +5 volt supply. The high or low 
is input at the emitter, The output is at the collec- 
tor, When a signal is input at an apn emitter, there 
is no phase reversal, The signal is amplified and the 
same Ingic state that was input is outpal, The only 
changes are the power output is increased and the 
inpecaace of the outputis designed to match the 
next circuit 

The actual terial wimg of a YES gute is more 
extensive than this example circuit, but that is the 
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High (1) 
+5 volts — _—_— =. 

45 VOILE we meee ee 

*< Held in thres-stare 

+5 vols. = + 

+5 volts—-~——— 

Fig. 10-3. The high and low states are graphed with voltage in the vertical plane and time in the horizontal. (A) changing 
ate, (6) Inree-state, (C) high steady state (D} tow steady stata 
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Fig. 10-4. If an AND gate should open, two highs could produce a low (A). tt Ine same AND shoud short twe lows could 
output as a high (B). Ifan OR gate snould short two lows could read output high (0). The same OR gate when open could 
oulpul 3 low even trough two nighs ave input (D). 

way the gates work_On a normal schematic, since 
the internal wiring is not accessible, the entire YES 
gate is drawn 2s a thangle. The input lead is on # 
flat side and the outpul is at the pomted end oppo- 
site to Ube input. 

All gates have a truth table. Truth tables got 
their name from the engineers that were using tre 
amt false to descnbe the high and the jow states. 
if they had been using high and low, the tables might 
have been called the high table. Technicians think 
of bigh (H) and low (L3 when they see a truth table. 
The truth table might contain any of the logical state 
descriptions shown in Fig. 10-7. 

The table is ¢ handy test medium. The columms 

aré labeled Inpet and Output. ff the input és an H 
ina YES truth table, the output is an EL When the 
input isan L. the outpat is an L. Therefore, if you 
are testing a normal YES gate with the vor or logic 
probe, your test reading on the input sheald also be 
found on the output. The truth table is actually a 
voltage-state test table, 

The three-state control opens or choses the YES 
gate. The three-state controls ure used extensively 
in the Commodore 128. They are used to control 
YES gate buffers and other chip circuits. Figure 10-8 
reviews the three lugic states, high, low. and no 
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Fig WES The YES gate if so named because jhe ouipul maintains ine sane state as Aber input. 

Emifier mput 
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Mg. 10-7, Here are nine variations on the descriptions of the 
two logic states. The logic states, regardless of the nama, 
are sta! only voltages. 

state, The state of no state is vita) to the operation 
of the computer. 

For example, the address lines connect to ev- 
ery location on the memory map. The address that 
leaves the Program Counter and arrives on the 16 
bus lines must open up only one address. If more 
than one of the addresses are read of written to, 
the computing will crash, 

To avoid this, all the locations in the computer 
tan be equipped with their own YES gate that also 
has a three-state control. While the computer is not 
addressing a locatiam, all the three-state controls are 
off and the memory map cannot be accessed. As 
SO0OR #8 an address goes out over AlS-A0 the one 
location that is addressed has the three-state con- 
trol in its YES gate go on. That way only the ane 
locaton is contacted and all the rest of them stay 
in an inaccessifde third state. There are a lot of 
three-state devices in the C128. The 4502, the 

Three-state control 

or 

Ne output 

Thrge-state contrat 

Of 

Three-stale controt 

Fig. 10-8, The third logical state, when the chip is purposely turned off, is called three-statn. Nt es vita! to keep all cicuils 
of excep! the one in use during an operation sp they do not interfere with each other 
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RAM, the ROM, the gates in the address and data 
has lines, and others have three-state capabilities. 

NOT Gate 

The NOT gate in Fig. 10-9 lovks a lot like the 
YES gate on 2 schematic drawing. It has the same 
trianglé shape and the same input and output Jeads. 
The only difference is a tiny circle between the 
pointed end and the output bead. This is called the 
NOT arcle, The NOT circle ts what makes the de- 

vice a NOT gate. Whatever state enters the gate, 
the opposite state leaves the gate. Ifa high is input, 
a low ts output. Should a low gu mte the gate, the 
low is changed inte.a high and the high comes out. 
The trath table for the NOT gate is shown in the 
Hlustraten. 

Figure 10-10 shows the bipolar circuit ina NOT 
gate. It is something Gke the YES gate. An npn tran- 
sistor could act out the part of the gate, The VOC 
is stil +§ volts. The obvious difference between the 
two circuits is in the input. The NOT gate input is 
connected to the base of the npn. The YES gate had 
the input tied to the emitter. There was no rever- 

sal of Jogic with the emutter mput. When the logic 
state enters the base, the state is reversed. The 
chip ts also called an inverter. 

The NOT gate or NOT circle is one of the most 
used abilities in a computer, The inversion of the 
logical state is Lhe opposite or the complement, NOT 
Rates always output the complement of the input. 
During testing, the fact that the output logic level 
18 always the opposite of tts input provides a quick 
check to test an inverter. 

The 7406N chip im the C128 has six inverters. 
They are all used in output lines that need the state 
of the ine complemented. This chip was discussed 
in Chapter 8. There are many other NOT gates and 
arces ina lot of the other chips in the 128, They 
are vital to the operation of the computer. 

The NOT function is found in all sorts of places 
in the Commeodiore 128. As you peruse the schematic 

troubleshooting, there are many termunals de- 

acribed with a-straight line drawn across the top of 
the name. This overscore means NOT. This is the 
NOT line. {1 designates an inverted quantity. The 
asterisk I've been using is a substitute for the line. 

Fig. 1049. The schematic symbol of ne NOT gate looks Nike the YES gate except for the atte NOT circle on ihe output paint. 
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Fig. TO-10. The OT gale can be construchad with thesame mpi bainsistor inet the YES gate Was sade ath. The mpi 
enters ihe fase ineead of the cemiter and naverses ihe logic date at the cutgut, 

Luge he astersk because it is simpler to use: i writ- 
ing. When you see Lhe astemsk mstead of the fne, 
if inéans-the same thing as the overscorc. [ts a 
praicheal measure with no other mewnmne. The aster- 
isk iscalso recomused asa NOT. 

When a NOT sign: is used.onea terminal, it 
usually signals the typeof logic state that wil en- 
#hle the tecmnal. For imstance, if you see a termi- 
Tal called “RESET, it mesins the pinis usually held 
high while the reset function is not heing used, If 

and when the ome arrives: for the reset lo be ena- 
bled, the terminal is. injected with a low, and the 
resel goes indo its routine, 

Onothe other hand. Wf the terminal ij called 
RESET without.a ine of asterisk, the opposite ef- 

fectecan be expected. The ternal) will be held bow 
when inactive, To enable the reset function a high 
is seul te the pm. The high turns on the reset 
routine. 

Whe you are reading a schematic and you see 
a berminal mine to desonbe its function, try tocferon 
the name in your mind. Por instance, the read/write 
Ene oy the: Ces desorbed as R/*W. This woolkd 

be pronounced as ''Read-NOT-Wiite."" Actually the 
read/write lime 1s usually held high ima read post 
bon. “Te produce awrite the fine must be farce low, 
Another example is the "IRQ fine. Itis.an interrupt 
fequest. [tis held high tii the interrupt is required. 
Then the fine is made te go tow, A uhird example 
ie REY, a ready line, [tis held low when it is on 
standby, To. activate the ROY, the line is put into 
a hh state. This form of thinking ‘as-you read the 
schematic shoul! become ‘second nature as. you 
check out the test points on all the chips-and con: 
echo. 

AND Gate 

The AND schematic symbol is shown in Fig. 
1-11. Tt baokes like a short fat bullet lyimg on its sade. 
Tn comtrast bo the total of two leads on the. YES and 
NOT pates, the AND gates in the 7430s chip af 
the C124 have: three. leads. [thas two inputs and 

nme outpul, Actually, an AND) gate can have three 
Of tore mputs, but it will only have one oatput. 

When the AND gate is- also equipped with a 
NOT circle between the blunt rounded &od-and the 
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Lath tebe 

Ceripad 

A, 

ANIL Ouepul 
| I 

Fig. Th11. The AND gates outpul is low on all otcagions fecept if bolt Inpute are nigh 

NANO) gate 

Fig, 10-72. The AND gate os reales NOT AND gale, The inftenm output is (at of an AAD pate 

output lead, 25 shown in Fig. DO-12, it becomes a AND gate. There is.an AND) gate chip m the (128, 
NOT AND gate. You probably have seen these the 74.508. This chip was discussed m Chapter 8. 

gates. The NOT AND ts shortened to NAND, The Tngade the ANT) gate, a5 well asthe other gates, 
NAND gate outguls are the complements of the there are a lot of microscopic components. There 
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could be all sorts of transistors, resistors. diodes, 
and sv on. In fact, any gate can be formed by con- 
figuring's Int of other type gates on a chip and wir- 
ing them te tadlor # particular gate. The little fat bullet 
on its side could be designating dozens of separate 
components. 

From the servicing point of view, all you need 
to de is think of the gate in the simplest terms so 
that the testing and repair proceeds as rapidly as 
possible, That way you can trace a signal and pin- 
point the source of a trouble. Except for your natu- 
ral curiosity, it really docs not matter which minute 
section of a miniscule internal transistor has given 
up the ghost. The important thing is to realize the 
total gate is dead and needs replacement. You can 
test the mputs and, from your understanding of the 
logic, be able to predict what the output should be. 
If the correct output state is present then the gate 
is okay. If the output logic is incorrect, then the gate 
becomes a suspect. 

The classical description of an AND gate in elec 
trical terms ts @ circuit consisting of an output load 
such as a light balb with two switches in series, The 

only way that the bulb im Fig. 16-13 will light is if 
both switches are closed. If one or-both switches 
are open, the crcuit is open and the lamp won't 
glow. There are four possible positions the two 
switches can assume, Assume that the energy is 
supped by 2 5 volt battery. The bulb has a high of 
+§ volts applied when both switches are closed att 
a low of 0 volts when a switch or both switches are 
open, We can call an open switch L and a closed 
switch H. The possible inputs are the following: 

Inputs Results 

LL No light 
L-H No bight 
H-L. No light 
H-H Light 

The same type of events take place when there 

are three AND inputs instead of two, The only differ- 
ence js, three Inpuls create eight possible combina- 
tions that can be applied to the gate, Out of the eight 

inputs only one input group will light the bulb, Thar 

Loge states 
Open switch = L 

Closed switth = 

Fig. 10-33 The classical description of an AND circurt is made up of a battery, a light Quid. and two switches in series. 
An open switch is though! of as an L and a closed switch as an H. Only the application of HH will fight the bulb 
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is when ail three switches are closed. The inputs low and the output is a high, that could be a symnp- 
and results look like the following: 

Inputs Results 

L-L-L No hight 
L-L-H No light 
L-H-L No light 
L-H-H = No ight 
HLL No light 
H-L-H No ligcht 
H-H-L No light 
H-H-H = Light 

When the AND pate has jour inputs; there are 

8 combinations. Five ipuls rakes 32 combnahens 
of possible logic states, and so on. Ne matter how 

many inputs there are though, the only way the AND 
gate will output a high is if all inputs are Hs, When 
you are taking the state of the AND output, a high 
means all inputs are hivh. If one of the imputs are 

tom of failure. The sate could have-sherted or 
opemed ma way that is causing the usexpected high 
reading. 

The actual AND circuit could be based around 
a parr of pnp transistors wired in parallel. Refer to 

Fig. 10-14, The emitters of both the pnp's connect 
to +5 volts through # resistor, The AND output is 
from the emutters. The two AND) puts are enter- 
ing through the two bases, 

Whes either or both inputs-receive-a low, one 
of the transistors or both will conduct and the uut 
put will be low, The only way a hugh can emerge 
fromt the output is if both inpats are high, When that 
happens neither pap can conduct and the outpat 
emitters rise to the supply of +5 volts: 

You coukd think of an AND gate as an electronic 
combaation lock ofsorts. A low ts output while the 
lock is shut tight. The only way the lock will open 
is wher the correct combinatin ts input, The cor- 
rect combination ts the input of all Hs. 

Fig 114 Two pnp transistors wired in parallel witn & base input and an emitter output can be an AND gute 
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OR Gate 
Figure 10-15 shows that the 7415257 chips use 

OR gates as part of the internal wining. The OR gate 
outputs are connected tu pins but Uhe inputs are at- 
tached to the outputs of the AND gates that they 
are doing the muttipiexang-with. The inputs from the 
address buy are the inputs to the AND gates. This 
chip was aso discussed in Chapter 8. 

The OR gate is drawn schematically fike an ar- 
Gliery shell on its sre, mstead of a fat bullet like the 

ANT gate. The classical electrical representation of 
the OR gate is also shown as switches that operate 
a ght bulb, The wiring in Fig, 10-16 3s different than 
the AND circuit, Whereas the AND circuit had 

switches in series, the OR circuit has the same 

Switches in parallei. The ANI) circuit also needed 

all the switches closed to Beht the bulb, but the OR 
crcut only needs 9 single switch closure to Muminate 
the bulb. The possible imputs are the followimg: 

Inputs Results 

L-L. : No light 

L-H Light 
H-1, Light 

HH Light 
The OR gate alse can have more than two in- 

puts. There can be three, four, or more. Like the 
AND gate, two iyputs prxduce four input possibili- 

Fig. 10-15. The OR gate on one output pin in the 741.S257 receives signal from two AND gates. Each AND gate is oper- 
led by One address bil and a Select signal. The OF gate symbol looks Wke an artillery shall tying an Its side. The OR 
gate’s output is high uniess both inputs are low. 
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Fig. 10-46. The OR gate can be thougtt of as two switches in parallel, The bit will light it efther one of both of the switches 
are closed. 

Fig. 10-17. The OF gate can be but with diode inputs in parallel 

ties, three inputs can have eight combinations of Hs 
and Ls, and four inputs make 16 possible ways that 
the inputs can be-arranged. However, no matter how 

many inputs, the OR gate will output «low only when 
il inputs are low. Otherwise the OR gate will out- 

put a bizh. If just one input out of many is high and 
all the rest are low, the OR gate will put out a high. 

An OR gate can be built with ¢ number of di- 
odes and a resistor as shown in Fig. 10-17_ If you 
want a two input gate, two diodes are used. For a 
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three input gate, three diodes are needed. One di- 
ode is needed for cach mput- 

The diodes are wired in paraile!. The anodes of 
the diodes are the input pins and the cathodes. are 
ted together. A resistor from —5 volts is connected 
to the cathode junction. The junction is alse the OR 
output pin, 

While the inputs aré all near 0 volts, the diodes 
do not conduct and the output is hekl at -5 volts 
wioch 34 a low. Ifa igh should appear at one of the 



anade mputs, that diode conducts. This makes the 

qaithode jumebon nse ap S vells toca relations high. 

A high onany of the-anodes will also produce a high 
at the output, This ss logical OR actrvity. 

Exclusive-OFR Gate 

The C128 doesnot use-any exclusive OR: ab 
breviated to SOR, chips. The XOR function though 

is very important to the machine. One of the instruc- 
hons-that the B50 wall respond te is KOR, which 

is dow wiy bo descnbe the achon. BOR i ihe aoe 
mam for echsve-OR. When pou order the Balk to 
EQ, it wilhexclusive-Oh all the bits in the accumu: 

labor regester with any memory locaton you provide. 

There will be more about this-in the next chapter 
on registers. Meanwhile, weow!l review the KOR 

gale so you will understand the ROR when you get 
boa 

The XOR gate symbol in Fig. 10-18 beaks. al- 
most cxatily like the OR symbol. The only differ- 

ence is a space between the input beads and the 
bottom of the body of the eymbal. A closer look re- 
veals that at the inputvend, the Jeads are attached 

to acurve and thane is a space between the curve 
and the restoof the symbol, LE -you think of the sym- 

bol as an artillery shell, then you can think of the 
input beads as the ramred used to patsh the shell mic 

Fig. (0-18. The SOF gate ss almilar to te OR gate, bul when heohighs are apphed nih opus, (he XOF autpats & kew, 

the big gun. The output lead ison the pointed end 
ol the shel-appesring symbe, 

Last's compare the OR and XOR inputs ancl out- 
puts to sec the difference the exclusmencss makes: 
you are signal bracng-a teo-input OR or an KOR 

Rate there are four input combinations possible for 
both gates. They are the same inputs whether the 

gate is-an OR oa NOR. The difference is im the 
outputs: 

On the OR outpot, the state will always lx a 
high except if both inputs are lows,.1f you logically 
think about these results, they do not really follow 

the definition of OR, The OR definition is, ff one 
“OR the other input is high, then the output is 
high. This is true for L-H and H-L. For L-L. oct 
ther mput is fugh so the definition indicates a bow, 
which will be present a3 long as the gute is okay. 

For the let possibility theugh, both outputs are high, 

H-H,. Yet the output. is high, 
The XOR gate ts a yanadon of the OR gate that 

does follow the logic. When the four input possibili- 

thes are considered, they are identocal-to the OR pate 
except for the last possibiity, H-H. When H-H are 

the mputs of the COR gate, the outputis alow. The 

XO gate only outputs a high wher ane or the other 
Of the inpits are Ingh. If both mputs are the same, 
both low, L-L, or both high, H-H, the output is a 

Teer. 

Truth Table 

inputs 

a 8 

o oO 

m4 

Catterent ari 

VAL qaabe: 
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NOR and XNOR Gates 

You will not have to contend with NOR, XNOR, 
amd other gate variations. The C128 deals mostly 
with AND, OR, NOT, and some XOR bogic abihties. 
if you Jearm these four functions and understand wiat 
the outputs of the gates do with various inputs, 
troubleshooting the C128 will become appreciably 
easier. | include a bref description of these other 
gaits simply for completeness. 

NOR is NOT OR amd XNOR is exclustve NOT 
OR. The NOT simply changes the outputs to a com- 
plement. The output of the NOR vate is the com- 
plement of the OR output. The same thing goes for 
the XNOR. Figure 10-19 shows the complementary 
relationships. Compare these with Fig. 10-15 and 
Fig. 10-18. 

GATE TESTING TECHNIQUES 

When a gate is to be tested the best equipment 
is the vom and the logsc probe. These mstruments 
however, can only give you the surface indications. 
As we have seen, the chips ar¢ circuits within cir- 
cuits within circuits. Deep down at inaccessible 
levels are the bipolar transistors, the FETs and 
other components that actually do the computing. 

They are forever sealed at mamufacturing in their 
microscopic space. You can think about them, but 
under normal servicing circumstances you'll mot en- 
counter ther directly. 

A gate Boat the next level of size and they do 
have test nodes that you can measure and obtain 
readings, The gate circuit level is the level where 
most of your voltage and logic state testing will take 
place. There are inputs, outputs, VCC (collector) 
and VDD (drain) pins readily available. The more you 
know about the way the Hs and Ls progress through 
the gate level circuitry, the quicker you will spot in- 
correct local states and pinpoint troubles. 

The top level of circuitry is the chip itself, When 
the chip is considered as a single component and is 
replaced a5 a test, you are in the overview mode. 
This ss'the first approach to a repair and és the gist 
of the chapters up to this one. More than 50% of 
actual troubleshooting that takes place in the field 
is in this overview mode. As a matter of fact. 
manufacturers have taken this mode of servicing a 
couple of steps further. They often will replace the 
entire board or even the entire computer te get you 
back in operation. The troubled computer can then 
be placed back on the factory production fine and be 
recycled back to new. 

Fig 10-19 The NOFA and XNOR symbots and truth tadles 
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Independent servicers, withowl the: benefit of 
alarge factory, follow the same procedure they have 
been using for yeurs on TV repairs. Computers are 
eadily caried..The home comparter or small busi- 
ness compater owner diecommerts a broken mnt un 
cares it into atepair shop. The senvioer approiches 
the repair by changing the sockeled chips that are 
indicated by the symptoms of trouble. Once. the 

socketed chips are deemed okiy, then the servirer 

will pull eut‘serice notes on the-machme and at- 
tack test nodes with the vom or logic probe. He 

looks for incorrect voltages and wroog ur missing 
loyic states: Massing or wrong supply voltages, highs 

where there should fe lows, tows: where highs 
should be present, three-state in the wrong places, 

ant so on. As you can see, knowitie Lhe way gates 
proctss bushes amd lowes ome 

1s? 



11. Servicing Digital Registers 

y this time, you shoukl know that, besides the 
logic gates, dyatal clectromcs requires ‘another 

entire category of TTL ond MOS devices. They are 
called registers. Regrsters are found throughout the 
digital circuits. There até mot in oil the coain-LSl 
chips. There are thousands upon thousands of them 
in RAM and ROM. Every resident of the memory 

Tap IS a Pesister of ane sort or anuller. Anomber 
of the rest of the smaller chips: are forma of 

fegisters, 
The important difference between a gate and 

a register is Thstrated in Fig. 11-1. A register can 
tore a high ora dow while a pate cannot. As soon 
ns a iogic state amives:at a gate, if it 1s not three- 

Hating, (he igh o9 low pets a quack passer Lorch 

te the output. It can't inger in the internal circuit. 
It igforced on through. The only time required i 
the propagation delay of the eiectron torement, 

which is typically about 15 nanoseconds. Bessles this 

1 bilbonths of o second pause. the state passes 
thecal thee ates, 

A register in the cether hand has bit hobters, 
It i¢.a place of storage. Once a high or low enters 
a register bit holder itcan stay as long as vou wil 
it te, proveding the clectnicity stays: ar. 
_  Aregister is composed of one or more single 
‘bt contamers. In the 4164 dynamic RAM chips, 
there are 65,536 single bit registers on-each chip 

Orgummed as 65,5065 0 1. The 2016 Color RAM chm 

is organized ag 2048 x 8. This chip has 28 B-bit 
TeRBieLs in ite meroory matox. The 745373 D 
Latch connected to the Color RAM bas one ‘-tat 
register, The Program Counter m the 8502 is a 

16-bel regaster. All the yariews sized rospters do the 

same bie of job. They are all able tostore hiteac 

cording te their orgnnimation, 

Each form of regster except the dynartic RAM 
"Wes Hip-Dop crcuts-as bit holders, The dynamic 



inpul pulses 

Fig. 11-4, The main difference between 4 gale and 2 register +s that a register can store & logic state and a gate cannot. 
In the tap citcult, wo NAND gates are wired together to form ari AND gate. Inputs are quickly ushered from the inputs 
to ine output, The botten: circuit shows the same two AND gates wired a6 a regester bit. inputs can be store: in the inter- 
fal circuitry, 

RAM uses the voltage that is contained in a capaci- 
tor charge. Chapter 8 contains additional informa- 
tien on cach of the following chips. 

FLIP-FLOPS 

The fip-fep circuit is ag old as clectronics, It 
is a means-of storing & charge. In the digital circuit, 
the presence of a charge is « high, and the lack of 
a charge is alow, Witha flip-flop, you can not only 

store the charge, but you can manipulate it. You can 
change @ fugh to a tow of a low to a hugh. ‘This is 

4 very valuable atulity. When you couple the stor: 
age and the state changing with the basic gate logic 
of NOT, AND, OR, and XOR, you are computing. 

A tip-flop can be built by crisscrossing two tri- 
ode vacuum tubes, or two npn’s, or two pnp’s, or 
two FETs, or even two gates, They are all able to 
characterize a flip-flop. Let's examine the step-by- 
step Ompop action of the circuit in Fig. 11-2. 

The circuit shows the transistors with imputs 
into Geir bases. Since the inputs are mto the bases, 
the mvdivedual pnp's are wired as inverters. The 
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Ag. 11-2. The basic flip-hop can. be built areund Iwo pnp transistors, 

bases are then cross-coupled into the other pnp's 

collector. When you power the two pnp’s, they beth 

try to conduct, However, one: is always slightly 

quicker than the other. There is feedback from the 
collectors to the other hase. The quicker pnp will 

go into saturation. The slower one will thus be forced 
ints cutoff. Chey will hokd this state of conduction. 

The one in saturation outputs a high as the pull 
up resistor has a large voltage drop. across it. The 
one cutodi outputs a low since its resistor has ne volt- 

age drop am! is at the —VCC supply voltage. The 

two transisters. will maintain this state. The only way 

it can be forced to change is if 2 high pulse is applied 

to the base of the cutoff pnp or 2 low pulse is sent 
to the base of the saturating pnp. If either event 
takes place the two transistors will flip-flop their iogac 
states. “The pnp that was cutoff will then saturate. 
The pop that was saturating will cutoff, The flip-flop 
wall then hold that state all another pulse comes along 

to change it agam. 
While you can’t get into a chip to test flip-flops, 

iL is useful to understand the way it stores a vullage 

state. There are a number of tests you cal make 

on flip-flop rircuits to see if they are able to store 

1m) 

voltages. For instance, if you know the address of 
a suspect reaister or bit holder, you can use the BA- 
SIC PEEK function to see if it is actually hokdg the 
highs and lows that it is supposed lo, The POKE 
command can be used to install test hits mto the reg- 
ister and then PEEK can look to see if the Lest bits 
ever amved. Refer to Fig. 11-3. There will be more 
about this in later chapters, 

There are a number of chips m the 0128 that 
are fip-flop types. The 741874 in the clock circuit 
contains two D flip-flops. The 74LSa73-15 called a 

D fateh, 
The 556 chip has two separate Dip-fops inside- 

The fip-flips are completely independent of cach 

other except for the fact that they share VCC and 

ground, The timing abéity comes from some com- 

parator circuits that are also built lato the sibcon. 
Let's examine the Commodore's chip flip-fops, 

74LS74 D Flip-Flop 

The 74LS74 chip contains two fip-flop circuits. 

The drawing of the pinout was shown in Fig. 8-14. 

There are two pins for VCC and ground and six 
other connections. 
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Fig. 11-3. Any register in the men- 
ony mage and wary bit in ihe regis 
fer can Be tegled with PORE and 
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The DUFF hag-one Data anpat. In-fact, that-ta 
why it bs called a 2, Other type FPscare: called [) 
|.atches and RS. The 1) has one Data (D) itipul. The 
input tea smghe bach or low ata time: When the log- 

ica level enters the D pin, itis sloredon the fip-flixp 
cremit. 

When a low enters D, a lew will appear at the 
Q output. Q's the important output. The other out- 

put, “Q. will become a high. ‘This is not an impar- 
fant output. [pcan be usehd sometimes; bot the O) 
outpat is the one that usually passes the logic state 

The flip-lop, though, will nod relmquish the state 
itis storing that easily. It must be triggered by a 
clack pulse that goes high. The FPF will ony jave up 

ils stored state when a high clock-anives, The 
T4L S74 requires a high clock pulse to pass the state 
from D to O. Other FFs can use a low clock pulse 
for the data transfer, 

The 74L374 hasten ether input capabilites, 
They-are Preset and Clear: They are-used: some 

times, but-not all the time, When it is necessary to 
preset the &) otpet to.a high, the input pin preset 

receives alow, When Q is required to be alow, then 
the low itnaerted at the Clear pin: 

TF4LSa73 D Latch 

The 74LS073 ma 0 kuch. The LM atehis.2 close 
relative of the: D flgy-flop. This latch has eight FFs 

itt. Latches can come with four, six, ar eight te 
gopackage. Theysare usually usedin bus lines:and 
different bus ines in differant applications. use chiffer- 
ent packages. (See Figs. 11-4 through 11-7.) 
Alatch is 2 parallel output device. With this eight 

pack, youcan send eight bits over euch address imes 
ad have them storedoor latched bil you want them 

to continue their journey, The latch is different than 
the. 2 m that the 1-4 F uses a clocked: input to re 
lease the-stored contents, A lateh uses a latch en- 
able pit. Pin 11 39 the latch enable. 

When data anives at the eight FFs, if is stared, 
Thee Entcés will bok the data-white the Jatch enable 

pan is Jow. As soon as a high arrives al the enable 
jan the data te freed and allowed to pass onto the 
Q output. In the CTH, the data comes. fram two 
places. The data entering D5-D0 is an address from 
Vit, The data-at D7 and Ti-anives from the simul 

Hipkex chip. The oitiput pans @7-Q0 connect te 
ST-SA0) of the address bos: The chips helping out 

inthe complex.addressine chore. Both the MPU and 
the VIC, ot different times must address RAM. The 
octal ich THLSS73 works with the nmultiplex chip 

amithe Vili supply lhe correcl address beta at 
the night time. 

Each ofthe emeht fip-fogs baie a D inpot-and 
a) output. The D-and O numbers show which & 
which. For instance, [Mh is the inpot to FF On) QO 

POT 
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Fag 11-6. Twn counters can count]. 1, 10. 11. Three counters can count, 1, 10. 741, 200; 101, 170, 117 Four couniers 
can mM 0,1, 10, 14, 100, 107, 910; 171, TOG, 1004, 1070, 1061, 100, 141 10, TTT 
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is the output for FP 0, AG of the fhp-fops- are bed 

together on one clock Ime and one three-state lime. 
Pin 11 the clock line input. It updates: the tatch 

with the strobe signal from-the VIC (*RAS). It wall 
open the latch dnd lel the eight its pase to the 
outputs. Almost at the sane: imme, ariew sel of eight 
bits-meves in and takes the place of the tuts that 

just beft. 
Pin 1,. *OEF is.the three-state control forthe en- 

tire chip. The signal ARC, also from the VIC, will 

tum the clponand off by exercising the three-state 

capability. 
The octal batch is. an 8-bit remater. It tsa booted 

type of register. All it can dois receive Ube eignt 
hits and hold them. Then, when given on enable sig- 
nal Ht outputs them. The latch is a handy device for 
temporary storage of bits while they °are being 
flashed around the bus lines during the movement 
of address or data bits. Fip-flop ireuits- ate a lot 

more versatile than the laich shows them to be. 

556 Dual Timer 

The 556 clup in the Commodore 128 has tw 

identical sections: There ts a flip-flop circuit m-each 

section that acts as@ 1-bit register, The register 
stores a control bit, Ome of the control bits tums 

the reset circuit on and off. The other coatrol bit 
enables-the- "NM pm of the BG. Poth flip-flops 

are very stable, and ance set or reset they will iain 
tum that state wiless focoed to change. Gee the Mirs- 

ter Schematic. 
Control of the control bot is accomplished wrth 

Specl circuits caled-oomparators. A cnajfaarainr cir- 
cuit acts something like a Dip-fop, tut it has same 
differences that make it difficult to use.as.a regis- 
ter. The tain difference being a reference voltage 

that is-appbed. A fip-flop does wol need this special 
voltage to store a state. 

The comparstor cirowt m Fre. 11-8 is based 

qr bye pipe brasishors wired with a common 
eintter resistor amd tyro collector resushars mm par- 
abel io negate — VOC. The mput signal enters 

throuyl: the base of one pnp. The-ocutput signal exits 

at the collector of the other pap. The base of the 
second pop receives the reference voltage. 

The reference cagnal asikis applied, forces Lhe 

second pop to edther cot offor saturate. When the 
pop ip cutoff, the collector catpul-is the same as 

fates according 10 ihe coetral ofa relereriog voltage 

LH 

Fig. 11-8. The vollage comparator circuilis piten tqund in computers: lt acts somewhot bre Tiplog except that in charges 



-VOC. Tf the pap is saturating, the eollector voit- 

age nses. Therefore, the circuit can attain two sta- 
le stahew. 

The toput voltiume cin change the total com- 

parator voltage stile df it 1s changed. if a iow-ds at 
the npot pin, the comparator will exhihit one state. 

A high at the mpul chimes the comparator state to 
the other stable state. In effect, the comparator cart 

oubpul achigh ofa low in response toa bith or low 
at the input. 

The siripat cf the comparator controle the state: 
Of the tip-top. Force, mn the G64 chin that con- 

trols reset, the tigger is ted to + Sovalts. When 
the computer ts first turned.oan, the supply voltage 

tees from serovolis to 45 volte: Theis mse to +5 

volts tigers the comparator which in tum sets the 
fhp-Bep. The cotput of the fop-flop isa high; The 
fughis changed to ajow as itis passed through the 

NOT pate, a section ofthe 7406, This low pulse is 
transferred to the "RES pm of the 8502. This ac- 
bon outputs the shurting iddress of the resel pou- 
ane. Phat ta-ivea the comparter powers up and 

evrentuaiiy gets the READY sion and thie cura on 
the screen. 

The other part of the 556 pertormns asimilar poh 
with the “RESTORE cipal. When you press Re- 

store on the keyboard, the resultant pulse je sent 
ta the trigger of the 556 eechon.. This produces the 

output signal “NMI which goes to pind of the B02 
to prodice the “NWO effect, Both of these circuits 
fe apersing in a one-shot mode. 

COMPUTING REGISTERS 

When vou get rigitt down to tt, the digrtalin- 

sides of one-computer i quite Hike anyother, The 
Comtintore 128 is different in certain wiry, bul it 
compubes past tke anv other brand. Computing is 

periormed in registers, These: are the regieters it 
the MPU, memory, and [0 chips: The support chips 

Hat we have Aust discussed to do jobs like latching, 
buffer. decoding, multipiexmp. and other duties 
to help move the. binary highs and lows from place 

boris in the perepeee fuicee al Lhe ght bistros. ‘These 

same types of suppert circuits are als found om the 

foam LS chips te help move the highs and lows from 

place to place of the chips, The computing itsell, 
though, lukes place m the registers of the hirge, im 
portant chips. 

What computing bods down tos the mampula- 
tion of cumbers.Ail the calculating, all the com: 
nications work, the-tonmiposlion of graphics, amd the 

other tasks that the computer is able to cho is noth- 

ing more Chan the inanidation of mimbers. The 
nulinbers are clever codes of the letters and charac- 
tere bot they are still numbers. The nombers are 

represented! in the regsters as highs and lows, but 
the logic states are numbers nevertheless, 

The registers can perioom a ioted grogp bf 

manipulations. on the highs and lows. You have al- 
ready 6én how a register of tour bits can add bit 
after bit, froma start of L-L-L-L tea tetal of H-H- 

H-H. This is one of the jobs a register can do. The 
ther jobs are equally casy.in comprehend: The 

regasters are not cipable of doing amy truly comple: 
things. “To itemize, ressters can adel or subtract, 

shift or rotate, merement or decrement, clear, com: 

flement, AND. OR, or SOR. 

Besides beng able to pertorm these pebe in te 
registers, they are budt te be able te move the con- 

tents of the registers Irom one register to another, 
The contents of MPU mansters can be stored in 
RAM registers, the contents of RAM or ROM 

Pegisters om be loaded back to the MPU and dita 
contents ofthe Ra02 registers can be stored, loader! 

uf sapped iiss euch ober, In ackbbon, Bo02 reg. 
ister: contents can ‘be-sent to 10 chips for transfer 

to peripherals, of penpherd conbents-cain be sent 
lithe BE tepistery via the LO chips. Diming eer- 

vicing it is best to keepin mind that the: numbers 
heme manipeltted an moved arc veltape highs and 
lnws. 

Dron the mampolabnngy anchmoving of the mum- 

bers, the question comesup, where should this data 
he moved to? The register thit answers this ques 
bon isthe propram counter. tis a special register 

that does the addressing. [tis examined in detad in 
Chapler 12. 



An important ability of 2 register is shifting. 
What its shifting? It is the talent a register has of be- 

ing able toshift bits frorn side to side. For example, 
suppose an eight bit register you are working with 
contains LLHL LHLIH. If you instruct the register 
to “‘shift the contents one bit to the jeft,”’ the reg- 
ister will go to a state of LHLL HLHL. The con- 
tents of the register moved one bit to the Jeft. If 
you now told the register to move one bit to the 
right, the register would then change hack to its 

ongimal state, LLHL LHLH. That is shifting. An- 
other form of shifting ts called rotating. Shift and Ro- 
tate are important instructions that the MPU and 
other chips with shift registers can respond to. 

Shift registers are ‘not new. A shift register is 
formed by adding some storage flip-flops to an ordi- 
nary register as shown in Fig. 11-9. If an 8-bit reg- 
ister is to be able to shift, it needs seven additional 

flip-flops, The seven FFs are installed between the 
eight individual register bits. They will latch the in- 
dividual bits as they are transferred during the shift. 
For example, the register contents from above 
LLHL LHLH, could be shifted one bit to the Jeft in 
the following way. 

First a copy of each H bit is placed into the latch 

to the Jeft of the register bit. Next, all the register 
bits are replaced with Ls. The last step is to move 
the Is out of the latching FFs into the next bit to 
the left. The one bit shift left is complete. 

The shifting and rotating of bits ina register is 
a valuable talent. The 8502 responds to machine- 

Storage 
Hiplops 

language mstructions such as Shift Left, Rotate 
Right, etc, Upon receipt of such an instruction the 
register performs the shifi. Between the register 
hits and the latches installed between bits, the highs 
and lows are shifted. What does the shift do num- 
berwise? 

Let's think of the Ls and Hs as binary 0s and 
is. Suppose the shift register is filled with 0000 
0001, In decimal, this is the number 1, The regis- 
ter is then given the instruction ' ‘shift one bit to the 
left.”” It does so and the register then reads 0000 
OOLO, The 1 moved to the ft and the value of the 
register in decimal is now 2. You are probably think: 

ing, wiry this is exactly like the binary adder. No it's 
not. Even though the adder, after an addition of 1, 
totaled 2, this shift register has not added but dou- 
bled its decimal value. 

This becomes clearer as we instruct the regis- 
ter to shift another bit to the left. The register then 
shows 0000 6100. This ts the decimal value of 4, 
The register has doubled again. The adder register, 
after another add would be three. Should we shift 
left once more the register goes to 0000 1000, which 
is decimal 8, The shift doubles the value of the reg- 
ister when it gees one bit to the left. This fact be- 
comes very Valuable when you are manipulating 
tumbers as you compute. 

If the shift teft produces a doubling of numbers, 
what happens to the numbers during a shift right? 
The value of the register is divided in half as the reg- 

ister is made to shift nght. One move to a higher 
significant bit multiplies the register value by two, 

Fig. 11-9. The she repester needs additional storage flipflops betwean register bls. First, the states that are in the bit 
holders are transterred to the storage flipflops. Next the main register bits are-a® claared. Lastly, the stored bets are returned 
to the main register but shifted one dit to the right or lah, whichever is Geared, 
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Fig. 14-20, The shitt megister id handy tp conven sarialigata te paralel, or vie vera, 

One move to a bower sigmiicant value divides the 
register value by 2. This is one important function 

of a register during the task of munsber crunching. 
The shift register haw other jobs: A can do. Tt 

qidesduring the transferring of numbers from place 
to place. As data is transfered from regsster to repg- 
ister itis coded, deeded, litched, buffered, maal- 
tpléxed, and changed in numerous other ways to 
met-the datz te the right place, in the night form, at 

preciegly the correct time, Sametimes a hyte of data 

is Leansferred in paraiel fashion, all bite moving omer 
a hyte-sined bos. eh abreast. Other times the byte 
is bainsletred ine senal way, over one wire, one 

hitats time, ma beop-smele fle-columa, There-alsa 
comes a Hime when the parabel group af bits msl 
leave the eight lines mn the bus-and enter ome ware 
int eingle file. 

Someliines a serial shenal must ia converted tu: 

enter a parallel bus line. The still register ican do 
the honors, This use of the shift regester in’ stricthy 

an eansier medium and has. bearing on thesumer- 
ical value of the bits, There are a oumber of these 
types: of-shifl registers in the V0 circuits of the 

C128. The shift register can receive a serial data 
ingst at its lowest significant bit. The bits-enter one 
ata time and are immedsately shifted to higher bits, 
Asa fall byte of hits enters the hyte sized register, 

the ints fil the register, The serial bits are thus 
latched into the register. Each bit holder bas -an cut- 

putiercmal, The outputs are al conmmected.ta an- 
other latch. “Chis latch is connected to the parallel 

ines of Gee-data bus: The latch is opened and the 
hits flow ente the data bus.as/a parallel mgnal. Fig- 
une LL 10 dlhisirates this promess: 

The reversé 1 also par of the shift fepisher’s 
duties; The parallel data ‘hus ts able to latch its con- 

tents. Tie latch is then compected to Uhe-shell rep 
ister. The latch empties ito the shift register m a 
parallel} fasigon. The shill resister can Leen-shult- the 
hits ts the night and output them one al a time: oul 

of the least sipruficant bat, 

Clearing 

An important. job that registers can do i 
CLEAR: The word clear means to reset a register 
or bat to a Jow.-or munerically a0, Figure 11-11 d- 
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Atter being clearnd or reset 

7 6 5 3 ? 
Q 0 0 0 0 

Fig. 14-11. When a registar & instructed to clear or reset, afl the bits are replaced wilh Os, no matter what wae Ihere be 
forehand 

lustrates this iden, A register usually must start 
operating in a clear state of 0). 

While the various names for this process all 

mean the sate thing, there are some fine distine- 
tions. The word reset seems awkward when refer- 
ring to the Start of a register. It seems to make more 
sense if a register is clear when it starts uff and at- 

tains a stale of reset the second time it goes to a 
0. A register should become set to @ 1 before it can 
then be reset to a 0, 

Whatever the variations in defirations, you can 
think of the register being clear, as long as it is in 
a state of 0, When a register is cleared all the bits 
are reset 1) 0, There are many electronic ways a 

register can be seroed. You can add the correct 
states to aregster and end up with all Os. The reg- 
ister can be shifted into a complete 0 state. The reg- 
ister can have Os POKEd into it, The register can 
have AND or OR logic applied to it to produce Os, 
The clearing of registers is an iinpartant ability and 
besides programmung is used extensively in the fac- 
lory during quality control testing, 

Complementing 

When a register & complemented, all the highs 
are changed to lows and the lows are changed to 
tughs, This process is shown in Fig. 11-12. This is 
casy to do electronically. If you transfer « byte of 

Betore 

7 3 1 
7 ! 9 

Attor baing complemented 

i 2 
0 ! 

Fag, 11-18 fm register ts instructed to complement, all Os are changed te In and all ts to Gs 
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bits from one register to another you can change the 
state of the individual bits; All you need de is paas 
each bit through a NOT gate as it moves from reg- 
ister to register. The- 1s wall change: to 0 and the 
Os will become Is. 

At first glance, this looks like an interesting: but 
not very useful data nwmpulation. What value can 
the complement maneuver be? As it works out, in 

hearts anithmetic, complementing is an important 

TE alle nena to add binary owmbers are 
relatively simple. We've explored the binary counter 
arout-somewhat. With Ukat circuit it is easy to add 
numbers, It ts also easy and straightforward tw add 
one register to another. Simple multiplication can 
aso be performed-smce mulizpheaton ts only the ad- 
dition of a lot of the same numbers. Phe lightning: 
fast registers perform multiptication by simply 
adding the group of same numbers together, It 
doesn’t need a multiplication table like a humsan does. 
To get 4 x 6, the registers pst add d + 4 + 4 = 
4+44 4. 

While addition and multiplication lend them- 
selves to FF regmsiers, subtraction does not. fn or- 
der to design circuits that will subtract quickly, 
expensive and difficult designs have to be manufac- 
tured. There isan caster way to get the computer 
to subtract, It is called swhtraction by addition of 
the complements. This is tacky, but once urder- 

stood, simple, 
It works out.and you'll have to take my word 

for it, that if you-take the complement of a binary 
number, and add it in a certain way to another bi- 
nary number, the result will be the same as af you 
had subtracted the original number, That § how the 
R02 m the C128 does subtraction. 

Tm not going into a proof; there are plenty of 
bouks around on the subject df you are curious, The 
knowledge of the subtraction method is not vital te 
the repair of the C128. Fur your information though. 
the C82 performs the-subtraction with the two's 
complement. 

When you change the Is to Os and the (is to ls 
in @ register, it is called one’s complement In or- 
der to obtain the two's complement, you adda 1 

to the register contents. That makes the register 
contain the two's complement. In order to subtract 
the onyinal register number, the two's complement 
number is added. The result of this addition is the 
same as subtracting the original numbers, 

In case you are curiows about complex multipli- 
cation and division of numbers, microcomputers 
usually have special subroutines installed on their 
ROM chips. These routines are called every time 
a long multplication or division problem has to be 
solved_ This has nothing to do with complementing. 
The important use of complementing is subtraction, 
There are other things a programmer might do. 
These are of littl interest during troubleshooting 
or repair. 

Increment, Decrement, and Jump 

The Commodore 128 has a number of registers 
that are continually counting up, counting down, or 
jast jumpey from one binary number to another, For 
example, the 16-bit Program Counter is constantly 
Going this. ‘The PC always contains 9 binary nutn- 
ber. The number is the next address in the mem- 
ory map that will be contacted. When the number 
advances by one, it is said to be snoremented by one. 
If the number is reduced by one, it is decremented 
by one, Should the sumber just change to 2 number 
that 1s far from the previous number, it is making 
a pimp: 

These three register abilities are vital to the 
eperition of the PC. The PC is attached to the 16 
address bus lines. The 8502 gets connected to what- 
ever number the PC puts on the address bus, 

The PC is buill to automatcally increment by 
one alter every address cycle while running = pro- 
gram. It does the incrementing cottinually unless 

it is instricted by the program to do otherwise. ‘The 
incrementing is simply ackiing @ 1 to the beust sig- 

nificant bet of the register. Hf there-ts.a low in the 
LSH itis replaced by a high. Should there be a high 
in the LSB, the tigh is transferred to the next higher 
bit and the LSB ends up with a low. Refer to Fig. 
11-13. As each new high is applied to the LSB the 
otal tanary number ts incremented by 1. Note that 
this promess is addition in the register and not shift. 
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ing, which continually doubles: the total with each 
shift. The numbers increasc one-at a time as the ad- 

dition carries from bit to higher bet. 
Decrementing is the reverse nf incrementing, 

During the decrement job, the total binary number 

ina register is reduced by 1. For instance, in the: 

BE02 there are bwo repesters called the X and ¥ in- 
dex repsters, Ome of the techniques of indexing has 

to do with decrementing a-register aller each ad- 
dressing cycle. As a 1s removed the entire repis- 

ter tanary mumber is’ reduced by 1 
Incrementing and decrementing registers hy 1 

168 Common practoe during computing. In wddition. 
registers can be changed drastically. For example. 

the program counter can recente a JUMP instruc: 
ton followed by a large number. When the JUMP 

amives, the number could be added te the presen 
addressoon the PC. A new larger number a5 then 

prodiced of the POS The new number is pled on 
the address-bus. The adkiressing then jumps: over 
4 group of wumbers and lands on the new number 

placed on the bes. Thins avery important finction 

of the program counter regreter. 

ANDing and ORing 

AND and OR gates have been discussed. With 
the aid of AND or OR pates, registers can also per- 

form the AND and OR jobs. As Fig. 11-14 shows, 

if you connect the outputs of a byte sized memory 

location and an 8502 register to eight AND gates, 
the outputs of the two registers can be ANDed to- 
gether. The outputs of the AND gates could then 
be placed intoa third register for storage, The third 
register would contain the results of the ANDed 
repisters. 

‘The ORing of two registers can be accomplished 
in the 4ame wav. The same position bits item two 
fegislers are injected into C)R gates and the outputs 
of the gates placed into a third register. NOKing two 
fegisters can also be easihy periinmed with this bech- 

nique. ANDing, ORing, and XORing are all easily 
done between memory locations and the aocumtila 
tor cegester im the B02, The KORme ts called EOR 
iy ConuEeore 

There: will be a lot more about revisters in the 
iflowing discussions of the details on the main LSE 

chips. However, you'll find that there ign'l really loo 
mich variety in what FP registers are-doing. They 
eny doadew jobs. They-all can glace, latch, ‘and 

passon binany data, Thes some of them, but not 
all, are able te increment, decrement, Gear, com- 

plement, shift, and rotate. Lastly, 3 chosen beware 
able to add, subtract, muliply, divide, ANT, OF, 

and WOR, That's wout-all registers can do. ‘That's 
il they have to do to pet the computing cone, 



12. 8502 Microprocessor 

hr 8502 is Che en actor in the drama of C128 
and Ce meade computing. The 280) is its coun- 

terpart for CP/M mode, The #502, when it fails, can 
produce the following svmptomes. First-of all, it can 
tause acomplete breakdown with these conditions. 

The pilot light will turn on okay, power will be pres- 
ent mm the compoter-at al <5 vole connections. yet 
nothing will be happening. Fathire of the 8502, un- 
der these conditions, is indicated. The 8508 is. the 
Tumiber one suspect and sheuld be tested. 

The 8502 could possibly also be the culprit if ane 
ofthe modes is gome but the other one is still okay’. 
However, the 8502.15 not the prime suspect in these 
eases. In fact, it is probably good when only one 
mode fats, 

The pome suspects when the C125 mode conke 
outand the (O4 mode is fine, are lhe MMU, 17, 
the PLA, U1] and the ROMs which are operating 
the C128 mode, They are U3 and 034, ROMs 2 
and 3. On lhe other hand, if the C128 mode is down 
and the Ch mode is okay, then the susmects be- 

come the (7 MMU, 011-PLA-and ROM1. ROM 
contains the Cid operaling system and the MMU 
and PLAcare volved because they perform the se- 
lecting and addressing of the ROMs. ft is pexssable 
lhat the 8500 could have: some odd troubke that is 
producing the symptom, bul is it probably alight. 

The #20, while not involved in the operation cf 
the C28 and Ci modes, is-also a-sugpect. It sc 
happens that the 280 is the chip that gets the C18 
computer started. The-Z80, covered in the pext 
chapler. ts grven control eben you first torn on the 
Thaching, Ohiice the machine ig munning, the ZA0 then 
turis control over to the 8502 and its workmates, 
Therefore the peasihitity always exists thata had ZSU 
is llling the C122 and C64 modes because it is not 
glaring up the rmactine. When the C128 does pot 
Con Of properly, then Tine up the symptenns-and 
putzle out what could be happening according to the 
existing symptoms. “The immediate suspects are the 
#50¢, 280, MMU, PLA, ROM1, ROM? and ROM3, 

Note that the symptonr species that power ts 



being supplied properly. If there is no power, this 
chapter does not cover the trouble Chapter 24 has 
the ne-power story, 

ADDRESS AND DATA BUS LINES 

When the modes are gone and power is okay, 
then the frst troubleshvoting step is to test the ad- 
dress and data bus lines at the 8502 pins. Coming 
out of the pins m Fig, 12-1 are the address lines; 
Al5-A0. When these lines are operating okay. then 
they ere cunning continually and qutputting yanous 
sets of bits according to the data that is coming from 
the operating system in the ROMs. According to m- 
structions, the: adress lines are opening up locations 
and either reading the location's data or writing to 
the locations. The readmy and writing cause fits to 
be constantly traveling the data bus. 

You can detect the tat movement on the 16 ad- 
dress lines and cight data lines with a logic probe. 
The bits, both address and data bits, travel as waves 
of pulses. When the bits are in motion, the pulsing 
is called activity, The Jogic probe will turn on its 

PULSE light. 
Inskde the 8502, by-each pin connection, 1s:a 

buffer. The 16 address buffers are two sets of eight 
buffers each. There are cight called address bus high 
and cight called address bus low. The eight high puns 
comnect to lines AIS-AS and the low pens are to lines 
A7-A0. These designations follow true to form hack 
to the innards of the chip. Deep inside are the two 
sections of the program counter: program counter 
high and program counter low, 

Also deep in the chip are the other registers, 
Figure 12-2 shows how these registers interact. The 
stack pointer register connects to the low part of 
the addressing system. The ALU conuects to both 
the low and high sections. The input data latch aiso 
connects to both the low and high. 

When you touch down on the addressing pins 
with the logic probe, the address bits are commyg 
from one of these four registers, The most promi- 
nent register is the 16-bit program counter, It can 
address one of the 64K memory banks because it 

has 16 pins to form bit combinations. 

The ALU-am! the data latch alsu can address 
the entire memory map with their outputs. The 

stack pomler, though, is enly attached to the lower 
address lines, A7-A(). It can only point to 256 mem- 
ory locations with its eyght-bit capacity. 

In the RAM locations, 2 special section ts as- 
signed to be the stack. The stack is piven 256 ad- 
dresses, from decimal location 255 through 5t1, as 
in Fig. 12-3, The 8502 uses this area to store tem- 
porary data, subroutine control bits and interrupt 
bits. | give more deta on the stack later in this 
chapter, 

The eight data bus lines, unlike the one-way uut- 
quing address lines, can both input and output data 
bits. When data exits the D7-D0 pins, the bits are 
coming oul of a-set of eight data bus buffers. ‘The 
tits continue on lo whatever location had just been 
addressed. When the bits arrive at the location they 
enter registers and are stored or produce some sort 
of action. It ts said that the processor has past ex- 
ecuted a write, 

When the processor is domy a read, though, the 
hits are entering the D7-D0 pins. Once inside the 
chip, the bits have twu possible places they can go. 
If the bits are ordinary data, they go te the same 
data bus buffer stage that aise can output bits. Two 
sets of eight bulfers are in the stage. One set is 
pointed out and handles the bits that are leaving the 
processor. The other eight buffers are pointed m- 
ward and handle the input Sits, The input bits are 
buffered and enter the processor circunts. 

The other place incoming bits can go to 4 the 

instruction register, known as the IR. Whena pro- 

gram is being read by the processor, first ar instruc- 
Gon is read and then the data the instruction refers 
to. The instructions go to the IR and the date goes 

to the data bus buffer, Figure 12-4 shows. the ar- 
rangement, 

STACK 

There are a number of important registers in 
the 8502 that will be covered now, One such 
register is the stack pointer, The word pointer sim- 
ply refers to.an address: The stack is allocated dec- 
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Fig. 12-1. The 8502 basa set of three-state buffers in itu uddress Output circuit Ihat-can be tured off and on with an 
AEC signal from VIC. 



Stack pointer 
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Fig, 12-2. The stack pointer is alte to form addresses trom 256 to 511 only. It % connected onty to the lower address 
bes, AG-AT. of the program counter. 

imal addresses 256-511. The stack pointer is nine 
hits wide (see Fig. 12-3). Nine bits are able to form 
enough combinations to held @ stack address. The 

addresses thal the stack pointer register are able 
to hold are, in binary: 1 0000 0000 to 1 1111 1111. 
The stack starts with 1 1111 1111 which is 511 in 
decimal. 
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11112 1111 is the address when the stack is 
empty. lf the 8502 PUSHes a byte mto the stack, 
then the byte enters 1 111] 1111 and the pointer 
decrements to the next lower empty number: 1 1111 

1110, The pointer register keeps Gecrementing as 
the stack fills up. The stack is sble to store a page 

(256) of bytes. 
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Fig. 12-3. The stack pointer register |s actually nine bits wide, The ninth dit (numberad & since the first Dit is numbered 
0), is always set at 1, This gives the register the range of 1 0000 0000 to 1 1111 1111, which is 256-511 in decimal 
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Fig. 124. The accumulator register recerves insiruchon hits from the instruction ragster and decoder. The accumulator 
giso receives and oulputs dale bils to and fom the deste bus. The date bus buffers control the direction in which data bes travei. 

li the stack is near full, then the pomler could 
read 1 0000 0100. Should the 8502 PULL a byte off 

the stack, the pointer would then increment and 
point to the next empty byte hokder: 1 0004) 0101. 
The stack area tn RAM is the repository where the 
states of the reyisters of the 8502 can be stored, 
when need be. For example, as programs are being 
run there are usually lets of interrupts. The mter- 
rupt could be a pempheral device that needs immedi- 

ate attention from the 8502, A device that will have 
priority over the running program. 

The intennupt forces the 8502 to stop at the next 
vonverient moment. Meanwhile, all the registers m 
the 802 are in the madst of a Iot of data mamipuls- 
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tion, Tf the 8582 should just step to service the 
penpheral interrupt, what happens to all the data in 
the registers? It could all be lost as the 8502 ser- 
vices the interrupt. 

As you may have guessed, all the data in the 
pertinent registers are PUSHed onto the stack be- 
fore the 8502 deals with the internupt. The register 

bytes are stored im the stack temporaniy. First the 
contents of the 16-bit program counter are pushed 
onto two stack jocations: Then the contents of the 
X and ¥ index registers are pushed on two more 
locations, Following that, the one byte in the ac- 
curnulater is pushed on. Lastly the eight bets m the 
condition code register are placed mto one byte. 



Once the registers are stacked, Whe 8502 then ser- 
wees the interrupt. 

At the end-of the interno roubine, the Shei as 
resithy. io resume: the- program that was ie Progress 

when the interupl artived. The 8502 noe must re- 
shone that registers to the state in whack Wey had 

heen. The 8502 starts pulling or anit i called pay 
frig, the bytes out ofthe stack. The-pomter és ad- 

tresenie (he last byte toogoom the conden code 

register. The state of the CO, which was the last 
byte (Last In First Out. LEG) ts- popped and 

retumed to its-reqister in the MPU. Then the rest 
tH the bytes are popped im-the reverse-order that 

theyventered. The poitter emhi upewl the onignal 
location it bral basen addressing: 

The bits in the stack pointer are fot stored m 
the stack. arca because they arccnolt affected by the 

Intenmupt. They remain in the B00 to feneriber 
wthene the bytes were stacked during the mternipt. 

[tts sax? that the stack ts found in “page 1" 
if lhe BAR RAM tieteory bank AAR bank is par- 

tioned of inte “pages.”" A peer is simply 256 
bytes. Page O-holds decimal locations (+255. Pape 
1 hast location 256-511. In 64K (bere is encagh 
ream for 2o6 pages. Thedagt page inthe 64K bank 
is 255, 

ARITHMETIC LOGIC UNIT 

The S502 te quite dike the 6502 Uhat is im. the 
VIC 20 and the 65.10 found in the C64. AM of these 
MPUs are the result of more than 30 years of evo- 
futon, There 2s nothing dramabeally new about the 
iicruprocessor except for the tact that their circuits: 
are microscopic. Essentially the same -chctronic 

manipulations have been going on for years in 
“vacuum tubes, transistors and then integrated cir- 
cuits, The ALU, the arifiesetic logic tout, it not a 
new innovation. It is as okt as computers, [tis alse 
the most vilal-section ol a computing system, It does. 
Hee dha manipulation, 

ACtypical ALL! has ten byte-smed inputs and one 

eight-bit @ulmut, ag Fig. 12-5 shows. The ALL is 
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Fig. 12-5. 7he SLU Fae two byie-sized inputs-and an peght-bit quipul 
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able to do the following things 2s it crunches the two 
inputs to a single outpat. First it can add the two 
inputs into 2 singge outpal result. The addition, with 
some mathematical trickery can also result in sub- 
traction, multiptication and division. Next the ALU 
can complement its intemal registers, making all 1's 
into ()'s and all 0's into 1's. Tt can clewr one of its 
inputs; that is. change the inpatsto 0. It can become 
@ shift register and shift all the bits in one of the in- 
puts either to the right or to the left. Finally it can 
perforin loge manipulations such as AND, OR and 
Exclusive OR. 

Shifting 

When a shift left is made, the value of a regtis- 
ter curitents is doubled, ashe righ? is made, the 
value im the register is divided: by two, When the 
shift nght is made, the lowest significant bit falls out 
of the register into a special bit holder in the condi- 
tion code register and a () is forced into the most 
significant bit. During a shift Jeft the MS bat falls out 
into the bit holder and # 0 is placed inte the LS bit. 
Figure 12-6.depicts the way in which the shift works, 

The shift ability has 2 variation called rofute. 
Rotating works in the same fashion as shifting ex- 
cept for one major difference: when you shift a byte, 
ome of the end tats falls mto the hit holder in the CC 
register. 

With the rotate function, the bit that falls out 
does not get lost, as shown in Fig. 12-7. It is caught 
in the CC hit holder like the shift function. However. 

the contents of the bit holder are brought around 
to the other end of the register and installed there. 
The same thing happens with either a rotate right 
or rotate left, the bit nist travels in the other direc 
tion. The CC bit holder acts as a ranth bet of the sheft 
register that connects the two ends of the register 
into a loop. Incidentally, the CC register ts. also 
known as a flag register and is covered later in this 
chapter. 

Logic Manipulations 
Asthe name inoplies the ALL, besides perform- 

ing anthmetic. calculations, also does loge mangu- 
lations, Logic is a form of mathematics that deals 
with the NOT, AND, OR, ete. calculations. In the 
ALU are forms of these gates to dy the logic work. 
For instance. the complementing mentioned cartier 
is acteally a logic job. When a register is com- 
plemented it has. all its-bits nm through NOT gates 
wtuch change 1's to 0's and 0s to 1's, 

When the ALU ANDs two inputs. it uses one 
ANID) gate for every bit position, 7-0, in the two im- 
puts. Fhe two MS pasitions, bits. 7, can he the in- 
put to the position 7 AND gate. The resultant AND 
output becomes the output bit 7, Each set of bits 
can be ANDed in the same way, An AND operation 
procteds simultanevusly m parallel. The operatinn 
forms & total ANDed byte. 

When you AND a byte with another byte, all 
the fat sets that had 0s will output a 0. AD the bit 
sets that bad two 1's will outpat a 1. ANDing.a byte 

Coriterts 

Extra bit ol ba tT 4 ; 

wre} | PE PP l= 
Srahenetic shit lett 

—f PFEFFER TEE 
Logecal shift night 

Fig. 12-6. Curing an Arithmetic: Shel Let instruction, a © is pushed into bit 0, the contents of the register aré all shifted 
one ba to the left and the contents of byt 7 fall imo the C flag of the status register. Guna Dung 4 Logical Shit Right, a 9 
Pushed into bit 7, the register contents are shifted one bit right mnct the Contents of bit 0 fall into tne C hag 
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Fig. +2-7. During Ratate instructors, the loose tit falls into the C flag, but the contents af the C flag are pushed aut and 
inte: ihe bit that becomes empty due tothe instruction The C flag connects the register inte a closed ring and acts as 
a ranth De. 

dows you to mask a byte. If you want to make sure 
that certain bit positions wil end up with ()'s, then 
you AND those bits with O's. This procedure, for 
machine Lingtiage programmers, shown in Fig. 12-8, 
is known as masking off certain bit positions. 

On the other hand if you want bit positions te 
remain unchanged, then they are to be ANDed with 
I's. These bits are thus not masked and will be the 
same before and after ANDing. 

The ALU ORs two mput bytes m the sare way. 

Whenever one of two: inputs inte an OR gate is i 
1, the output is a 1. The only way two ORed bits 
can produce a (is if both inputs are O's, The total 
result of one byte being ORed with another byte t 
an ORed output byte. 

When it is necessary to change certain bite in 
one of the ALU inputs to I's. all you have to do is 

OR the chosen bits with 1's. Figure 12-9 demon- 
strates the process. Whether the bit is a0 oral. 
when itis ORed with a1 it will be a1 output, The 
bit» that are ORed with-a 0 will pot have any 
changes, The I°s will remain I°s and the 0s will re- 
min 4's, 

The 8502 is also able to Exclusive OR two in- 
put bytes. When two input bits are the sare, 47 
ther a pair of 1's or O's, then the oelput bit will be 

a U. If the two bits are different, # 1 and 20, m et 
ther way, then the output bit wall be 1, The total 
result of a byte being EORed with another byte is 
a total EORed byte. The EOR operation is used to 
detect errors and correct code. While this is mostly 
the programmer's province, these logical manipu- 
lations can be installed in engineering diagnostic pro- 
grams to detect subtle circuit faults. 

ACCUMULATOR 

Veteran computer people refer to the accumu- 
tor as 3 seraick pad. This name came about be- 
cause it is a holding place for the bmary numbers 
that go in and out of the computer, The atcurnula- 
tor register in the 8502 is an eaght-bit place wired 
between the data bus, D7-D0, and the ALU. The 
programmer thinks of the accumulater but doesn't 
concern himself with the ALU. As far as the 
programmer is concerned, the ALU is just a calcv- 
lator that the accunmilator uses- 

The accumulator 5 the most prominent regs- 
ter. It performs all pf the arithmetic and logic 
manipulations with the aid of the ALU. The aceumw- 
fator is wired, with eight data limes, to the internal 
data bus of the 8202. The internal data bas leads 

to the data bus buffers and then oul to pins D7-DO, 
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Fig. 12-8. Register bits can be masked off to 0's by ANDing them with O's. Bits ANDed with 1's. will remain the same 

The connection scheme is shown in Fig, [2-10. 
When you are probing the eight data bus pins, you 
are actually examining the eight bits of the accumu- 
lator. When the computer is operating okay the logic 
probe should show pulses on all eight pins just like 
the address pins show pulses an all 16 pins. 

The accutmilator can either receive data from 
the data bus or output dats to the bus lines. The 
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data bus buffers decade which way the traffic should 
be allowed toe flow. Inside the microscopic data bus 
buffer are 16 YES gates. The gates are three-state. 
Eight gates aré wired to send bits out of the 8502, 
and the other eight pates are wired to receive bits 

from the memory map locations. The gate wiring is 
called '*head-to-tee."" The 16 gates are all in series 
with the eight datu Ines, Two gates to 2 line, the 



~ 

3 3 ; 

Fig. 12-42 Register bits can be changed to t's by ORing them with t’s: These Ofled with 0's wall remain unchanged, 

two gates though are m parallel with each other, The 
two gates are each pointed in the opposite direction 

from each other. 

The three-state YES gates are controlled by the 
R*W line. When the line is high, the eight gates 
thal process the read operation are on and the cight 
gates that allow the write are turned off, lf the R/+W 

line goes low, lhen the reverse takes place. The 

eight read gates go off and the write gates turn on. 

The accumulator accepts data during 2 read and out- 
puts data if a write is ordered. 

INSTRUCTION SET 

The 8502 is able to receive instructions in the’ 
form of bytes of binary bits, In a byte there can be * 
a possible 256 different combinations of bits. Hows © 
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bytes to the 8502, The bytes are what the program 
consists of and the 42 processes byte after byte. 

This & what a processor does. It ning programs. 
The 66 bytes that make up-the instruction set 

all have a different combination of highs and low, The 
HOG has oriceoal citcuiry that can recognize the 56 

different eight-bit- sets. 
To use an analogy, suppese you havea combi 

naboo dock that requires eygbt different numbers: to 

open it up. The lock wall remain locked til you en- 
ter the numbers nthe correct sequence, Afber sou 

enter the cumbers all the tumblers will fall and the 

lock will open, You could gay, the eight combination 
mumbers of the lock are an instruction that says 

“nen.” When-appied, the-lock will abeuvs open. 

The instruction bytes operate m the same way, 
When on bstructon byte is applied to the 8502 from 
Amennony location where tt was stored, it actrvates 

one e056 routs. Each circuit i luit to pertorn 
@ job when this activated. “The circuit responds by 

doing the speciic job the instruction byte calls for, 

Instruction Byte 

Some ed the bytes incthe stoned program form 

matructions. Other bytes in the program are mot in- 
‘etnuctons, they arc data. The instructions ane 

gpecic to the instruction set. The chita is the infor. 
mintion that the insimactons process. 

Typical instructions. are. store, load, add, sub- 

back, complement, chear, increment, slit, AND and 

OR. There are also instructions that will change ad- 
dresees,.such as pomp. branch, call and retom. 

Each of the bits in an instruction, shown t Fig. 
12-11, has its own job te do. Some bits cause the 
ALU to perform a job. Cther bits specify what ad- 

dressing mode should be used. Sail another bit spexci- 
fics the $502 register to be weed. Table 12-1 toa 

list of the 56 instructions, It gives a short-descrip- 
ten of each mustruocton and the three letter 
nnemonmcs that fulicate the poh, The three letter 

abbreviations of each instruction are the ones used 
when an assembly language program is written. 

Each three letter abbrevidtion is. assembly Einguage 
ede for its binary bit- set. 

MELE rocpestear 
to bar ancl 
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Fig. 12-17. The 6902 cesses eight-bit instructions, in a tyeical 

insfractian, ditterant bits areooded io sesult in speacifes jobs 
te take: place. For example, bit @ could choose the MP ng. 
ister io be used, tuts S.and 4 might determing ihe address 
lng mode, and bea 3, 2, | and O could specity the operation. 

Fetch and Execute 

When a program is nun, the iInstrocticn cycle, 

in general. proceeds in the follswmge way. Tt con- 
ducts three cycles. (ne is the prick. Two is the 
deuding. Three is the execution. The entire oper- 
ation is-loosely called fetch and execute. Figure 
12-12 ilustrates one operabon. 

As the fetch begme, the program counter out- 

puts the: 16 address bits onto the address bus, The 
high bite. select the chop that is addressed and the 

lower bitsidhdress the Date location on the chip. At 
the same time, the B/*W line  actyvated—a high 
fora read and a iva tor a write. The R= line sets 

up the data bus buffer m the S502 amd the buffers. 
m the memory chips that are selected. Let's ise a 

ROM read:signal in ths example, We'll (etch am m- 

Upon being addressed the ROM chip decodes 
the addressit received in its mtemal decoder stage. 

The decoder then sends'a pulse to the locaton that 



Table 12-1. The 8502 instruction Set 

Arthmetic Shift Leh 

Branch it Carry Clear 
Branch « Carry Set 
Branch if Result 0 

Test Bn 
Branch # Minus 

Beanch if Not Equal to 4 

Clear Decimal Flag 
Ciear Interrugt Disable 

the address bits specify, That location is enabled 
while all the other locations on the chip remain 
turned off. 

‘The accessing takes a few hundred nanosec- 
onds, depending upon the access speed of the chip, 
The eight bits in the location wre then let out on the 
data bus, The eight hits flash over the data lines to 

the 8502. They arrive at the mstruction register, the 
TR. The IR is eight bits wide and latches. the eaght- 
bit instruction. Once the eight bits are latched in the 
IR, the instruction fetch is complete, A byte of data 
could have been fetched in the same way. The only 

difference is that the data would have been sent 
through the data bus buffer instead of being latched 
in the [R. The 8502 would have known what to do 
since the instruction would have preceded the dato 
and the instructions would have arranged the data 

reception. 
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Return from Subroutine 
Suttract with Carry 

The decexding cycle begins as the IR releases 

the imstruction and feeds the instruction bits inte the 
instruction decoder. The decoder is a microscopic 
PLA circuit, It takes the bits and produces a set of 

output bits for use in the other 8502 registers, 
shown in Fig, 12-13, 

The decoder could send one bit to the ¥ index 
register, one bit to the X index register, one bit to 
the stack pointer, one bit to the ALU, ome bit to the 
accumulator and one bit te the A7-AQ low section 

of the program counter, It also has one bit for the 
input data fateh, These single bits are abie to turn 
these registers on or off according to what instruc 
tien is being processed. 

The execute takes place as the decodes are 
driven by the clock. Each clock cycle makes the 
decoder perform an instruction step. The various 
instructions of the 8502 need different numbers of 



Memory chips 

Instruction 
register 

§ 
i i 

Fig. 32-12, The ‘Yetch and mxecute” performance of the MPU includes acdressing, data movement, decoding. and then 
the actual cecut execution of the instruction 
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eveles to complete the instruction. Sume instructions 
like “‘decrement the Y regster”’ can be executed 
in two cycles. Other mistructions ke ‘“arithmetc 
shifl left” might need six or seven cycles to com- 
plete. When the 8502 is running at # | MHz pace 

a complete cycle takes 1000 nanoseconds. or 1 

microsecond. When you think of timing it is usually 
in terms of one cycle. 

Once the metroction ts deceded, the various 
registers thal are taking part in the metruction exe- 

cution are turned on and the instruction is able to 
take piace. Dunng a read, the data follows the in- 
struction bits on the bus, The data could be bits that 
need to he processed or the data could be an ad- 

dress that needs accessing. Whatever the data might 
he, itis not an instructon and goes to the data bus 
buffer and not to the IR. 

‘This byte, which is after the instruction, enters 
the 8502's internal data bus through the data bus 

buffers. The data then enters the enabled registers 
that cumpect to the internal data bus and is pro- 
cessed. The next instruction with its data trailer is 
ready to be fetched and executed, 

The 16-bit program counter registers have a 

built-in automatic incrementor. As soon as the PC 
outputs an address, the binary value in the PC is 
imeremented by 1. That way as soon as the 8502 
finishes one fetch and execute cycle, the next ad- 
dress és sent out over the address bus. The PC will 

always simply increnient itself unless an addressing 
instruction tke Jump. Branch, Call or Return is en- 
countered, Then the PC will hold off on increment- 
ing and follow the addressing mstractions of the byte. 

Once the special addressing instruction, such as 
Jump or Branch is dispatched, the PC returtis to the 
automatic Mcrementing itis built to process. The 
PC can start at the beginning of a long program an! 
mindlessly increment continually unless tt is stopped 

by one: of the special addressing instructions. There 
art only afew addressing instructions that the 8502 
will respond to. There are ten Branch metructions, 
two Jumps and two Returns 

INDEX REGISTERS 

Besites the accumulator, the X and ¥ index 
Tegisters get most of the action. A machine language 

programmer uses them continually. Indexing is a 
valuable techroque. One use of index registers is 
their ability to look up data in tables that are installed 
in the memory map. For mstance, 2 multiplication 
table can be placed in a program: The address of 
the first number in the lable can be placed in the 
index register. Then when a lookup is needed, an 
offset number is added to the table start address in 
the index register. The offset plus the table start 
number forms an address. This location contains the 
desired lookup. The table location is addressed hy 
the index register and the lookup is retrieved, 

The index registers can ackiress a bocation. Ths 
facility and some other programming tncks make the 
index register valuable. The 8502 bas. two cight-bit 
index registers. called X and Y. They are used al- 

must as offen as the accumulator. In fact, the mdex 
registers, besides their ticky addressing capabili- 
hes, can be used as scratch pads, to store data tem- 

porarily, just fike the accumulator. 
‘The accumulator and the index registers are the 

link te RAM Jocations. You cannot store data directly 
into RAM. In order to store data in RAM you must 
first load the data into the accumulator or the index 
remsters. Then they will stere the data for you. 

The above discussion reveals what is happen- 
ing m the 8502 and the things the index registers 

can do. If you want (o check an index register you 
can do it with a little KASIC routine. For example, 
wien you write a program with FOR , . . NEXT 
statement around a POKE, you are creating a loop. 

100 FOR Z-1024 TO 1054 

200 POKE Z.0 

300 ~NEXT 

The BASIC ROM in turn sends cut machine fan- 
fuage hits that do the following to accomplish the 
FOR ._ . NEXT Soop. First, it loads the accumula- 
tor with the data that is to be POKEd, Then it trans- 
fers the contents of the acctumulator to the X 
register. Then it stores the contents of the accum- 
lator in address 1024 + X, 
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The first lime through the loop, the 0 is stored 
in L024, The next machine language instruction is: 
increment the X register. Once incremented, the 
X register becomes 1. After that the X register is 

compared with the decimal number 31 (1054 - 1024 
+ 1). Ifthe contents of the X register, at that time, 
does not equal 31, then the joup continues. Because 
X contains 1, the loop continues. When it finally does 
equal 31 the registers 1024-1054 are loaded and the 
Toutine stups. 

The above shows what happens between the 
accumulator, the index register, and RAM when you 
wnite a FOR _ . . NEXT routine in BASIC. To sum 
it up. if you want to test the X index register in the 
C128 write a FOR... NEXT loop and see tf it exe- 
cules, If it does, then you have exercised the ac- 
cumulater, the X index register, and a section of 
RAM that you might have POKEd data into. They 
are all apparently okay if the loop works: 

During repair work, the index registers are not 

usually a problem. ‘They are part.of the 8502 block 

diagram thoupl, ama servicer should be familiar 
with their operation, 

FLAG REGISTER 

The flag register is shown im Fig. 12-14, It is 
also known as the Status Register or Condition Code 
Register, It is a special etght-bit register. I ts actu- 
ally eight singke bit registers bunched together. Each 

of its bits does its own job. This register im the Axe 
has cight bits, bot only seven of the eight are in use, 
Bit position five is unused. All of the rest dave: in- 
dividual jobs. 

The bits are called flags. The flag can be in one 
of two states, L or 0, on or off. When a flag is set 
tos 1 itis in use. AQ bit means the flag is Iving 

sul, 
The flags are vital daring a program run. As the 

prognum is progressmg from line to line and mstroc- 
tion alter instruction, the fags are continually turn- 
ing off and on according to the instruction. Most of 
the 8502 instructions cause one or more flags to 

Fig. 12-14. The flag register. ala known ws the status register, is connected between the data bus and the instruction 
Cecoder Each flag is a single: bil register. The flags mondor every decoding operation and are set or cleared accordingly. 
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make a change: If the fape were attached to lights, 

the lights weil! be flashing continually asa prograin 
Is cukh. 

The machine langage provrammer must be 

completely aware of every flag that gets set. or 

Cleared. Each flag movement periorne seme sart 

of duty amd hasaimportant meaning. The {hig reyis- 

teris consected (iy the: ostructon decoder through 
ome esebt-bit bos and to the 8502's internal data bos 
thruuigh another eight fines,.as seen in Fig. 12-25. 

The flags conduct most of ther besmess. with the 

ALU through the micmal date hos, The maa job that 
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the flags do is to set when the accumulator attains 

a particular state. Let's examine some of the states 

that the accurnulator can get itself into. 

Programmer's View of the Flags 

The flag register has its eight bits arranged as 

in Fig. 12-16. Note that this block diagram shows 

al of the important 8502 registers except for the in- 

struction register, the data bus buffers and the ALU. 

This is because, as a machine language program is 

written, only the accumulator, index, stack pointer, 

program counter and flag registers are considered. 

The IR, buffers, and the ALU do not enter mito the 

programming, However, for hardware considera- 

tions such as troubleshooting, all the registers must 

be considered, because any of them can fail and bring 
duwn the machine, 

This programmer's block diagram shows the 

size of each register im bits. Note that the eccumm- 

lator and index registers are eight bits wide. The 

program counter, between its PC high and PC low, 

forms 16 bits. The stack pointer is eight brts phis 

the ninth hit: set at 1 to place the stack at addresses 

1 000) 0000 (256) through 1 LE11 1111 (11), The 

flag register is shown as eight individual bits with 

bit 5 blank, In the other bits are the letters, N, V, 

B.D, I, Z and C. 
Bit 7 of the flag register contains the N flag- N 

stands for negative. The negative refers to the nu- 

menc state of the contents of the accumulator reg- 

Fig. 12-46. This is.a-bkick diagram used by the machine language programmer it shows tha programmable registers 

and their bil s2es, 
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iter. The accumulator is also an eight-hit register, 
Thing calculations that use negative nurbers. the 
accumubitor must hoista fag te show that its con- 
tents are a negative number. 

When the negative murnber ts inthe accunnla- 
tor, the accumulator’s bit? hescotmes a 1. When the 
accumulator has.a positive number, its bit 7 becomes 
a0, Therelore, whenever the accumulator bit be- 
comes a1, the N fag is hoisted—thar is; it becomes 
a1. Otherwise the flag stays al a standby 0. state. 

This arrangement works well for the program: 
mer but can get coroplicated, Nethmp’s perfect, The 
compbeation is: that the flag pets sect whenever the 
accumulator fat T becomes.a 1, no matter what. This 
is fine for calculations bul can prove to be an un- 
wanted Jap raising in other programs, for instance 
word processing. However, this is a problem for the 
programmer, All a tech needs to know is (hal lhe 
flag will be set whenever bit 7 of the accumula- 
tor goes: toa hgh. 

One one of the N fag is to couse 2 change of 
address When the aecumulator contenis become a 
negative number. This abifity is a handy program- 
ming too. 

Bal Gas the Grerfiew flag, Tt is used im two's 
complement calculations (a programming device), 
Repair jobs have very litte need for two's comple- 
Tent figuring. For repaar purposes jst be qweare Ural 
the Overflow flay gets set when there is an anth- 
inetical carry from bit 6 to 7 of the accumulator. 

Wher this overflow cocurs, scspcinlticrection 

routine must be nun off by the 402 te correct the 
overflow, The reason itis important to mete Uhes bit 
6 to 7 overflow is that the overllow can change bit 
#'s Tegative or positive sign and harm the program 
nin. The overiloa must-not remain lincomected. 

Bit 5 of the flag register 1s unused in the pres- 
ent 850¢. That docs not mean it will always remain 
weed. Future models af the #2 could include a 
Bit S that does some sort af-job, 

Bit 41 the Break dag. There is one mstroction 
called Break, The listniction, as itamives at the Ik 

id becomes operasonal, will set bit4. This break 
effect is useful during program writ and running. 

Bi is an anthmetic helper, When bit is not 

set, the 8502 nuns its oethematics normally in ba- 

nary. Drormg some decimal operations, however, the 
binary mode of counting from ( to 15 is clumsy. It 
is easier in these cases to be able te count from 0 
to 9. ‘This computer ability to-court in decimal in- 
stead of binary is called Binary Coded Dhecanal, 
BCD. The 8502, when bit 3 is set; has the valuable 
abdity to cease counting im binary and start count- 
ing in decimal. When the fag is-cleared, the 8502 
goes Back Lo counting in binary again. 

Bit 2 as the [RQ dag, IRQ stands for taierrepy 
request. Tt is teferred to as the mtersapt mash brit. 
When this bit is.set, the intemmupt is masked and no 
other interrup! can interrupt, The bit can be set with 
Sonne insbructions by the progranzer, or the 6B02 
itself will set it during a RESET operation, An in- 
lerruipt will alo. set the bir, 

Bit 1 is the tere flog. The zero flag tke the N 
fig can be setonder many conditions. Tt becomes 
set wherever the accumulator goes to a slate of al 
zerdes. The 4 bit is banlt to get set whenever the 
accunabor 0 state occurs--intentional oc mot. That 

is the programmers problem. 

Ent 0 is-the Carry flay: It is that ninth bit that 
Wie tietbioned carber in the actunmuilater shift-and 

fodate discussion. it will receive the bit that gets car- 
med out of bit 7 of the accumulator during arithmetic. 
Tt will akso catch the bet that fils out of the sccumn- 

lator cuining shift and rotate operations. For more 
details on flags, refer to the many books on 6502 
machine fanaa. For repair purposes, the above 
knowlege bs sufficient te run tests on Lhe hardware. 

More About Interrupts 

In the HSO2 schematic diagram of Fig, 12-17, 
are three interrupts that can enter the instruction 
decoder and cause the 8502 10 stop what it t doing 
and service the interrupts, They are-called RESET 
into pin 40, [RQ ito pin 4 and NMI! into pen. 4. 

The RESET circuits, Fig. 12-18, are used to 
get the C128 started, When the machine is turned 
on, *RESET i applied to pin 40 of the saa. 
*RESET begins fife when the RESET button is 
pressed and. closes. This puts +5 valty into pm § 

U7) the Sb6 timer chip, The timer m response 
cutputs a iow from pin 9. The low passes through 
aNOT butfer stage of WIGS, Thas condetioned low 
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is “RESET. *RESET goes toa number of chips in- 
chiding pin 40 of the BS0e) 

While the RESET button is beld down, the 
*RESET low stops-all activity coming fromor go- 
ing to the 850%. Then, when the RESET button is 
freed, the bow changes back to a high ane the S502 
starts working anew. The RESET routine ‘begins. 
The first thing that happens is: the 8502 registers 

_ are initialized and the R+W line is. made bygh so that 
the 8502 can read from memory, Then the mask m- 
berrupt flag is sets oo other inkerruptions can in 

terfere with the RESET operation. 
‘The BE then reads ban eaght-bet locations from 

the Kernel ROM. These two bytesare called a mee- 
for, The wector is an address; The 8502 loads this 
address into ite program counter and the address 
goes out over the address bus. The address is the 
starting location of the operating system's mitali- 

Zation program. 

The program is then ran oft-and the screen soon 
shows READY and the cursor ig blinking. That is 

what the RESET mput inte pin 40 makes happen. 
The second interrupt line into pin Fis =IRQ, in- 

termuption request. [tis necmally beh! high and be- 

comes active when forced low. When the low 
arrives, the BS02 gots inte ihe tilermapl routine, 

This interrup! typically happens whens perpheral 

device calla the BGQ2 through an ['O. port, The 
peripheral asualy wants to seod orreceive data. The 
eT RC! lime cranes froin pet 21 of CLA] and pin 4 az 
the expansson hus. 

When the IRQ signal annves at the 8502, the 
first thing the $502 does isto complete the metruc: 
ton itis working on before tt acknowhedges the “TRC 
gional. Une it does complele the current instruc: 
tion, it checks fag bit2; the TRO bit. As long as the 

mask is nol set, the 8502 will then service the in- 
ferrum. Should the: bat be-eet (the imbermipt is 

masked), the 8502 will ignore the request. 

Ones in action on the interrupt, the B50? stores 

some of its Teyusters in the stack. Che program 
counter’s curment address goes inte the slack, The 

states of all the fags are stored in the stack. The 

#502 then pores to the flag resister and sets the IRQ 
fiat sono ether interrupt can inlermupl the service 

program thats about to lake place, 

‘The A502 is built so that, at a time like this, it 
gddresses the last lwo addresses on the 64K men- 
Ory map: 65504 and 65535. These addresses ore 

part of the Reme]l ROM. They-are also known-as- 
the "IRQ vector. In these vector addresses is an- 

other address in the Kernel. This-acidress ig the star 
location of the IRQ sernice routine. The 8502 reads 
this address and loads it inte the program counter, 
The program counter in-tum addresses: the service 

ruaittine and the 8502 proceeds to rim off the routine. 
Ae owe inimans follow these: interrupt proce- 

dures, they seem compbcated and difficult to follow. 
The C128, though, perfornes this game of using ad- 
dress. after address to finally find the service rou- 
tine as second mature and has no difficulty. lt whips 
through it In millienths of a second. 

Once the interrupt has been serviced amd the 

peripheral that caused the interrupt has-heen satis- 
fied, the 8502 poes back to what it had been doing 

before the DRG bad arrived. The 8502 goes ‘back to 
the stack am] places the program counter aod flog 

values back oto the PC and flag register. A special 
interrupt return metruction t& execuled and the A502 
resumes its program by addressing becation after I 

cation, 

The third interrupt is called =NM1 for non- 
maskable inte. [is activated-by-a low imte jam 

4of the 8502, [toworks: quite like the «IRQ mter- 
rupt. Beth mierrupt pits, upon receiving alow, start 
executing, Both preserve the comtents.of the PC and 

the flag resister in the stack. Both automatically ad- 

dress two locations near the top of memory. 
The difference isin their relagonship with bat 

2inthe CO, the dag register, Bil 2 will mask off 
ai *TRQ when it arrives if bit Zis set. Bit 2 will nly 
pemmit-an: TEN gf itis cd set. *N MMPs different, The 
*NMI will always go mbo action no matter what bit 

2's state happens to be. 
In many computers, the «NM suse in case 

there isan emergency interrupt bke a-pewer fal- 
ure, Inthe C128 however, ib e-used fora different 

purpose. fi is used in the RESTORE key circuit. 
When the RASTORE key is pressed, as Fig, 

12-19 shows, il ¥enie signal ESTR to pin Goof 
WE7—the 556-chop that tase used forthe RESET 

activity, Gut of pin 5, a signal emerges and eaters 



asecton of U29, a buffer NOT gate, The *NMI sig- 
nil then proceeds to pin 4 of the BaGZ. 

When «NMI arrives as-2 signal from the RE- 
STORE kev, the processer goes through the same 
sort of sequence as if an IRQ had arrived, except 
that it loads the program counter with = vector ad- 
dress from two bytes near the top of the memory 
map in the Kemel ROM. 

The term trevor is confusing. Here, it describes 

two byte-sized locations whose combined contents. 
form one 16-bit address. For instance, Kertiel ROM 

jocabons 65595 and 65534 together contain the vee- 
toring adtlress of the start location of the «IRQ 4er- 

vice routine, Location 65533 and 65532 contain the 
start address for the *RES routine. 65851 and 65530 
will be addressed when *NMI in the processor is 
turned on. 

This interrupt operation is not unlike # game 
where you are given an address. At that address you 
will find another address that will point you to the 
prize, which in this case ts the little program in ROM 
that services the interrupt. 

THE 8502 SIGNALS 

The 8502 has 40 pits, as seen in Fig, 12-17. 
There are 16 pins coming from the program counter, 

Fig, 12-19. When ine- RESTORE key is pressed. the «NMI circult sends a signal to the 3502. 
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AMS-AQ, that output the address bits. There are 
eight pins connected to the instruction remster and 
data bus buffers that both input and output data bits, 
Then there ate the three forms of interrupts, IRQ, 

RES and NMI that receive interrupt inputs. There 
are two pins for +5 volts and ground. That takes 
care of 29 of the 40 pins, What about the remaining 
11 pms? What sort of computer signals are they act- 

ing as ports for? 
There are seven pins, 24-30, called P6-PO. P6 

is an input from the CAPS LOCK key on the key- 
board. When you hit the key it will lock and send 
a signal to P6. In upper/lowercase mode, the proces- 
sor will then only permit capital letters to be placed 
an the screen. PS, P4 and P3 are three connections 
to the cassetle circuits, P5 operates the cassctte 

motor, P4 the cassette sensor and P3 the cassette- 
write imputses. P2, P] and PO are connected to the 

PLA. They connect the signals LORAM, HIRAM 
and CHAREN to the PLA. 

At pin 5 is the Address Enable Control, AEC. 
This is an important input from VIC. The 8502 
shares the use of the address bus with VIC, When 
VIC is permitting a high at pin 5, the 8502 is in con- 

trol of the address bus. Shouki VIC send a low, 
though, the 8502 is effectively turned off and VIC 

uses the address bus. 
At pin 2 is RDY, ‘‘ready,"’ As long as RDY is 

high, the processor performs normally. When RDY 
goes low, the processor will fintsh the operation it 
‘is conducting and then turn off and let another cir- 
cuit take over the bus. lines. 

Pin 39: is the allamportant rearl/write fine called 
R/+W. As the name implies, when the Sine goes hagh 

the read operation takes place, When the line is 
forced Jow the write operation goes on. 

Finally, Phase ¢ its.input from the clock circuits 
at pin 1, This is the signal that drives the 842. Both 
the 1 MHz and 2 MHz clocks are input at this pin, 

TESTING 

Fortunately, the $502 is a very relinble proces- 
sor and is not the culprit when the computer fails. 
However, like any electronic year, it is subject to 
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breaking down. The foSowing tests can quickly check 
it oul, 

One quick check can be made with the C128's 
Monitor operating system. In the C128 mode, all you 
have to do is type the direct command MONITOR 
or press F8 (if this key is so programmed) on the 
keyboard and you should see a display like the fol- 

lowing. 

MONITOR 

PC SR AC XR YR SP 

; FBOOO 00 00 OO OO FS 

Different Ci28's mught not be exactly like this 
one, which is off of my C128 display. If your display 
comes up in this way, the odds are very good that 
your 8502 is working fine. This display shows the 
contents of the 8502 registers as you entered the 
monitor. The contents are described in hex. The 
program counter, PC, is about to address the first 
machine language instruction. The status register, 
SR, has al] eight flags with 0's. The accumulator, 
AC, is initiaized with all 0°s, The X and Y index 
registers, XR and YR, are both initrahzed with ()'s, 
The stack peunter. SP, shows the first address on 
the stack in hex. The 8502 is ready for action, The 
action i entering machine language programs. 

The Monitor 3s nothing more than an operating 
system, just as BASIC is, The Monitor though iets 
you program with the 8502 instruction s¢t amd deal 
directly with the 8502 programming registers. This 
gives you the opportunity to keép a close watch on 
the registers for troubleshooting purposes. If the 
Tegisters start showing hex contents that are not 
predictable, that-could be sn mdicatian of a bad act- 
ing 8902. The Momtor also works along with RAM, 
ROM, VIC and other chips. It could provide answers 
to repair puzzles. 

Of course, a look at the Monitor can only hap- 

pen when the circuits are working enough to respond 
to the MONITOR command, If the C128 is not com- 
puting enough to show the Monitor responding to 
the command, then you must gritb the logic probe 
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or vomLand start testing, Figure 12:20 is the Test 
Point Chart fer the AGug. It shows what should he 
preseot-al eacl) pin, 

Tie chart readings were made ony C128 with 

the machine energized, the READY sipn on, and the 
curser blinking. Thas is.4 good time for pin-by-pm 
readings. All-of the Test Point Charks were mark: 

undcr thes samc tiperating conditions. 

You can ase alls well wath a chip under test 
as bong as the pms read the. prescribed voltages or 

slabs. [a discrepancy 1 found, teen that tsa chloe 
and bears further investigation. 

To menernl, if vou finclan intemect pendiog, (hes 
note if the pints iInput.er outpot. Lethe wrong read- 

iy es onan input pin, chamees are Lhat the chips 
okay and the trouble is located in crciits providing 
the input sigeal. When the wrong reading & on an 
output pin-edds are that the troulde leis happened 
inskle the chip and the chip will probably need 
replacement. This is not achard and fast mele be- 

case, Of Tepairjubs, some of the addest compiica- 

bons can and dooccur, Tis a good rule to start the 
repairwith, however, and mest of he time will prove 
out: ; 

The service charts are drawn around the actual 
pinout ol the chip. lf you find a problem pin, yeu can 
then go to the achematec, Fig. 12-17, which ties 

not fallow the pinout, and see where the stmals and 
voltages-are coming from. 

You'll find that the address and data pins all will 
show PULSE on the iogic probe, Tin 1, the clock 

signhi inpul, also hus PULSE. 

The three interrupt inputs should all mad HIGH 
till they are emabded, and recerve alow, On normal 
standby, however, they are highs, RDY should: show 
@ AGH as well gs the Ry=W linc. The Hie line 

is in a read mode when willing. V,, shhould-always be 
high or +5 volts atid V_ low or i) volte. If any of 
thet are ot, thenapou have uncevered:a cle thal 

could lead to the cause of the trouble: 



13. Z80 Coprocessor 

C129 a C64 and an 8500 machine language 
computer, bul isso a 280 computer. The onby 

problem with the 480 function ts. that there is no 
operating sysiem for the £80 on hoard—it may not 
operate on its own. Commodore supphesa disk, with 

every CL&S it produces, that contains a CPIM 
Plus™ Verstoo 2.0. Tht operating system, 
produced by Digital Research Inc., is 2 popular one 
that uns thousands of CEM based programs: 

When vou want to whe the 280, all you need to 

dey is toad the operatme system from the disk to 
RAM. You then will have a 4A computer with 59K 
of RAM avaiable, ready te go. The CPIM may be 
(Baplayed outof the Si-cohiinn Video Controller chip. 

Ifyou we a40-column monttor, you can sec all #1) 
eokmans by pressing the CONTROL kev ane: serod- 

ing with the appropriate CURSOR key. 
While the: 852 1s the main processor, the 480 

is the copitot. The two ol then work together. Dur- 

ing the C128 and C64 modes, the R02 is m charge 
hut uses the 260 for some purposes, such a start- 

ing the machine on power-up. When the C128 1s-put 

inte CPM mode, the 280 is mostly in-charge bat 
does use the 8502 for jobs tke accessing the Ker- 
ne] ROM routines, and some DO work, The two 

Trocessots use each other when necessary. 

When power is rst tamed on, inimy meade, Lhe 

28033 given control. [f the 8502 had been m control 
at the start, the 280 could have accidentally started 
ackiressing amd movmg. data. Tins woukl cause lhe 
program to crash from the start. With the 280 in 
charme it can do whatever tt wants town Lhe bos 

limes. The 6502 just sits by and waits. After per- 
forming some howseheepmpg and mitehlzations,. the 
ZA starts op the RR in mther C128 or CM 

mode—that a unless a CPYM disk is in the drive and 
gets joaded inte RAM. When that happens the 220 
remains mi charge-and is ready to run or write CP/M 

programs. 

280 BLOCK DIAGRAM 

‘The 2A has many registers: Eighteen eight: 
bit anc four Lh-bit regsters are shown in Fig. 13-1. 

These are all accessible to the machine langues 

ol 



280 REGISTERS 

Kain registers 
general purrs 

[Accumiator A] Flags = | 

Infercupt 

Vector | 

Atfernabe Mages bars 

Mamony 

Aatresh A 

[nen eae x 

5 , 1 

Fig. t-1: The 750 possesses TA oighe-bit regishors and tour 16-bit registars. 

programmer. The negistere-are ales weed as handy 

litte sections of RAM, Ln addition ta the 22 registers 
the programmer can use, the-uewal ALL and lastruc- 

thon: Register circuits are also avaliable: 
As Pa. 13-2 shows, the 280 registers are mm ome 

prop and connect to the intemal data Tus ase! the 
tO-bit address bus. The address bus 1s one way-out 

and ig the esat forthe its peneratedt in Uae four 25-bit 
Teerters. They are the program ‘counter, PO, the 

two index registers, X and ¥, and the stack pomler, 
SP. 

The 18 other eight-int registers connect tothe 
eight-int internal data bus. These registers. are: 
grouped as two uccunudlators, two flap regsters, 12 

Beneral purpose registers -an inletrapl rweter and 
appeal memory refresh repester for the PRAMS. 

The mtemal data bus in turn oconnects te Lhe 
ALY, the external latch, Qld and the xtemal 
buffer, US tse big. 13-3). Phe internal date bu 

also connects to the mstoucken repister and its cr- 
cutts..in the insiouction register cicculis are the in- 

strachion decodercand preacesser-ceatrol comple. 
The decoder-contred ‘arcas receoe amd output 1A 

content signals. through the registers pins: These 

Will be covered later in the chapter, ome by: one. 

#32 

‘The 480) also has. a clock signal, generated hy 

WIC. fed ointe tt. Lasthy there isthe mandatary + 

volts and prewnid connections fo energie the choy, 

The Registers 

The accumulators, flag registers and general 
purpose Tegislers.are separated Ite two groups: 

One ik rabed the Main Register Sel and the other 

the Altemate: Rewister Set. These are arranged. as 

shown in Fig. FS-1, In two giterpe each with one ac- 
cumulator, one flag register. and-six general-purpose 
rejnelers. 

‘The acctuinidators are usedas sorntch pads anid 
the fig testers set up conditions ys usenl, simalar 

fe the way the 802 operates, The-peneral-purpose 
toasters can act as little storage areas ike RAM 
and doa lot of the jobs that the seccumnlator does. 

The tegislersin each wetocan be weed in EB-bit 
operons as pairs. Al of the pairs are selected with 
exchanie inslouctons from the 260 instraction set, 

The program counter has no surprises: Tt aut- 
pues a LG-bit address and them ts incremented if the 

ext byte tha program is to be addressed. If a jump 
instruction appears, the PC is nol incremented but 
has its cotilents cephkced with the new pump address. 



780 BLOCK DIAGRAM 

Instruction instruction 

decoder register 

Accumulatars, flags, 

general purpose. 
imMerrupts, refresh 

Fig. 13-2. All of the registers are in one section of ine ZB0, The four 16-bit registers deal in addressing and autpul bits 
over the address bus. The e:ght-bil registers work with data, They input and output bits over the data bus. 

The X and Y index registers are two indepen- 
dent 16-bit remsters that hold the special addresses 
needed for the index modes, The stack pointer is 
another 16-bit address that hokds the start address 
of the stack. The stack in RAM is of the last-in Girst- 
out vanety, Therefore, if there is anything in the 

stack, then the stack pointer register will hold the 
address of the fast byte that was placed mn the stack. 

The Z80 has two registers that the 8502 does 
not have. One is the eight-bit interrupt vector, This 
register holds the address of a memory page where 
an interrupt service routine is stored, During some 
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Fig. 13-3, The 230 can connect directly to the system address dus. It cannot connect direclly to the system cata bus, 
M must use the latch as an intertnce during & read ard the Outer as an Imerface whan peroemeng a write 

interrupts, this vector will be placed on the address. to refresh the RAM rows afler every instruction ts 

bus to address that desired page- completed. Forget about it for the C128, however, 

Then the Z80 has an eight-bit memory refresh because VIC takes care of refreshing tue DRAMs, 
register. This is a seven-bit address that is designed and this output from pm 28 is not used. 
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The Non-Programmable Registers 
The ALL handles the arithmetic and logic cal- 

cdations that go onin the 280. Saecificalhy, the ALT 
performs the inflowing operations; it ADDs, SUE- 
TRACTs, ANDs, ORs, Exclisnve ORs, SHIFT: 
LEFT and RIGHT, INCREMENTs, DECKE- 
MENTs, COMPAREs, SETs obit, RESETs-< tal 
and TESTs a bit, These are all machine danguage 
prorrummng concerns an] du not enter inte a 
troubieshooting. job. but the understanding that these 

jobs are performed by the ALU could help solve ia 
repair PAuEEe of some octasions. 

The vther noa-programmable registers are in 
the mamuction register realm. The instruction rég- 
ister, Gret of all, ts beaded from the system data bus, 
D7-10, during the mstrocton evele, Then the IR 
uses a control register to wel the defined instruc 

twin perlormerl, This includes generating all the con- 
trol signals that will send the resulta of the 
Ins toaSGonopenition be comoct register destino 

280 SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM 

Figure 13-3 shows the schematic diagram of the 
24} in the CHA. Note thal three control pins are 
not connected: pins 18, 19 and 28. Pin 18 is 2 signal 
from the 280 called «HALT. Thid pm is not con- 
nected and will show a high, Tt-goes low when the 
processor is awaiting a non-maskalte interrupt which 
dows not happen in the C128. Pin 19ts also a sigmal 
from the 28) called *MREQ. This: signal is.2 low 
wien the 2804s indicating aval addresson the ad- 
tiress bus. *MREQ isa three-state Signal and: is 
tristating-se there will be no logic probe reading 
present on the pin, Pin 2#is the *RESH signal men- 
toned earher. Because the DRAM refresh is con- 
ducted by VIC, the pin is held bigh and is inactive. 

[tis necessary cdaming troubleshootmg to have 
an understanding of the unused pins as well as (he 
operating pins. [fan unused pin's state should be 

incorrect then that is ‘a good clue. 
That leaves ten control pins. The first four are 

System Control, Pin 27, «M1, is ait output that is 
mi actree low, so it will read high while the C128 

1s effing ane being tested with the bontic probe. When 
goes iow, it sitnals that the current machine-cycle 
fetch isin operation. Pin 20 (1ORQ) is active low 
and will show a high when idling. The =10RQ-shows 
lhat the lower half of the address bus is. valid when 
ing. [also plays a part with M1 when-an interrupt 
acknowledge is needed, 

Pins 21 amd 22 are *RD and «WR. When 21 i« 
notin the CPYM mode it is tristating because il is 
a thres-state output active low. Whee low, if is the 
read partof the EW circuit. Pin 22 ithe coumter- 

part af 21 and ts. also a three-state oatput active low. 
Pin 22 will show a high when idling though because 
Itis-hedd hugh with 3 connection through a 3300 uhm 
resistor to +5 volts. +RD) is the signal in CP/M 
Titecke (hal mchcates when the 280) wants to read from 
memory or am [fO device. "WE is the signal that 
indicates 240 wants to write dala io memory or an 
LD. device. 

The pext four control sagnals are tputs from the 
rest ot the computer lo contr the 7a, Pin 24 is 

called «WAIT, It-is an put active low. When ac- 
tive it tells the 480 that the memory; or L'O device, 
that addressedis not ready to transfer data. How. 
ever, this circuit does cot use this input and simply 
Les pm 4 to +5 volts to keep il high, and not have 

the AB accidentally go ito WAIT state. Pin 17, 
“NMI, the non-maskable interrupt pin, isalso un- 
wanted inthe CI28 ond gets the same +5 volt con- 

nection, ‘NMI is active low and is thus held high 
and cannot Interrupt the operation. Pin 16, =INT, 
i the interrupt that is allowed to work, It is held 
ugh. but will become active if forced low by an 1/0) 
device. Uf the pin is probed then it will show pulses 
ite present. Pin 26.15 the *RESET. [tis held high 
bf the resed is triggered. Then it acts Eke the A502. 

The list two control! pins are 25 and 23, 
*BUSREQ and «BUSAK. Both pins will show kas 
when wiling, The bus request signal t an mput ane 
is active dow. It is a request thar the ZA0 should 
tostate its address. data and contra symals for bus 
sharing. The 480 wil. show = low-while the BSC is 
mn charge, Tike whale ding. ‘The bus acknowledpe sig: 
nal is also active dow. Its an output and mfonms any 
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device that is taking over the bus lines that the Z80 

has indeed tristated. The device car then take over 
Ue bus. Pin 6 is the input for the clock. The: cick 
signals are generated in VIC. The Z80 uses a single 

phase clock. The 8502 uses a dual phase clock, They 

are discussed m Chapter 17, 
The rest of the pins on the Z80 are A15-AQ and 

07-DO. They are all three-state active high, The ad- 

dresses locate registers on the memory map for 

reading from and writing to. The data pins are the 
Z50 ports for the two-way data movement, 

When the addressing is conducted with an LO 

device, the cight lower address bits are able to 

directly select up to 256 input or output ports. If the 

refresh register is used, the lower seven address 
bits address all the rows in RAM, 

Z80 INSTRUCTION SET 

The 8502 has a Monitor that Jets you program 

or test the chip with machine language. The Moni- 

tor is nothing more than a program that acts as an 

operating system, not unlike the way BASIC m ROM 
works. Of course there are differences, advantages 

and disadvantages between the 8502's use of BA- 

SIC and the Monitor’s machine language wsing the 
Instructhon Set directly. 

The 230 in the C128 is bot so fortunate. There 

is no Monitor for the Z80 Instruction Set, If you want 

to program or test the Z30 in machine language, you 

wil have to obtain a Z50 Monitor, There are plenty 

of them on the market that will do the job on the 

ciza. 
If you obtain a Monitor that wil let you write 

280 programs, then you'll find that the Z80 has 158 

different instructions, They will be Gsted with the 
Monitor or assembler that you buy. 

The most used instructions in a machine lan- 

guage program deal with the processor reading and 

writing to the memory map. The map for CP/M is 

very different than the C128 and C4 maps. They 

are all discussed in Chapter 16, Probably 70) to 80 

percent uf the instructions are the read/write vari- 

ety that move data between the processor and men 

ory. Exchange instructions move data but only swap 

data hetween registers: 
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The oext group of instructions have to do with 
using the ALLL. These instructions nim data through 
the ALU which results m arithmetic or logic bemg 
executed. The results of the data processing are 
then placed into the accumulator and the fags relat- 
ing to the ALU operations are cleared or set ac- 

cordingly, 
One group of instructions shifts or rotates data 

in the ancumulator, in other Z80 registers, or in 
memory. These instructions have the ability to do 
binary coded decimal manipulations. 

Another group of instnactions stops the program 
counter from routine incrementing und planes spe- 
cial addresses in the PC. These are the JUMP, 
CALL and RETURN mstnuctions. 

The VO instruction group is next, The 230 ts 
able to address 256 input and 2/5 output ports. The 
VO instructions read or write data between the 
processor and memory, and memory and external 

VO devices. 
There are some mstructions that are able to halt 

the Z80 and manipulate interrupts. One instruction, 

NOP, makes the Z80 have no operation during the: 
time the NOP ts processed. 

There are sony bit-handing mstructions. They 
are able to set, reset, and test bits in some Z50 
registers or memory. The résults of the instructon 
execution are then recorded in the flag register. 

Lastly, the Z80 is able to transfer any size block 
of memory to any other group of next-door mem- 
oy focations. Another instruction lets the Z80 search 
a block of memory for 2 desired byte that might be 

needed, 

Z80 CONNECTIONS 

The Z80 cannot operate with the 8502 carcuits. 
Specifically it has difficulty with the data bus lines. 
The address bus is not really a problem, because 
the Z80 is a three-state device. When tnstated, the 
gddress fines go into a high-impedance state. There- 
fore the 280 address lines can he connected directly 

tu the address bes and can shart the tus with the 

8502. When there isa possible conflict the Z80 is 
tristated, 

The data lines though are not quite that simpie. 



Therelore the latch (12) and the buffer (19) are 
Lsed between the 80 and the data bos. The latch 
interfaces the Z80 ta. the data bus during a read and. 
the buifer imtertaces the ZBU te the data has dure 
a-wite (see Fig, 1-3). 

Despite ther differences, te act and the Fa 
must work together te produce all of the mndes, 
Ther lueudicag is: they cquamut ese the bus lines at 
the same time. Although both processors can be on 
ai tite same time, they must, however, fake bums 
using. the bapsey 

They do them jobs in the following way. The 280 
in ven first use. When you turn on the C128 the 
ZA isin charge. The Z80 then performs a bot of 
initiahwations of registers. Then, according to how 

you have started pressing keys cr what is in the car- 
(ndie port or disk drive, the Z80-will transfer con- 
tral fo the 8502 aod the corputer will eather come 

up ata Che8, 0 CO4, or the 48) will stay in charge 
ad ron COPY MM programs. 

[fa CPIM dish ein the drove, then the ZBU rp- 
tams-cucirol and a CP/M program -disk can be put 
In the drive and installed into RAM, As the CPM 
program trun, the 280 is-able to, with the aid of 
the 4502, use Kernel ROM reartines and perform its 
Ld needs 

The mechanism thal allows the-8502 and Zao 
t-switch control of the buss Eineg are signals that orig: 
mate in the MMU, or VIC. These signals pass 
through some: gales and arrive at the Z80 pm 25, 
“BUDE, bus request. The sienal from the MMU 
is called ZAVENABLE, and the signal from VIC is 
BA, They case the 280 to forse pm 23 low, That 
ine holds *BUSACK, bus acknowledge. «RUSACK 
ts then sent to the-allaimpertent ABC connections 
through some gates: This makes ARC high and the 
A REY line thigh. The 4502 then takes control. 
When it ts the 280°s tum agam, the ZBOENABLE 
poes low. This takes the *«BUSRQ: low which 
generates a high out of “BUSACK. The 8502 then 
tristates: and the #80 ij back in charge 

THE COMPUTER WON'T START 

When you look down at the 280 on the. print 
board the keyway notcltis on the bottom. The Reg, 

to the eft of the 280, has its noteh at the top ofthe 
‘clup. You could say that the 280 is mounted upside 
down. Be carefl that you de not get confused as 
you com pms for best readings. 

Ifthe 280 should conk out, then the first thought 
is that CPIM won't ron but C128 and Ch4 modes 
will be okay, Not so! Since the Za0 is so involved 
with the BGO and the 280 1s the processor in charge 
Wheat Une machine powers up,a bad ZO will wot let 
the machine come up. 

However, the Z8lhis only one of the Sepecks. 
Therefore, when 2 C128 will pot start, the #80 is 
im the middle of things but not necessarily the seat 
of the trouble. 

The following is a-step-by-step procedure to run 
when the C128 won't start. First-of all, check and 
make sure that the power supply is okay. If there 
no Power, as outhmed in Chapter 24, then the irou- 
bie is m the supphy: follow the steps in Whaper 24, 
If the power supply is exonerated, Lhen take abogic 
probe and begin testing the address and data bus 
limes of the ZEU and the 8502, with the Test Pome 
Charlo! Figs. L2-20-and L344. 

Pulses should be at all the address and data pins 
on the 8502. On the £80, under oommal aperating 
conditions, pulkes should be on the address pins, but 
the data pins showld be tristating. This is hecauge, 
while the cotmputer isadimp in 4 ur C128 mode, 
the ZB0 date pins are-inactive, Hf the machine is in 
CP/M mode then the 280 date pins wil have pulses. 

Showld the address or chata pins not have 
prescnibed pulses, then you havea valid clue, The 
next step isto check outthe reset circutt. You can 
check itat either pin 40 of the 8502 or pin 26 af the 
280. Attich atomic prohe with lhe machme off. Then 
turmuit.on. The probe should at first go low and then 
immediately go ligh. Next press the reset botton 
while the probe-is still attached amd the computer 
on, Upon pressing the button the probe should go 
lew. When you release iL the probe should then go 
high agwin, 

Should the above not happen exactly a& de- 
sched you have a number of suspects that ceil 
be causing the trouble, 

The scheinatic, Fig. 12-18) shows that the reset 
Grn i based around one half of the 556 timer, 
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TEST POINT CHART 

u10 

750 MICROPROCESSOR 

0 = No Light (Test Conducted in C125 Mode} 

Fig, 13-4. If you ting a wrong input lope state, then chances are that the 280 ts okay and the defect is protatey in the 
input circult te the chip. Should an output logic state be incorrect, odds are good that the 2790 chip itsalt has troubles 

27, Also in the reset lim: is a NOT gate section could be found and the trouble proven to he in the 
from O63. Then there is the reset switch, SW2, two = reset cireuit. 

INS14 diodes, CRIS and CR16, two filter capaci Once the reset circuit is checked out as okay, 
tors, O81 and C92, and one resistor, R24. These then the next step is to check the clock mputs. At 

components should be tested one by one. Abad part pin 1 of the 8502, a 2 MHz signal is supposed to be 
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present. At pin 6 of the 280 a Phase V signal is sup- 
posed to be present. The logic probe will show both 
clock signals as pulses. [f either or both clocks are 
tmssing, then that will explain why the pulses are 
missing from address and tata line pins. 

Shouki the two clocks be present and one or 
more of the address ind data pulses be gone, then 
the processor eschibiting that behavior is defective, 
The clock. entering MPU but the MPU is-act 

generating the proper pulsing on the bus ping. The 
trouble is, most probably, a defect inthe MPU in- 
ternal circuits, 

Should the clock inputs mot be present, though. 
the MPUs are probably okay. The: trouble is indi- 

cated to be in the circuits that are producing the 
chcks, The 2 MHz clock for the 8502 is commg from 

pin 23.ef VICL The Phase 1 Gock for the 790 ts com- 
ing fom pin 25 of VIC. VIC is the generator af all 
Clocks in the C128. Missing clock signals indicate 
Gock circuit troubles teqvered in Chapter 17), 

The cest of the ping on the 280 are various 
forma of controls, The Test Point Chart, Fig. 13-4, 
shows what logic states should be present and 
whether the ping are receiving an imput from other 
Circus or are sending signals that the ZB0 has pro- 
cessed. Check the pins for wrong loyic states. If you 
find 4 wrong input reading, then the 740 is probably 
okay and the reason for the wrong readicg is a fault 
in the circiits that receive the input. Should there 
bea wrong catpat reading. then the 780 has = de- 
fect somewhere in its internals and needs 
Teplcement. 



14. Programmed Logic Array 

11 is the 8721 PLA chip, shown in Fig. 14-1, It 
a de-pin chip. The PLA forthe C128 is sta- 

toned ght in the middie of the address bud circuits. 
Tt works in coordination with the MMU, L7, which 

is covered in the next chapter. 111s called-a pra 
grommed degic array bul it can't be programmed 
by you. [t has already been programmed, somewhat 
the way a ROM is programmed, m the factory. It 
is placed onte the C128 printhoard, ready to work, 

as all the ROMs are. 
In the Commodore 64 machine there 15 also a 

PEA but itis oly a 28-pin DIP. The Chas PLA con: 
tame-all the workings of the CM4 plus more circuits 
$0 it can also handle some of he C126 needs. When 
the C128 isin C128 mode, the PLA-and the MMU 
work side ‘by side. When the C128is in the CO4 
mode, (hough, the PLA‘does the job wothoul the: 

MMU. The MMI disappears from the memory map 
during C64 mode. The MMU has register locations 

on the C123 memory map. The PLA doesnot have 

qh 

a Tenor Mapes. is menbicaedd, the: PEA 

does not have user programmable registers. 

PLA INTERNALS 

The PLA a chip-eciector, Tt alse perforins 

ther jobs which will be discussed later in thas chap- 
ter. As the name suggests, the PLA works by the 

manipulation of logic, A PLA is. composed of a-com- 
hination of two arrays of lowe: ooe aay of AND 

gates. and another array of OR gates, a9 Fig. 14-2 
illustrates. The AND gates receive Ue chip inputs 
and the OR gates deliver the chip-outputs. 

The ANT) pales at the chip input pins receive 
alot ef control signals: but the most important i- 

puts are from the address bus. The PLA is con- 
fected to lines AlS-Al0. These are the six highest 
hits. From these bits and the control sigmats the PLA 

16 able bo protuce a lot of cutputs. 
The AND) gates begin the decoding that will re- 

galt in the chip selects. An ANT) gate can’t output 
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Fig. 14-1. The PLA 4s stationed ngnt in the system adress bus and works al chip Selection along with the MMU- 
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Fig. 14-2. A programmed togic array is a. set of AND gates receiving an input and a set of OR gates producing an output. 
By careful design @ particular type ot input will predictably always result in a predictable output, With ihis arrangement, 
the PLA in the C128 operates as 2 decoder and produces chip selects and other signals. 



a Sigmal, unktss all the mnputy to lhe pate itself are 
highs. The AND wate can have two or more inputs: 
It only has-qne oulget. It will outputa ligh when 
a mpuisare high. The AND gate is an electrotic: 
combination lock. [topens up and oulpets when all 
the fighs are presen), CHherwise it rensaing eff, 

The OR gate ts.s0 named becatse it will output 
a tagh if any of its inputs are high. The OR gate can 
have two or mone mputs.-[t only his une output. 
It will output a high when one of more ofits inputs 
are high, 

The CR gate is also an electromec lack. It turns 
on wherta iiph ts inserted into any of ts input leads. 
The difference between the AND pate and the OF 
fate dees not at Gest appear striking, bot itis. Be- 

cube Of this difference int operation, the computer 
is feasible. 

Tn the PLA, the ANT) gates are sible tn distin- 

Ruin belween a jot of different address bit inputs 
and onky output the desired signal to the OR pates. 
The OR gates are then able to output the correct 
Gup select sapmal from the designated pin. 

The Chip Selects 

First ola, the PLA takes core-of the CB toads 

chipsclects, without any help from the MMU. The 
address. bos inputs lines ALS-ALO at pins 1-6; as 
shown in Fig. 14-1_ Four control lines and these ad- 
dress hits torn conbenteon that results in one-chigs 
select, The four control fines are BA, LORAM, 
HIRAM. and CHAREN. 

BA, the bus available signal origmates in VIC. 
Iiscised to help tum on the RIV in the Soc! be- 

aides hemg inserted intu the PLA. LORAM (ow 

RAM, ARAM (gh RAN, ov CHAREN (eharar- 
ter ROM enable), all come from the 8502, They 
efierge from the special register pins PO, Pl and P2. 

These input signals work their way through the 
maze of ANT) and OR circuits in the PLA and gut. 

putone chip select bi Figure [4-1] shows the in- 
pots. and possite outputs. The chip selected is from 
the grouped DO, FAN Dor ROMs that the Ce omede 
Uses. 

When a Ch4 mode cartridge js inserted, the 
computer detects tt and brings into pay bwe more 

PLA mputs. They are *EXROM (external ROM) 
and «GAME, With the additional lines, a number of 
different memory maps could be tumed on, sccord- 
ing to the combination of bits that are entering all 
these: inputs. 

The Ch memory map is. a doubledeck affair, 
Shown in Fig? 14-3. The bottom deck is 64K bytes 
long and is made up of eight 4164 DRAMs. The 
chechitigy 18 notone longunhroken girctch, The deck 
is sectioned off into pages of 256 bytes per page, 
as showrin Fag. 141. This puts 256 pages Inte GK, 
of Memary- 

On top of the GK of RAM. using a lot of the 
gine atdinesses, 1s 21K more of memory. This gives 
a tet BSR thal the O64 mode uses. Because the 
S502 can only address A4K al a ome, the PLA 

needed to pick and match diferent mensory sua bay- 
outs for various uses, 

Besides the dowble decking of 85K, the mem- 
OFy ttap can have some other residents, These are 

extemal deviess auch as the curindge ROMs. They 

gait entrance by beng plugged into a cartridge 
heder and activating *“EXROM and “GAME. 

The C64 mode has a default memory map, Fig. 
14-5. Tt comes up when you slart-the C128 in Cd 
mode, Seven other maps are available, besides that 
default map, by changing bits inte LORAM, HIRAM, 
GAME and EXROM, witch change the arrangement 
Of The chips that wall reside in the map. Besides that, 

you may pick one map wod-then bank in and out af 
that toags the partoular chips. that ure needed. These 
and-other derals will ie covered in Chapter 16. 

In the C124 mode, the PLA-also plays 2 part 
in the chip sec! process. Tt selects all the ROMs. 
it selects the VIC chip,.color RAM and character 
ROM. Italso selects the varias 1/Os, including the 
tole and the SID. The PLA does not perform 
the tanking of memory —the MMU is in charge of 
that. 

PLA Additions! Functions 

Figure 14-1 shows the schemualic drawing for 
the PLA, “Phe inputs and uatputs are arrowed, Note 
He fine-up of outputs an the night side of the draw- 

ing: You can see all the chip select tines. In. addi. 
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Fig. 144, The 64K memory map 's partitioned off into 266 
pages aach comaining 256 bytes. 

tion, the *CAS (column address: strobe) is for 
DRAMs, and CLRBANK js for the color RAM, 

There is «DWE from pin 40 that is the wnte 
enable strobe for the DRAMs, and +GWE frorn pin 
44 that goes to U56 (a flip-flop) and then becomes 
the write enable for the color RAM. 

The PLA sends the Z80 signals to turn it on and 

to handle the Z80's [/O-and memory mappmg. Pin 
13, *BUSACK, is the bit that turns on the Z#0. Pin 
14. Z80 VO, goes to pin 20 of the Z80 to get the 
Vo data moving. 

The R/*W signal from the 8502 arrives at pin 
10 of the PLA, The PLA then takes care of the direc- 
tien m which the bits on the data bus wil be 
travelmg. 

Besides al these jobs, the PLA, churing the C128 
mode, also makes use of the C64 signals: LORAM. 
HIRAM and CHAREN. These ines m CH mode are 
part of the banking scheme. The C64 mode can only 
utiize 64K at a time. Yet &5K is available between 

all the chips used for C64. The mentioned control 
fines 22d m banking the chips into eight different con- 
figurations for the C64 to use, They are not needed 
for banking in the C128 mode. The MMU performs 
the C128 banking duties. 

This PLA is able to change the job of these three 
lines and make good wse of them when C128 is in 
action. The CILAREN imput from the 8502 is then 
ased to turn the character KOM off and on in the 

Fig. 14-5, The C64 mode memory default map, the one that 
comes on when you switch on C64, has the following resi 
dents: 40K of RAM, tive BASIC ROM, the Kernel ROM and 
the WO group. 

VIC bank that is selected. CHAREN makes the 
character ROM readily available m any VIC bank. 
LORAM andi HIRAM mputs are used to select 

one of the two sections of the color RAM. Specifi- 
cally, LORAM siput causes the PLA to select one 
of the two RAM sections when the 8502 is m con- 
trol. HIRAM imput causes the PLA to select one of 

the two RAM sections while the VIC is in charge 
of operations. ‘This makes the color displays oper- 
ate cleanly. It is a valuable feature for programmers 
and users. 



PLA PINOUT 

Figure 14-6 is the Test Point Chart for the 8721 
PLA chip. Pins 1-6 are the address times ATS-A0. 
If vou Louchdown on them with the logic probe, then 
they will all show activity as the probe reads PULSE. 
What you are seeing is the current address bits ar- 
fiving in step with the clock: 

Pin 7, called VICFIX. is not being used at pres- 
ent, Mis connected to ground and the probe wall read 
a LOW, Pin 8, DMAACK for direct memory access 
acknowledge, is not being used either. [tis ted to 
+5 volts to keep it oul of action, The probe wil read 
a high. 

Pin 9 3s AEC coming from VIC. AEC lets the 
PLA know when the 842 ts in charge, or when VIC 
has control, It probes PULSE while the C128 is 
idling. Pin 10 is the R/+W bine from the 8502. Tt lets 
the PLA know which direction the bits on the data 
bus should be traveling, Pin 10 shows PULSE, 

Pins 11 and 12 are *GAME and «EXROM. 
They. are coming from the expansion bus, When a 
cartnedge is in the expansion port, these signals bc- 
come active and can affect memory maps. They both 
probe HIGHs when there is nothing m the expan- 
sion port. 

Pins 13 and 14 are 28} ENABLE and Z80 LO. 
They cach show PULSE. The enable is a bit from 
the Z80. When the hit is high the Z&) is in charge, 
When the bit goes low, the PLA Knows that the 780 
js now tnstating and has given up control. The Zal) 
VO ts a symal from the PLA to the Zé, It is an in- 
terrupt thal the Z80 might or might not honor, 

Pin 15 shows the computer's mode_ If the probe 
reads: HIGH then the machine is in C128. In C64 
tnode the pint prohes a LOW. Pins 15, 16, 17 and 
18 all connect directly to MMU pitis. Sixteen, a 
LOW, is an VQ select that reads low. Pins. 17 and 
18, PULSEs, are ROM BANK Hi and ROM BANK 

LA). These four pins 15-18 are the mode status lines, 
In the C128 mode, between the address bits and 
these four lines, the C128 banking arrangements are 
made, 

Pins 19-and 20, two more PULSEs, are two VIC 
address bus lines which art multiplexed into pins 
called MA¢ and MAS. These special address ines 

help the PLA when the $502 wants to access VIC 
or if VIC wants to-actess the DRAMSs, Pin 21 is the 
BA signal from VIC. It shows a PULSE. Pins 22, 

2d and 25 are LORAM, HIRAM and CHAREN from 
the 850@. Pins 22 and 23 ure HIGHs and 25-is a 
LOW, Pin 24 is: also a 1-OW hecause if is the chip's 
GND connection. 

Pits 26 44 & higher order VIC address tine but 
¢omes from CLAY. It probes a HIGH. Pin 27 has a 
jurnper in its input line. It sets the PIA for use of 
125K or 256K RAM, The jumper t open which sets 

for 128K RAM_ The line is bekd HIGH, Piss 28 and 
29 are not connected, Pin 25 will not show any logic 
probe rearings. Pin 29 will read PULSE from inter- 
nal commecbons, 

Pins 30, 31, 32 and 33. are four HIGH s showing 
the signals for ROM 1, ROM H, CLRBANK and 
FROM}. Pins 4, 35, 36 and 37 are the chip select 
ping for ROM4, ROMS, ROM2 and ROM1. They 
are all PULSEs except 37 which is HIGH, 

Pin 38 is an 1/0 chip select that is coming front 
the U3 decoder. It reads PULSE, Pin 3928 not con- 
nected but will read a pulse as signals spill over in- 
side the PLA and make it to the pin. The PULSE 
has no practical meaning. Pin 40 ic the *~DWE out- 
put, a write enable to the DRAMs. Pin 41 is a 
PULSE that goes to a pair of NAND gates in U9. 
The pin is called *CASENE for column address 
strobe enable B. After passage Uhrough the two 
NANDs it becomes *“GCASO and +GCAS1. These 
two signals are NANDed again and are then applied 
to the mwa banks of RAM as. *RAMCASO aml 
*RAMCASI. Each strobes its respective RAM 
hanks for the column addresses. 

Pi 42 ws the *VIC chip select. It reads a 
PULSE. Pin 43 3 the *[/O ACC and ie applied to 
VIC as a PULSE. Another PLILSE from pin 44, 
*C WE, is the write enable that ends up at the color 
RAM, Pin 45 output, another PULSE, is the 
*COLOR RAM chip select. Pin 46, still another 
PULSE {called *CHAR: ROM), is the chip select for 
the character ROM, 

Pin47, *CAS, ix the compursun PULSE that is 
NANDed with GCASO and GCAS1 gates to form 
RAMCASO and RAMCAS1, which are applied to 
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RAM banks 0 and 1, Pin 48 shows a HIGH. It is 
the +5 volt power input pin. 

To sum up, the 48-pin Programmed Logic Ar- 
ray is the only large chip in the C28 that cannot 
be programmed, It has-already been built with a mas: 
sive switching program installed. ft receives inputs 
from miress lines, control lines from the S502, the 
expansion port, VIC, CIA2 and a few other places. 
ft interprets these lines and then outputs chap selects 

and other decoded signals, 

The PLA provides all the ciup selects and other 
necessiry signals for the C64 mde. For the C128 
mode it does a bot, but not everything, The MMU 
does most of the interpreting for the C128 mode us- 
ing the PLA as a helpmate. The next chapter on the 
MMU goes into more detail on how the PLA uper- 
ates with the MMU. 



15. Memory Management Unit 

he fist chapter showed how this computer in 
Cid mode aes Lhe PLA and its input signals 

to configure AbKUof available: memory mto-epht use- 
ful maps of 64K each. A mamdmum of 64K i6 tn each 
map because the 8502 is only able to directly ad- 
ress AER with its 16 address ines: 

In the £128 mode andthe machine tmguage 
Monitor mode, 22K. of physical memory is avail- 
able that the Sodke nest be aisle te address. The ARO? 
still camonty address 64K al a time. That ts-why the 
Memory Management Unit, U7, isin the C128 de- 
sien. “This MMU, with Ube help of the PLA, con- 
hgores lb titterent ak fotmeats, and has the a 
address all 372K of memory by quickly switche 
from hank to hank, 

in each bank are carefully selected amounts oof 

RAM. ROM, UC and other addresses, The amdunts 

Of each iype: of memory have been decided upon in 
the factor as the ones thet woukd be mics? useful 
in Tiostanplications, Aga program is con, the pro- 

gram species diferent hanks at different places m 
the routine. A bank bs choseo by typmg m BASIC. 

the command BANK ond then number between 0 
amd 15. 

‘Tale 15-] shows the arrangement of the banks. 
Mode that banks 043 are four 6h stretches of RAM: 
Dnes this mean that the MMU is capable of address- 
ing 256K of RAM? Yes! However, there ls. only 
128% of RAM in the C128. These are extrrcapabil- 
ittes that will allow upgrades of lhe C128 in the fu- 
lure, Such a new machine woud be the CE5A. 
Furthermore, f 256K DRAMs were osed-instead 
oR DREAMS, a C4 would be created, 

Anyway, jets stayowith the 7128 for the pres- 
ent. The additional 128K that can be 4ddressed 
woul bein banks 2 and 3.1 you choose bank 2 then 
you will be ankiressing hank 0), Should you dial up 
hank 3) you will be addressing bank: 1. 

BANK CONTENTS 

Table 15-2 is a Ssting of what formes. of memory 
are.in the hanks aod their addresses in decimal and 
hex. The hanks are numbered 0-15-in decal amd 
i bex are O-F. The decimal is needed when testing 
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Table 15-1, In the C128 mode, the MMU can get the computer 
to operate with 16 different mentory map jayouts. In BASIC the banks are 

called out using decimal numbers. in the Machine Language Monitor the banks need hexadecimal to appear. 

EEEEEEEEEEEELELE gegereeegeeeeeey 
SSSSSSS05SE2 

ie] g 

SOO OUN-oOwN=CUn=0 

in C128, uses RAM Set 0) 
C128, uses RAM Set 1) 
unctonal ROM (empty socket) Te if 383 33 35 83 gs 7 a tana ROM fampty socket) 

Reee 

A Fe 

Table 15-2. There are fourteen possible residents the MMU can pick and choose from. 
RAM seta 2 and 3 are not in the machine. It you choose them, then RAM sets 0 and | will awitch in instead. 

0 
1 

2 {same as 0) 

RAM Set 5 (same ae 1) 

Functional HOM US 

Memory Management Unit 

in BASIC and the hex is used when testing it the 
Monitor. Note that addresses start with zero in dec- 

imal and SNK in hex, The $ suzn means hex, Bact 
bank ends up with 65535 in decimal and SFFFF in 

hex. The. banks ane 64K segments. 
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32, 768-59, 247 
A9,152-53,247 
§7,344-85,535 
16,984-49,151 
§3.248-57,543 
65. 280-05,264 
$4, 528-54, 539 

The first four banks 0-3, in Table 15-1, are all 
RAM except for some control addresses that are 
nceded. The Memory Management Unit is mvalved 
with every bank. The MMLI has addresses 65280, 

65281, 65282, 65283 and 65284. These addresses 



in every bank are reserved for the MMU, Further- 
mere, every hank starts off its layout with some 
RAM from the 64K block 0. The amounts of RAM 
from this group of chips varies. Banks 1, 2, 3; 5, 
6, 7, 9, 10 aml LL use 1024 bytes from RAM block 
}. Banks 4, 8, 12 and 13 use 32768 bytes of block 
0. Banks 14 and 15 use 16384 bytes of 0 RAM. 

The MMU registers appear in every bank for 
the C128 to be able to switch from bank to bark sa 
easily. ifthe MMU registers did not have residency 
in every bank, then once you got into a bank there 
would be no way out. Chapter 16 has more details 
about this; 

During power up, the ROMs place copies of the 
instructions to handle IRQs, NMIs and resets iatu 
sections of the RAM that will be used. That way, 

even f you are ina bank that does not inchuk: the 
ROMs, when these interrupts happen, the program 
wan't crash the interrupt will be serviced properly. 

Banks 4-7 are there to work with the empty 
ROM socket, called U36. The banks have various 
amounts of RAM from blocks 4-3 in the bottom 32K 
of the 64K bank. In the top 32K of these banks, the 
Functional ROM, U6, is installed. It resides at nd- 

dresses 32768-54247 and 57344-65280), There are 

ROM chips appearing on the market, like the Siu- 
perchip mentioned earlier. If you plug nne of these 
internal function ROMs into socket U6, you can 
then use banks 4-7, Otherwise you have no need 
for these banks, 

Banks 8-11 are ke the 4-7 banks except that 

they handle a C128 External Function Cartridge 
ROM. The cartridge ROM piugs into the expansion 
port, The ROMs use the same addresses as the In- 
ternal Function ROMs, even though they are not 
physically in the same place. There is no conflict 
even though they use the sate addresses because 
the difference im bank numbers keep them. separate. 

There is also no confbet with C64 cartridges because 
the machine can only come on m ‘C64 mode when 

such a cartridie is in the expansion port, 
Hank 12 also is only ased when an internal func- 

tion ROM is plugged into the U36 socket. ‘The Ker- 
nel ROM is included in this bank, however. Bank £3 
has the same configuration except that it deais with 
the external function ROM in the expansion port. 

Banks 14 und 15 are the ones that ure often 
used. Hoth contain RAM from the 0 block at loca- 
tons (+16383. The BASIC 7.0 ROM ts in hoth ot 
addresses 16384-49151. The Kernel ROM is in both 
banks at 49152-53247, 

_ In bank 14 at 52248-57343 is the Character 
ROM, At these same addresses in bank 15 ts the 
1/0 system, sound, video and other 1/O chips, The 
Kernel ROM also has addresses at 57344-65535 in 
both banks 14 and 15, 

Remembering ail the contents of the 16 banks 
can be broken down inte two groups. One group has 
the banks used without the interna! and external 
function ROMs, Banks 14 and 15 are the ones with 
all the ROMS and I/O. Banks 4) and 1 are the banks 
with prectically al RAM, Banks 2 and 3 are just 
copies of 0 and 1, As Jong as you do not use a func- 
tional ROM chip in U36 or plug a CL28 cartridge in 
the expansion part, just inform yourself on these 
banks, 

When you turn on the machine in C128 mode 
you come up in bank 15. For routine BASIC 7.0 pro- 
gramming, you will work m bank 15 mast of the time. 
The BASIC commands though are simply shortcuts 
that m turn are interpreted and call opt machine lan- 
guage programs that are the actual computing, The 
BASIC commands then cause the muschine to switch 
from bank to bank as the program lines are ex- 

ecuted. After the lines are run off, the machine 
returns to bank 15, unless you issue a BANK 
command. 

In the Monitor though, the rules are changed. 
When you enter the moniter, bank () is automatically 
brought on, bank 0 mostly RAM, If you try to go 
directly to bank 15 to access ROM routines, it won't 
work. In order to switch banks you must wnite to 
the MMU. This will be disctissed later in this 
chapler, 

MMU REGISTERS 

Two sets of registers are in the MMU, The five 
registers mentioned eartier appear in all 16 banks 
at addresses $5280-58244_ These registers are four 
load configuration registers (A, B, C amd D), and the 
mam configuration regster. These registers are al- 
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wavs addressable many bank as jong as the L125 

monde: 15 bearag: tise 
Twelve more registers are vat caddresdcs 

Page S4519. These repesters are grouped with the 
0 systent addresses in hank 15. If the bank should 
be changed, then this-proup of MMU! regesters. will 
disappear from the view of the #502. That is the rea- 
eon for the other groop-of ive MMU registers that 

aren every bank 
As seen in Fig. 15-1, the register that appears 

in the alwave-present group ad tn the bank-15-only 
group, fs the configuration register. the CR. 

In BASIC. all. of these negisters are conigured 
Caubomatically by the routines in the ROMs. [nh na- 
chine Janguage though, the programmer must con- 

figure them by writing te them with the 8502, There 
are four jouw! contigneration registers, LOKs, four 

preconfiguration Tegisters, four page. pouler 
regisiers; one mete conkguraton register, ane 
RAM configuration register ied & Version register 
besides the configuration register that apptars Lwici. 

at, 65,290) and 4328. 
The configuration register is the mést impor- 

tant register in the MMU. Writing tu the CR will 
se1up any hank that is desired. The 16 banks are 
16 different settings of the CR. Let's see exactly 
what that means. 

Setting the CA 

Figure 15-2 shows the byte of bets cin the con- 
figuration cegster. Woting to this regmdier sets live 

groups of its, Bits 7 and 6 define the amount of 
RAM that will be placed into the desired bank. Two 

bats are whle to form four bit combinations..[f you 
jaace binary (0 into bit positions 7 and 6, then the 
crate will choose from block & of RAM. When bits 
(1 aré installed, you have arranged to chonse RAM 

irom block 1. 

10 is placed into positions Y-and A, then yoo 

haye chosen from the nof-aulable block 2. In the 
C128, at present, vou simply be switched back to 

block 0. Should you place bmary 11 in the bit posi: 
lions, (you'll be awitched back be block 1 because: 

there is no block 3. The MTL os able to choose, 

one 

blocks geand 3. providing 2345, but the chips are 

fot Gri thet tnancaities. 
“oso: Bey writing ‘bits te: the (oR bal, pcisi- 

bons 7 and. yoo cum ichosse the BAM) that you oan 
m the fank you-ane gomig bo work in. 

Bit positions Sand 4 are also capable-of having 
four choices by the careful placing ot bits. The bits 

i) will have the internal MOMU circuitry choose the 
Remel ROM for-use mm the bank to be configured. 

Bits 0) choose any internal function ROM that oxight 
bet pobuyenpesd inl USSG, “Tbe Enea: bots 10) hey Uh scat 
thing forany-extemal funeboo C228 ROM that moght 

be plowed into Lhe expunsaan port. Finally, bits 1] 
will pick RAR ter fee in thee. bank. 

flit postions Sand 2 mthe CR follow the same 

formula, Bila 0 are the ones that will get the BA- 
SIC ROM into: the desired bank. [its 01 again 
choose the internal fection ROM and bits 10 the 
‘external function ROM. Bits 11 choose from RAM. 

Bit pesitite | canonly have two states. There- 

fore ike. only chow one efiweo Memory cempo- 

nents to hein the bank which the CE bytes forming: 

When position | isa 0, the circuits install the BA» 
SIC-ROM low for the hank. If 1 is installed in bit 
position 1, then RAM will be an the bank. 

it position () alse can assume only two states: 

When itis.a 0, the [0 system is placed in the bank. 

Ifa lis placed im the rewaster bit, then the Charac- 

ter ROM), of isan wilertitive soe RAM, could be 
chosen. 

Asan example, let's setup hank-14, Bank.14 

calls for: RAM block 0: the Rermmel ROM: the BA. 
SIC ROM: and the Character ROM. To place RAM 
Qhinte the bank, int pestis Paumd 6 receive bide 

(amd 0. Positions 3 and 4 receme () and 0 too, and 
the Kernel becomes a micmber of the bank. Pos- 
tons 3oand 2 receive (and ( also-to have the BA- 

SIC ROM high. Position | aisy gets a 0) for the 
toclasaon of BASIC BOM lew. Lastly position 0 pete 

41 for the Character ROM. tobe inchided in the 
harms. "Phe tote CR byte becomes (0000001 for bank 

i4-to be seen by the 8502, 
Bank £5, (he one-that comes pas you tun on 

tie Cie mode, -almastadentical to bank 14 ex- 



MMU REGISTERS 

Contguration 
fegishar on 

Mode MOR 

Contiguratian siasaaa ck 

Fig. 15-1. There are two sats of registers in tthe MMU, The ones at $5,280-65,264 are installed in every ane af the 16 
basis. The most important regster, the CA, = repeated in both register sats at addresses 85,200 and 54,528. 
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65,280 
or 

34,528 

CONFIGURATION REGISTER 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
BASIC 

MAM Bank 0 Kernel FOM | BASIC ROM HI [ROM Lo legis: 

1 
RAM 

0 1 0 1 0 1 ROM 

Functonal Functional (Charac- 
RAM Bank 1 ROM OR ah 

1 0 1 Q 1 0 
Expansion Cartage Cartridge 

Bank 2 ROM ROM 

1 1 
Expansion 

Bank 3 

Fig. 15-2. The programmer can configure fve sets of bits by writing to the CR, 

cept for bit position 0, in bank 15, position 0 is 0. 
That makes the CR byte 00000000, The only differ- 

ence between bank 14 am! 15 is bank 15 chonses 

the VO system on the memory map and bank 14 
chooses the Character ROM insteact. 

The CR is found with two addresses: one is at 
M4528 and the other at 65280_ The register at 65250 
is accessible to the 8502 my matter what bank is be- 
ing used, The location at 54528 is not always avail- 
able in some banks, That is why the CR is given two 
addresses. Without access to the CR you can’t al- 
ways switch from bank te bank. 

Setting the Preconfiguration Registers 

It is easy in BASIC to Switch from dank to bank. 

You simply insert a program bine bke: 

220. Bank 14 

24 

inte the BASIC program. The 8502 is then in- 
structed by the BASIC ROM to place binary bits 
OO}OOOO! into the configuration register. 

In machine language it takes a little more work. 
You have te perform a write operation and install 
the bits in the CR. That isn’t too difficult either. 
Then there are ways to change banks by using other 
registers in the MMU. This becomes valuable to the 
programmer, It could be useful toa troubleshooter 
who wants lo exercise the MMII to see if it is per- 

forming properly. 
In the set of MMU regsters at 34528-54509 

there are four preconfiguration registers 2s shown 
in Fig. 15-1_ These are known as PCRs. In the group 
of MMU registers al 65280-65284, there are four 
corresponding registers called toad configuration 
registers, LCRs. The PCRs and LCRs are each 
called A, B, C and D respectively, The A’s are a 



working pai. the H's area working parr, and soon. 
Each pair together can be preset to change the set 
of bets in the configuration register, which ¢witches 
banks. Then a single STORE instruction will trg- 
get the LCR to make the POR place ita contents 
mio the CH and thus switch banks. 

Tt works like the following, In the beginning af 
i PTOETAM Feb can store up to four bank changes 
in Lies PCRs. Then at appropriate places in the pro- 
gram there wil be STORE instructions to the ap- 
propriate LCRs, Tt should be noted that the PCRs 
are oct always available to the 8502 in ewery Bank. 
Tt doesi'L tnatter though because the LIC Rs areal- 
ware avadable ty every bik. All that has tobe clone 
is ite a STORE instruction to the avaiable LCR 
and tt will tigger its companion PCR even though 
the 250G can't acoces the POR, The LCE can al- 
ways get through. Incidentally, the STORE instruc: 
tion to the LCE can have any valiie attached. [is 
the STORE instruction that is the trigger, not the 
data contents of the program line, Whee the STORE 
instruction is executed tothe LOR, the PCR is trig- 
gered amd replaces dhe contents of the CR, with the 
cotbents the DCR had heen preconfigured with. The 
CH then causes the cooment bank to he switched in 

accordance. with the new contents-of the configura: 
ton Tépister, 

The above as what is goign m the CR, PCRS 
and LCRs, Hf you are using BASIC, then you are 
not supposed to do anything with these registers: 
BASIC wil handle them all. If you do alter the reg- 
ister contents then BASIC could become vere con- 
fused and anything could happen meloding # program: 
crass. 

You a look into the MMU registers and see 
ther contents in thachiie language. 

Inspecting the MMU Registers 

Because the MMU tas 17 registers with ad 
dresses, iS evay loamepect them dind inake sun 
they are-acting normally. The easiest way to look 
aver the registers is with the Monitor. Of ecurse 
You Can only inspect the registers in this wid if the 
Ci28 is operating. Shoah) the computer be down 

compbetely. Uhecoiy troubleshooting npeasures you 

fan take are with test equipment fike the logic probe 
ane warn, 

The MMU register inspection beging by enter- 
mg the Motor, When you enter, either by com: 
manding MONITOR or pressing. FA, vou O gee the 
Sapna: 

MONITOR 
PC SR AC XA YA SP 
.FBOOD 00 00 00 00 Fg 

he: Momiler opens with a hex read out of its 
programmable registers, The: contents. of Uke PC are 
shown as FHOO), Because each hex oomber 
represents four binary bits, FROOO would appear to 
be 20) bits. There are only 16 bits in the program 
counter, The Fis notin the PC, It shows what bank 
the 8502 sees at this-lime. Fim hex is'15, The 8502 
is looking-at bank 15. The rest of the romsters: all 
have two hex numbers representing eight bits, is 
they. shoei 

When your Monitor signs on in this: way, il 
shows that a bot of the circuits in the computer are 
working fne. All the circuits that-are instrutnental 
in placing the Momiter sign-on inte the TV display 
are doing so. [the sign-on was incorrect, that could 
indicate: troubles, 

faetting back to the MMU registers: the Moni: 
tor as two ¢conuitands that are valuable for 
troubleshwoting: One is M for Memon. Mis sorme- 
What like a PEEK im BASIC. M followed by o start 
address am! an end address. both in hex. will dis- 
play Ubose addresses Inclueled trom the start to the 
end: For example, ff you enter M FDA FDSO8, 
then you wil disptay: 

>FO500 00 3F 7F 01 41 BT O¢ 00 
>FDS08 FO 01 FO 20 FF FF FF FF 

What does. all that mean? You Have jist dig- 
Played the contents of bank 15, becations PSie) 
through DOOF. These 16 locations inched the MM 
regsters DS) through DSOG. The extra: foor 
registers shown, from DS0C through DSOF, are 
thrown in for good measure becatse the M command 
Gsplays i oon of eigii registers ona line. The 
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Monitor starts. cach line with the first address 
shown, and from then on in multiples of eight. Note 
that the first line is address DSM) and the second 
fine begins with TSOR. 

The four preconfiguration registers are in this 
group of MMU registers: The PCRs will always dis- 
play the same contents. aé their respective LCRs 

have, You'll see that when you display the set of 
registers next that contain the LCRs. 

If you are wondering what those symbols are 
on the right of each line; they are the ASCH charac- 
ters corresponding to the eight memory locations 
on the ine, 

Once you have examined the tweive MMU 

registers in that group, then you can look at the re- 

psaining five in the other group. Enter: 

M FFOO FFO4 

When you press RETURN the display will show: 

>OFFOO SF SF 7F 01 41 78 48 BA 

The display shows MMU registers, 

FFO0-FFO4, plus the contents of registers FOS, 

FFO06 and FF07, After the hex contents are the AS- 

CH symbols that are called by the contents of the 
eight registers. When this display comes up, these 
MMU registers are indicated to be okay and oper- 
ating normally, Note the 0 in front of the address 
that appears. That shows the bank that the monitor 
is using at this time. It is bank 0 which is mostly 
RAM except for the upper MMU register and some 
control signals. 

The other Monitor command that lets you in- 

spect the MMU registers is D. It is the disassem- 

ble command and is used hy the programmer to list 

programs in memory. It can be used Lo inspect the 
MMU registers. Just enter the frst address of the 
group of registers: 

DB 0500 

The display will bring up @ page of memory—in 
this case addresses DSQ0-D5H4, The contents of 
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these addresses will be shown. The cottents are 
listed vertically alongside the address. Ifyou enter: 

D FFOO 

then the samme type of display will be shown. Other 
information is in the display loo. For example, the 
period at the beginning denotes the disassembty. 
The (in front of the hex addresses i again the bank 

number. There are also machine language symbols 
present. This is disassembly information, not neces- 
sarily having anything to do with the inspection test 
of the MMU registers. 

MODE CONFIGURATION REGISTER 

Address 1505. i¢ the MCR (see Fig. 15-3). Tt 
makes two vital decisions. First it decides which 
processor should be in charge, the 8502 ur the Z80, 
Secondly, if the 8502 is in charge, then it decides 

what. mode shoukd he used: C128 or C64. The MCR 

makes these decisions by the type of bits that are 
installed in the register. Each bit activates a partic- 

ular set of circuits in the MMU that switches in the 
desired processor and the mode of the 8502, if 
CPYM is to be used, then the Z80 will be given 

control, 
Hit position 0 chooses the processor. If the po- 

sition has a 0 then the 280 will be in charge, Should 
aE be placed in that position, then the S412 will get 
the contrals. When the C128 is first powered up, 
the bet position is at 0, This lets the 780 pet the mo- 
for started and the machine initialized. As soon 3s 
the Z80 does its work, the position state is changed 
to a land the 8502 takes over. 

Should.s CP/M disk be in the disk drive. the 

bit remains at the 0 State and the ZS80 retains con- 
trut of the computer. The Z80 then loads the disk 
contents into memory and the computer is ready to 
be programmed as 2 Z80 computer or be loaded with 
CPYM programs to do some useful work. The CP/M 
operating system sections in ROM are accessed. 

Bits 1 and 2 in the MCR are not used. They 
are there as extra capacity. In the future they could 
be-used in case-addinonal modes are iistalled in the 
computer system. If you recall, the MMU is also 



Fig. 15-3. Tho MCR makes two decisions. tt drodes which processor is to De in Charge and, if it picks the ASO, which 
made should be used: C64 or C128. 

able to address another 128K of RAM if RAM blocks 
2 and 3 are ever installed in addition te the present 
RAM blocks 0) and 1. Bits 1 and 2 of the MCR are 
also additional power the MMU can bring to bear 
if ever desired, 

Bit 31s 4 FAST serial input and output control. 
Wit is 20 then it sets an input for FAST serial input 
from the disk drive. set at 1 it causes an output 
operation from the serial bus buffer. in the present 
day C128, it is not used as an imput. 

Bits 4 and 5 are the *GAME and *EXROM 
sense bits, When a cartridge is m the expansion port 
these lines sense it and force the C128 into a C64 
mode, The cartridge then takes over control and 
mins the computer. 

The C64 cartridge will make one of the “GAME 
or *EXROM Imes go low, When that happens el 
ther bit 4 or 5 will have a 0 state and the C64 mode 
will be actuated. If a C128 cartridge is in the expan- 
sion port, then these two nes will not be affected 
and both bits 4 and § will have a 1. The computer 
will stay in C128 mode, 

Bit 6 also is a C64/C128 mode setter. It selects 
the operating system. If the bit is low then all of the 
MMU registers are turned on and the machine goes 
into C128 mode. Should the bit go high, then the 
C64 mode takes over. 

Bit 7 is affected by the up or down position of 
the 40/80 DISPLAY key. When the key is in the up 
position, bit 7 ts held high and the computer will dis 
play 40 columns. The video output will exit from the 
RF Moxtulstor or the composite video port. Should 
the key be pressed into the down position, then bit 
7 goes low and the computer will output 8-colamn 
video from the RGBI output port, 

The contents of the mode configuration regis- 
ter can be mspected quickly by entering the Moni- 

tor and typing M FD505. A display will appear 
showing 48 registers from D505 on, Ignore them 

al except for DSO05. Upon start up it will read hex: 
B7. Translated to binary B7 is 10110211, Counting 
from the left, the hit positions are 7, 6,5, 4, 3, 2,1. 

Bit position 7 has a 1. That selects the 40- 
column display output, Bit position 6 has a U. That 
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puts the mode into C128. Bit positions 5 and 4 are 
both highs. That says there are no O64 cartridges 
in place and the C128 mode holds intact, 

Bit position $is a0. No input is im this machme 
80 ignore it: Bits 1 and 2 are held high but they are 
unused and to be ignored too. Bit 0 is a high. That 
means the 8502 ts the chosen processor, That & how 
the MCR conducts its business as the C124 first 
comes on normally. 

RAM CONFIGURATION REGISTER 

The hex address of the RCR is D506, The RCR 

controls the amount of common RAM that is shared 
between the two 4K blocks, f-and 1. It also de- 

ME 

Mh 
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cides how the common RAM is to be shared. Lastly 
it designates the RAM block that the VIC can use. 

Figure 15-4 shows the four ways that the shared 
RAM is assigned. There can be IK, 4K, 8K or IGK 
ameunts shared. Hits 0 and 2 of the RCR, dictate 

the amount of RAM that is to be shared. There are 
four possible combinations of the two bits. 

Figure 15-5 shows the amounts of shared RAM 

in accordance with the states in the bit positions. 
In Fig. 15-5 the bit positions 2 and 3 show where 
the shared RAM is to be placed, Bits 4 and 5 are 
unused and reserved for future use. This ts another 
example of the power this MMU has and indicates 

future potential of C128 computers. 

ef tea @ 
Fig. 15-4. The AAM contiguration register sicks the smount of common RAM thal is to. De-shared belwnan tne two 64K 
blocks G and 1. 



RAM CONFIGURATION REGISTER 

Amounts of 

shared HAM 

m banks 

Fig. 1-5. The AGA cheers of sets five of its bits to produce the desired HAM shatag: 

Bit 6 decides which one of the two RAM banks 
VIC ss assigned to. Bit 7 is unused and alse zvail- 
able for future use. If bit 6 is a low then RAM bank 
1) will be used by VIC: A high in bit 6 assigns VIC 
to bank 1. 

If you check the RCR contents by typmg M 
FDS06, then you'll read hex 4. Decimal 04 is bi- 
nary NO00OLOO, Bit positions are counted from left 
to night, 7-(. Bit position 7 and 6 are both 0's, Bit 
7 is ignored and a 0 in 6 assigns VIC to RAM bank 
0). Tits 5 and 4 are also ignored, Bits 3 and 2 are 

and | which places the shared RAM at the bottom 
ef bank 0. Bits 0 and 1 are binary (4) which places 
the amount of shared RAM to be used at 1K. This 

i$ the arrangement! set up at power-up in CL28 
mode. 

THE PAGE POINTERS 

Upon system start up in C124 mode, enter the 
Monitor and type M FDS07 FDS0A. A line of cight 

hex contents starting at DST will appear. The F in 
the hex address shows that bank 15 is the one dis- 

plaved, The first four hex pairs are the contents of 
the page pointer registers. The other four ivex pairs 
are the version register (discussed next}. and three 
memory regesters in the 1) section of bank 15, This 
group of MMU registers is located in the D/O 
section. 



High (Low in C6< mode) 

High (Low in 80-column} 

Fig. 15-6, When the computer is down and the MMU ragisters can’t be tested by reading register contents, then the ingic 
probe and ine Test Point Chart must be used, 
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Now a word about pages. 64K of memory, spe- 
cifically 65536 bytes. is composed of 256 pages of 
256 bytes. Each page is composed of 16 groups of 
16 bytes. Each page is numbered in hex, Form 00 
to FF, In the C128 pages 0. and 1 are numbered 
(X+-FF and 10-1FP. Each subsequent 256 byte page 
1s numbered consecubvely. in hex, till the last page 
of the 64K is FFOO-FFFF. 

The page pointers deal with pages 0 and 1. 
‘These are important pages. Page 0) is used by the 
$502 because a lot of the instructions tt works with 
are in thrs page. Page 1 is also vital because it is 
the C128 stack. That is where the 8502 stores tts 
Tegister contents during interrupts amd some Jump 
instructions. 

The page pomnters are able to change the page 
number of 2 and 1 and relocate these pages some- 
where else m memory. Registers at D507 and D508, 
when a relocation of page 0 is performed, will then 
contain the starting address of the new page num- 
ber. Registers at D509 and DS50A, when a rejoca- 
tion of page 1 is performed, will then contain the 
starting address of the new page number. Addresses 
507 and D509 will hold the low bytes of the new 
addresses and 1908 and D50A will contam the high 
bytes, 

_ At-start-up in the C128, the M command in ma- 
chine language will show that the four bytes, D507 
through DS0A, will be 00 FO 01 and FU. These hex 
values in hinary are; 

The page pomters vive the machine language 
programmer a lot of versatibty, For troubleshoot- 

ing, all that 14 normally needed is the ability to read 
the regster contents and then compare them to 
what ts supposed to be there at that time. As jong 
as Uw above values are present, the registers can 
then be forgotten about. Should an incorrect value 
be present, that could be a clue that indicates trou: 
bie in the chip. That goes for all the MMU regsters- 

VERSION REGISTER 

At address DSOK is the version register, The 
contents of that register in my Ci28, at system start 
up in C128 mode, is hex 20. In bmary, that converts 
to 0100000. This register holds an unchanging value 
that describes the model of the MMU and what and 
how much RAM is in the machine. It is sort of an 
electronic name plate. casily changed. 

Bits 7-4 contain the code in bits of how much 
memory 35 present, The bits 0010 mean that there 
are two banks of 64K RAM. Bits 3-4) contain the 
MMU modei number or version. The 0000 is the 
model MMU I have. This register is a signpost for 
& programmer to know what type of system he is 
dealing with in case there are some compatibility 
problems. Computer systems are always being up- 
graded and inadvertent compatibility probkems could 
be built in. This register could be helpful in those 
Cases, 

THE MMU PINOUT 

When the C128 has troubles but is still operat- 
ing, the MMU can be checked out by displaying the 
Tegister contents and comparing them to the con- 
tents that should be there. Ifthe C128 can’t display 
the register contents, then the only recourse to test 
the MMU is with the bagic probe amd wom, using Fig, 

15-6, The pin states can then be compared with the 
states shown in the Test Point Chart. If any pins 

do not match up, then that could be a clue fo the 
trouble. 

The Jobs of the MMU 

The MMU is connected to the entire address 
bus, AI5S-A0, Internally, it takes these incoming hits 

and translates thern into eight translated address 
lines, TAI5-TA8 as shown in Fig. 15-7, The MMU 
then sends these eight bits and they are used to do 
other addressing, The TA15-TA8 fines are discussed 
in detail in Chapter 18. 

The MMU 3¢ deeply involved in controlling the 
three processor modes, C128, C4 and 780. At pin 
47 is an output called 124/64. [Lisa jomt output with 
pin 16 of the PLA. [t goes to the character ROM 
to choose the character set according to the mode, 
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Fig. 15-7. The MMU fecemwes the full seq of adress. bits. M produces the translated address Das. TAIS-TAS. 
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C128 or C64, An enable signal at pin 43 makes its 
way to the Z80 and Lurns tt on and off. It has already 
been shown how the mode configuration register 
cuntrols the choice of mode. 

The MMU generates select fines for CAS. 
These outputs ere found leaving pins 12 and 11, 
Other symais such as those to choose the ROM- 
BANK e¢xat pine 14 and 15, which go direct to pins 
17 and 1% of the PLA. The C128 would net be # 

C128 without the MMU) providing all the important 
control and select megsures, 

input Signal 

Pins 18-21 are the inputs for address tines 
AO-A3. The loge probe shows thert as pulues. They 
along with pins 24-3), AS-A15, also al pulsing; are 
the remaining direct address bits frum the proces- 
sors, Two address bits, Ad and A5, are input at pin 
24, At pin 23 are two more: AG and AZ. These pins 
show pulses too, They are combmed simply to re- 
duce the MMU! pin count. 

These two combined address bits are passed 
through two OR gates between the bus and the pines. 
With the use of an OR gate you can combine two 
sigmils and save pins and wiring. 

ABC, the address enable control from VIC, is 
inpret at pin 16. Tt-shoukt probe a pulse. When AEC 
is high the 8502 in given charge of the shared bus, 
ff AEC is low then VIC takes charge of the bus. 

Pin 32 i an imput from the 8502. It is the sys- 
lem read/write line. It shows a pube when okay. 
When the R/*W hne ts high then the 8502 is order- 
ing a rend operation. A tow means that the 8502 
wants to comdict a write. 

At pin 33 there should be another pulse. If is 

astock myput, It ts calle! Phase 0. The 8502 adkiress- 

inge i8 tiiggerec on the rising edge and data move: 
ment is (riggered on the falling edge. More on the 
generation and tise of this signal is given in Chapter 
17. 

Pin 215 the *RESET input, When a low enters 
here, as the machine is turned on or after the reset 
button fas been pressed, the internal MMU 
registers are all started and initialized. Pin 2 is nor- 

wally held high till «RESET, a jow, arrives. Pin 2 
will probe = high during test standby conditions, 

Pin L7 i& another putse. It is MUX, the mem- 
ory multiplex signal, It ts another clock-like input that 
is coming from VIC 

The other two inputs to the MMU are +5 volts 
dc from the power supply into pin 1, V., and 
ground into pin 4, V,- Pin 1 will probe a high and 
pint A4 a leew. 

input/Outputs 
Because the MMU) can be programmed by the 

processors, ft is giver murmal connections te the data 
bus. DO-D7 are connected to pins 35-42, They 
shuuld all probe pulses, The processor uses them 
aimost exclusively to write tothe MMU, You can. 
however, also rend from the MMU with these data 
lines. This is very handy during programming and 
testing. Lmes *GAME and *EXROM are at pins 45 
and AG, They should both probe lugh during test 
lime. They are sensing ines to detect a C64 or C128 
cartridge in the expansion bus, When a cartridge ts 

in the expansion pert these lines will go low in ac- 
cordance: with the cartridge present. 

Pin 48 is the 40/80 cohumn control. It will probe 
@ pulse. When the 40/80 key is pressed the Ime will 
tell the MMU what columa: should be displayed ac 
cording to whether the key is fixed up ur down. As 
4 40/8) detector, itis an input. There is no output 
function assigned to the circuit, In the future the out- 
put shélity could be utilized, 

The *FSDIR pin 44 24 ased to control the direc 
ten in which data will flow in the fast serial disk m- 
terface. It will probe a low under test conditions. 

Output Signals 

With all those inputs and 1/{) signals flowing in 
the MMU, a group of outputs are generated. Though 
@ wrong mput doesn't usually mewn the MMU is 
defective, a wrong vutput usually does. 

The signals TAIS-TAS exit at pins 3-10. They 
should all. test aa pulses: If all the rest of the pins 
test okay and ene or more of these pms are not 
pulses, then chances are good that you must change 
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Fig 18. The Translsied Address Bus from the MMU connects directly 10 the Multiplex chips inal perform processor 
addressing of ihe DRAMs 
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the MMU. TA stands fon Transiited Address: They 
are sent lo Lhe two mmitipiexers, UL and 15, in Pig. 
12-8 along with other ackiress ines te find locations 
in the [26K of RAM. They are ake tent to the 
Shared Static address bus that imds lesations in the 

character ROM and the color RAM, During AEC 
low, when WIC sin charge, (hese lines ane tristated 

so) Chat they won tinterfere with VIC's addressing. 
More detail on all the address buses is grven in Chap- 
ter 18. 

The column address lowes from the MMU are 
“CASO and CASI emerging from pins 12 and 11, 
respectively. Pin 12-shuuld be a pulse and 11 a high 

(during testmy at standby. When CASO tsa pulse i 
tums on bank 0, 64K, of RAM, At that hme CASI 
is held high which turns off bank 1, the other f4kK 
of RAM, When bank 1d tumed on-and bank 6 off, 
the lwo pine swtich states, During standby testing, 

however, CASO i on asa pulse and CASL is-off as. 
a high. They control which 64 bank of RAM is int 

Use at the manent, 
Pin 43 ts the 280 off-on switch. When it is high, 

the SEO off and the 8502 tsa charge. 1 the pin 
ik glow then the 280s on and the-Ba02 goes 

off. During standby testing it shoud be ahigh but 
will probe a patlse, putting the BGO on at that time. 

Ping 15 and 14 are MSO and MSi—two mem- 

ory status ines. They slid read pulses at the pa, 
These pins oulput to the PLA at pins 18 and 17, 
KOMBANK CO and ROMBANK Fil, These two aig. 
nils-after beme decoded in the PLA, select desired 
ROMs in the C128 mode, In the CO4 mode these 
fines do not operate in the PLA, The PLA handles 
the O84 mock: ROM selections without this MAIL! 
help: 

When both of these nes are howe, ane the 

jour system ROMs:is selected, [M5115 high-and 
MSO tow, then the firichien ROM in (136, when prise 
eal. is scbected. Should MES] be bow and Si) high, 
then the. external ROM cartndge is selected, When 
both lines are highs, then the underiying RAM, be- 
Teath the ROMs with theosume addresses. is 
sHbeched, Ag menboned, in Otel mode these fines are 
THCann ees, 

Pin 13 also connects directly to the PLA alqan 

16. It ean be referred tas MS2. anid gets the PLA 
{oseleck 1) addresses inthe memory map. It reads 
low on the probe in (128 onde, and taph im Cod 

mxte. Asa high, the PLA will not use it, Pin 47 is 
sometimes called MS3- It also connects directly te 
the PEA. In-Cl28 mode, it-will-read heh, That is 
the designation for C128 mode from this 124/64 pun. 
In COS toexde it goes lows lt is the mode contral pin 
fram the AIM, 
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16. All the Memory Maps 

Ww regard te memory maps, three diferent 
computers are in the C128. The CL28 itself 

isa special C4 and a Z80 computer. In-Stamese bip- 

let style, the three compubers are pomed together 
at many places in the machine (see Pig. 16-1). They 

share components, bus mes and other hardware, 
They do net share memory maps. Each separate 
commater addresses ils. own lucations, completely 
apart from each other. However. even though the 
mapping ts separate, they all use the same field of 

play. 
‘The same physical residents are represented on 

all maps: ‘There are 16 DRAM chips, four internal 
ROMs. one internal functional ROM empty socket, 
one extemal cartndge ROM socket. a character 

ROM, & color RAM chip, two large I/O chips. ihe 
MMU VIC, the Video Conimiller system and 51D. 

The S502 addresses all these chips in -yarwous 
configurabons for the C128 andthe O64 modes. The 
PAO addresses the chips ib needs for ils 230 mode. 

Leany al the chaps that can be addressed have trou- 
bie, then it willcause symptoms may perticdar map 
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in whach if is included, This provides 2 shortcut dur- 

ing servicing. You do net have to-test all three modes 
10 find a bad chip. You can concenirate on any one 
mode that uses suspect chips. When you find the 

bed chip chips.and replace them you will have fixed 

all three modes al the same time, 
li is-prohably beat te do troublcehaatng tA The 

C128 mode as tong as the machine is working. Of 
course, if the computer is completely dean and 
won become ap in any mode, then you can't. Whes- 

the machine is operating, although faulty, Geet this 

approach is valid, The 128 mode providce full 

Coverage ofall memory tap chips in ils bo bank oon 

Bigraratinees. 
Another iniportant [hem recommending te 

C128 mode for seraciog 16 the Machine Lanmuame 
Momter that only appears in the C1Z6 mode. It is 
a-valuable signed mycctoom and signal inspection de- 
vice. [t has features that permit you to poke signals 
into memeny and then peck Loe see if the signals-have 

armed intact. The momitor aise i able lo tead the 

ROMs. Tt can alge inspect all the registers in any 
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Fig, 16-1. All of ihe addressable chins are on the right, The two processors and the thrae modes mix and mutch them 
fo produce their mernory maps. 



chip that is on the map. These are powenul servic- 

ing abilities. It is almost as i the set designers hud 
piesely installed a signal generatur and specially 
equipped oscilloscope for memory map sendong. 
Before we get inte the signal manipulations with the 

Monitor iy C128 mote, let's: book wt the benking abil 

ities of the $502. The 2502's special banking pans 

are LORAM, HIRAM ond CHAREN. 

The 8502's I/O Port 

The 8502 helns the MMU durin: banking oper- 

ations. it has three pins: PO, Pland P2 that: outpat 

signals LORAM from pin 30, HIRAM from jan 28 
and CHAREN from 28. All three ping-are held high 
with comections to +5 volts through GSR: ressis- 

ters, as shown im Fig. 16-2. They go low when they 
output a signal. The three-signals all go to pins 22, 
#3 and 25 of the PLA, In the PLA chop, they wall 
combing: with some other sunals to do the tollow- 

ing jobs. 
LORAM and HIRAM ‘are weed to gefect from 

the ten-sectong of the color RAM. Wheo LORAM 
goes low it selects the Oolur that is te be seen while 
the processor isin control, [HIRAM goesdow then 
the color is-sclected that is to be seen when VIC 

is m charge, This ability bets -the C1258 switch from 

one full color picture to another yrthout-undae pac- 
tore ditlortion. Also. the-processor can work oma 
fall color picture while showing another picture 

CHAREN has a valuable job. [tis used te tam 
the character ROM off and on ina particular bank 
that eusing VIC. IL ts tited on when needed and 
then when it is no Jonger in use, it gets tomed of. 
The character ROM vhares widresses with 10) 
devices, Iris handy to-sumply bank inthe ROM when 
néeded, then get nd of it-and let the ['Os use the 

addresses_ 
The 8502 pins: PQ, PT and Pare mating from 

@ special LO negester insae the 8500. Thies isa byte- 
sized register, and LAYRAM, HIRAM and CHAREN 
are bits (), land 2 The rest of the bits are waed 
by other functions unrelated to metmory maps. Bits 
3 d-ond 4 are-P3,; Pa and P5—coassette controllers. 

Bit 6, PS, ts the CAPSLE. Pin PY is: unset. 
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Bits 0, 1 a2 do the memory wark with the 

mutputs LORAM, HIRAM and CHAREN, This 1/0) 
register has. its inpaut-connected to the internal data 

bus, DU-DY made Uber 502, The mberal bor bus 
is connected to the system data bus via pins SE-A1. 

‘The miter aod -eystem buses are direetiy com- 
fected, The locations in HAM could fist ax well be 

meide the S500 if they could fl. However they are 
actually outside the BE, 7 bringe: ip this point be- 

cause, as shown in Fig. 16-3, the 1/0 register has 
its input side commected to the bute bus, BAM acd- 

dresses Gand | pre assigned to work with the LO 

register. Address 0) ts-reservesd to be the 10 

registers data direction register, and 1 & reserved 
bie eerate as: Che ingulfoutpant port. The 1 regis- 
ter ie-the peripheral output buffer register. 1. sim- 

ply caitpels ihe resullint states oof *LURAM, 
"HIRAM and «CHAREN: 

Figure 16-3 Shows the HAM addresses) and 

Land bow they work as thedhita-direction remaler, 

DDR, and iutpat register, OR. They are both eon- 

nected to the-cerht-bit date bas-ol the system. As 

Toentioned, though they work as if they were in the 
BSC, they are physically it RAM.at addresses 0 and 
[. The restriction is: they must oi be ased fararty 

other RAM purpoue. They febonge fo the S502. Thy 
are in constant-one. “Thene ape cromtsm the BS 

that control the lwo boabens as they were in the 
processor. The rest of RAM is mdependent of the 
pirncesseit, ; 

Aso tread in Chapter 19 fabeeul ClAs then 
alsa have DD Rs and (Rs), the date direction cegia- 

ter controls the direction signal Dows lo end from 
the output register. The DDR is prograrmed hat bay 

bit. The DDR bits are couphed to the respective bit 
tn the OR. That is, bit Od the DDR commects: to 
bal OU of the OR ere so on diwo the fine. When vou 

program a bitin-the DOR witha, the correspond- 
my OR bit beconies a single bit output pert. Shoukd 

you program a LAE bit with a ll, the sine ini in 

the OR becomes a single bit input port. The per- 

spective is from the processor, When a bit 1s am tat- 
park, it isan eutput fromthe processor to the rest 

Of this compiler, fut biput fat ds an-impat te the 
processor from the test of the computer 



Fart af RP? 

pas? | 
1 39K 

Fig. 1&2, The 6502 has special VO regeter. The tee lowest bils output LORAM, HIRAM and CHAREN signals. They 
proceed to the PLA where they are decoded lo perform addressing duties. 

A -stogle bil port passes signal through one line- 
Bits ©, E and 2 are all to be outputs. RAM address 
0, the DIR, therefore has 1's placed in those three 
bits. That way, when the processor wants to out- 
put *LORAM, =HIRAM and *CHAREN from 

processor pins, it sends 0's to bits 0, 1 and 2 of RAM 
locaton i, the OR. 

LORAM, HTRAM and CHAREN do an impos: 
tant. but just.a small, part of the handling of mem- 
ory, They do select from sectons of colar RAM and 
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8502 

VO 
Register 

LOARAN 

: 
5 

: 
& 
E % 

RAM LOCATIONS 

Fig. 16-3. The 8502's WO register raserves RAM locations 0 and 1. Location 0 bacomas its data direction register and 
1 acts as te ovlput register. 

bank the color RAM in and ut of memory space 
shared with I/O chips. This is only a small area of 
concern in the vast memory maps. 

THE C128 MAPS 

The CL28 mode makes the most use of all the 
chips that can be addressed and are thus residents 

of the memory taps. The 8502 can only address 
64K at a time, with a potential of 385K addresses 
that could be placed inte this machine and addressed. 
The 8502 ts able to separate the potential actresses 
into 16 different banks and address them one at a 
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me as tt switches from bank to bank at an instant’s 
notice, 

The layout of all these addresses on all these 
chips can be thought of as a building with exght sto- 
ries, a5 in Fig. 16-4. All eight stories have address 
numbers ranging from 0 to 65535, The processor 
can Make up a 64K foor by choosing addresses from 
any of the cight stenes and putting them together 
#8 One floor, 

The bottem four floors are four sections of 
RAM, The bottom floor is 64K of RAM 0. The sec- 
und floor is 64K of RAM 1. The tturd and fourth 
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floors are each 64K of RAM 2 and 3 but they dn not 
exist im the present C128. The reason they are m- 

cluded is because the MMU is able to address them 
in four of its banks. Ifyou do use these banles. the 

C128 is programmed to give you substitute RAM 
sections. Instead nf RAM 2 you'll be given RAM 0. 
Instead of RAM 3 you'll get RAM 1. 

‘The fifth floor haa the addresses of the four 
ROM chips that contain the BASIC 7.0, the Ker- 
nel, the screen editor and all the L'O. Directly above 
the Gis the character ROM addresses ina sparsely 
populated eighth floor_ 

The sixth and seventh floors are the addresses 
of the Internal function ROM, U%6, and the exter- 
nal cirtridge ROM respectively. Figure 16-4 shows 
the eight-stery building and the boundanes of the 
various address blocks i both decinsal and hex. Ta- 
ble 5:2 has more detail 

Because the 8502 can only address f4K at a 
time, all of the addresses in all eight sturies are par- 
titioned uut in 16 64K hanks of convenience. The 
A502 can quickly switch from bank to bank by sin- 
ply issuing the bank come|and, The computer comes 
utt in bank 15. Then as the need for a particular chigy 
ix required, the bank command is issued and the 

hank contaming the desired chip comes on and the 
chip can be accessed. The fact that the C124 can 
switch banks so quick and easy makes it a very 
powerful machine. 

Another feature thut increases the versatility of 
the addressing is the relationsiup between RAM and 
ROM. For instance, in bank 15 the 64K residents 
are RAM 0, the BASIC and Kernel ROMs and the 
LO group. Floors 1 and 5 are included in bank 15, 
This 5 a two-story bank. The bettem foor is 64K 
of RAM, Above that is 48K of ROM and 1/0. How 
cunt the 8502 acceess this 112K of addresses with 44K 
having the same addresses? 

The machines built so that if an address is sent 
out to a ROM location that overlays RAM with the 
sume address, the following happens, Hf the access 
is a read, then the ROM mm read, Should the access 
be a write, and the ROM cannot be wnitten to, then 
the RAM gets the data bits that the 8502 is. writing 
to that address- 
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It is true that the data hits; stored in RAM be- 
cause the ROM can’t perform in that way, cannot 
be cetrieved in that bank. If those RAM addresses: 
must be read, all that is needed is to swatch to an- 
other bank where the ROM is not overlaying the 

RAM. The RAM bits can be read while the new bank 
qs in use. 

The 1/0 chips, alsv overlaying some RAM with 
the same addresses, are handled too. The 1/0 chips 
have priority over the underlying RAM. The 10 can 
be both read and written to, The RAM remams dor- 
mant beneath the 1/(). if the RAM beneath the 1/0 
must be accessed, then here ayzain it is an easy mat- 
ler to switch to a bank with no addresses over the 
RAM addresses that need accessing. 

As you look over the eight-story building and 
relate it to the 16 banks, you can see how the bank- 
ing lets you acoess all that memory with only 16 2d- 
dress nes, 

THE C64 MAPS 

In comparison to the C128 eight-story building, 
the C64 mode in the machine is only a two-story unit 
with a httle penthouse on the roof for the character 
ROM, as shown in Fig: 15-5. No banks are shown 

athough with the signals, LORAM, HIRAM, GAME 
and EXROM the 8502 is able to fayout at least seven 
different chip configurations by picking and choos- 
ing among the chips. 

Programming in the C64 mode is sometimes 
useful even though the C128 mode is far superior. 
The inclusion of the C64 mode in the machine was 
done so that all available C64 software will run on 
the C128; The O64 mode-is quite like the C64 ma- 
chine itself, There are some differences in the 8502 
ad the new upgraded VIC, The differences are: the 
extra P6 pin in the 8502 that handles the CAPS 
LOCK key: two more rewsters in VIC that read the 
extra 24 keys and control the clock rate, These fea- 
tures. however, are used in the C128 mode and not 
too useful in the CS4. A programmer could fayd them 
handy m some mstances. 

The frst floor of the C64 building w= @ stretch 
of 6K of RAM. Overlaving the RAM is the Co4 BA- 
‘SIC ROM addresses, the 1/0 group and the Ker- 
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nel. In the penthouse. above the 1/0. group. is the 
character ROM. 

A total of 85K of memary chip addresses is-in 
the C64 mode. As mentioned above, the 64K of 
RAM stretches across the eatire first fivar. The sec- 
ond floor and the penthouse have the additional 21K: 
They overtay the RAM from address 32768 t the 
end at 65535. AD of the second floor between 32768 
and 65535 are not addresses on chips, A lot of the 
locations can be empty. The addresses (rom 32768 
te 40959 are reserved for a cartridge ROM, When 
« Ch4 ROM is-in place, then the area is occupaed. 
The 8K BASIC ROM is at 40960 through 49151. 

An ungocupied 4K area ts from 49152 to 53247, 
RAM is beneath that emply area. The RAM can be 
useful. From 53248 to 57343 is the I/O group, Fig, 
16-6. From 53248 to 5324 are 47 registers in VIC. 
Addresses 54272 through 55295 are 1023 locations 
assigned to SID. From locations 55296 to 56924, -an- 
other 1K is where the color RAM ts found. 

The next chip urea is for the CIAL and CLAZ 
addresses, The address space alloted for the CTAs 
is S6G20 to 56831, Then above the entire 4K 1/0 
area, with the same addresss but one floor above, 
is the character ROM. 

The final cup on the second Muor is the 8K Ker: 
nel with addresses from 57344 through 65535, 

THE CP/M MAP 

The 280 is very different in makeup fran) the 
BIZ in mast aspects. "The memory map that the Za) 
uses to mun CPYM programs is also wothing like the 
8502-bayed maps, When the CP/M mode isin use 

then the C128 and C64 operating systems. for the 
most part, are turned off. The operating system, 
which dictates the map layout, enters the machine 
from the CP/M disk m the external disk dnve, 

When the CP/M mode is, desrred, the CP/M 

disk ts placed in the ehove and the system turned un. 
The Z80 as aeial pets the machine started and then 
turns over contro] to the A502. The 8602 though 

recognizes that the disk in in the drive and rather 
than set up for C128 or C64 mode, it goes mto the 
CP/M mode 25.4 belpmate. It will handle ull the disk 
access or telecommunecations that will be needed 
in CP/M. The first job that the 8502 then dees is 
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load seme of the contents of the disk into RAM. 

Once loaded it then tarss control back over tu the 
Za0. 

Inthe CP/M mode, the memory map structure 
appears as a two-story building as shown im Fig. 
16-7, On the bottom foor is the 64K of RAM 0 that 
8 overlayed by some ROM areas. When actual ROM 
chip addresses are over the RAM, the ROM:-can be 

Tread, but when written to, the tits are stored in 
RAM, jrst 25 the other modes do. in CP/M some 
ROM is. used from the Kemeliad a lew other spots. 

The first 4 in the bottom floor is Kernel ROM 
that is. at locations 53248-57443 in the 8502 mem- 
ory map. The ROM shows up im CP/M at addresses 
04095, The ROM performs. all the start-up prooce- 
dures that the CP/M needs. It also contams the pro 
gram to reset. When the ROM is needed dunng start 
up or reset: the Z&) turns off: the 4502 turns on: 
the routines that are needed ure run. Once the ma- 
chine ts.starled ur reset, theo the 2502 shuts down 
and turns contro! back over to the ZS) 

From 4096 to 6144, the keyboard definitions and 
the 80 column screen storage are addressed. From 
6145 te 10239, apart of the operuting system is bo- 
cated. called CCP. 

A stretch of memory follows from 10240 to 
57343. This holds the BDOS and BIOS programs 
that work with the CCP 4o operate the CP/M. The 
rest of the 64K area ts full of many vectors.and rou- 

times to aid in cunning programs, In this area are the 
MMU registers at 65280-65284 (hex FFOO-FFOM) 
at the same addresses as in the 8502 modes, 

On the second fioor {another (4K stretch} a long 
section of RAM is addressed. It is called the Tran- 
stent Program Area, TPA. it is about S9K long and 

issued as RAM, After that, the rest of the second 
Door is taken up by the BDOS and BIOS common 
areas. The MMU reserved area is on the second 

floor tou, 
The letters CCP, HDOS and MOS were men- 

lioned above, They are the programs that make up 
must-of the CP/M operating system, They are in- 
stalled in RAM from the CP/M disk. The CCP, Con- 
sole Command Processor, is the program that gets 
the programmer into the operating system. It has 

important contr commands, These commands are 
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TYPE, ERASE, RENAME, USER, DIR and DIRS. 
The CCP works in the TPA, where all the applica- 
Hon programs are performed. The CCP has the Pro- 
gram Loader which loads CP/M programs from disk 
into the 59K TPA. 

The BDOS, BASIC Disk Operating System, is 
4 program that contains functions which the CCP and 
other programs use to input and outpot disk and 
character uperations. Also, itis the center of CP/M 
operations and acts as a file system, 

The BIOS, BASIC Input Output System, is also 
used for 1/O interfacing, but handles more complex 
asks, 

These three sets of programs are impurtant to 
the running and writing of CP/M programs. If you 
need more information, the tranual that came with 
yuur C128 will give you references where more de- 
tail can be found. For troubleshooting purposes, 
these details are not important. The memory map 
for CP/M, though; could be useful. 

PEEK AND POKE 

The previous discussions showed how the chips 
if the memory map areas can be configured in mary 
ways. There are 16 banks available for C128 mode, 
al least seven maps for O84 mode, and a CP/M map. 
All these maps use and reuse the same chips. When 
trowble strikes. and a chip is suspected, it is not 
Beceesary ta use all modes and maps even though 
the trouble rs affecting all of them. If you can find 
the bad chup and replace it, then all the mapa wil 
return, 

It would be sensible to. use the most convenient 
umd fastest way to do the testing, In the CH4 ma- 
chine, the best way to sigmal-trace the chips with 
addresses is with PEEKs and POKEs in BASIC. 
When you can use them, ie., if the computer isn't 
down altogether, they act as a software probe. With 
PEEK, you can read the contents of the-locations 
on the snap. With PORE you can write to any RAM 
location or any 1/0 address. POKE is useless with 
ROMS since they are read-only. They won't accept 
any more bits. 

PEEK js a function that will return an eight-bit 
binary oumber which is stored in a register on the 
map. BASIC will code the bits into decinial and print 
it on the screen. POKE allows you tu write an eight- 
bit binary number to any RAM bocation. You enter 
the decimal code of the binary hits and the commund 
will decode the decimal to binary and install the hits, 

When ROM overlays RAM, and you write ta 
a ROM, the bits will be forced into the RAM Joca- 
tion beneath the same number ROM location. If you 
then try to read that location, the ROM bits will be 
returned not the RAM. All these facts are the way 
the C64. machine is supposed to work. If it doesn't, 
then that could be a sign of trouble. 

You cannot PEEK or POKE a chip that is not 
a resident of the memory map. You can only PEEK 
or POKE an address, All addresses are 16 bits and 
range from decimal 6 to 65535, BASIC used deci- 
mal. To get the contents out of a location and have 
it printed on the screen, all you have to do is type 
PRINT PEEK(the address in decimal) and then 
press RETURN. To install a number into a RAM |o- 
cation, you must type POKE(the address in deci- 
mai) and then press RETURN, These are direct 
moves and do not require any programming line 
numbers, although you can write a small BASIC pro- 
gram to do the same thing, 

In the C128 machine you can use the exact same 
PEEK and POKE techniques. They are handy for 
4 quick check of particular tocations or in a FOR 

. . » NEXT routine batch of locations. You can read 
the values nf ROM locations to see if the chip is 
operating or the location had the correct number, 
You can write a number to a location or a batch of 
numbers in a small program to RAM or 10. Then 
you could read that locativn or locations to see if the 
numbers ever arrived safely, [fit did not, that coukd 
inthcate @ defective chip or a bad 1/O interface chip, 

The BASIC ROM in these cases becomes a 
software signal myjector and tracer. The techniques 
are indeed useful, In the C128 in C128 mode there 
is a second device that is even handier, It § the Ma- 
chine Language Monitor, It does everything the BA. 
SIC ROM can do and more efficiently. 
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MEMORY AND FILL 

BASIC uses decimal, but the Monitor uses hex- 
adecimal, The memory map must be addressed in 
hex. Note that the Monitor only operates in the 
C128 mode. 

To get the Monitor on, either type MONITOR 
or press the F8 key. You will be greeted by the word 
MONITOR and the contents of the 8502 program- 
mable registers, as covered earber. When you en- 
ter an address into the monitor, use five digits. The 
first digit is the bank you want addressed, The 16 
banks in hex run from (-F. After the bank number, 
use the four digits of the address. 

The Momitor bas a list of commands that arc 

needed to program in machine language. Two of 
them, MEMORY and FILL, are somewhat like 
PEEK and POKE. They are very convenient be- 
cause you can get « result by simply typing M for 
memory and F for fill. 

With the memory command you can display the 
contents of any ROM or parts of the ROM. For ex- 
arple, suppose you want to read the contents of the 
Kernet. It is located at Uke hex addresses E000 
through FFFF, All you have to do is enter: 

M FEOOO FFFFF 

The entire contents of the Kerne! will then scroll 
down the screen, If you want to see any particular 
section of the ROM, you can stop the scrolling by 
pressing the RUN/STOP key as the addresses go 
by and the section you want appears, If you only 
want to see one area, for instance; 

M FEO18 FEOCS 

then one screenful will appear. Try it. Note, on the 
nght-hand side, the row of eight graphic characters 
representing the contents of the eight hex pairs on 
the same line. Each hex pair is the ASCII code for 
its respective graphic. With MEMORY you can look 
at any section of memory, On each line displayed, 
there will be the hex contents of eight locations, fol- 
lowed by the eight graphics. 
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If you want to read the character ROM, all you 
need to type is: 

M ED000 EDFFF 

and the contents of the ROM will scroll past. Bank 
14 was contacted this tone with the first address digit 
E. Eis hex for decimal 14. The character ROM only 
appears in bank 14. If you had typed: 

M FD000 FOFFF 

then the contents of all the regrsters m the 1/O block 
would have scrolled past. That would have included 
some RAM register contents that are beneath the 
LO tock where there aren't any I/O regsters. 
While MEMORY acts like a super PEEK command, 
FILL is a super POKE, For instance, a good way 
to test RAM chips is to exercise them, An exercise 
could consist of first Jooking at a section of RAM. 

In bank 0 there are 64K of RAM and little else- A 

short section of RAM picked at random is 
D508-D567. Wf the command: 

M 00508 00567 

is given, then the screen will display the contents 
of 12 rows of eight registers. Following the regis- 
ter contents are the eight graphics on each line. The 
unused RAM registers should display either 00 or 
FF: They are, of course, hex for binary 00000000 
and LLL11111. The graphic for eight 0's in the C1z8 
is. a period and the graphic for eight 1's is the Greek 

One little exercise that the Monitor allows ts to 
change a register’s contents at will. Using the cur- 

sor controls at the top of the keyboard, place the 
cursor somewhere in the middle of the display on 
a register, Then type 54 and press RETURN, The 
54 will replace that chosen register and the capital 
letter T will appear in the corresponding graphic 

The number 54 is the hex ASCII code for T. 
What you have done is poke the 34 into the RAM 
register. The VIC then came along and converted 



the 4 to the display as.aT. Wf you then put hex 45, 

54 and $4 into the next three repisters, then the 

word TEST. will appear in the graphic section. If you 
can do that, then the eight RAM chigs in bank 0 have 

perionmed okay, Remember, there is one bit in each 
register on eight chips. They all get tested in this 
way at the same time. Shook] the test mut work, that 
is a geet) clue bo trouble. (Chanoes are there is a bad 

RAM clap. 

The pbove test is: without usm FILL. With 

FILL you can poke entire RAM sections with bits, 
‘The following isa Gttle LAM stress test. We can 

use the same cheplay, Type the conrad: 

Fob5o08 00567 FF 

and qote the FF on the end. This is TP211111 that 

wil he installed in every register between DSi and 
D567 mm bank (- 

When vou press RETURN there isms action in 
the display.as the régieters-are filled. Then when 

Foe View them with: 

M GDS508 0DS67 

you'll see the display fil with all FFs and the graptucs 

With all pis. You have-showen Uhat this RAM area 
is able ta be fled with hyghs. ‘The next step im the 
exercise isto fil them. with lows: 

F OD508 00567 00 

Again, when you press RETURN, only the cur- 
sor moves 2 line: Then the com#|uand: 

M ODS08 COS67 

is entered. The display moves and the registers ad- 
dressed im bank (are filled with Jows. The graphics 
Change lo all periods. If all of the highs-can be m- 
stalled ond chen all of the tows can be made to re- 
place the highs, then the RAM section is operating 
and odds are these eight chips are teouible-free. 

To exerose the other eight RAM chips, samply 
address bank 1 and perform the same type of test. 

LPyou have the line you could rons test of the en 
tre RAM bot it would take hours, Simple tests Eke 

the above: are valid most-of the-time. If the RAM 
cannot perorm the easy exerctae, you could have 
aad RAM chip or claps: On some rare -oocasion 
some weird trouble would not be found, but that 
does not happen very ofles, 



17. The Clocks 

he master clock in the C1Z8 2s based around the 

dock chip, U28, the 8701 16-pin DIP. The chip 

3¢ the drummer for the marching of bits that takes 

place in the computer. As the chip beats out its fre- 

quencies, the bits march throughout the machine. 

Figure 17-1 shows Ue schematic connections 

and immediate circuitry for the clock clip. The chip 

has a crystal connected across pins 13 and 14. When 

voltage is impressed on the crystal it starts oscillat 

ing at one of two frequencies. In America the clock 

runs wt 1431818 MHz. This frequency can be 

divided into af the frequendes needed to conform 

with American NTSC standards. The other master 
frequency the asqillator can fun at is 17.73447 MHz. 

This frequency can be divided into the required Eu- 

ropean PAL standards. There is a jumper coming 

off of pin 7. *PAL, of the clock chap. When the jurn- 

per is upen the crystal runs a3 14.31818 Mifz. If 

the machine is to be used in Europe then the jum- 

per is connected and the frequency modified for 

PAL. 
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Connected to the erystal at pin 13 to ground is 
@ tiny variable capacitance, C20, a 4-40 pF. It can 
be adjusted and will change the oscillator frequency 
a small amount. The frequency can be checked with 
a frequency counter, Connect the input of the 
counter to pin 8, O COLOR, of the clock chip. Ad- 
just C20 for the exact frequency of 14.31818 MHz 
in the U.S, In Europe tune for 17.73447 MHz. 

The chip outputs are at pins 8 and 6, Pin 8 sends 
a signal, called @Calor, to pin 29 of VIC, Pin 6 sends 
# signal called @IN to pin 30 of VIC. The most strik- 
ing difference between the frequency generated by 
the crystal circuit and the subsequent clock output 
is: the crystal produces a sine wave and the chip 
changes the sine wave and outputs to a square wave, 

SINE WAVE TO SQUARE WAVE 

The input circuit to the clock chip 1s a sine wave 

produced with the help of the crystal, The crystal 
is only part of the oscillator circuit. The rest is m- 
side the chip, The sine wave is an analog sggnal, Digt- 



CLOCK CONNECTIONS 

14818 MHz-NTSe 

VF aaa? MH Pak 

rye CL] 

Rig, 17-7 WS othe origeneior of ihe fee chock hatin most ot the computer, The onheotherclock is pert af dhe Bloomin 
eireul covered in Ghagher et 

ital computers. cumniit uae sine wares. They can 

onh operate with square waves. A sine wave is Gore 

tinuous with an infinite number of smooth changes 
inoné cycle, ae: shownim Fig.-17-2. A square ware, 

on the other hand, consists of one low, a change up- 
wards, one bigh-and then a second change down 

wards, The digital circuit is-bbilt to handke square 
wares wh highs and lows only. 

The clack circuit, heskies heing & crystal ossc- 

lator citcurl te alio an analog to diagtal converter. 
(hanging the sine wares th Square wave poses. The 

irequemces remam the same, only the waveshape 
is: changes. 

Une cece of the pertect square wave is thought. 

of as basing the folowme tome. The wave cold 

fart Wolh a dhirutbocn el bad the cricke at the low volt- 
age. At the end. of the low-doration, the woltage goes 

strmehl opto the tagh voltage wath oo time elape- 

ing. Then for the duration of the rest. of the cycle, 
the voltage remains tiih, As dhe cycle ends. the volt 
aie Jails to-a leew, again instanthy, im mo. tome at all. 

While the above sue description ofa thesret- 
ical equare ware, ti not posable for the voltage 

focchange from low to high eo: bogh bo lew in sero 
tune. There tiust-be-some ome used to make. the 
transitions, no matter how smull. The time coadd te 
measured in billenths of 4 secoaud—but tt isctime:, 

Tht actual waveshupe slopes-to the night and 
opwards agit pores from low to high, It slopes -te 

the left and dewneards 1 it. goes from high to low. 
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Fig. 17-2. The crystal produces an atalog sine wave, The clock chip converts the sina wave to square waves that the 
digits! circuits peed 10 operate with, One square wave consists of a rising edge. a high. a falling edge anda sow 

PIN 29 VIC 

Scope Picture Ot xs 

Fig. 17-3. An expensive scope set at 0.1 microsecond sweep will snow about ten square waves of the color clock. 

The low to high is called a rising edge, and the high 
to low transition 4s called a falling edge. The edges 
are vital in distal circuits to triguer a bot of the ac- 
tivity, 

The sme waves ate generated at the crystal os- 
cMlator circuit, converted to square waves inside the 
clock chip and output from two clock pins to two VIC 
pins. These input square waves have names. At VIC 
pin 24 the signal entenng i called Calor, the color 
clock. At VIC pin 30 the signal is called IN, the 
dot chock. 

Hf you are equipped with & good scope you can 

wew the color clock-and the dot clock. At a 0.1 
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microsecond scope rate, at pin 29, Fig. 17-3, you'll 
sec about ten square wave pulses. At pin 3), Fig, 
17-4, there are about six pulses. The pulses will have 
4 peak-to-peak voltage in the neighborhood of 4-5 
volts. The scope ts really not that essential, The logic 
probe will read PULSE at beth of the test poimts, 
‘This is a good test point to determine if the clock 

is running. No pulse, of course, indicates that the 
clock is off. 

Inside VIC 

The-square wave enters VIC and proceeds 
directly to the VIC clock generating circuits, The 



PIN 30 VIC 

Scope Poctuce 0.1 ys 

Fig, 17-4. The scape will show ahout six square waves of the dol clock. 

two square waves also go to other circaits fo pro- 
duce the syne‘luminance and chroma display outputs, 
but this is covered in Chapter 20, The system clock 
signals are there to drive the internal digital circuits. 

The frst dock generated is the 1 MHz clock. 
It is made by dividing the coming clock frequency. 
This makes the clock approximately | MHz. This 
fs the system bus clock and exits VIC at pin 18. The 
1 Milz first of all is connected to SED, the CIAZ and 
the Expansion Port. Then a tap is connected to the 
1 MHz clock line, a 68 chum resistor is placed in se- 
nes and the resultant signal is called DIMHz. The 
DIMHz is sent to AND gates to work with the AEC 
signals. AEC and the 1 MHz control and clock the 
bus line actions. [t also goes to CLAT and the [}12 
latch in the Za0 data bus interface. 

Out of VIC pm 23 goes the 2 MHz clock. The 

2 MHz clock is produced by also dividing the fre- 
quencies. The 2 MHg clock is changeable. It is able 
tu run at either 1 MHe or 2 MHz. In fact it could 
nin at 1 Mix a Jot of the time. It runs at 2 MHz 
only under the following condition, 

Bit position () of a regaster in VIC at address 
hex D030, decimal 53295, sets up the 2 MIfz chock 
frequency, If the bit has a high, then pin 23 will out- 
put 2 MHz. Strould the bit hold a low, then pm 23 
outputs | MHz. There will be more about this reg- 

ister in Chapter 20, 

The so-called 2 MHz clock has a number of des- 
tinations. First of all it clocks the 8563 video con- 
troller chip, It. dso proceeds directly to the MMU 
and the 8502 processor. With its versatile ability to 
run at either 1 MHz or 2 MHz it has # great deal 
of control over the computer. 

The third VIC generated clock is culled Zo. 
This a special 4 MHz clock that is designed to oper- 
ate the Z80 processor. It comes out of VIC pin 25. 
More about this clock will be piven later in this 
chapter, 

8502 TIMING CONTROL 

The so called 2 MHz clock from VIC goes to 
pin | of the 8502 processor, It is called @IN. As men- 
tioned, the 2 MHz clock runs at either 1 or 2 MHz 
according to the state of tive 2 MHz bit im VIC. Let's 
examine what happens in the 8502 when it is driven 
by the 1 MHz mode. 

The 1 Mliz pulse enters pin 1 and goes directly 
to the Timing Control circuits in the 8502, Fig, 17-5, 
It is the only input to the circuits. The circuits take 

liming circuits are based around a phase detector 
circuit. In this circuit, the mcoming @1N is split into 

two pulses, both still running at 1 MHz bat made 
out of phase with each other by 90 degrees. They 
are called $1 and 42. These two o signals should 
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Teming 7 

Conol In i tN nstructioe 

(Phase 

Detector) 
32 

Fig. 17-5. A one MHz goes 10 the timing control circuit in the 8502 processor 

not be confused with ary other @ sigmais in the com- 
puter, These are internal to the 8502- 

61 and $2 are then mput to the Instruction Reg- 
ister and enter the decoder section of the register 
circuits, The decoder matches the way the address 
and data bus pulses arc running, $1 is matched to 
the address bus pulses and &2 with the data bus 
pulses, 1 is going to be the drummer for the ad- 
dress bus and é2 the drummer for the data bus, The 
bits in these buses will march to the beat of their 
special drummer. 

pl and $2 thus become the working frequen- 
cies of the $502. Figure 17-6 shows the timing of 
the sigmils. The two signals are quite alike except 

and lows staggered. The sketch shows that #1 has 
« high whe 02 has a low, Then when 2 goes high 
1 pots low. Note the slanted nsing edges and fall- 
ing edges tbat represent the short time that elapses 
hetween the highs and lows. 

Figure 17-7 dlustrates one complete cycle at 1 
MHé, That means the cycle takes place in one mil- 
henth of a second. Because 1099) billionths of a sec- 

ond aire in one muilbonth of a second, and billionths 
are called nanoseconds, the cycle is taking 1000 ns. 
The os is the conventional measurement of the clock 
cycles. The high and low represent the voltage m- 
valved. 

‘The myportant part of the cycle, to the com- 
puter, is the duration of the high in the cycle and 
the qaick voltage change of the ecige. The low really 
doesn’t do much but mark time while the highs and 

edges are producing the computing. The high in ¢1 
lasts for = duration of 430 ms. The low in #1 takes 
place in 470 as. The shunty rise and fall edges take 
place in 25 ns. 

What are the highs and edyes dog? Let's take 
2 trip along with one cycle of 61 and d2. The cycle 
begins at the rising edge of 61, Remember that the 
instruction decoder, where the signals are operat- 



Data bits 

are latched into MPU 

Fig, 17-6 ee ee eta AEE ME BY Bi OE Clock 1 drives the pragnam counter and a2 
Operates the data b 

ing, is connexted inside the 8502 to all the registers 

and internal bes lines of the processor, As the cycle 
starts the rising edge of 1 is changing from a low 

to a high in 25 ns. The fast changing voltage has a 
tngger effect, 

As mentioned, #1 is concerned with address- 
ing. Therefore the nsing edge triggers the program 
counter, lt forces the PC to place the current ad- 
dress iy the 16-bit register to place the bits onto the 
address bus,.¢2. meanwhile, is Jow and not doing 
much, Note the failing edge of the previous we cy- 
cle has tut bottom right hefore the nsing edge of 41 
took off. 

Once 1 puts the address bits anto the address 
us the high duration of 1 takes place. It lnsts for 
430 ns. This is plenty of time for the bits to travel 
the length of the address bus and upen up a location 
on the memory map. 
During the 25 ns that the @1 falling edge takes, 

the PC is triggered by the shock of the fast voltage 
change from high to low; This trigger makes the PC 

mxcTement itself by one, This sets up the next se- 
quential address. That way the PC is up and wait- 
ing for the next cycle 

As $1 begins its low, the low in #2 comes to 
an end. The rising edge of #2 begins. The 25 ns nse 
triggers the 8502 to place the byte of data it is im 
terested im onto the data bus, If the operation is a 
read, the data in the addressed location is placed on 
the bus. Should the operation be a white, the data 
the 8502 had been working on is placed on the data 

bus. Either way the #2 rising edge places data on 
the: bas: 

Next the duration of 62 takes place, for 470 ns. 
During that time the data is weil able to travel from 
the memory to the 8502 or from the data bus buffer 
im the 8502 to memory. As the 62 duration ends, 
the falling edge occurs. It causes the data from mem- 
ory to be latched into the Instruction Register of the 
8502 during a read, or the data from the 8502 to 
be latched into memory during a write. 

The 8502 knows to ship data to memory when 
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6510 dsabled 

Fig. 17-7, The ot clock | the signal that gets the addressing Gone, Note it is high while the Raad goes high or the -Vérne 

goes ow Clock 34 in also high when the address bits t
rom the MPU enter ine address bus. Clock 01 is piso high when 

AEC goes high and trees the Duners in the address bne Wh
en o1 goes low. 62 goes high Dunng the 22 tign, no

te that 

the mamory access Hine takes place, 
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it receives a machine language STORE mstraction, 
lralso- understands that it must direct data to either 
ite instruction register or data bus buffer when it 
receives a LOAT) instruction, These two instractions 
are the most used members of the Instruction Set. 

OTHER TIMING SIGNALS 

The 8502 needs other byproduct signals from 
the original clock signal. There are five of these other 
sigmals. Four of them the 8502 is able to generate, 
and VIC makes up the fifth one. The first signal is 
an edge to trigger the data bus direction, Tt is the 
Rie WW. 

The R/+W oa steady shite that the instruction 
geomder sends ‘out. [ts energy is (rom @1 and a? 
driving pulses. The R/*W line is connected inside 
the 8502: 10 the data bus buffer and alse to the out- 
put pin 3%. When the line is high, the buffers are 
coabled te receive data from the data bus, [f the line 

is low the bulfers are: mince to trangntt data-to the 
data brs. 

When you look at the Ri=W oomiiton with refer 
ence ted] and @2, certain comesdences became ap- 
parent. The stite remains stealy as dland d2 begin 
acres. Both of their edges take place and the Ry/*W 

line Temains steady. The state stays that way for 
pened of time called negdortie seep time. This 
is the time required tor the Ri*W state (o be setup 
and become very stable, That way when the state 
changes it won't shake-up everything, 

The read write setup time is culoulated: tn be 
about i} os. At the end of the sehap time, the RW 
is thle to safely change states, The setup time he- 
gis as-01's high begins. The setup timedinishes 

LOW ng inte the a] bah duratheei, Lf the #502 is read: 
ing, then Ki=W> at that linus, goes high, Should the 
HOO be writing, Ry*W willgo low, 

Onee the line goes high fora read ar lew far 
2 write, it stays thal way for awhile. [t remains-im 

Heat state for the resi of the ol high and during the 
1] faling edge, Tt contmies to-hole for the oest ot 
Heecyde as ol poes low. This i called, teadwrite 
roll time, The #502 requires the By*W to hold-af: 

ter the line stabilizes its state at beast 10) is. back it 

usually will hald for about 30 ns right at the end of 

the cycle. After the hold time, the line could change, 
It is safe to make the change then. The rest of the 
sensitive Lighting fast signals will pot be disturbed. 

Address Signals 

The #1 clock toggers off the address out of the 
PC, Anwddress signal from the instruction decoder 
does the job, The address. signal gets tts start as 
tet riting edge of 6] goes from a low to a high at 
the beginning of the cycle. At that instant, the ad- 
dress setup tine is begun. The signal travels to the 
program counter. The address setup time is typi 
cally about 100 ns. At the end of the setup time, 
the address signal changes states. The setup time 
is also needed with the address line in order not to 
destabdize the activity, 
Adter the adress signal changes states, the PC 

can then safely put the address ‘bits on the address 
bus. The address signal then bolds the state ull the 
cyde is over, The address must be stable on the 
address bos at the end of the cycle for an addres: 
hokd time of at least 1d.ns. Actually the address bus 
will fxe Teolding: fer: abevut. 30) ns, 

Another address sami in the CL28 comes from 
WHC. VC t considered in arcade ame machines as 
the processor. In the C128 itis the 40-colomn vdeo 
oulpul, butit does exhibit some processor qualities: 
It is constantly addressing some sections of RAM 
for update mfarmution to keep the display intact on 
the TV screen. It-shires ihe address hus with the 
a502. 

VIC does this by using om: of its own gener- 
ated sigmis, the address enable control, or AEC. 
The ABC Gne nuns: all around the CUS8, ‘There will 
ie: more about the AEC. connections to other chips 
in (iaer ZU 

One of the AEC connections is at pin 5 of the 
RG02. Pim.5 1s the input to the three-stane haflers 
Liat can turn the address crowits in the 8502 off and 
on. In tis way VIC can tur the #502 off and on, 
VIC dow shut the 8502 off while itis running’ the 
C128. VIC tag on the Bole when il relinquishes 
mameral, 

The 8502, thoweh, 1 not helpless, IL can con- 
trol things too. The 22 mast imake sure that the 
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AEC is disabled and won't interfere while the 8502 
conducts its Mesiness. The 8502 knows that the only 
time the AEC can shut it down is when the AEC 
fine is low, When the AEC is high the 8502 bas com. 
plete control. Therefore the 8502 conducts its. af- 
fairs while AEC is high. 

The 8502 must also observe an AEC sctup ime 

if the AEC is changing from low to high. The AEC 

setup time is a maximum of 75 ns. The AEC setup 

time must be conclided by the time the R/*W and 

is-no need for any AEC hold time, While the 8502 

is operating the AEC line just stays high and does 

not interfere. 

Data Timing 

The Ri W, address signal, and AEC all were 

timed with the high of the 61 signal. Data oming 

works with the high of #2 signal that occurs about 

4) degrees after the @! in the same cycie, The first 

thing to observe in a processor is the memory read 

access time. The 8502 has. an access time of about 

200 ns. What does this mean? It refers to the amount 

of time that is available during a cycle to receive data 

front residents of the memory map. 

The access time of the 8402 began near the fin- 

ish of the high of #1. As the read/write setup time 

ends. both R/*W and the address signal have just 

experienced theif rising edge, The memory read uc- 

cess time shown in Fig, 17-8 begins at that mstant. 

The 8502 from that point in time has 300 ne te e1- 

ther read data from memory or write data to 

memiry, 
The 4164 DRAM chips must be able to send or 

receive data in well umder the 300 ns access time 

of the 8502. If they have an access time of 150 ns 

or thereabouts, then they can easily be accessed 

during the 8502 accessing penod. 

Once the R/*W and address signals are active, 
the access time of the 8502 commences. ¢1 com: 

pletes its high and jtoes through its falling edge. o2 

then begins its rising edge. In Fig. 17-8 it is shown 

that the trigger effect of the edge: enables the ad- 

dressed chip, and the data concerned is placed on 

the data bus. During a read the data heads for the 
B50. 

It takes the data about 100 ns to make the tap 
from RAM to the 8502. This is sort of a getup time 
period, Once the data arrives at the 8502, it can en- 
ter one of two places, If the date is an instruction 
code, it is accepted by the Instruction Register. 
Should the data he an operand ft is shuttled over te 
the data bus buffer. The iayout of the program lines 
dictates which goes where. 

Before the IR or data buffer will accept the bits, 
they must wait a short period of ome while they 
stabilize. ‘The trip from metnory to processor could 
have upset the decorum of the data. The data sta- 
bility time is about 4) ns. During stabilizing time the 
falling edge of 62 occurs. This falling edge tnggers 
the opening of the [RK and the data buffer, The stabi- 
lized data is then allowed to enter the processar 

registers. 

Once the data ts strobed into its assigned reg- 
ister, a hold time must take place. ‘The hold time 
is brief, about 10 ns: The data is then finally ready 
to be processed im the 8502, 

During a write operate the routine is very 
similar to the read, The processor access time is 
the same 300 ns and begins in the same way, that 
ts when Ri'«W and the aduress signal finish their be- 

smning edge, The él high then fails and the #2 ris- 
ing edge takes plice, The memory address ts 

enabled and the 842 places data on the. data bus. 
The data then speeds to the addressed location, A 

data setup ome takes place for the write operation. 
ft is about LOO ns. The data from the 8502 ap- 

proaches its memory destination. 
Agait there is a data stability time segment of 

about 60 ns. The falling edge of d2 occurs. The sta- 
ble data is then let into the location and the bits are 
stored in their respective bit holders. A 10 ns hold 
time takes place. The transfer is complete. 

Reading and Writing to Peripherals 

When the 8502 wants to read data from a 
peripheral, all it has te warry about 7 the setup time, 
‘The K!+W and the address signais arrange the ditec. 



= Momory read accass — 
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Fig. 17-6. Data trom memory must fe stable and valid when the falling edge of a2 strobes irvtcy Ped ea Thee date nets 
fT as satu hme and a tial 10 ns hokt time. 

ton of the data bus and open wp ibe register in the 
péripheral. This is all dene dong the rising edec 
anid the high of 61 - 

A setup time of about 150 ne is then pseded tp 
Sstalitice (he date bus to receive the data. Again re- 
fer to Fig. 17-8. Once the setup time has chipsed, 
the rising edge olde occurs and the dita is placed 

on Uke bus. The date travels te the 8508 arid the 
fagh of 2 takes place. Then the falling edge of gi? 
comties along: The date is given enter te the Rae's 
[Ror data baffer for processing. 

The writing to penpherals is (he reverse oper- 
dtiog., The #508 addresses the peripheral and makes 
the RY*W tow for awrite. As the a2 rising edie con- 
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tinues, the 8502 places the data for the peripheral 
on the data bus, The data then takes a trip te the 

peripheral. The falling edge of ¢2 occurs and the data 
is strobed into the peripheral register, A setup time 
was not needed, but a considerable hold is required. 
It is called delay time, The data needs a 300 ns de- 
lay in order to ensure that the data to the peripheral 
arrives with validity. This works fine, except that 
it-slows down the transfer of data to the penpheral. 

The way the clock marches bits to address lo- 
cations and transfer data has a lot of intricate steps, 
Each step is simple and not confusing. There are 
just 2 jot of steps. 

The 2 MHz Mode 

The so called 2 MHz clock has two modes. The 
1 MHz mode of the 2. MHz clock has just been dis- 
cussed. What about its 2 MHz mode, the one the 
clock is tamed for? The first thing:te consider is that 
the clock is running twice as fast. In the 2 MHz 
modc, the clock is completing two million cycles ev- 

ery second, This change cuts the number of nanose- 
conds the clock takes for a cycle to about half of the 
ns needed for the 1 MHz mode. While the 1 MHz 
mode needed about 1000 ns to cycle, the 2 MHx 
mode needs about 500 ns, According to the speafi- 
caton sheet, the 2 MHz cock is said to take ex- 
actly 489 ns. All the other timings such as setup 

times, hald times, nsing ed¢é times, falling edge 

times and so forth, are mostly cut in half too. Table 
17-1 shows the timings an 8502 in 2 MHe mode re- 

quires. 

Table 17-1. With a 2 MHz clock some of the 
timings are halved compared to the 1 MHz version, 

TIMINGS FOR 2 MHz CLOCK 

Cycle Tima. 
Rising Edges 
Falling Edoos 
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A complication can happen when the 8502 is 
made to run at 2 MHz. The 2 MHz works smoothly 
when the 8502 is transferring data to and from the 
RAM, ROM and other mternal chips. When the 8502 
is performing I/O operations, however, the clock 
speed in 2 MHz mode sometimes must be adjusted 
to the 1 MHz mode. The 1 MHz clock drives all the 
LO chips even when the 8502 is m 2 MHz mode. 

This adjustment is called clock stretching. Fig- 
ure 17-9 shows the stretching technique in 2 MHz 
mode. The top square wave shape shows one | MHz 
cycle. During one 1 MHz-cycie, there are two 2 MHz 
cycles. Note both a low and a high in the 2 MHz 
waveshape during the low of the 1 MHz waveshape. 
Then there is another low and high during the high 
of the 1 MHz wave. There are two complete 2 MHz 
cycles during one complete 1 MHz cycle- 

In the second set of waves in Fig. 17-9, the top 
wave shows the 8502 making an I/O access in the 
1 MHz mode. This is the normal waye arrangement 
the 8502 uses to access 1/0. It works perfectly with- 
out complication, The third set of waves shows.the 
way the 2 MHz mode must be stretched in order 
to adjust to the 1 MHz I/O access wave, The 
stretching is performed by a concerted effort be- 
tween the 82, VIC and the PLA. If they dikin’! 
stretch the clocking, the L’O access would be out 
of syne with the 1 MHz clock that is driving all the 
L’O chips. 

THE Z80 TIMING 

The Z80 15 in strange ternitery in the C128. The 
circuits in the C128 are all designed to support the 
8502. The Z80 must be equipped with 112 and U13 
in order for it to adjust to the 8502 circuitry. The 
2) uses Ui2 and 13 to latch and buffer tts way 
in and out of the data bus. 

The 8502 converts its clock input from VIC into 
two individual phases, >! and #2. The 280 on the 
other hand receives tts own Z80 clock from VIC but 
does not split it into two phases. The 230 has a sin- 
gie phase clock. That is the big difference between 
thy Z80 aml the dual phase 8312. The Z80 goes nght 
ahead. and uses the chock as is. 

VIC supplies a clock that beats at a4 MHz fre- 
qucncy. That makes the clock twice as fast as the 



Fig. 17-9, The 2 MHz clock must be stretched in arder to compensate for the fact inal the 10 can only operate in the 
1 MHz mode. 
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2 Miz and four times faster than the 1 MHz. How- 
ever, the VIC only supplies dock pulses during AEC 
low. When AEC is high, VIC shuts down the 2%) 
dock output. This-makes the cluck wave trum con- 
sist of two fast 4 MHz pulses dunng AEC low, then 
no pulses, just a continuods low during AEC high 
and then two more pulses as AEC goes low again. 
This is shown in Fig, 17-10. The Z80 is only com 
nected te the system bus fine during AEC low. Dur- 

ing AEC high it is disconnected. The 8502 on the 
other hand is connected to the bus lines during AEC 
high and disconnected during AEC low, when the 

Z80 can take over. This is the basis for the two 
processors to be able to work together, switching 
from om: lo the other. 

With the processor numming at 4 MHz but only 
being on during AEC low, it can run the CP/M oper: 
ating system at an effective 2 MHz rate. ‘The 280 
acts as.if.a continuous 2 MHz clock is doing the bit 
driving. Inside the Z80 the clock is called } (phase}. 
A square wave high and low js called, one clock 
period. An mstruction cycle & composed of about 
12 clock penods. The 12 clock periods are the op 
code fetch, the memory read and the memory write, 

as seen in Fig, 17-11. In Fug. 17-12 and Fig. 17-13 

the timings are shown. 
The rising and faling edges Lrigger the circuits 

in the processor. The first nsing edge in the op- 
code-fetch group triggers the program counter to 
place its address bets onto the address bus, The first 
falling edge causes pin 19, *MREQ, and pin 21, 

«RI), to output bits to the memory te produce a 
read. This causes a copy of the stored op code unto 
the data bus. 

The second clock pulse marks time. The nsing 
edge of the third clock strobes the up code that was 
fetched, into the instruction register of the Z80. That 
third rising edge also turns off *MREQ and *RD. 

The memory write operation is quite lke the 
fetch or read operation. The first sing edge places 
the address bits on the bus in the same way. Italso 
triggers *MREQ and *RD on their way. What is 
*RD doing in this white operation? If you look at the 
timing diagram, Fig, 17-13, you'll see the «RL sig- 
nal is low during the memory read clock penods bul 
goes high and not in operation as the memory white 
clock penods take place. As the clock gets inte mem- 
ory write time, the «MREQ goes high tou but then 
goes low us the falling edge of the first. wnte clock 
takes place, 

As the nsing edge of the rst wnte clock be- 
gins, pin 22, «WR, outputs a high. Then as the fall 
of the secoml write clock eige takes place, it makes 
*WR go low. This m turn causes the data from the 
proctssor to traverse the data bus and be strobed 
into the addressed location. 
That is the way the clock periods are used in 

single phase clocks to fetch instructions, read data, 
and write data. There are aiso a lot of other basic 
dotes the clock is made to perform, It must ener- 
gize the reading and wnting to 1/O chips, the refresh- 
ing of dynamic memory, the fabrication of the 

Fig. 17-10. In onder te runt, the ZB VEC must supply a 4 MHz clock because VIC only supplies Ine clock dunng AEC low 
Thes allows the Z80 to operate at an etfective 2 MHz rate 
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Fig; 1711. The 240 uae a single pheseclock, Each clock period i one hegh and how AGU Boe) Clock perloks gre 

in an Inginiction Cycle. The Instruction Cycle has three meghing oychas. They are the Op Code Pech, the Memory Aead 
fined the Maniney Winton 

composite TV display siamal, production of audio 
tones and other things. All the futs in the £128 march 

to the beat if the chock. 

TESTING THE CLOCK 

When the computer is receiving power aml 14 

not producnygrany cutpotal all, the chock coukd have 
slopped. tis useful then te be able to quick-check 

the clock to-see if itis-renmng or not. The best place 

to check itis atastage after thet sane wirve bas been 
Converted toa squire wave. LF you test-near the 

covsial, the test probe could load down the oscilla 
tor Grit ancl kil the frequency even the chock 

is indeed running: 
In the C128, a coovemient plice lo lest & the 

2 Mie input at pin 1 of the 8502. I should read 

PULSE onthe Inge probe df the chock es rumiiatig, 
Figure 1?-l4 shoves what the pulse should book like 

if you view it.on an expensive scope sel atl 02 

microseconds: The waveshape wil have a peak-ta- 

peak voltage of about 3 volts, 

Tf you have just-ancordinany TV repair scope, 

then you can't view the 2 MHz frequency, but Louch 
ig dow on-the pan wall lat you.see an envelope fon- 

taining the frequency, asm Fig. 17-16. Even thoah 
you can read Ue Frequency i the emdope does 

appear, then the chk is running. The clock fre- 
quency also is probably okay because the crystal cut 

for 1430818 Mile won't ring uness the master ire 
quency t& near that value 

If vou are ody equipped with the loge probe, 
there are many test points that will vemfy that the 

Wack i on. Auda of the address or cata hus connac- 

fons should show PULSE wf the chock is-on. Tn faci, 

any of the pins on al the Test Point Charts that in- 
dicate the presence-of a pulses are clock test pennts, 

Ha pulse is at any of these ping, the clock is oscil- 
isting. All-of these pulees dre-orianabed im the clock 
chip. Of course, if there are no pulses anywhere mm 

the machine, the clock has been stopped, 
Avwnm with antede inbcater, nota dital vem, 

Git-ale provide a (noch po/no-go test of the clock, 

When vou. teach down on a pulse test pom the pee 

eod 
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Code 

Clock Periods 

Fig, 17-12. The first sing edge of the fetch triggers Ine program counter to place the address bits on the address tines. 

The first tailing edge triggers - *MREQ to enablo the memory chips and enables the ~AD signal to cause a road. The op 
code enters the dala bus. BF Tee ee ena OE ENO Nae Mine te ene ee Oe The third rising edge 
aiso tums of -MREQ and 

dle will read a sort of three-state value around 2 volts 
on the meter face. The needle will appear a bit un- 
stable and might show an appreciable wobble, This 
means a running clock. 

It was mentioned eartier that a frequency 
counter and an expensive scope could be useful. The 
frequency counter could provide you with the actual 
frequency at which the clock is running. You can ad- 

just the trimmer capacitor C20 for a frequency of 
14.31818 MHz, The counter should be connected 

to pin 8 of 28, the 8701 clock chip, 
If you decide to perform this adjustment, then 

try to use a pickup loop rather than a direct connec: 
tion, The }oop will pick up the frequency by induc- 
tion. and not make a physical connection to the clock 
circuit. This is advisable if possible. If it is not easy 



Fg. 17-12. The memory read operation is very similar to the fetch operation. The rising edge places the address on the 
bus. The talling edge tnggers -MREQ and -RD. The tailing edge of the thied clock strobes the data into the Z60. The 
maomory write operation though ts somewhat cifferent. The addressing Is the samme, takes place during the rise of the 
first write clock, and -~MREQ is enabéed af the fall of the frst clock. -MD is not used, but - WA is. Dalia enters the data 
ous and stebdizes At the fall of the second write clock, -WR strobes the data into the memory location, 

to do then use the direct connection—just be care- 

ful making the connection. You could possibly load 
the circuit, stop the clock and get misleading results. 

An expensive scope will actually display the var- 

jous clock waveshapes and frequencies. It is rare, 

however, that youl need such scope details for re- 

pair work. These waveforms are a lot more valua- 
ble to the Gestgn and manufacturing engineers rather 

than to a field servicer. Figure 17-16 is the Test 
Point Chart for the 8701 clock chip, 
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PIN 1 8502 

Scupe Picture O.2us 

Fig. 17-14, tt you teat tor the 2 MHz Glock at the 8502 with an expensive scope at 6.2 ns, you'll see a couple of square Waves, 

Wii 

Frequency envelope Ih {Ky i IN 

Fag. 17-15, An ordinary TY repair scope will despéay an envelope containing a kt of waveshapes 



TEST POINT CHART 
u2a 

Q = No light 

Fig, 17-16 The logic probe ard the Test Point Ghar will tell you if the clock chip is running property, 
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18. Address, Data and Control Buses 

he Cl28, the C64 and the Z80 computers, all 

encapsulated onto the single: printboard, share 

three types of bus fines to pass bits between them- 

selves and the chips with which they commumicate, 

For addressing purposes, they all use the 16-bit ad- 

dress bus. To pass bytes of data back and forth they 

all use the eight-bit two-way data bus. Por the many 

ways they need to control the circuits, there are a 

mutnber of input-only, output-only and two-way m- 

dividual control lines. 

All of the bus lines transfer digital highs, laws 

atv) pulses, There are no other types of signals in 

the digital circuits. In the port circuit areas, there 

can be other signals such as audio and color video, 

but in the digital circuits there are only highs, lows, 

pulses or turned off three-stated voltages. No other 

working condition can be attained, If you are test 

ing the lines, then those are the states you are look- 

ing for. These copper traces that travel around the 

printhoard and connect to all the major chips are very 

vulnerable when the buard is exposed. They are of- 
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ten the source of problems during repair jobs. These 
troubles are covered in this chapter. 

ALL THOSE ADDRESS BUSES 

The address buses, Fig. 18-1, originate in the 

ASO2 and Z80. Coming out of pms 7-23, except for 

pin 21 (GND), are the AO-A1S lines from the 852 
program counter circuits. From pins 30-40 and 1-5 

of the 780 are the AOQ-AL5 lines from its program 

counter, These address ines are joined together inte 

one bus. The 8502 and Z80 can casily share these 

address lines because they are both never on at the 

same time. Either the 8502 has contrul or tte 730 

is m charge but never both together. 

Just inside both of the processurs, between the 

pins and the program counter, are 16 three-state 

buffers. The buffers can be turned on and off as 

needed by an input controf line from VIC, VIC is a 

processor in its own right. Tt produces AEC. address 
enable control, AEC is very important im controlling 

these address buses.and will be discussed in more 
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Fog. 18-1. The system address buses originate in (he program counters of Ihe processors: 



detail later m this chapter. It dees 4 lot of turing 
off and turning on as required. 

Once the lines arrive at the output pins of the 
processor chips, they assutne the nares AU-A15. 

Some or all of the lines connect to chips on the mem: 
ory map, Each chip-and every register on cach chip 
is given its own address. Each individual address can 
beopened up while all tee rest of the addresses re- 
tain closed. The 16 lines are, as mentioned many 
times, able to carry 65,506 indivichial sets of highs 
und lows, These sets of highs and tows are each a 
combination to open up ane and only ane address. 
If more than one address opens during an address- 

“ing operation, then the program could crash. 
In this machine, however, roultiple floors are in 

the many-stored metnory map building as shown in 
Chapter 1f. Many registers are on diferent chips 
with the same addrese, The map is 4 many-steried 

floor has a possible 64K addresses. A bank picks and 
(hooses chips from the eight Boors to form a 64K 
bleck. A bank number must be added to the L6-bit 
addresses to reach the chosen block. 

During troubleshooting, PEEK and POKE in 

BASIC or MEMORY and FILL commands mn ma- 
chine language can be used to gouwd advantage 

These troubleshooting signal tracing and injection 
techniques operate over the address and data bus 
lines. As s result you can use them to test these 
bus lines. The actual techniques are discussed at the 
end of this chapter. 

The AQ-ALS bus that exits both the 8502 and 
Z80 are connected together line for ime. These ines 
go directly (9 the RAM multiplex clips, ROMs and 
CIAs. They also connect to the MMU, the PLA, the 

8963 Video Controber and SID, 

Translated Address Bus 

All tG-address imes connect du the MMU, The 

MMU processes thea and then outputs the trans- 
lated address bus. Only eight Eines are im the trans- 
lated address bus, TA8-TA15. These lines .are 
generated from the mput fines AS-A1S. The trans- 

lated address bus performs addressing chores for 
RAM aad VIC. 

First of all, lines PAR-TAIS.are connected to 
the two multiplex chips (U14 and U15) as shown m 
Fig. 18-2. TA2-TAIS connect to Ul4 and 
TAS: TALL to ULS, They represent the high order 
ackiress bits. The regular low address limes, AQ-A7, 
are also connected to L]4-and 1th; A4-A7 to U4 
and AQ)-AZ to 15. With these inputs the 74L5257 
multiplex chips are able to form the RAM row and 
column addresses. 

The next job the translated address bus dots 
is use its FA12 line to substitute for AL2 in address- 
ing ROM4_ ROM4 is the ROM that must wet its ad- 
dress changed when the 780 takes. over. If you 
recall, ROM4 gets its bex addresses DUQO-DFFF 
changed to 0000-000F. TA12 from the MMU per- 
forms this task. The translated address bus alse is 
used in C64 mode. It becomes address Sines 8-15 
Of the expansion port. 

The translated address lines are also involved 
during the time that VIC is in control and doing some 
addressing. When VIC is in charge. the MMU 
tristates TAS-TALL. Then it pulls TA12- TALS high 
to wét them oul of the way, VIC is then able to use 

the TA8-TA12 Imes to output its VIC addresses 
VAS8-VAI1. More about this is given m the next 
section. 

When VIC is no donger im charge but an exter- 
fal device is in charge such as a cartidge, all of the 
MMI TA lines are trstated, leaving the lines free 
for use by the external device. The device can then 
use the regular address fines; AB-ALS, The device 
can then address the entire memory map except for 
the MMU, 

The Two Multiplexed Address Buses 

The two multipiex chips menboned above, 14 
and UtS, have inputs AQ-A7 and TAS-TALS. The 
two chips also connect to VMAQ-VMA7—the VIC 
Multigexed Address Bus. These same signals are 
iiso passed through 33 ohm resistors. Once the sae- 
nal passes through the resistor, this output set of 
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Fig. 32-2. The Translated Address Bus is generated in the MMU. M contains bis TA15-TAS. 
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bits ts named: MAO-MA7, the Multiplexed Address 
Bus. The connections of the bus signals are illus- 
trated in Fig. 18-3, 

The VMAG-V MAT and MAO-MAZ7 are produced 

by Ul4- and 015 when AEC, inserted al pms 15 on 
the two chips, is high. When AEC is high the two 
chips multiplex TAS-TA15 with AO-A7. The control 
for the multiplexing comes in pins 1 with the MUX 

signal. The 33 ohm series resistors then take the 
VMAO-VMA7 and, in turn, multiplex them to pro- 
duce MAOQ-MA7. 

The VMA signals are connected to VIC. The 

MA signals are sent to the system DRAMs., The 
processors can then address the VIC registers or 
address the 128K RAM set, 

These VMA lines are also used by VIC when 
it needs to access secbons of RAM, When AEC goes 
Jow and VIC is in charge, VMA becomes an outpul 
address bus frum VIC, VIC uses VMAG-VMA7 plus 

the other address lines that are all three-stated dur- 
ing the AEC ow. 

More detail is given on how VIC-accesses and 
refreshes the DRAMs in Chapter 20, To sumuma- 
rize, ViC only uses 14 address Gnes. as shown in 
Fig. 18-4, not 16, It is only required to address 16K 
directly. VIC receives VA13 and VAL4 from CIA2, 
discussed in the next chapter. VIC generates the 
output bits over VMA0-YMA7 for the DRAM ac- 
cessing and refreshing. The other lines output by 
VIC, TA®TALL, are used by the next address bus 
discussed, the Shared Address Bus. VIC accesses 
the character ROM and color RAM with these. 

The Shared Address Bus 

The Shared Address Bus is called “‘shared’* be- 
cause both the processors and VIC use it when they 
are in charge. It js not multplexed. The Shared Ad- 
dress Bus is needed to allow both the processors 
and VIC to address the character ROM and the color 
RAM. Both of them must use these two chips and 
they are approaching the chips from different direc- 
tions.. When the processor accesses the chips. as 
in Fig. 18-5, it sends bits in one direction. When VIC 
is accessing, as in Fig. 18-6, the address bits are 
coming from the other direction. 

on 

When AEC is high and the processor is mn 
charge, the Shared Address Bus, SAQ-SA7, is an 
output of US5: the 74F245 Transceiver chip. A 
transceiver indicates two-way transmission, When 
AEC as high. address bits AQ-A7 enter the chip and 
SAO-SAT exit. The SAO-SAT output is fed to the 
character ROM and the color RAM. The output of 
these chips are into the system data bus. The higher 
order address bits are supplied by TAS-TA11, an- 

other form of shared address bus. With dus address: 
ing Mechanism the processors are well able: to access 
the character ROM and the color RAM from its 

direction 
When AEC gees low, the VIC addresses 

VMA0-VMAZ, also called V.A0-VA7, then takes over 
the Shared Address Bus and proceeds to send bits 
over the bus from the opposite direction from which 
the processors sent bits, You coud say the bits are 

driving the bus backwards. 
VIC supphes the lower order bits, and the trans- 

lated address bus higher order address bits. The 
character ROM needs TAS-TAI! while the color 
RAM only requires TAS and TAS. 

When a cartridge is in place, the shared address 
bus is able to-supply the lower order of address bits 
for the Expansion Port. This permits VIC te address 
the cartridge. Should the cartridge be given charge 
of the system, the SA and TA lines can be driven 
backwards and address RAM and ROM, 

To sum wp: four address bua systems are im the: 
(128. First are the regular AO-AL5 address lines. 
Second is the Translated Address Bus, TAS-TAL5, 
that the MMI generates. Third is the VIC Mul- 

tiplexed Address Bus, VMAO-VMAT and its cousin 
the Multiplexed Address Bus, MA0Q-MA7, These 
buses are tised by VIC when it must do addressing, 
Lastly is the Shared Address Bas, SA0-SA7. This. 
bus is needed so that both VIC and the processor 
can.address the character ROM and the color RAM. 

THE DATA BUS 

In comparison to the address buses, the data 
tus is a simple affair. It has eight lines, D7-D0, Ey- 
ery register in the memory map, except for color 
RAM, is eight bits wide. Color RAM registers only 
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Fig 14-3. Tha two mulbplex chips U14 and UtS are the crossroads tor the different address buses. They receive bits 
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also recoive VMAT-VMAQD trom VIC. Thes allows VIC to be able to access RAM, MA7-MAO are the bits that nccess RAM 
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Fig, 18-4. VIC only uses 14 address lines to access = 18K section of RAM. it muttiplexes eight row address bits anc ‘six 

column address bits. 
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Fig, 18-5, Whan the processor accesses the Character HOM or the Calor RAM it uses the Shared address bus, bits SA7-SAO. 
‘The transcetver chap. USS. has bits A7-A0 enter il and cufpats SA7-SAD, 
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use four of the eight bits in their registers, making 
the color RAM registers effectively only four bits 
wide. On the actual color RAM chip, U19, a 2016, 
eight bits are in each register. The eight bits attach 
to pins 9-17, DO-D7. Pins D4-D7, however, connect 
to four 3.3K resistors, that in turn are wired to +5 
volts, This arrangement holds D4-D7 high and ef- 
fectively out of the circuit, as in Fig. 18-7. 

When the color RAM is addressed by the 
processor, or VIC, the lower four bits of the data 
bus handJe the register accessing. The higher four 
bits of the data bus are ignored m the scheme of 
things. 

The color RAM is addressed and a nybbie of 
data is accessed by the processor when AEC is high, 
The access takes place through U20, the 4066 

Fig. 18-7. When the Color RAM is accessed, 4 only uses four data lines to supply a choice af 16 different colores. The 
other data ines. D7-D4_ are held high and are effectively out of the circuit 
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switch chip. The 4066 has connections to the proces: 
ser data bus lines. D3-D0, and connections to the 
color RAM chip, Da-D0. 

When AEC is Jow, the 4066 switch is opened 
and the processor data bus disconnected. Remem- 
ber, VIC must also be able tp access the color RAM, 
wherein the codes for the color in the display re- 
side. VIC pins 46-43 are its extended data bus, 
D8-D11. These four VIC pins also connect to the 
color RAM D0-DS pins. When the processor data 
bus is switched out during AEC low, VIC is able to 

access the color RAM data nybbles. 
The rest of the map, all with uncomplicated 

byte-sized registers, is connected to D7-D0 of the 
processor data bus. The bus is tadirectional, The 

8502 is able to read and write on the bas. Every 

location is connected to the same data lnves. There- 
fore, all the D7's, all ower the map, are wired to- 
gether, all the D6"s are connected, and so un. Most 
of the time the locations are dormant, When a loca. 
tion is addressed, then that location, oat of afi of the 
64K in a bank, is accessed. It is read from or wril- 
ten to. The rest of the locations are tumed off and 

do soothing. 
The data bus buffer in the 8502 originates its 

data bus. The buffers can receive data from the bus 

or transmit data to the bus. The instruction rewis- 
ter is also connected inside the 8502, but il is an 
input only device. It can only receive instruction 
data—not trumsmit data to the bus. 

The buffers and IR in the Z80 operate in the 
same way. However, as mentioned earlier, the Z80 
can't interface directly with the 8502 designed bus: 
fines. It is necessary to use UL2, the 745373 latch, 
for the data entering the 280. Phe latch commects 
directly to the D7-D0 system bus. It is also neces- 
sary to use U13, the 741.5244 buffer, to amplify the 
data leaving the Z80, The buffer chip also connects. 

directly to the D7-D0 data bus. 
Between the latch and buffer chips, and the 

D?-D0 pins on the 2&4), is 2 small set of bus lines 
called ZD7-ZD0. This ZD bus connects to the latch, 
the buffer and the Z80. The wiring is direct. When 
AEC is high, and the 280 is writing to the memory 
map, the data leaves the 780, goes to the buffer, 
is amplified and then is placed on the system data 

Bos 

bus fnes: D7-DO, When the Z80 wants to read a lo- 
cation, the data leaves the addressed location and 
enters the latch. Then ut the proper time, designated 
by the system clack, the data is given to the Z30. 

The duta bus, once clear of the processors, 
splits off into many branches, An important branch 
goes to the 164164 RAM chips. The chips are sepa- 
rated into two sections, bank (and bank 1, each with 
eight chips. Each bank has chips numbered (+7. One 
data ine is assigned to each chip in the two banks. 
DO nukes two connections, un¢ each to the two 
number () RAMs: Di to the two RAM 1's, D2 to 
the two RAM 2's, and so on. That way, a byte can 

be stored with one bit in each chip of a bank. Pins: 

24 and-2 om each RAM chip are ted together and 
ponnect to one dats fine, One pin is for putting 2 

bit, while the other pin outputs a bit, 
Other branches of the data bus commect cight 

fines to the ROMs, the CAs, the Expansion Port, 
the MMU, VIC, the 8563 Video Controller, and SID. 
The data bus connections to VIC, Ue 8563 and SID 

will be discussed in their reepective chapters again 
in more detail, 

THE 80-COLUMN DISPLAY BUS 

While VIC handles all the 4(+column display 

chores, the 8563 Video Controller takes care of dis- 

playing 80 columns. Chapter 21 will discuss the A563 

activity in more detail, Meanwhile, the 4563 has its 
own private little huses that have little to do with 

the rest of the system bases. The 8563 is wired to 
two DRAMs, U23 and U25, a par of 4416 chips, 

as shown in Fig. 18-8. These DRAMs have nothing 
io do with the 128K of system DRAM. 

The 8563 originates two little buses, one for ad- 
dressing U's 23 and 25, and the other to pass 
through data. The address bus ts called the Display 
Address Bus and the data bus is called the Display 
Data Bus. Accordingly, their ines are DAO-DAT for 
the address bus. and DDO4DD7 for the data bus. 

The address bus, DAQ-DA7, leaves the 8563 

at pins 26-33. It connects to. each 4416 at pins 14, 
13, 12, 11,.8, 7, 6, 10. The 4416's are special 16K 

dynam: RAMs with four-bit registers, The data bus 
DDO-DN7 leaves the 8563 at pins 34-42 except for 

37, which & V_. 
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The data bus lines are then split in half. 
DDO-DD3 are connected to 1123 and DIM-DD7 to 
U25. Each DRAM suppbes a nybbie Lo the data bas 
which, together. are the byte that the 8563 wants 
to use. That way, the 8564 has a DRAM capacity 

_of 164K bytes between the two 4416's. The 8563 
operates with these DRAMs to produce the 

86-column display. 
The 8563 does the entire job for the two 

DRAMs. ft suppies row and column strobes out of 

pins 47 and 48, It also provides their refresh signals. 

THE CONTROL LINES 

The many control fines coming and gomy from 
the 8502, Z80, VIC, the Video Controller and other 
chips are collectively referred to as the Contral Bus. 

Actually, the lines are all individual with each one 

doing its own specific job. They are unlike the ad- 

dress bus and data bus systems in that each has 

many lines all doing the same job. 
The various lines in the different clups are co- 

vered in the chapters on those chips. There are four 
lines though that connect to a number of chips and 
are worthwhile reviewing even though they have the 
chapter coverage. These lines are the R/*W, the 

*IRQ, the RESET line and the clock lines. 

R/-W Line 

The best known control line is.the R/+W, It is 

gn 8502 output that travels to all the major chips in 
the memory map. It connects all the R/+W pins on 

the concerned chips together, The entire ine is. nor- 

mally held high by a 4.7K resistor connected tu +5 

volts. When high, the R/+W line is in a read mock. 

Note in the name that the R does nol have an sster- 

isk. Theretore when this line is high, the R (Read) 
is active, When the line is forced low by the 8502, 
then the W (Write), that does have an asterisk, is 
active. The Ri+*W kine determines which way data 

is to travel om the data bus. 

The line, as shown in Fig. 18-9, goes to the 

RAM chips, the ClAs, MMU, PLA, VIC, the 8563 

Video Controller, SID and the Expansion Port, The 
R/*W signal originates in the 8502 instruction 
decoder. It connects internally to the data bus 
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buffers and 1s then output from pin 39. Tt is held high 
most of the time as the 8502 reads from the mem- 
ory map. When it is time for the 4502 to write to 
the map residents, the instruction decoder forces 
the ling low. 

*RD and -WR 

The Z80 onginates separate read and write con- 
tral lines, shown in Fig. 18-10. The *RD and «WR 
lines out of the ZS80 do the same type of job as the 
single Ri+W line out of the 8502. The +RD line out 
of pin 21 conmects directly to +E: enable pin 1 of 

the latch U12 (7413373). When the Z#() wants to 
read, «RID gets the latch to operate. 

The Z80 *WR pin 22 is held high by a connec 
tion to +9 volts through a 3.3K resistor, «WR also 
connects to Some gates and then the 74L574 clock 
circuit fip-flop. This fip-fop then outputs to a NAND 
gate that, in turn, connects te an enable pin | of 13, 
the 741.244 buffer. That way the + WR has control 
over the buffer that interfaces the Z80 data bus to 
the system data bus. When the Z&0 wants to write. 
“WR gets the buffer working, 

The -!IRQ Line 

The *IRQ line is an external input to the 8502 

and the 230. The «IRQ. as in Fig. 18-11, can origi- 
nate from CIAL, VIC, or the Expansion Port, The 

line is hetd high by a connection to + 5 yolts through 
a 3.3K obm resistor. When one of the ongination 
points wants to interrupt the 8502 or Z80, which- 
ever is in charge, it sends a bew over the fine, 

A peripheral connected to CLA1 can send anin- 
terrupt through the /O chip. VIC could possibly 
need an interrupt and would then generate a low. 
A cartridge in the Expansion Port could be the orig- 
nator and sem! a low over the line. 

Whatever the reason is. if the 8502 suddenly 
is input a low at pin 3, then it will yw into its inter- 
rupt service routine as described m Chapter 12. 
Should the 280 be in charge, the low will travel to 
pin 16, the Interrupt Request pin, and it will do what 

it must do for the interrupt. 
The interrupt must be considered when you are 

conducting machine language programming. It per- 
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Fig. 18-10, The -RD and -WR tings are the Z80 coumerpart of te 8502 Ri+W line. Line -FID. the read line, connects 

to the U12 latch to conduct processor reacs Ling -WR, the wrile line. connects tp the U13 butter and then joins wah 

the systern F+W line at UB. 
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Fig. 16-17 The interrupt reques., 1A onginates in CLA, Vito from eome chip ithe Expansion Port, can witerrupt 

forme automaticaly if BASIC is being sed. For The RESET Line 
trotbleshooting, you need to know where the lines The RESET line is used to get the. computer 
arcon the printhoard and toiook for the highoriow underway when it is first turned on. ‘The Tine 
that shouk! be present under yinar test conditiens, originates at the 556, timer chip U2T jee Fig. 
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18-12). There are two timers in the clip. Ome ts for 

the «NMI line covered earlier and the second, m Fig. 
13-12; is for the RESET corcoit. 

| When the C23 is first turned on; the + 5-valts 

connected to the tigger pm 4 starts to bald, Ag the 

5 volte develops, the bigger is: pulled, a high os 
generited and output from pin &. The high is passed 
through a NOT gate and sent out over the line, The’ 

fine is otherwise held high by a LK resistor con- 
pected to +5 vnits, 

*RESET is attached directly to the 8502, £80, 
MMU, 8563 Video Controller, the two CLAs, the 
User Port, the Senal Port) the Expansion Port-and 

SH). When these RESET destinations teccive the 
low, they éo not operate. They are turned off. Then 

as the line rehire to tts beld-high state, the proces- 

wir goes into its RESET service routine, This in- 
itializes the CiZ8.and prepares a tor cuby- 

The C128 also has a RESET button, The Cid 
computer docs not havea RESET button. The but- 
tonis. a switch connected to the tigger pin of the 
556. if vou press the bolton, the connected parties 

all turn off and tose their inttiakestion. When you let 

upon the button the (C126: starts all those orcuts 
over aan, The repisters are ceinitialized, 

The Clocks 

As discussed in Chapter 17, VIC generates all 
the system clocks after it operates with the crystal 

to produce one af the two master, frequencies e- 
ther for Amoerican.or Europeanuse, The maint cock 
derived from the chosen frequency 1s the 1 MHz: 

All of the 1/0 operations use the 1 MHz. clock. In 
addition, the majority of the system bus-imes move 
hits te the 1 MHz beat. 

The dock leaves pin 18, exits pm 23 (confus- 
ingly called the 2 MHz) and is processed through 
a 68 ohm teatster and culled DIMEs, The clocks 

aire commected tothe B02, 28D, the: CAs, Hts, 
SHLD, MICU and the Expansion Port, The checks do 
all the dhivingr nf the hits that travel from pice bir 

Tlace in the computer. This keeps all operating par- 

ties in perfect syne with each other. The ciock pc: 
tity cin be found at many test -point pms readme 

PULSE an the togic protne 

ala 

TESTING THE BUS LINES 

Because the bus lines i un mactocdiniler 
covera lat of pointboard real cetate, they base a bot 

dhexposure to Leoubhe, In the fietery, whan com- 
puters are made. the bus fines can be the source 
‘ofa lot af problems. Most of the damages created 

during the soldering operations. Sometimes the sal- 

der eproade. all overcand forms ‘balls, threads, and 
tther odd shapes. The sokder can drape itsell over 
the tap-and bettem of the board and create haved, 

The solder can get belween traces, from trace to 
ground and in all the tiny cracks and cnevices the 

commpenents and chips reside it. 
In the early days of printhoard manufacturing, 

this was jin expensive. problem, but newer teck- 
niques have fortumately chmmated the majonty of 
these troubles. However, the situation stl requires 
that troawblesheoters.check oat the solder.drip prob- 
lem dunng routine checks, When trouble stokes, the 
bus lates are Sill prime suspects, Solder shorting 
stil happens on occasion: open traces still coor; ar 

jhe components in the bus lines could inal. 

As you can see, the bus lines:are.the wine uf 
the cornpuber tapi: One of the fret lests you coukd 

eonduct is the continuity of the copper trace bus 
Liaw 

Continuity hests-areobesured. beste-of the we- 

ogigtaace In ohme af the copper lines, The resistance 
of the copper bo electnic few i680 lov that your otim- 

meter woud tread nearsero chins, Tis means-tie 

line just tested is intact between the two prot 
touchdown points. On the other hand, if there 100 
cuntivaty or the ohmmeter reads infnile ressstance, 
then this mdicates that the line under test has a break 
and will not pass electric current, 

These tests are easy with an phmmeter. Un 
iorlunately the ohmmeter does not give a reliable 
test when there are integrated sole state circuits 
canhected to the bus under test, and all the buses 
wall have [Cs connected, 

itso happens had there is usually:a 1.5 volt bat- 

tery driving the shmmeter. When you teuch down 
with the two probes, the 1.5 volts is pushed throgh 

the ine under test, “Transistors tum on with vatliges 
well under a vedt. Silicon transisters turn on with the 



“£1 RESET 

Fig. 16-12 When the -RESET signal is activated it turns off these chips and then stars them allover 

application of about 0.6 volts. The 1.5 volts could 
get many transistors operating somewhat and pro- 
doce false readings on the ohmmeter, Its best not 
to use the ordinary Ghmmeter for continuity testing 
of bus fines. 

If you do not have @ special type ohmmeter to 

de these tests, then one can be made easily. It is 
called @ low vollage continuity tester. The diagram 
for it is in Fig. 28-13. The parts are inexpensive and 
easily wired together. It will only push about 0.25 
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Table 18-1. Go-No-Go Continuity Chart. 

SYMPTOM-CONS TANT PHOGHAM ERRORS SER iit ei least 

POINT TO POINT 

TRACE TO. GADUNED 

TAACE TO TRACE 

voits through the sensitive circuits. This will proba- 
bly not affect arty nearby silicon junctions, The tester 
will read the two required resistance conditions. If 
the line under test is continuows, near zero obms, 
then the bulb will light. Should the line be open, the 
bath will net light. 

Besides testing the continuity frum test point 
lo test point, a second type test is from a trace to 
chassis ground. ifs trace is shorted ty ground, and 
itis not supposed to be, then the test bulb wall light. 
Should the trace be okay and net shorted to ground, 
the bulb wall not light, Table 18-1 shows the gono- 
Ro test results, With the tester, the bus lines can 
be checked out for opens or shorts very yusckly. 

Using the Tester 

The continuity tester is one of the most used 
pieces af fest equipment during troubleshooting. The 
first thing to make sure. of is that the C128 is com- 

ALE 

Service chart 

ALL POINTS 
CONTINVOUS 

ALL FESISTANGCES 
FRRLY WIG AND 

ALL PORNTS ARF 
HIGH RESISTANCE 

SHORT BETWEEN 
TRACES 

pletely disconnected from power and peripherals. 
Pull the power supply 2c plug out of the will, Also 
disconnect the power supply unit frotn the side of 
the C128. You do not want any cnérgized circuits: 
during testing. This could light the tester’s bulb and 
‘Cause confitsion. 

The best place to view the crcuit traces is from 
the top of the printboard. The bottom of the board 
is, for the most part, where the solder connections 
are. In the C128, a number of the chips are sock- 
eted. [tis offen usctul to remove the socketed chips, 
with great care, to get a good resistance test. When 
the chips are out of the way, you are sure that the 
readings are of the board wiring and soldered com- 
ponents only. 

The first tests that should be made are point- 
to-peinl continuities. Once the 16 address lines, the 
eught data lines, und other bus lines are cleared for 
opens then you can run tests for shorts. The method 
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is not as foolproof as finding an open trace. but it 

is worth the effort. Measure the resistance to 

ground of all the address and data lines one. by one, 

The results should all be the sarne. All the trace 

to ground readings should be'a high resistance and 

not Eght the bulb under normal circumstances. If you 

use an ohmmeter, then there would be a high resis- 

tance at each trace to ground, and there could be 

a slight variation in resistance but still a very high 

resistance. Should you fix! one of the traces quite 

different than the other, then that could be a valid 

clue that the trouble is nearby. 

Locate the circuit mvolved with the trace and 

with the aid of the Master Schematic. A reason for 

the difference in the resistance tu ground is possi- 

ble in some odd case, bul I haven't encountered any 

m different models. Chances are, if one of the traces 

shows a dramatically lower resistance than its com- 

panions, then you have pinpointed & short that is 

causing the trouble. 

Once the resistance te ground of each trace ts 

tested, check the resistance between Lraces. Here 

again there should be a high resistance between all 

traces. Should you find a low resistance or a short 

indication, this is a clue, Probably some sort of short, 

ike 2 sliver of solder, is between the two traces that 

has developed the low resistance. 

Bus Line Writing and Reading Tests 

The continuity tests°can be run under any cr- 

cumstances, Just be sure Usat the C128 is completely 

disconnected frum all power and peripherals. The 

continuity tests are run on a dead computer, The 

only energy applied is the tiny amount of current 

from the tester's battery. They are the stati: tests. 

Dynamic tests are run with the computer ener- 

gized, When the C125 is operating but is not ad- 

dressing properly, or is delivering incorrect data, you 
could use the writing and reading tests. These are 

the BASIC PEEK and POKE tests or the Monitor's 

MEMORY and FILL tests. 

Each bus fine can be tested individually. For ex- 

ample, if you want to test 4 particular address line, 

ail you have to do is address a key Jocation, write 

some data to the register and then read the contents 

ai8 

and see if the data did indeed arnve and get stored 
in the location. A key location is a register that needs 
the address line. being tested in the address bits. 
‘That way, the processor sends a high over the sus- 

pect address line to open the register. If the regrs- 

ter responds, then that address line 1 ukay. Should 

the register not be reached, it could be hecause the 

suspect line is open of shorted and cannot carry the 

address bit. 
To review, 16 address lines leave the proces- 

sor. Each line is capable of transporting a high or 

low. Actually, only mghs are sent. When a line is 

not carrying a high it is considered as carrying. a low. 

A line, therefore, is deemed okay if you can send 

a high successfully from the processor to the mem- 

ory location addressed. by the high. 

Table 18-2 shows the addresses in decimal and 

hex that send a high over one address line while all 

the rest of the address lines wre carrying lows. 

Therefore, if you output an address on the bus that 

has all lows (except for the copper trace you want 

to test, which will carry a high), and the address is 

accessed, then that trace is doing its job okay. If the 

address cannot be accessed, then the trave being 

tested is not transporting the high and could be the 

seat of the trouble. 
The addresses in Table 18-2 test one address 

line each. The line carrying the high is Uke one be- 

ing tested. For the address bus test, it does not mal: 

ter what combination of bits you send to be stored 

and then read, The addressing exercise is the test, 

not the data sent 

To get the address into the machine, all you 

need to do is use the decimal coe for the desired 

binary bit address amd, i BASIC, POKE the address 

with any byte of data. [f you want to use the Mani- 
tor. use the hex code for the binary address and 

FILL a couple of sequential addresses including the 

line to be tested. 
The addresses shown are all in RAM, If for 

some reason you are testing an address that lands 

on a ROM then you can dispense with the POKE 

or the FILL. Just PEEK or MEMORY the address 

and read the contents. If the contents make sense, 

then the line carrying the address high is okay. 



Table 18-2. Address Bus Test Chart. 

0000 0007 £009 9000 
9000 0000 
0000 0020 
0000 O60 
0000 o000 
0000 0000 
0000 D000 
000 0000 
0000 G00" 
0000 0010 
0000 0100 
2000 1000 
2001 9000 
900 0000 
0100 D000 
1900 9900 PEEEEEEECEEEEEE PEELE EE Ere 

Table 18-2 shows the binary addresses, the dec- 
imal code for the binary, the hex code for the bi- 
nary and the type of register I found in the C128 
for the test examples. In newer C128 models, there 
could possibly be different chips at those addresses. 
Check the memory map of your machine. 

The data bus can be tested in a similar manner. 
For the data bus test, however, you need to pro- 
duce eight data bytes that have ai] lows except for 
the data line tested, That line will have a high. 

Table 18-3 shows the eight bytes of data that 
will test each data bus line. All that is needed is to 
POKE or FILL the eight bytes into any group of 
eight RAM addresses. Next, PEEK or MEMORY 
the eight. locations. The display will show the results 
ff the tests. If all the written bytes are correctly 
installed in their assigned Jocations, then the data 
bus lines are passing the data from the processor 
to the locatins okay, Should one or more of the lo- 
cations not contain the correct contests, then the 
Hata bus lime or lines that were to carry the high ty 
that location coukd be shorted or open, If there are 
wily itches. buffers, gates; multiplexers or any chip 
large of striall in the indicated fine, that are sepposed 

gas BEBE tEa@+~- 
if 

Table 18-3. Data Bus Tost Chart. 

BRRaoen- 

DO 
Dr 
d2 
da 
4 
Os 
06 
oF 

to pass Uv: bits, then they are also suspect. For in- 
stance, if the binary byte 01000000 did not arrive 
at its addressed register, then data line ING could 
luive trouble. 

Contro! Bus Tests 

Thelines called the Control Bus can be anatyzed 
in an ind&rect way when the writitig and reading tests 
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are performed in BASIC or in the Monitor, For in- 

stance, PEEK is a function that sets off 2 BASIC 

ROM routine that reads an address. POKE is a com- 

mand that sets offa BASIC ROM routine thal writes 

data tu an address. If you can successfully write and 

read to addresses, then the R/+W line from the 8502 

is working okay. 
Using the same reasoning, if you can enter 

CP/M then the *RD and «WR lines in the Z80 are 

okay. The exercising of the usual procedure shows 

that the control lines involved are working. Should 

one of the routine procedures fail to perform, then 

you can puzzle out what lines are involved in the 

process and consider them suspects till they can be 

tested with the vor of logic probe and be identified 

as okay or not, 
Because the control lines are all individuals, the 

best tests for the control lines is to find their orig 

pation and destination places and test along with the 

lege probe. Start at the origination point and pro- 

ceed step by step to the destination. You should be 

able to follow the line under test and reason oul what 

logic state should be present. 

For example, suppose you want to trace out the 

NML The symptom could be: when you press the 

RESTORE key nothing happens. In Fig. 12-19 it can 

be seen that the RSTER line corning from the RE- 

STORE key is held high by R9, a 10K resistor, to 

+5 volts. If you touch down there with the logic 

probe then you will read a HIGH. In series with the 
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fine-is ULG, a tigger, and US7, a NOT gate. The 

trigger has a NOT circle. The high goes low but then 
goes high aga after the NOT gate. The line should 

read a HIGH then after the NOT gate, 
if these readings are okay then the next stop 

is the input of the 556, 27, pin 6, According to the 
27 Fest Point Chart it should be a high. Ifit 1 then 

test pin 5—it should be a low. From there you en- 
counter a section of U29, a NOT gate, This inverts 
the low to a high. That part of the line is also held 

hagh by the 1K resistor connected to + 5 volts. From 

there, NMI goes to pin 21 of CIA2, the Expansion 
Port, and pin 4 of the 8502- 

There shoukd be highs on all three of these test 

points. If you find a wrong logic state somewhere 

wong the test path, then you have just passed over 

the troublemaker, Test the parts am! check the con- 

nections there and you will probably locate the bad 

part or connection. 

When you are signal tracing in this way, you 
have the aid of the Master Schematic and the Test 

Point Charts. When the pathway connects to a chip 

with ‘a Uf number, double-check what logic state 

should be present on that pin on the Test Point 

Chart. Sometimes the states thal Jook like they 

should be present have a circuit quirk and the oppo- 

site state is actually present. The Test Point Charts 

will keep you straight. When troubleshooting, a clue 

that is nota clue could casily appear. Don't let ane 

fool you. 



19. Complex 

he Complex Interface Adapter is packaged asa 
4(kpin chip. It has the job of interfacing the dig- 

ital circuits with all of the external devices that the 
computer tas to deal with. These are mpots sich 
a3 the keyboard and joysticks and outputs like the 
senal bus and user port. 
Inside the digital part of the computer, the 8502, 

RAM, ROM, ete. all operate at matching speed, fre- 
quencies, voltages, and currents, The 8502 can in 
terface with the rest of the digttal circuits by simply 
attaching buffered pathways and begin operations. 
Unfortunately, the various peripheral devices do not 
usually have the same characteristics ag RAM and 
ROM. The 8502 cannot just hook inte the external 
devices. That is where the CLAs come in, The CLA 
has addresses and an 8-hit data bus connection on 
the computer side. The address lines and the data 
has connect bo the processor just as the memory 
chips de, 

On the outside of the CIA, there are two byte 
size buses (hat mterface with peripheral devices. In- 
side the CIA are registers that are built lo receive 
the byles from the digital creuts, take care of an 

interface Adapters 

Tmsmanching, and smenth the way for the streams 
ef data to be output to the peripheral, The two out- 
skle buses also recente data from the peripherals and 
forward the data through the (LA to the intemal data 
buns. 

Besides these parallel 1/0 remsters, the CAs 
havea serial LO register. This is a shift register that 
receives parallel data from the internal data bus and 
converts il to a special output. The output leaves 
through a singie pin, The serial register can alse han- 
die a serial mput and convert it to parallel. 

In addition to all that 1/0 work, the CLA is-a 
dandy bttle timing device. [hay registers that act 
as interval timers aad more registers that provide 
an howrs-tirutes-seconds-tenths. af seconds real 
time clock. 

ADDRESSING AND CONTROLLING 

‘The CIA has four pins connected to the address 
bus as shown m Fig. 19-1, They are pins 35-38. 
They are register selects RS3, RS2, RST and RS, 
They tie into address ines AQ-AS, These address 
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Peripher’ Dein direction 

dota rogisinrs regener 

Ebates Fa 

{Free 

z 
3 
A : 

Gompuser side 

(S32) = (SASeAPCIA 
S57) | SeSTR CIA 

Fig. 19-1, The register elects of the G14 are comnected 10 ACLAO. The chip select is made by the PLA mnd the T4L5a55i 

Heooder chp, However the chip salect will nat bo enabled inless a ¢2 clock signal aiBo arrives af ihe samo ter. Between 

the address bes that-tum on the chip select and tne address bite that choose a register, one of the 16 C14 reglgbars cies 

eormeact ta the data bus. Four of tha regesiers ara eho Nerp 
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lines choose among the registers in the CEA. There 
are tour lines that cam select from if registers; The 
16 regters: in the CLA have decimal addrészes, 
SOCR0-S6835 for CLAL and 56576-56591 for CLA, 

In addition te the intertial addressing of the CLA, 
there iachip select at pin, “CS. A low here will 
aid in selecting the chip, The signal for the chip se- 
lect comes from the decoded signals out of the PLA 
and is.accompanying chips (Master Schematic), The 
chip-wen't actually be selected unless a clack siprial 
at pin 25 is sunuitaneously high, This is a timing 
reference so the CLA can be in sync with the puis- 
ing of the date bos. 

When the “CS is low and the chock is high ar 
the-same tome, then the CLA will go to work with 
the Ri" W line and the addressing bits. If R/*W is 
fogh, the 8502 can read the CLA. Wf Ri" Won pin 22 
is low, the 8502 Gs able to write to the CLA, 

The “KES, at pin 34 is usually beled high and is 
not active once Lhe computer is operating. If the 
need be, and the “RES gforced low, all the inter- 
nil registers im the CLA will be reset. The 10 pans 

are allset as mputs, ‘The (0. registers are reset at 
zero. The timer control registers are made gern and 
the timer fviches are filled with highs. All the other 
registers ‘are cleared lu 2era. 

INTERNAL DATA TRANSFER 

The CLA is connected at pine 26-6! to the data 
bus les DY-D0. These ping are held ine three-state 
condition until “CS ts low and @2 pulses high at the 
game time, With the R/*W line also high, the data 
from 2 peripheral will be pushed vit tate the dats 
bus andl cat bee mead boy the BS, 

The CLA has an itterrupt request fine ait pin 21 
called TRG), [is normally held high by-a pullup resis. 
ter lo +3 volts avd is inactive while high, This iets 
the line have a number of interrupts connected to- 
gether. [fone of the interrupts forces the fine low 
the: interrupt acts a& described later in the chapter 
in the ECR discussion, 

TIMING 

The CLA responds to the addressing hy the 8502 
as the clock cyche.gocs from law to figh and then 

hack to low. This takes about LOO os. During that 

time, lhe “CS pin is forced lew, tbe RW dine in 
made high fora read ortew for awrite, the RS pins 
reterve a register addrese, and the data bus either 
inputs data or receives data, A timing diignram ap- 
pers in Fig. 1o-2: 

The output pins in tam place data inte the CLA 
fora read operation or send data outward if a write 
is taking place. All of this is shawn in the timing efi 
aram. The diagram is confiesing et first glance, but 
faken step-hyestep tt can be comprehended. 

The 2 chock crele-controls: the finding of the 
dat trawsfer. The cycle time es, as mentioned, LO) 
ne, This coincides with the accessing by the 8500. 
The &2 signal has a high pulse that lasts 440) ns. {ts 
bow runs 420 ns, The rise and fall times are 25 pts 
rach. 

Write Timing 

When the 8502 writes to aCLA, the timing of 
each signal is measured. ‘The write operation begins 
by the 8502 addressing and activating the CLA, The 
pronesior ouipute.an address over the address hus. 
Bus.imes A154 22 enter the PLA and cause the PIA 
to output “TOCS to pin 5 of the 745298 decades, 

Meanwhile Al], A9: AS enter ping 3, 2,1. The 
chip then can output the CLA select signals. “CUAL 
and CHAS, asim Fig. 19-3. These signals go to “CS 
of the two CLAS. The signals will enable "CS when 
low. 

As the write cycle begms, #2 goes high. For 
the first 58 ns, Ue addressing goes through-an ad- 
ass setep tome. "The address bits are making leer 
way through the PLA and decoder, Then the signal 
arrives al pin 23 of the CLA, Thecsignal is alow, It 
tums on OS, The liaw stave there for the remainder 
af the lume d2-stays high. That i 280 ns: 

@2 then falls to alow, As it falls, the low on "CS 
Bock throughs quick 10 os eddie: fwd tee ane 
thet mses.to a high, 

While the chip selection is going on, the 
registers that are to receive the data are-addressed: 
Address fines A3-Allopen up one of the 16 registers 
in the CLA by putting address. bits into pins 35-38, 
RSI-ESH. 

Also during the: @é high, the 65th sends the 
R/*W signal to pin 22 of the CIA. The R/*W signal 
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— ~ (#— Port setup time 

x Data entenng A or & port from peripheral 

Data feaving A or 6 port to x Penphera 

Fig. 19-2. The two top waveshapes are data entering of leaving one Of The ports. #2 must be high when that happens 

-CS must be tow. 4 tend or write signal indicates which way the data must The register select bits opems up one 

of the 16 iscations. Valid cata can then be fetched as 4? falls. 

g 
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> Pin B7 LAG 

Fig, 18-3, The 74L5128 Oecoger perfonne ihe CIAT and CIA2 chip enlncts with signals GUAT and «Clag 

starts cif bagh but then falls as the write operation 
begins. The Ry*W signal ones throughs £m BT 
Sify (ite as soon as it foes tow, It stays low all 

during the remainder of the a! high. Then it has a 
15 ns bolt frame. 

Once the chip is selected, the desired register 
tddressed, and the RW fine tiade low, the data 
Mn- be written to the CLA, The-data leaves: the 
Processor, poes out on the data hos, and aerives at 
the data tos pine pf the CLA, Tt arrives about half 
way inte the high of @Z. The data must havea date 
echap time of at least 200 ns thiring the 42 hish. 
Then-ts.@2: falls the data ts-strobed ite he CLA, 

The data then must remiin valid for another 25 ng, 
the data hedd time, 

Meanwhile. all during the operation, the data 
output ping ane warbling for the data to be received 

by the CIA and pass throwgh it and emerge to the 
penpheral. The dita Gulput.is able-to remain io wail 
bag for S60 ne of the 10 ns-total pce Looe. This. 

ia plenty of time for the data to gel through and ont 
as the SOUR: writes. loa penpheral device. 

Read Timing 

When the processor wants to read from the 
CLA it poes thresh a simlar procedure, The main 

chante 18 that Lhe data will be traveling from the CLA 
to the 8502 rather than the other way around. Dhtt- 
ing Ube read iycke, there are a lot of identical move- 
ments of signals and tings: The “CS low remains 

280 ns dunmp the #2 high in the same way. The ad- 
dress setup and hold times ane identical. The Ri" Ww 
setup and hob imes are aise the same. However 
fer the read operation, the R“W goes high instead 
of bow, 

The read: operation begins élightiy before the 
ie cycle. First, the port pins must be open and avail- 
Hale toe receive data from the peripheral. This is 
tailed the port-setup time. The ports oust be serup 
for 300 93, Adter the 200 ns stabalmcing tite: the: tt 

chock will then go high, The data enters the CIA 
through the ports and is ready to be read by the 
processor, 

The 2 clock al that point in time goes high. 
The ClA-can then be selected, and the desired reg- 
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ister can be addressed: As “CSts- forred fow, 22d 

ne Lime period begins. The data 1 Jet lose omte the 
data bus but wall not be valid till that time lapses 

and the data setlles m-oplace, Ona the 240 ne 
@lapses, the data is valid. and canbe batched inte the 

8502, This happens az 42 fal loa low, The data 
then has a short hold time te ensure stability. ‘The 

hokl Geis caibed date release hve aid dashes tor 50 
Nes 

Agthe processor accesses the CDA at mst dtp 

so while “OS is low and the register is addressed 
by RSO-RS3 signal bits. #2 nust be high, and the 
data must be valed. lf any of these mequirementes are 

not met, Lhe dite will not travel from the peripheral 
device to the CLA and over the data bus inte the 

8502. 

fO PORTS 

The "CSipin, #2, B/W, RS0-RS3, and 1}7-D0 
pins a work on the computer side of the CLA and 

cominumcat® directly. with the ASO2. On the 
penipheral side of the CLA, there arc the pins that 

keep in touch with the extemal devices. There are 
feo S-bit LO ports anda noonber of other pms. Let's 
examine the ports first, 

twas mentioned that there dre 16 addressable 
registers in each CEA. The registers are addressed 

internally through bits entering R53-RS0. The first 

four rewisters m biiaryare LLLL. LLL, LLL and 

LLHH. These four addresses are to the four B-bit 
registers that operate the ports, There are two 

ports, Aland B, Each port basa Penpheral Data Reg- 
ister, PRand a Data Direction Register, DDE, Fig- 
ure 141 shows wioch addresses, comtact--what 

Jocalion, 
The PR registers, through buffers; are con- 

nected to the port pins. FRA conmects to pins 2-9. 
PAQ-PA?, and PRE to pins LO-17, PRORPET. The 

DID reazaters doecmal hewe exdernal pinot Lhe chip. 
They are conmected internally to the PR repisters, 

bit by bit, For tetance. DORA bit 7 commects to the 
PRA bit 7. 

The DER regater bits go one way te their PR 

register bits, Bits dp net travel the oller way from 

the PR te the (HOR: The (0K controis the PR. The 

DDR bits cake the decision of whether a PR bit ie 

going bo be an input bit or an ontput bet. Wea dit in 
the DDR is set toa high then the corresponding bat 

it the PR becomes an cutput. Shoulda bit in the 

DDR be-reset to alow then the same bil in the PR 
Luts into an mput. 

Once the DO Rs-are programmed and tom the 
PR tts mbo-the desined inpibor output mode, they 
are not used agam unless a PR bit must have its-ate- 

tis changed. There are intern circurls tbat set up 
the inpet or ouput mode of the PRs. [paring a read 

operation, the PRs are inputs arc will latch the m- 
coming data fom the pempheral. Per awrite opera- 

lion, the PReare outputs aod will comeduct Lhe cata. 
fight an oul to the peripheral. 

“PC AND “FLAG PINS 

The Clas are abje to transfer data with hand- 

shaking. [Tankheling ea firly sure wav of receiv: 
ing data froma penpheral or sending data to the 
peripiberal. Handshaking isa programming chone, but 

during servicing. there could be tities wher you 

Peed Lo Linierstand whats happening at the ports 
as the handshaking takes place. Pin 18, “FAC, and 

pin 24, “FLAG are deeply invelverd with the hand- 

shaking. 
*PLAG is an input pim that comects tothe im- 

ternal data busiof the CLAand, therefore,to the in- 
puts of both the A and B port circuits. "PC is an 
output pin that exrts ory from Lhe B perl cheep 
wu special “FAC buffer stage, “PC will output a low 

for one cycle after any read or write of the B port. 
Refer-to Fig. 14-1. Dorng handshaking; this aut 

mitic bow can be used to talk to another device. The 
signal could be code saying. “data is ready'* or “date 

has sen cecervesd. 
“Thedinpat to "FLAG tS also useful cering the 

handsbalung-operiiion, Wa koew is sent to “FLAG, 
the sigmal sete an mieroal mlenrupl int in the OLA. 
Setting the “FLAC bit can be osed asa code. sig- 

nifying the readiness or reception uf dala tou, As 
mentioned, handshaking 1s a programming job. li you 

want more details, check outa programing book: 

TIMERS 

There are twee 16-bit interval timer registers in 

the CLA. They need four addresses some (bey are: 



Signal to external devin 

Fig. 19-4. +P and -FLAG of the CiA are an output and an input that is used during handshaking. 

16 bits each, as Fiv. 19-5 shows. Timer A has an 
§-bat low register and an 8-bit high register. They 
have addresses of LHLL and LHLH. Timer B has 
a simular arrangement. Addresses LHHL and LHHH 
contacts the low and high bits of the register. 

The timers havea number of modes. They are 
very useful m lots of appbcations, They can gener- 

ate Jong tome dclavs in a program, handle different 
width pulses, pulse trains, and waveform frequency 
changes. They can count pulses, measure frequen- 
cles and-other charactenstics of pulses that are in- 

jected into pin 40, CNT, 

Each timer is controlled by another register in 
the CIA, Timer Ais controlled by an 8-bit register 
at address WHHL. Timer {4 ts controlled by the reg- 
ister at HITHH. The control registers nin the timers. 
The. two timers are similar in operation but not 

The timers need two addresses because they 
use 16-bit registers attached to the &-bit data bus 
in order to read or write to a timer, the HM first 
addresses the low register and accesses it, Then it 
addresses the tagh register and accesses i. Actu- 
ally each timer consists of two 16-tut registers. One 
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, aseave 

Fig. 19-5. The timer ragisters can court pulses, moasure frequencies, generate lang time delays, and other things. They 
receive ther data af pin 40, COUNT 

is contacted durmg a wnte and the other when the When the same address ts read the processor 
processor does a read. receives the current contents of the timer counter, 

The register that is written tots afatch. The Here again this action is important to the program- 
register that is read is the timer counter. Anything mer. For servicing it is only of value to have an idea 
written to.a 16-bil timer location becomes latched. of what these registers do, 
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REAL TIME CLOCK 
There are four registers in the CIA that act as 

4 real time clock. They are shown in Fig, 19-6. Dur- 
ing actual programming applications, a real time clock 
is often needed, This one has four 8-bit registers 
te handle the timekeeping. Address HLLL couats 

1 

oo al 

Intern 

1Oths of seconds. HILLH takes care of full seconds, 
HLHL is the mitnite calculator and HLHH is the 
AM/PM fours register, 

With these registers, the CIA can do 24-hour 
timing with a resolution of LOths of a second, The 
four registers are an electric clock, Like any elec- 

al data Dus 

Seconds 

(i A a 
Minutes 

OF te 
AMIPM hours 

«an eetnee 

Fig. 19-8. Ench CtA contains four registers tial act as a real time clock. They count as tast as tenths of seconds and are comtrties Dy a 60 Hz pulse inte pin 79 fram the power suppty. 



tric clock it ts plugged into the electne company and 
uses the 60 Hz voltage to ime the clock. That is, 
6) Hz in this country, other nations could use 4) 
Hz. The 60: Hz.comes from the power supply and 

enters the chip at pin 19, TOD; time of day. The 
@0 Hz signal drives the cout in the registers. 

tis alse an alarm cock. The akin con be pro 
grammed to generate an mlerrupt whenever it is 

needed. The alarm is conducted by some other in- 
ternal registers: These regesters are. at the same ad- 
dresses aé the TOD registers. The control register 

for timer B can open up the alarm tegister. Bit 7 
of the contral register (Fig. 19-5), if set toa high, 

allows vou te white to the akurm registers-and set 

the alarm. When bit 7 is low, addressing the clock 
contacts: the clack and oof the alarm. 

Using the real time clock regreters is accom- 

plished by carcful programming. This ts the realm 

ef the programmer and not oeeded for routine ser- 

vicing. The senacer shuuki be aware of the clock 

registers in the CIA and in general what they do. 

INTERRUPT CONTROL REGISTER 

The interrupts Liat jeave the CLA as “TQ ane 

goto the processor are vital to the operation of the 

computer, They alert the processer, and the #502 
then goes into its-"IRQ routine. There are five CLA 

internal inputs into the intermupt register of the CLA, 
Each type of interrupt is able to'set one bit of the 

ICR. 
The internal address of the ICR issHHLE. At 

the address are ten 8-bit remsters. There is ane 

reygeter that is. contacted when the BR02 writes te 

JOR. Thie is the MASE regmter. The-other one, the 

DATA register, can be reached only if it 1 being 
read, Refer te Fig. 1-7, 

inside the CUA, five ciresits go to the Drala! fash 

reygater combination that the ICR. Each of the ave 

circuits ts assigned its own bit in the Data part of 
the ECR, An interrupt pulse dro any one or more 
of the circuits will-set is individual bit in the Data 

register 
Each bit inthe Dats renster has a correspond- 

ine bit in the Mask register, The mask bit can ei- 
ther let the interrupt through of Mock i off, When 

the: mask bit lets the interrupt pass, the “IRQ pin 
will go low and continue on to the processor, Tht 
8502 will be interrupted and go into its IRQ routine 
as descobed in Chapter 12. Should the mask bet not 
let the interrupt pass, that is the end of the mter- 

rupt pulee_ 
The-five cincurts- and thei respective bit poss 

tions in the Thita’ Mask registers are as follows: hit 
O handles underflow from timer A; bit 1 hamdles. the 
underflow from timer B; bit 2 is used to control the 
alarm on the timeé-of-day ocock: bit -3 signifies 

whether or not the serial data register bs full or 
empty: bat 4 imdicutes the condition of the “FLAG 
butter. 

Bits 5 and 6 do not have mach use but bit 7 ts 
importantand tricky. Bit 7 of the Mask register & 

called SET/*CLEAR. It performs the folowing maak 
tupe job on the individhes! mask bits.“Suppese. you 
write tothe Mask register and place a low in bit 7. 
The register will then place lows into any mask bits 

that have highs. Bits that already are low wall re- 

Tain that way. 

Gn the other hand. if you write:a high oto bit 

7 of the Mask register, the regaster will place highs 

into any task bits: with highs ond Jeave the kiws 
alomt. 

Lecorder for te of the invernad circuits to cans 

an actual mlerrupt, first a-pulse from the interrupter 

must enter the Data register and set its bit. The 
Data register then checks the corresponding Mask 
hit, Ef the bitis a tow, then noting happens, Should 

the bit be a high the intecrup) takes another step, 

The interrupt will set bit 7 of the Data register. 

When bit 7-of the Data register geta set, pin 21, 
“TRO, goes dow. The interrupt is then un its way. 

SERIAL DATA REGISTER 

At CLA internal address HALT, there ts: acom- 

plete 190 port, This is the Senai Port, SP. I can- 

nects to pan 39) Inside dhe chip the pants. atteched 
to the SP buffer stage and then onte the serial port 
register. Refer to Mig. 19-8. 

As discussed eater, the senal port works as 
a aluft regmster. TH cennects to the interaad data bus 

ated is one of the intermupt circuits that can make 
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CNT 

(gaunt) 

Fig 19-4. A comptete two way serial port Is found at pir 39. M works well with “IR and CNT 

*fRQ go low. ‘Fhe shift register has its parallel side 

connected to the eight bit data bus and the seral 

aide to the SP buffer, It also attaches to the CNT 

buffer and the two timers. 
The serial port can be placed into an input or 

output mode. Bit 6 of the control register A sets 
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the mode (Fig. 19-5), If a mgh 1s. put in bit 6, the 
serial port is an output stagé. When a low ts placed 
in bit 6, Lhe port acts as an mut 

In the input mexte, the ONT pin 40 controls the 

operation. When there i date coming from a 

peripheral and 2s wailing on the SP pin, a rising edge 



on CNT opens. the SP: pin, and the date can-enter 
the shift register ome lat ata time Then after eight 
CNT putsess the data in the shiff register is trans- 
fetred to the Senal Data Register in a parallel fasli- 
lon, aol the Babs mere atthe same time, Once the 

lata 14 m the register, an mlerruptis generated, The 
S502 Gikes over inom there. 

When the port is acling.as.an outpat, it needs 
a tiner. Tomer A sets-a rate of data dow, This wil 
be the rate of flow of the sérial bibs that leave the 
SP pan for a peripheral. This computer shifts the data 
ool of the SP pincat 4 the underflow cite of ber 
A 

“The B02 can oulpul data throagh the serial port 
by writing to the senal data-register, The only re- 
quirement ts that timer Aig funny in the contina- 
os mele. Durme the wote operation the clock 

signal from timer Ais outputted Grom pr 40, CNT 
The data that arrives inthe senal register, in tine 

with the clock, is then placed in the shift register 
and shifted outon-pin 39, SP> Phe deta is shifted 
out starting with bit 7, then bit 6 andso on, ending 
the byte outpet with il 0. 

The data i shifted oot bit by bit. After eqght 
CNT pulses a byte i¢ outpubled te a-peripheral. Ar 
that time the SP cincmt generates an interrupt and 
sends itto the interrup! Dhla register. “The inter- 
mupt ip designed to tell the proonssor-that the previ 

ds fate fas-been transmitted and the semal regester 
is ready for the next byte, if there is one, 

The processor though mite one step ahead of 
the AP cingt, Wil has more data, it wil get the bvie 
into the Semal Register immediately before the im- 

terrupt. The data is then shifted out of the SP pin. 
As long.as the processor keeps one-hyte ahead of 
the SP concur, the cata output wall be continuous. 
Whee there is no longer any data, after the eighth 
CNT pose, CNT will go leh and the transmission 
will pease. 

OPERATION 

There are two 6526 CLA chips in the C128. The 
CLAS dha jubs that require a digital-to-digital inter- 
face. Thesis in contrast to the VIC and SID chips 
that convert distal signals to-analog-signals, These 
chips are covered in Chapters 21 and 22, 

ChAT 

One of the CLAs is usedto receive the keyboard 
ngert stnkes, The same conmections that receive ihe 
keyboard pulses are aso attached to lhe two con- 
brit ports. Refer to Master Schematic. Joysticks and 
other peripheral imputs can alse enter here. There 
is. no conflict. under normal circumstances. The kev- 
board and the joysticks are usually not_made to per- 
fortival the: same fine: The peripherals: when off, 

present a high impedance to the CLA port ping and 

de not interfere. Even d both were activated al ono. 
there probably will be oo tea) han dene. 

The - keyboard operates into the CLA port pins 

it this way. Port A PRO-PA?, pins 10-17, are con- 
nected directly to eight rows of keys. Port A 
PAI-PA?, pins 2-9, are connected directly te cight 

eiumns af keys, When the computerstarts up, une 

al the homsckeeping jobs that the Kernel dies 6 con- 
figure these CLA port pins. Tt writes: to the Data 
Direction Regsster of the ports and makes the row 
comméctions mputs and the column commections 
CALL EMITS, 

There are eight rows: wired internally m the key- 
hoard. The waring bears no resemblince to the 

QWERTY layent of the kevhoarnd, On each wired 
row, Ghere-are eight columns. At the mbersections 
of the rows and columns, the keys. are attached. 
When you strike a key, you cause.a short berween 

a tow and acolumn. ‘There are 64 possible shorts 
you can cae, The Remel keeps a dose wateh on 
the keyboard to detect any key strikes. 

The way the Kernel does this is by scanning the 

rows and columns continually asing the port 
reagsters. The decimal address of Port Ain the 
memory mip is 56320. The address of Port B ts 

o6021, The cohimns.are input at port A and the rows 
are inpat-at port B, Bits (+? of port A will contami 
the state al column bits 1-7. Bits 0-7 af part B will 
contain the status of row bile (7, 

The Kernel seans the columns and rows-in this 
way. It.wentes a high to-each column in tur. After 
éach colin wile it reads the status of the tows. 

Tha now and column have a key closure the Kennel 
will know which column it had written to and which 
row was shorted. The row and colin information 
denotes: one struck key out of the 64 possibles. The 
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Fig. 19-9, When the computer is first turned on and displays READY and the linking cursor, these highs, ows, and pulses 
should be present af Ut 
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KRerme! decodes the information and processes the 
Value of the closed key, 

While most of the port pies inthis CLA aire seid 
for the keyboard and joystick type inputs, the sertal 
port, SP aind the timing devices in the 6526 are lett 
to do other dubes, Pin 46, CNT and pn 39, SP are 
wired to the User Port, “FLAG is connected to the 
/Serhl Bus. und the cassette interface. 

CiAe 

The other CLA uses its parallel output port pins 
in, enlirely different types of operations. The port 
B PBO-PBT ping are connected directly ty the user 

port pins, C, 0, E, F, H. J, K and &. in addition, 
pin M ig compected to Port A pin PAZ and pm & is 
Bonnected to "FLAG on the CIA. Refer to the 
Master Schematic, 

This armngement gives a programmer complete 
Inpat or output oontrolover Port Hof the CLA, The 
additional pins of PAY and *FLACG permits the 
programmer tose the port B register ova hand- 
shaking operation with a peripheral, 

Pin 38 the Sena! Port.and its companion ecamber 
CNT ai pm 4) join the other CTAs SP and CNT at 
the user por plug. The other handshaking line PC 

age goes to the user port, 

PAT is a data outpat to the serial bus plug. PAG 
if clock oulput- to the same plug, PAS, PAG, and 
PAS aleo are connected to the sermal bus.. The serial 

bes ts the place where 4 disk dtive or printer can 
be plugged in, In this commctor, ap to five differed 

Hevices cin be connected ai one time. The CLR is 

the controller ofthe bus. Each device is givecca bus 

address. The oddiresues arc numbered from 4 tof, 
A programmer with the aid of the port A pins, 

PAT-PAS. is able to contral, talk, and listen lo any 

and all devices connected to the serial bas. Cnly ine 
device can talk at a lime, although all-of the devices 
can listen all the time, 

TESTING 

The ten CAs perform a jot of comphex 1/0 jobs. 
You can test to see if the ChAs are set up te do their 
dules.by probing the CLA pins one by one with the 
logic probe, The: test point charts in Figs. 19-9 and 
19-10 show what state should be present on each 
pin when the computer i first tured on and dis- 
plays the READY message aad the blinking cursor, 
Itts not necessary to know if you are reading-a port 
pit or a control state, [It is only required that you 
compare the voltage or jomec-state yoo find with what 
ahould be there during normal operation, 

H you should find a test point that has.a reading 
that does not toutch up with what should be there, 
that-could bea valid service cue. Then it is useful 
to know fore about the test point with the dés- 
crepancy. At that time, you find out what pin it was 
that has the wrong reading. Then if-you have an ides 
ol whit the pin isdoing ated lew the circuitinvalved 
TAPEMIng. pou camintelh ently core bo some cone 

clusions as to what could possthly be causing the 
trouble. 

Most of the circuits in the CLA area of the com- 
puter have been boned inthe CLA chp. There are 
no sitople andeasy ways, besides direct replacement 
ata chip, thal will pinpoint a-cireuit trouble. Your 
lechogue must be an analysis of the input and out- 
put signals and states. The results of the (ests can 
ive you an sea of whether a state is entering prop- 
erly, Wad processed and if itis exiting correctly. Your 
understanding of the workings will allow vou to comm 
fo such & conclosicey, 



Fig. 1 td, Even though U4 is identical be U1 in constuction, (heyoare conethed in detract cirouite and do.net have 

these sepals on ooresponding pins. 
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20. 8564 Video Interface Chip 

V Video displays for compaters are relatively 
new, In the days bedore microcomputers, the 

mainframes and mini’s used teletype machines as 
a keyboard and printer. The keyboard wag the im- 
portant input.and the printer the main scatput. There 
were some forms of video display systems. but they 
were used mostly for special purposes. 

When personal nuctecomputers anived, they 
came with TV displays. At first, the-vide interface 

circuits consisted of a tumber of chips that per- 
formed the step-by-step-conversian af digttil bits 19 
andlng video sagtials that-a TV device coukd use. 
Then as the populanty of TV displays became ap- 
parent. all sorts.of video output chips were designed 
and produced, Commodore became known fur its 
VIC systems, the Video Interface Chips. Inthe. C128 
is one of the Litest ‘in the lime. 

The 4564 VIC issan upgrade of the 6585/8557 

VIC used in the C4 machine, Tt contams all the cir- 
cuits needed to keepat completely compatible sc that 
the C128 can output during the use ofits buit-in C4 

Tod. The S5t4 also has a mumber of additional fea- 
tures to let it work enth the C188 mde tec. 

The-older VIC is housed ina 40-pm DIF. This 
newer 8504 VIC. seen in Fig. 20-1, has 44. ping so 
ib-can input and output the extra features. The most 
obvious addthonal features of the new VIC are Ki, 
Rl and 2, the handlers of the extra keys needed 
in C128 mode,-and the new clocks for 2: MHz and 
280 operation. The VIC still generales the 1 MHz 
clock, plus producing all the variows graphica used 
in 4C-column mecie. The aieoolumin mode is 
produced by the ather ideo output chip. the 8563 
covered in the next chapter 

VIC GRAPHICS 

The word “graphics"' includes: every type uf 
output that VIC can prochace for display, First of all 
aré the aiphanumerics, the alphabet, numivers anc 
aythbots. that appear as you type on the keyboard. 
Then, the drawings, custom defined characters and 
sprites are output that the C128 is able to develop. 
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Fig. Be. The etepin VIC hasedigtal mpuby and gutpuis ao well ab anak outputs, 
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All these items ane graphics. As an example, let's 
lake an overview of what happens when you strike 
a key amd at-appears on the screen, 

The keyeirike shorts out a row-column switch 
in the keyboard anid generates a specific set of bits 
that passes through the. CTA, goes to the proces- 
$0r, ais stored in video RAM. Unesturdard color 
character tode, TUCK? bytes of RAM, between sd: 
dresses 1024 and 202%, are assigned to hed the 

codes for the characters thal are Wwappear on the 
green. This adkireks space between 1024 and 2023 
is caled vickeo RAM, 

Upon the TV screen, in lhe display block, there 
are TOD character bineks, 40 coluiins*scrass and 
20 down. The video RAM matches up with the LOO 
character blocks ona one-to-one basis, Each charac- 

ter bleck consists of eight rows-and eight colons. 
Fach tow contains ciacht dots of tight, Buch dotcan 

be turned on or tumed off by VIC) This makes each 
character block Cottam a Heht matrix of 64 cobs. 

Stored mm the video RAM dre bivlesiol cade, one 
for each character that can be displayed. To actu 
ay convert the video RAM code stored te achanic- 
ter is achore that VIC and the character ROM take 
cane of in the character ROM are the actual bits 

to drspay: the character. Each character takes up 
aight ROM bytes. Eight ROM bytes make up a bit 
inattix ofS bytes. & bite: aba: bit matrix Ef a bit 
is a high jt wall ight a dot on the sereen, Shoulda 
bit-be'a kw it will turn off adet of fight on the screen, 
Vit takes the code from RAM, and according te the 

‘ode, takes a character from the RUM and displays 
li. 

VIC scans the Video RAM 80 times a second 
and picks up all the latest churacter codes. It then 
places” Che current characters into their soreen 

character blocks: VICis continually scannmg video 
RAM and constantly updating the TY screen, You 
can wilk away from your working coroputer and WIC 
just keeps on scanning RAM and updating the 
BOP eT 

VIC performs the same typeof scanning and up. 
dating onthe sereen in iis other modes tom, A dec 
ond graphic code is called standard high resolution. 
Instead of uamg. 1000 character blocks, VIC uses the 
entire casplay block as one: Inthe block there were 

40 characters across with eight dots of fight for each. 
40% 8 320. Ineach block there were 25 chara- 
ters down. With eight dots in each block down, 25 
x A = 200, This gives the C125 a high resolution 
of 320 % 200. The individual dets.of light sre the 
picture elements, nicknamed pexels. 

Another mode lor the C128 graphics is called 
split screca high resebution. This ts. quite Gke the 
usital high resolution except a character window can 
be métalled at the bottom of the screen. This proe 
vides text with the graphics. 

The above high resolution modes allow you to 
program in two colors. Another made lets you place 
four colors into the pacture. However, there ino 
free finch, the resubstion isreduced to 160 ~ 20) 
fikels, This mode alse has: companion apit-sercen 
mode to give you the option of having a text win- 
dow at the bottom of the. prcture-ton, 

Tesides the VIC lype modes, there are more 
deo capabilities in the (128 ont of the 8563 Video 
Comtrofher chin. These are discussed in the next 
chapter with the #-column capability. 

VIC PIN-BY-PIN OPERATION 

VIC has addresses: in decimal from 
ndza8-Sa206. When AEC out of pin 12 is high, as 
in Fig. 20-24, these repaters can be contacted hy 
the processor through address fines AQ-AS, There 
are only.4 regrsters, and-six addreys ines are able 
to combact 41 addresses, Lines AO-AS do the job cas- 
fy. Lines MIS anive at ping 32-37 and when the 
processor is using thern they are inputs to VIC. The 
log: probe should show them all with pulses, AEC 
wil show a pulse too. 

Dunng the low of AEC, as Fig, 2025 shows: 
the processor bum: control over io VIC. VIC has. 
acomplicated multiplexed address situation. VIC has 
to keep addressing the video RAM to keep updat- 
ing the TY display. VIC uses pin 2-39 for the mul- 
hiplexing of the video RAM addressing. When VIC 
is using these pins they are outputs, First it ad: 
dresses the rows and then it. addresses the cohernme 
in Video RAM, The nuultiplexing aBows the pans: to 

oulpul 14 address lines, eght for rows and six for 
euhimns. The 14 address lines are able to.contact 
16K: addresses: The system RAM of 128K is-ar- 

Ba 



Fig. 20-2. The processor can address VIC tnrolagh fs six-tvt MAS-MAQ muttiplexed address pins. VIC if turn Uses these 

gaene pins to send bits tne other way to address video RAM 

ranged in cight 16K video banks. VIC can address) from VIC. They are used by VIC to access the 

any one of the banks. The video RAM can be in» — character ROM and the color RAM. The pms should 

ytalled in any desired bank. These address pins all read pulses on the logic probe. 

should read pulses om the logic probe, Pins 7-1 and 47 are connected to the system 

Pins 31, 40, 41, and 42 are more address lines, data bus: 1)7-1M). They are only for use by the 

MAS-MA11, in Fig. 20-3. These are also outputs processor when it accesses the VIC regsters. They 
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Fig 20-5. VIC has more address lines, MAB-MA1 1, to access the character ROM and the color RAM. 

are tworway lines so that the processor can both cial data lines used only by VIC to access the color 
read from or write to the registers. They work only RAM. Color RAM can only output a color nybble 
when AEC is high, over four lines, These color nybbles have a one-to- 

More data lines come from VIC. They are at one relationship with the video RAM. When VIC 
pins 46-43 and are called D8-D11. These are spe- gets 2 byte from video RAM it also gets its corre- 
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eponding color oybble for the same character hock 
from colur RAM, The four lines.cag-grovide ame of 

16 colors fur the character black, The four ines 

showkd all show pulses lov. 

The following are examples of control lines that 

enter and baie VIG. Pin 13. sa pads from the 

processor to-select the WIC chip, i-called CS. Pin 

14 is the Ris W line fom the processor that pre-e 

vides the contral that decides the direction the data 
is. to Dow over the data bus between the VIC anid 

the processor, The *RAS fine is: out of VIC's pm 

19 that provides the row address strobe for system 

RAM. «RAS has & compan signal called CAS: 

from pin 20), thal coritrihwtes the. column address 
strobe fur system RAM, 

Next out of pin 21 comes the «MUX multiplex: 

fie control for the RAM chips. Out of pan 8 emerges 

the *IRQ intermupt signal from VIC that lets the 

processor know an interrupt is happening. Filly 

the clock pulses leave their origimation circuits in 

VEC. From pin LB, the 1 MHz clock leaves VIC. The 

# Milx Gock comes out of pin 23-and the 4 MHz 

280 cock emerges from pin Z5.. 
When you test all these pins just mesitloned in 

this paragraph with the Ingkt probe, and they are 

eperating normally, they should alf real ag pulses 

on the probe. If the pulse is missing on any of the 

pies, that tsa signal od trouble. Should the missing 
pulse bea VIC outpat, you-probably have: a bad VIC 

chip. A missing input pulse mdicates trouble im the 

crciits that are supplying: the pulse. 

Pins 26, 27 and 28 are Ki, Kl and KZ, These 
three ping lead to the Keyboard Control Register 
in VIC: bits), | and 2; The register is at decinral 
gdress S8255. The register comtinually scans the 

keybourd to see Hf the three keyboard lines found 

only in C128 mode, bul fot usedin CO mode, Ihave 

been pressed. This permite the keyboard te be able 

to be used in both Cod. and Cl28 modes, 
ff vou read-the three pins with a logic probe, 

they will all show LOW. The three pins commect to 

the three lower bits of the register. The other lit, 

9-7, are not used in the C128 so far, They do not 

comment to pins. You can read them wrth the Moni- 

tor MEMORY command or witha PEER — if you-do 

they will be found to be held high. 

Me 

Fin 9, *LP ig reserved fora light pen impet. 

The-deht pen latches the screen postion of the spot 

the peri is touching inte two registers. 53267 and 
$9266. They are Light Pen Xcand Laght Pen Y The 
logic probe will read this pit as a high. 

Pin 10, BA, is the bus available VEC output. 11 

goes to the RDY piti on the 8502, the «USRQST 
no the 280 ond the BA pin on the PLA. Wien VEC 

sutputs alow lo the ROY inpat at the #2 and the 
*BUSRGQST input on the 280), the processor that 35 
on ‘well Gmish: its current operation and then shut 

down. This makes the system hos lines available for 

shanng and direct memory accesses, Pin LO wall new! 

a pulse on the logic probe, 
Pie 11 and 25 are cunitised. Pin 11 will read a 

high hecause tt is Ged ta +5 volts through a 10K 

resistor, This-keepait out of the way. Pin Th isnot 

connected externally, It will probe a pulse frat its 

internal commections. Pins 48 and 24 are a +5-walt 

source and ground , 
Pin 22 is an inpot from the PLA. It is-called 

eFC, Tt tells VIC that-an [iO-access 1 taking 

place, aad ViKl should accoromodate the access by 

atretching the clock, The ingic probe will read pulse. 

Pins 29. and 40-are the twe connections to the 

@ock chip discussed in Chapter 17. Pin 29 is the 

color clock inpur to VIC, as in Fig, 204. From the 

color clock the Chroma sil is formed. The 

Chroma signal leaves: VIC at pm 16 and gues to the 
Chroma put of the RP Mochitur, Pin gO is the 

Dit clock mmpot fom the clock chip and ts the tre 
quency that all the test of the system frequencies 

are dered from. These include the 1 Miz. 2 MHz 
and 4 MEH2 clocks. In addition, the outpat from pt 
17, Sync/Luminance, comes from the Dot cock toa, 
The pin. 17 ogtput goes: directly to the: KP Mociaia- 

ter too. All of thesé pans will shea pulses on the logic 
probe under normal opening conditions. These pits 
are dbsn good places for other lests, whirhare cov- 

ened later mm this chapter, 

VIC Character Fetch 

VIC has 49 remsters.in the C128. This 1s. twa 

qeré thanin the C64. The additional wo registers 

are-used-in the C128 te handle. the three-additonal 

kevboard lines at 93295 and to gel chock frequen- 



RP Moxtulastor 

Fig. 2-4. VIG has inputs from the clock chip: this Set the frequencies it will De running af and outputting. Two such out. puts are Chroma and Sync/Luminance thal produce the color TY display. 

oes at 44296. Otherwise the VIC registers are about 
the same im both the Ci28 and Cé4. 

The start address for VIC is 53248: register 0. 
The last address is 53296: register 48. For a charac- 
ter fetch, register 24 (S3272), the VIC memory con- 
trol register must be contacted with a program line. 
The data to form the video RAM and character ROM 
widresses are in register 24_ Bits 7-4 contain the 
video matrix base address and bils 3-0) have the 
character dot-data base address. 

Video RAM must be addressed by VIC to ob- 
tain the character pointer code bits. VIC uses 14 
multiplexed address bits to access video RAM. The 
1¢ bits will address 16K of the total RAM. The RAM 
is arranged in 16K hanks so that VIC can access with 
only 14 bits, All of the chips that VIC needa, such 
as the video RAM, color RAM and character ROM. 
are arranged so they appear in the 16K bank that 
VIC will use to produce the display character. 

VIC hegins to put together the address of the 
character pointer with the aid of register 24. As in 
Fig. 20-5, the highest four bits of 24 are the address 
bits A13-A10 of video RAM, VIC outputs them as 
part of the address of the character in ROM. 

Meanwhile, internal to VIC ig a counter regis- 
ter that has ten bits and is constantly counting from 

0 to 999—which is the 1000 video RAM locations 
and the corresponding 1000 TV character biocks on 
the screen, The ten bits from this counter and the 
four bits from register 24 form the address for the 
character pointer, The counter is constantly scan- 
ming the 1000 consecutive places. When a desired 
character is needed by VIC, it outputs the ten addi- 
tional bits through MA0-MAQ of its address pins. 
The video RAM is accessed in this manner and gives 
up 3 copy of the eight bits in the pointer address. 

The next step is to form another 14-bit address 
so that VIC can access the character ROM for the 
eight bytes of dot information to form the character 
in lights on the screen, The makeup of the address 
is shown in the bottom register in Fig. 20-5, The 
three most significant bits of the address are found 
m register 24 in bits 3, 2 and 1. VIC uses them as 
wddress bits Al3-A1l to point to the character 
ROM. The next eight bits af the pointer, A10-A3. 
are the bits VIC has just fetched from video RAM. 
That leaves only A2-A0 to be filled in order to form 
the character address that will let VIC access the 
character ROM, 

‘To review, bits AI3-All are the character 
ROM select bits. These three bits are found in VIC's 
own register 24, bits 3, 2 and 1. Bits Al0-A3 are 
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Fig. 20-5, In the highest four hits of register 24 are address bets A13-A10 of video RAM [A). They are combined with a 

ter-nit counter thal provides the AS-A0 bits. VIC outputs the 14-bit address, accesses RAM, and has a character pointer 

returned (B). In bits three, two, and one of register 24 are address bits A13-A11 of the Character ROM. AIG-AS are taken 

trom the character pointer just received from video RAM. A2-AD come from a three-bit counter In the VIC {C). 

the register select to choose from among the 256 
characters in 2 set in ROM. That leaves. A2-A0, 

A2-A0 fs a three-bit counter. The three bits can 

count from 0 to 7 in binary: OO), O01, O10, 011, 100, 

102, 110 and 111. There are eight bytes to one 

character. At cach ROM byte location, the counter 

points to each byte im turn till all eight bytes of a 
character have been addressed and accessed by 

VIC. 
In the character display modes, the activity can 

be summed up quickly. VIC starts the memory ac- 
cessing by first reading a character pointer out of 
video RAM. The pointer is one byte in width and 
is an address. The address is the start location in 

the character ROM where the desired character is 

stored in eight bytes. The counter continues to ad- 
dress all eight bytes. The 64 bits in the eight bytes 

44 

that contam the character in highs and jows are pro- 
cessed by VIC to light up the 64 dets in one of the 
1000. character blocks to form the character, The 
highs fight their respective dots wile the lows ex- 

tinguish the dot fights. 

Character Colors 

In the color RAM chip that attaches to VIC 
through four data pins, the registers are arranged 
to have four active bits. The other four bits are dis- 

abled. These nybbics control the color of the charac- 
ter that gets displayed. Hecause each register has 
four usable bits and four bits can have 16. combina- 

tiots, each nyhble can code one of 16 colors, 
The color RAM has 100) of its registers as- 

signed on a one-to-one basis to the 1000 bytes in 
video RAM. The wiring is aiso arranged so that 



whera vbeo RAM bocation is addressed, its corre. 

sponding register in the color RAM ps algoaddressed 
atthe same lime. Ttis-as dthe video RAM has Le 
bits metead of rts-coght. Hight hits for video and fur 

bits: for eoksricn, 

As the 12 bits are thus addressed, the eight 
video bits ember the databus [M-07 and enter VIC 
pane D7. The additional four bits from the cotor 
RAM leave the chip.andenter VIC at ps TDL. 

WIC then processes-all 12 hits. 

Character Modes 

Chanicters.are displayed by VIC mn three differ- 

Ant neaes. Ope mode, the Standard Character mode 
Ts: the one that comes. up automaticaly when you tim 
nn your Lomimalore 128, The operating system sets 
Up thts mode -doring its -homsekeeping duties. 

The ¥EC will adopt a specfic character mode 
as three bits inmits registers are sei or cleared, The 

ECM BMM 

Standard 

character 

VIC is designed tu respond with a ined: as the fol- 
lowing three bite. are affected etiher by the operat. 
inp e¥siem or by planned propgrammiag: The first 
bitis named MCM und is in register 22, bit position 
4. The second bit is called BMIM and is found in reg 
ister 17, bal peeattion 4. The third bitts called ECM 
and is also in register 17 but at bit position.S, Refer 
te Fig, 20-6, 

fen vour C128 2s first turned on, all three bits: 
are cenred and hold lows. This forces VIC to acoplt 
the Simaderd Character mode. In this medic, when 
eight bytes of a character wre fetched by VIC, all 
eight bytes are displayed directly onte Lhe-eight lines: 
nf each character space on the screen, 

Ef vou place O's inte these hit positions the back- 
ground will-be disphived asa result of register 33, 

When 1's are installed, the foreground: color is 
selected by the: color nybble. This is performed as 
desited by the: programmer. 

Fig: 20-6. Tho thres bitethet setup the warcun VIG modae-are ound in nigigers 17: ade 
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The ‘iieit-ialer Chencter modes obtained by 
instalimga 1 in MCM, BMM and ECM are tei low. 
This meade allows the-programmer to have up to four 

colors in each character space. However Ube res- 

lution of the character suffers with the additional 
colonng. Two bis are aeeded to specty one dot 
olor in this tnode. This reduces lhe &- Bot ma- 

trix to.a4 x 8 amatex with each dot twice its ongl- 
nal hornzontal size. The character is not quite as 

distinctive ain (be 8 «8 matnn. 
The Atended Color mode is produced by aet- 

ting FCM tow 1 and eaving BMM and MCM a's. 

This- mode lets the progrmmer have indradual 

sélection of backeround cctors for wach character 

space in the 4 «: & mabtna. 
The extends! color feature is pasd for in the 

nomber af characters that the VIC can use im this 
mode. Only 64 characters are available because two 
af the character address bits are being used for the 

eolor infortiation, For further details on program- 
ring these three character modes, refer Lo-a ‘pro: 
gramming book that covers the VIC from this pomt 

cf weal, 

Bit Map Modes 

Bit Sin the VIC register 17 is BMM, Bi Map 
Mode, Tf the bit-is set tea 1 the BMMaseon (Pig. 

Memory poner 

Regater |? c #) 

2 

a 

20-7), When the bit ms Geared toa 0 the mode gore 
nf. in the character modes, VIC accessed video 
RAM to get a character pointer, This: was:an-ad- 

dress to eight bytes in ROM that wits itoring a 
character. The character was mestalled in-b4- fight 

dabs in a-streen character space, 

in the bit nap mode; the VIC displays-in the 
same & light dot-spaces but has more detailed con- 
tre. “The VIC, in bit map mode, is able to control 

each of the 64 light dots by itself. A bit in video RAM 

is assed to-each and every dghl cot on the-acreen. 

If the bit is a1, the det goes on, When its assigned 
dot is aU, the bit aoes off 

“There are 1040 claracter apaces oa the screen. 

‘There arc-f4 light dots in each space. This means 

there are 64000 dots om Ue screen tebe controled. 

Hone video RAM memory bit controls one del, 
there has to be 400) fits inaideo RAM to handle 

the screen, Eight hats te a byte means the bit map 

fmxte requires BOO bytes of memory for the: 

costrul, 
The resolution of the mode is SH) horizontal 

dots- ly 200 vertical dots. The VIC accesses the 

BOO0 bytes of vides RAM on bit map mode im the 

same way it accessed the P00 bytes of video RAM 
in the character mode. However. the VIC is not 
lonking for character pointers. 1 seeds chrect color 

chtat. 

A 

oisply 

so-Ba counter 

bo scan DORM) 
tock for 

might raster lines 

Rit ‘i 

eountar 

Fig, SO-7: In Bit map mode, the VIG fetches data Irom meme on one tn one basis unica the charmer type haboheng. 
Bd three of ragedon 24 io weed ag AID In thes mode. The cast ofthe address in focmed with the ten-bnt counter providing 
AV2303 and ihe theeeetit counter contipuling Ag-ao 
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Tht achdresa that the VIC formes tn access video 

RAM igcalsu produced bya counter. The counter 
constantly scans the video RAM to khecp the display 

uptodate, ALS ofthe address VIC outputs is taken 
from répister 24, bil 3 culled CHIS. Refer to Fig. 
2-7. Bits AlZ-43-are the outputs of the video RAM 
counter. The last three bits A2-A0 are the counter 
that covers the eqght les meeach character space, 

The addressing of the 1000 spaces on the 
SiTeen is quite ike the way the character pointers 
are-addressed. AIS is the: choy select for the video 

RAM start location. Al2-A3 srans the 100) spaces: 
It scans the 40 horizontal spaces. enh ines at a ome: 

AZ-AO then dounis the indivadual eight lines ty euch 
space. ‘That way each dot is individually addressed: 

Wheo BMM ts.a.1 the Standard Bit Map mock: 

appears Gourlesy ofthe VIC. The cofor information 
16 obtained only fromthe state-of the individual dots 
in video RAM, The Color RAM chip has nu effect 
in this mode, 

The colar of dots in one of the LOO0 spaces 15 
comioolied by the soncin mention byte of the space. 

For instance, decimal L024 i. Uhe screen memory 
address of Ue upper lef hand space on the sereen 

In bet map mode, this peter becomes the color cun- 
trolker of that ‘singie block. There ane cicht bits in 
the memory pointer. 

The bits are artanged in four mere. siimificant: 
bets and: tour lower bits. The four bits each become 

a color conmtfoller. in tat map mode, the higher four 
bits-are the calor code forall the bits in-the block 

that are setas 1s. The lower four bits are the codor 
pode forall the bitein Gas block that are reset to 0. 

The Malttetolor Bit map iede is. produced by 
nia caly setting BMM to 1, but also MCM, bit posi- 
Hien 4, in register-22 toa 1. The additional feature 
of more colors-has a peice to be pail too, Two bets 
we used to-select the colars-and the sizeof the 
horizontal dot has to be doubled recuctny resoltction 

10 150 borteontal dets-by 200 verticals. However, 
three separate colors pois thie background color can 
all be displayed in-acy-of the HWS & 8 dat spaces. 

SPRITES 

Une of the exception abalites of the VIC is ce 
mimalacturing of sprites, The engineering ‘spec 

sheets on the Vit) call bem MOKs for movabbe ob- 

ject blocks. The-MOB is: character: The MOB i¢ 
not found stored ina ROM like the keyboard charac 
ters. MOBs.are conceived and designed by you. 
Once designed they are stored in RAM locates. 

A MOB characher i seen on the screen ima 24 
% 21 dot arrangement. This is much larger than the 
& «8 dot churacters one of the 1000 spaces can 
display. A MOB needs 63 bytes in-memory in com: 
parison to the eight bytes thata keyboard charac: 
ber requires: 

The VIC can display up te eight MOKs at one 

tine, Thedarge characters can be placed at any spot 

on the TV screen, They can be madein color, They 
cao be magmibed and moved-around, The abiity to 
ine the MOB eath its eraphic capabthties makes the 
ViCan exceptionally good cup to display arcade type 
games. For further MOK programmme details, 
there are a fot of books on the eubjert. 

Once a MOB is programmed, the dot informa- 

hon is stored in 6¢ bytes of memom. Each thie 

bytes of consecutive memory defines one dine of Ue 
character. ‘Three bytes contam the dot light infor- 
mirtion for 24 spaces: Since there are 2] line's ina 

MOE, the complete dhauracter requires 64 bytes. to 
tut all the dots on and off, 

To find a MOB in RAM, the VIC must output 
the correct [4-tal address. Itforms the acres with 
an #-bst pointer that locates the start address of the 
fd byte character and a six bit counter thal steps 
through the 64 bytes. Refer to Fig. 20-8. 

VIC gets the pomter from video RAM, It 
priduces the counter from an nlernal register, If 

you book at the VIC'scepister map, there are [6 
MOB-x iad: y positon registers (Fig. 20-9), Goes 

and one ¥ register for each of the cight sprites: The. 
VIC uses these positions with reference to the up- 
per lett-hand corer-of he TV screen-te bacate the 
MOR: un the semen, 

For the actual locaime, VIE consikbers the TY 

face as having a resolution of 512 honzental posi- 

titns: and 256 erica) positions. “Chis indudes the 
entre. acreen: horder as. well as. display area. The. 

visible scteen direa as from positions 24 to S47 
horizontally and 60 to 249 vertically. With the x and 
¥ positions fromthe MOB registers for each of the 
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eight sprites, the VIC can-essity install the doc in- 
formation. on tha TV face, 

Remster 21 in Fig. 20-10, in the VIC is the off- 
onswitch for the sprites, There is one hit foe each 
MOH. lf the bit isset te.a 7 the sprite will light wp, 
At} will tum jl.off, Register 23 and 29 perform the 
Magniication of a sprite. Register 29 expands. it 
honzontally id 23 expands it vertically. A} does: 
the expanding while a) imakes it a normal sive. Tf 
you want to dispiiy one sprite on lop of another, 
display register 27 will de the job. Just install a0 
in the MOH": bit, AL in the bit will shift the display 
pelenty to the original display: 

Fig. 20-8. Siting ot VC's registers: ore used to locaton sorte on the Ty -sceean, 

There are all sorts of tricks you can do with 
spnies, but here again we are petting into the realm 
of the programmer. It is important to comprehend 
ill these workings of the VIC for servicing in case 
a feature fails, [fit does, you will be able to pinpoint 
where the trouble isfy knowmg how the System 
18 supped to be operating normally; 

OTHER VIC FEATURES 

The Viti registers have seme other jobs that 
they are assigned to perform. One sich job is the 
ability to blank out the screen, In register 17, bit 
41s named DEN. Il is usually set te a 1 which is 

Rah] 



Serie enable 

H - sprite on 
L + sprite of 

Register | 7 

21 

Sprte-Y axpand 

Register 
23 

Sprite X expand 

H - sprite expands vertically 

L . normal size 

H - sprite expands horizontally 

L - normal size 

Fig. 20-10. Register 21 contains aight olf-on switches, one tor every possible sprite. Ragister 23 expands the sprites vartl- 

cally while 29 expands them hordzcetahy, Regster 27 can place.a sprite on top of any other replay that might Se on the scree
n, 

the normal display mode. If you install 0 im the bit, 

the screen will be blanked out. When it does blank 

out it will assume the color prescribed by the bits 

in register 32, which sets the exterior cotor- 

The wsual display pattern on the screen ts 1000 

character spaces with 240 x 25 layout. Bit 3, CSEL 

in register 22 and bit 3. RSEL m register 17 is nor- 

mally sel with 1's to produce this arrangement. If 

you want fo change this to 38 x 24 mstall 0's into 

the bits. 
The VIC provides either vertical or honzontal 

scrolling so game characters can be easily moved 

around the screen as programmed. Register 22, bits 

0, l and 2 moves the display data an entire charac- 

ter space at a lite in the horizontal position. Regrs- 

ter 17. bits 0, | and 2 moves the display vertically. 

Raster Register 

Register 18 is the raster register, The raster, 

of course, is the lines of light on the TV screen. The 
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VIC places the display precisely onto the lines of 

light. In order to do this, the VIC must know which 

dot of light is being iit or turned off at every instant 
of time. VIC is aware of the dot timing. 

The raster register keeps track of the current 
raster position. If you read the register, the lower 
eight bits of the position are found in the register. 
The most significant bit of the position is then found 

in reguter 17, bit 7, RCS. This data is used by 

programmers to make timing changes m the display 

to get nd of flicker. The changes are made. while 
the border is being scanned by the CRT cathode ray 
and not during the display window. The changes are 
made before the cathode ray reaches position 51 or 
after position 251. 

While the raster register read is useful to elim- 

inate fickering in the picture, 2 write to the raster 

register, including a write to bit 7 of remster 17, per- 

forms another job. The data written gets latched in 

the registers. Then as the position of the raster on 



the screen changes, the positice of the raster ig com- 
pared with the register contents, When the position 
“a the raster becomes the same‘as the elit brts in 
reypstor 18 and the MS bit m register 17, an inter- 
rupt fig is thrown in register 25, the interrupt 
reepster. 

Interrupt Register 

There are five active bits in the VIC Interrupt. 
register 25,. They are-shown in Fig. 2i-11, When 
the Stale of a bit changes from 0 to 1, it signifies 
that a fag is thrown and an internipt takes “place. 

SesHp-sprite: alliskon 

Ragestar. | 7 & [ 
on 

Seke-duita coiesien 

Regeter | 7 ] a o 
at 

The interrupts tell VIC that an event has taken place 
and that the VIC must lake appropriate action. 

The flag in bit 0 is the one that becomes a1 
wien the actual master position becomes the same 
as:the raster position that has been latched in the 
Taster repisier. Ertl becomes setawben the frst col 
fsdon occurs between a sprite and display data. A 
sprite and display data collision is noted by register 
1, Bite ts set when the first colltsion happens be- 
tween twh sprites. A spite to-sprite collision is 
noted by register a0. Onoe any of the flags are set, 
they stay that way till the programmer purposely 
resets them, 

pogiticn bit 

lhe 

Fig. 20-17, Pegisiar 25 istne interrupt. When a collision occurs between a sprite end aome disgiay data, bit 1 becanies 
S81 Miho collision tf Denon bet Sprites bit 21s eet. The intesrupts are noted Dy Fegélers 31 tor ine dprile-data collision 
and 30 tor the sprte-sarite collision. The inierrugt con be cigarad by writing aT Io the oorresporiding hit of regestar 26 the fnlerrupil eruble, 
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The resctting is accomplished by writing. a 1 to 

the Interrupt Enable register 26, [f you write the 

1 to the corresponding int, the same hit'm register 

25 will clear. 
Bit 3 of the Interrupt register is set by the fight 

pen during a negative transition of the input. Hit 7 

is sel automatically whenever one of the four sources 

of ivterrupts happens. This allows the mterrupt reg- 

ister te be able to cutput alow through pin 4, "IRQ 

ofthe VIC. Just because bit 7 gets set, that dors 

nel mean the dow willleave pen Rand bead out into 

the system interrupt. inorder for Ue low signal 

actually leave the VIC, bit 7 of the Interrupt Enutbhe 

reyister 26 mus alo fe set ta a 1. 
The: twa interrupt registers-are very villuable 

to the programmer. They ict bim use the gerecn ir 

afar: mumber of useful ways. He is able to design 

gplit screen formats, install eight or more sprites, 

mix textand graphics and ather important graphic 

techniques, it i important dunng troubkestiecting 

and repair te havea god idea of the iberrupts 30 

that3-o0 can make PEER and PORE tests to-deter- 

mine if (he registers are operiting property. 

LIGHT PEN 

Part of the Gght pen mechanism is maide VIC. 

The fight pen is adevice that gives the 642 touch- 

ypad ability. When the lught pen is lowched down on 

the TV screen, the exact positionand det df lowches 

down on is recorded in two registers of VIC. The 

rogisters. are 19 and 20, 
The cuthide cay scans the TV screen ante cy- 

ery frame. Electrons impinge on every dot once ev- 

ery raster frame. When the electrons armve-al the 

spot that the Sght pen ts touching. the per is act- 

vated, Since the dot is only hit once every rasler 

frame, the light pen latch is taggered only once ev 

ery trate 
Register 19Jatches the « position of the touch 

down. The x position 16 defined by a 512 bel equnter. 
‘This menus there are 9 bits the counter keeps slep 

yang: through from ( te S11. Register 15 listches the 

eight M5 bits out of the mine. Bit Oi not recorded. 

Register 2) latches the ¥ posttiam of the light 

pen anthe raster, The y positon is delined by & 2h 

aoe 

bit.equnter. Thisdas the oval eight bits and the reg- 

isher ig-able tostore them all 

VIDEO OUTPUT 

Allofthe VIC inputs and outputs shown go far 

hive heen diggtal hizhe aed lows... The 49 registers 
con be read, written te, recente contrals, ard out- 

pul controls. All of the processing has been in the 

digital circutls of the computer. 

Internal te VIC are vircuits that convert mit; 

of the input Signals from a digital moture To analog 

video signals. The. VIC isa digital-to-videu device. 

if-vou test all the signals shown so far, the logac 

probe reveals their digital states. The sume loge 

proie is eles at the analog output pins. 

At the output pins, the ordinary TV service 

scope makes excellent tests. The output signals anc 

aach a portion of a composite color TW signal. At 

pin 17, the SYNC/LUMINANCE output te a con- 

posite-signal containing the actual vadeo, the verh- 

cal and horizontal sync signals, and the bnehtness 

of luminance signal that controls the mtensity of the 

cathode rav, Refer to Fig. 20-42, 
Pine, the CORO catput, contains all the color 

information. This includes the chromimanice sigma, 

the color burst und all the colors That the display ts 

Ordinary garace scope 

Fag 20M The ordinary serviog scope can display th Ts 

Signals inet-emit the WHS easily At pin 76 There should fn 

this Ty ayn and fuminance Segre, 



Ordinary senice scope 

Fig 20-1341 pin V4, the Ty color signal can be viewed on 
he scope. 

supposed to show. Refer to Fig. 20-13. When the 
two output pins have their signals axed property, 
the result can be mput toa CRT for display. 

The scope shows the signals well, You can see 
it the signal is getting out of VIC quickly with the 

scope. This is often one of the first t81 pomts cov- 
ered ditting video type Lroubjes, The resultant com- 
posite color FV sigmal is then attached directly into 
the rf modulator circuit. It-ts then installed ante 2 
TV Channel 3 rf signal and output te the borne 

Separate sigmals of both SYNC/LUMINANCE 
and COLOR are also connected to the audin-video 
plug. These signals can be applied toa special TV 
display monitor that dues net require the rf modu 
lation. 

Onee the signals exit the WIC they are in ana 
log dorm: and mist traced with the ondinary TY 
service scope. “The sigitibs Lhat-should-be present 
ae allordinary TY video signals: Any inss-of yideu 
Could be a.clue to the trouble you are- searching out. 

TESTING 

The ‘test point chart in Fig. 20-1-can be ueed 
to compart your readings from the VIC. Any devia- 
Hons fromthe chart indicates trouble. A lewic probe 
Of 4 vom and a serie scope are needed to make 
ail of the tests. 

aha 



21. 80-Column 8563 Video Controller 

IC receives the digital computer work and oul- 

ts a composite color TV signal that appears 

in 10MM) character blocks on the display. The.display 

can be sent to the antenna terminals of a TV, or 

plugs of color monitor, and it shows 40 colusns 

of characters 25 chiracters high. The 8563 chip, an 

the other hand. is quite different. its output i 2000 

character blocks. Its output cannot be semt to the 

ailenne termina of a TV —it won't display correctly 

into a 40-colurn momtor, The 8563 output is special, 

The 8583 dees recetve the digital vutpul from 

the C128 of CP/M modes, not the Cid mode; and 

outputs. two signals, One is a cotmposite monc- 

chrome TV sugnal thal can be inserted inte.a mon 

tor. The second isan At+oolumn by 25 row color 
dispkiy called RGBIL The RGBI signal can only be 
used by-a special RG:BL monitor ike the Commo- 

dore O08 mmeemitor, | hive my CIS booked up fo 

a special 20" Sanyo Model AVM210 moniter TV thitt 

his an RGBL input phag. 
The 8563 RGB EY output i excellent ior word 

processing. spreadsheet work and so forth. The 
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(C128 graphics though, are nl Woo easy hy manage. 

Itsnot the Gault of the 8563 chip. The chip tas many 
powerful graphic alultties, but the C128 has mm com- 
mands to wse them. [f you are ad, expemenced 

graphics programmer. then you.can get some monic 

chrome graphics working. [o the future there will 

probably be information ami additional hardware to 

use the 8563 iy the best of its ability. 
The S563 works with its-own fttle group of 

chips: Ti has its very own L6R af dynamic RAM nn 

bro 44 bGchips, 23 and U25, shown earker m Fig. 

18-8. The special address and data bus, DAQ-DAT 

and DDO-DDT, between the B56 and ite specu 
RAM waa discussed im Chapler 16, In its output 
Imes, 1 Fig, 2E-1, the $563 uses Ud, ¢-P4 15244 

buffer, to amplify tis output for the ROBL port. Also 
in the oulpul Stages are some gates, From USd 
there are two OR stages. From U7 there are four 
buffers ind from 29 there are two BOT gates. The 

output stage also has Wires transistors: (1, Oh and 
G5. These-components and their duties will be dis- 
cussed Grter in this ehapber. 



Another small 4563 circuit is.a crystal oscillatar 
Funnimg at 16 MHs, It ei the determiner of the width 
nf the pixels im the al+oolumin cheplay. 

THE #563 RAM 

The 6563 ss the center of a small crcuit-enchive, 
Itisan O-colinin color vider display controller. Te 
do the job, tacts asa form of microprocessor with 

its own set-of 16K RAM. The RAM is located on 
lwo 4416 DRAMSs, each with a metre of 16K-by- 
four bits. Detween the two 441s, they are able to 
store bytes: LZa stores hits 0-3 and Lith is abhe to 
hold bes 4-7. Figure 18-8 shows the connections be- 
tween the 86S and its two 44bGs: Note that the 
eight data tes lines, DOT-D0 fron the BSG te the 
DRAMS are-split in two-sections of four lines each, 
DD3-DbO go to 23 and DDT-DD4 to U25, The 
ett adress: limes DA7-D40 al po to both RAM 
chips.. The 8563 only needs eight multiplexed ad- 
thrests ines Lo contact the total LGR of the bee chips. 

‘The $563 also generates the “CAS amd «RAS 
fo strobe the column and row addresses mia the 

DRAMSs and keep them refreshed. The 8569 alse 
comnects the read woote line, DR W tothe GRAMS. 

There are 14 ping.on each clip, Fig. 21-2. All but 
four of the pms, when checked with a fogic prote, 
will read pulses. Pin 4 «WE, on each DRAM is the 
read/write line-and should read high, Pins 9 are con- 

nected tu +5 volts and accordingly should show a 
high wf obcay. Pinel and LA-are-hoth grounded and 
shold read kere. 

The 16K of RAM the #563 has to itself is wsect 
in the followmg way. First of all, they arecused ta 
hold the BO-column video that is to appear on the 
TY sereen, The 80 columns are each 25 characters 
high. This puts 2000 character blocks on the screen, 
Accordiugy, 2000 bytes are reserved in these RAM 
chips for video pointers. The first 2000 Jocation: 
from {} to 1999 are the 8563's wideo RAM, 

Starling at Incation 2043 through 4047,.2 total 
of another 2000 bytes, the screen attributes are 

stored. What are screen attributes? They are the 
color and some other characterstics that appear on 
the screen. Thesr-are the 8563's color RAM and 
Olher features. Each character position m the dis- 
par block Rowen a one-heone nelationship with the 

2000 bytes of video RAM in 0-199, Therefore each 
attnbuote byte gets data that applies to one.charac- 
ter block that it is to enhance with attrilbates. Each 
of the 2000 attribute bytes contain the bits of iifar- 
mation shown inTable 21-1, forthe bhock it will 
enhance. 

Bits 0-4 control the color or intensity of the 
character in each block, Bit 0 works on the inten- 
sity. bit don Blue; bit 2 an Green and bit Son Red, 

Actually, the color can be one of 16, a in Table 21-2. 
Simply choose the binary bits of one-of the 16 deci- 
rai) tobers and metal them in bata. That color 
will appear. 

The background colar for the character block 
-controfled bya register m the 8569. The register 
B26. Erte (3 im this register wall choose the desired 
background color for the display. Contacting the 
HGS registers are discussed later in lias chapter 
ong with contacting the 8560's own RAM, 

Bit4, when settoa 1, wlll cause the character 
und background colars.to switch back and forth. This 
apps as bimkme of the chosen character: 

In register 20 of the B56 is-the wndertine 
characteristic controlled by bits 04 of register 29. 
Bit 5 of the attnbute byte when eet tea 1 turns on 

the onderine feature. AO farms it wf. 

Bit § when get toa 1 reverses the character 
ei backround colors te poe youd Reverse Video, 
Ad) resets the character and background colors hack 
to their original setting. 

Bit 7 when-set toa] puts 256 more cheracters 
inte action. These additional characters ae the Ab 
temate Character Set. 

Lecations $192-D608¢ in the 44165 are used to 
stone the character set from the characier ROM in 
bank 14. When the CL28 is Gret turned on, acopy 
of the character sets loaded inte these loentions 
ai the top of the B563's RAM. 

When you are m the 80-column mode, as you 

ainke keys, vou place pointers ito the 2000) bytes 
in the video RAM. These pomters are acconipanied 
by the screen atinutes ana one-lo-one basis! tio 
provide the character color, the blimker, the under- 
Imer, the reverse wideo option ond the-alternate 

chirecter set, These pointers also tell the 856 

which character m the character sel storage area in 
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Pig 23-1. The 8563 uses an ampéfier buffer chip, U24, to strenginen and match the AGB! butputs to the subsequent 
compose monochrome TV circuits and the AGS! port. 

8192-16383, to place in the pomter’s character block however, these registers are not on the system 
on the TV screen. memory map. The 8563 system is m an enclave and 

the registers require special techniques to be can- 
The 6563 Registers tacted. Hf you are able to get to the registers and 

Inside the 8563 are 37 control registers, Un. their I6K of personal RAM and manipulate them, 

like most of the other registers m the computer, you can mun exercise tests on the 8563 system. 
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The 8563 only has two Jocations on the C1L2% 
memory map. They are decimal 54784 and 54785. 
The 3563 is addressed by the processor putting the 
address bits ALL, Aland AY into (13, the 741.5138 
decoder, The decoder in turn outputs a chip select, 
CS8563. This turns on the 8563 at pin 7, «CS. The 

processor then sends une more address bil to the 
8563, namely AO. It goes to pin 8, * RS the register 
select (Fig. 18-8). 

The register ut S744 ts the address remster 
for the 37 internal registers. The internal registers 
are mimbered 0-36: The register at 4785 ss the data 
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Fig. 21-2. The two 4415 DAAM chips that the 8563 uses as its own private AAM hove the sane logic states on ihe pens. 

register for the ternal registers, These two ad- 

dresses to the system memory tap ure the port inte 
the 8563. The 37 internal registers consist of two 
groups. One as setup registers and the other is dis- 
play registers. Sctup registers are used {o make 
Sure the correct characters and atinbutes get into 
the proper character block. The display registers 
produce the correct characters and conduct the at- 
tributes on the characters. These registers are vi- 
tal to. make sure that the NTSC standards are m 
place in America, and PAL. standards are in place 
in Europe. 

Table 21-1, The £569 uses eight 
attributes to enhance its 2000 character blocks. 

Intensity 
Bue 
Green 

Red 
Blinking 

In order to read or write to the internal registers 
or for that matter the 8563's DRAMs, vou aust pass 
the bits through the two external registers_ 

If you want to read the contents of one of the 
BSS registers or write bits to the register, then yau 
have to place the register number from 0 ta 36 into 

Table 21-2. The character 
block color car be chosen By installing binary bits 

0000 to 1111 in bit positions 6-3 of an attribute byte. 



the athiress fepister, 4784. Onice the register nian 

her is in place you can access the register by tead- 
ing or writing to the data register, 54785. The data 
register acts ae intermediary for all 37 registers. 

In order to actually access the 87 registersyou 
wil have townte.a BASIC or machine language pro- 
gram that performs the requared steps. Many such 

progretis are in 128 propraciming beaks. 
Inner to read or wrike to lhe 8563"s DRAM, 

first you must write to the registers: as described 

above. Specifically, register LB-aned 19 are the of 
dete AVL foo tion registers. These tao registers 

ate the part inte the 46s. Shoe you wrote te them 

and the ‘wnte is complete, you can then access 
RAM. Here again the entire exercise must be dune 

through a carchully designed program found im C18 
Prognuing books. A poo) Test proerant coukll be 

be that writes: characters to the video RAM in the 

44165. That way, in @-column owxie, the screen 
would show the characters you wote-to the-ad- 
dresses (Hh 19SO-in the 2563's personal RAM, 

Par mote detalson the registers and whateach 
one dees from a programming point of yew, please 

feber to the prereroning neutnils you can purchase 
to aid you in your programing efforts. 

PIN-BY-PIN CHECKOUT 

The iraih sy iniptiont-ol-Lroarble mn the B63 eys- 
tem is, no video on the Bf-cohimn display with the 
40-cohimn displiy working well The prime suspect 

is 022, the $563, but trouble could be happeaing in 

other parts of the cireuits: 

When testing videu cutput cencuits good tech- 

niger dictates starting at the end.of the cireants and 
work toward the beginomyg. The end of the circuitry 

is the connection from the butler, U4, lo the RGBI 
conneclet, You can start with the loge probe and 
Taaybe pick up.an incorrect reading 

In'U22, the 8563, the final video oulpote are ex- 
jine pins-6, 45, 44and 44, Fig. 21-3. They are the 
bits that tum the pixels that Eeht the screen olf and 

on They form a 4-bit-mumber that pats onecof 16 

COCR OT gray scales inf one pixel. 
Acttoaily, a olor pawelis made upeof three plios 

phor dots, one red, one green and one blue, There 

ane three cathode beams in the color CRT. Each 
beams arranged to light ane-color phosphor in the 
piel, Wher the pixel lights itt emits three color lights 
but the dots are. so small that the lights-add and fool 
Your eye inte thinking you are seeing one color-dot, 

A fourth voltage control is also needed, called 
Intensity. The intensity control determines how 
heavy.a beam of electrons will hit the dete. This con- 
trols the brilliance of the colors: Ha mooschrome 

fiotalor es used, the intensity controls the pray oake 
that qs produced, 

These four pixel lighting sipmals exit these inur 
pits. Out of pin 46 of the A563 cotnes the red video 
information. 111s wired to pin 2 of L'24 the buffer, 
Fig. 21-1, Inside the buffer arta se. of amplifiers. 
They are YES gales antd de mot invert the sigma. 
Allow enters pin 2, passes through a baller and then 
teats pin 18.4 low should beon pin 18 too. The lime 
goes tothe R pin of the RGB port. 

The identical signal movement happens forthe 

areen signal coming out of pin 45, the bhwe sige 
from-pin 44 and the intensity signal from pm 43. You 
cam quithly check out the 8563 output, the 24 in- 
put oad catgut and-ever the rommection at the ROTH 
port. Ifa reading is wrong you have a clue as to 

Wier Lhe signal has met foul play. 
Coming out of pens 20 and 3 are the vertical sync 

and bonvental syne signals tog with the RGB 
video, The horizontal-syne locks: the hariontal os- 

cidator in the: TV moter in step with (be desires 
of the 856d. The vertical sync signal Jocks the var- 
tinal nscilalor in syne with the vertical outpul of tie 
cumputer. 

Pin 20 of the 8563 outputs the vertical sync sip- 
nal. The signalenters the buffer at pm 11, is ampii- 
fed and is then sent to the ROBE conmector from 
pin 9, Pind outputs the horzontal sym: signal from 
the Hid It enters the buflerat pin 15, exits at pin 
5. All af the sync fines will show pulses, 

At the two sync paris, the sagnal isa TV tipe 
and can eauily be seen on the ordinary TV senior 
scope. Figure: 21-1 shows whal the puddies should 

lopk like oo the inexpensive scope, Pin 20 of the 
Bob3- Shows the vertical pulse and pin 3 the borussntal 
Sync. 
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/BSES SCOPE PICTURES 

Horizontal Sync 
VS.750 Hz 

spope will show ther sync signals Clrarly, 

The Monochrome Composite TV Signal 

In the output lines from the 74L 9244 batter to 
the R(HI port in Fig. 21-1, note the taps on each 
ef the six. output lines. The taps from the red and 
areen lines po directly bogn OR pate, part of LS, 
The tap trom the blue line goes to another OR gate 
in series wath the first one. AG thir lines are thus 
joined together; and pat through a buffer from 57, 
The intensity lint tap 24 simply passed through an- 
other buffer from US7. The two buffers, one con- 
taming Ry Grand B and the other containing I, have 
their outputs joined, The resultant voltages are then 
myscled into the base of G1. a video amplifier tran- 
selon. 

Meanwhile, the two taps from the vertical and 
hurzental sync outputs are connected toa more 
butters. The vertical syne ts Ged to twe gates one 
NOT gate trem 129 and one YES gate frm US57: 
The horttontal sync a connected to one YES gate 
from UST and a WOT pate fram lied, The sac out- 
puls-are then amplited in 5 anc Q4. The outputs 
ave joined ancl then dood again-with the RGBI out- 

put in the base of QT, the final video amp. All this 
yne and video mung processed a workable manc- 
chrome composite TV signal, QL pertorms the final 

Pin 20 
Seope 

Pirture 

Vertical Sync 
60 Hz 

Pig. 2t-) Ping 3 fd 20 outpol lhe horeortal end vertical sero pulees for the. @0hoolumn disglay, An ondicuary Ty rapeer 

ampkGcation and has its output wimed to pin 7 af Uke 
RGBI commector, At this junction there is an 
Sl-columm monochrome composite TV display 

There has been seme confusion among people 
aboul this signal. [t isa separate signal from the FR, 
{, Band I outputs. [t fas nothing to do with chem 
except for the fact that it was-constructed from the 
fix U24 output signals as: were the R, G, B and | 
signals. The confusion is that a let of people selling 
-and using the CT28 are not aware of this separate 
monochrome signal. ft does exist and works fine on 
a monieckioaie meanittor: 

The Video Dot Clock 

Ab pin 2 of the 8569, the logic probe will read 
a pulbe. You need) an expensive stone to sec: this 

Sing wave signal because it is 16 Miz—cven higher 
than the C128 master frequency which m-14.31818 
MHz. Pin two is.conmected to ita 16 MHz crystal 
oscilttor module with accompanying capactors. This 
te the Video Dot Clock, called CLE. Thisis-really 
the master frequency for the 8563 circuit enclave. 
The 8584 makes its own master frequency to deal 
with is own persenal circuits: 



The higher frequency, frst of all, is teeded to 

size the: pitels for RGBI dispiny purposes. The 

At-column svstem uses a wider pixel than the 
SOcdumn: Aowider pocel turns off and onat a shower 
fate. In #0-colamn work, the narrower poeel must 

be working waith-a Gister frequency soit can turn 

off and on Taster: 

The 16 MHz is aiso weed by the 8564 to develop 

the timing for the vertical and hortzontal syne pulses. 

The master frequency is diveded ingide the Ba to 

produce the desired frequencies that emerge out of 
ping 20-and 3, The 16. MHz signal performs other 
‘Chores too, One 33 not used am the C128. It is called 

the character clock, CCL, and uses pin 1. Even 
though the COLE is unused, af you probe pin 1 you'll 
find a pulse ts present, Fig. 21-3. This pulse 6 are 

guilt of internal wirmg. Wheti the 8563 is rmmome, 
however, that pulse, for testing purposes should he 

present. Ltt tan't there then the chip cond: be 

defective, 
The DCL is alaeused by the S569 to time owl 

ts 16K DRAM, It generates: the pulaes you will find 
on the internal.address and data ines lines: AO-DAT 
at pins 26-39; DDO-DD? at pine 35, 36 and 36-42, 
It produces the pulses ani the *RAS and +CAS lines 
at pins 47 and 45. 

The Read/Write Lines 

The 3993 has two read/write fines. Une is an 
inpat from the 8502. 1 connects to pin 9 and es calbed 

FR. The actual Rie W line leaves the 4502 at pm 

5O. The: line is held high by a 4.7K resistorat +5 
yalts. The B/*W line thenconnects to an AND gate 
from U8. The eotpat of the AND gate is FR/*W that 
commects to pin 9 of the AB63. Pin 9 will probe. a 

The FRS+W fine enters the $563 and controls 
the direction of the syetern data hus, DF-10, that 

is tomected to pins M-IS. except for 12 which is 

chip-ground. Al the pins probe out pulses except 

for 12 at ground which is alow. This date bur is used 
fo access the ST repisters by the S562. 

Oot of pn 21 comes the second readiwrite tine: 
DRS W, This line ts-prodaced by the S563 to com: 

trol the direction of its personal data bus, DDF-DDO, 
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Oita ping BAe, eacept for SP which connects to 

+ volts.-All of the dine bes Ties probe pulses. Pin 

47 though will probe a high because it is delivering 
+S yolts. to the chop. 
DR comes noted pin 21 of the 6563 and con- 

nects to pins + of the two 4416s, The DRS W fine 
does not probe a poke. lt wall read = logh on, the 

logic probe. Pins 4 of the 4416s will also read a high 
because they are direct commections tothe DRY =W 

The Other Control Lines 

Two chip select ping ane onthe #560, One ts 

CS at pind. Note there is od asterisk in frontoof the 
CS. which eas it mest be bigh morder for the 
chip to be selected, The signal entering pin + is the 
2 MHz pulse fram Vit; Thos sien ties the Bid 
into sync with the rest of the evstem, The chip is 
telected at pind evecviime the ¢ MH2 square wave 

The other chip select at pai.7, OS, has an aster- 

isk. This-pan.is made active when the smal is jow, 
The signal that-enters this pin ia the *CS8563 that 
was created from system address ines and anived 

from the decoder U3. When CS i high and *CSK564 
is bow, thet the 8563 chip 1s bummed on. Both of these 
pins will probe out as puikies when operating cor- 

rectly, 

Pin 8 probes:a pubie- too. 1 is the register se- 
lect, «RS. The pin ts tied to address line 40, AN can 
be a -highior low according to the address the 85ie 
pute out fromits program counter. When AG is a 
high, the 8563 will permit reads and writes to its 
input data register. "These reads.and writes are then 
conducted bebween the pracessnr amd the ST inter- 

nal registers df the 8565, 

When Allis tow, the 8502 can wote to the ad- 
dress register in the S563 to pick out the one out 

of 37 iiternal registers it wants to chee. A. byw 

aiao permits a read of the -status: pepister: 

Between the two chip selects and the action of 
address tine AQ) inte the BOGS, the tero input ressslers 
can be activated-eq that lhe S02 cin met to the 47 

internal seygeters. 
At pan 22 of the BSGS isthe INT (Initialization) 

mpet. fis tied te ground along with pins 24 and 12. 



Pin 22 is the 4560 normal ground:and ping 22 and 
21 are ted there to keep them out of the way. They 
wil adl- probe a lew since they are at ground, 

The reget action in the 8563 is conducted 
through pin 23, *KESET. This pin will probe a high 
hecause it i$ tied tothe system *RESET line. When 
the line is low, a8 during initial start up, the line 
causes the B00 internal latches to be Geared. This 
is the initialization the S583 needs to begin operation, 

Some pins on the 8563 are completely unused, 
Ther are: 

* Pin 19, DISPEN. display enable, no comer: 
bon, probesa pulse: 

* Pms 5 and 6. no connections, no probe 

* Pind, the character clock, CCLE: It probes 
a use from mternal wiring te it, 

At pin 25 is the inpot for the light pen when 
used, [t probes a high, When it isa high it will place 
into latches the vertical and horizental block posi 
hens of the character it s dealing with on the display. 

ues 



22. Sound Interface Device 

Ahe Sound Interface Device 18 the aucko compan: 

ion te ihe WiC and: the 8544. The SIT) is. de- 

signed to take bytes or bits from the processor, con- 

vert the bits into audia signals, and send them to 

the speaker in the TV minonttor or a separate audigy 

system, The created audio produces all the Bo ISETs| 

effects to further excite the graphics or to imitate 

Mmusacal instruments, 

TheSiD hay 29 addressable registers that cre- 

ate the sound effects, You can write to 25 of the 

registers with the BASIC POKE statement. The 

reggsters that can be written to cannol be read from, 

You can read from the remaining four registers with 

the PEEK function, The read registers are also one 

directional, They can only be read and not written to. 

PINOUT 

The $502 sees the SID as 29 addresses on the 

memory map. When the processor wants to access 

the SID it outputs a register address. The higher 

sildress bite are then sent over the address bus and 

a4 

carrivecat the PLA chip. The bits are decoded and 

an LO pulse continues on to the U3, a 7415138 as 

ify Fig. 22-1. The output is connected to the “C5 

pin 8 of the SID, When the SID is dialed up, a low 

enables pin &. The pmout is shown im Fig. 22-2. 

That one low though will not fully address the 

selected register. The SH) needs more signals. Tt 

needs a clock driving pulse te open up the regrster. 

The pulse 6 1 MHe and enters the SED at pan 6. 

Drunng the high SID can be accessed just as RAM 

or ROM is. Both the reads and the writes are per 

formed during the tigh of 1 MHz. 

The SID knows to-recerve data or output data 

according ( the Input.én pin 7, Re" W, ICR" W is 

high S10) allows Une processor ti feed the regeter, 

Wheo ROW is low SID siccepts data bits from te 

He. 

The registers themselves are addressed with 

the five luwwest address lines, Ad-At)_ With five lines, 

a total of 32 regrters could be addressed. Smee Lhe 

SUD) only has 29 remsters, that eaves three extrane- 
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Fig, 22-2. The SID is a compéex chip that newds two different supplies There i + 12 volts at pin 28. and +5 volts at pin 25. 

ous addresses. Shoukl one of the extra registers be 
written to, SID simply ignores the data that arrives 
from the processor. If one of these registers is mus- 
takenly read, data will arrive at the processor but 
it will be meaningless. 

The data ines to the SED are the normal D7-DO 
attachments in the system. They connect to pins 

15-22 on the SED. There are data buffers in the SID 
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to handle the data transfer. The three-state buffers 
are on when the 8502 writes data to the SID, or ac- 
cepts data when the SID is read. 

Pin 5.on SED is the *RES input, If the reset pin 
is brought low for at least ten cycles. the SED will 
reset all of its registers ( zero. This stops any au- 

dio outpat that might be going on. The reset pulse 

is the same one that originates in the 556 and starts 



the processor ofl The SiG isstorted- at. the same 
timric.. 

Pin 141s ground, Tt is a good-idea to always 
recomiect SID's pround tothe power suppiy and not 
any wiiene Tear the other digital circuits, The VIC 
should be connected separately in the same way, 
Both the aadioand the vdeo outputs can be dam- 

aged by notse from the fast moving digital bits that 
are traversing the digital bus-ines- and chips, 

Pin 28, VN, is the +12 volt supety that ener- 
gies the draing of the FETs im the SID. Von 
receives a separate power line amd is Altered and 
bypassed thoroughly. The capacitor removes high 
frequency noise, medium frequency noise, and kw 

lum type noise that might appear, 
Pin 25, VCQ, isthe +5 yolt aupphy thal ener- 

mires the udeclors of the transistors in SED, This: 

line toois separate in the effort tu keep noise levels 
as close Locmum-existent as- possible. 

Pin 27 ts the auetio gulpet pin. Ht exits from an 
open aounce buffer and combains all the outputs from 

il the aodio. peneratars-in SID. 

The (otal aucho output energy is set by an m- 
ternal volume control, The volume is controled hy 

the progratmer and the data he sends to the con- 
trol. It hay a peak-to-peak value of 2 volts ata de 
level ofstx volts. A 1K resiztor returns the source 

fe prourid. 
The cutput signal in this machine is coupled 

the base of an opmemitter follower in Fi. 22-1. The 

Anthio i remeved irom the apn through a 25 work- 
Tig Voll, 10 ¢F sees filter, The 6 volt de level is 

ac coupled in this manner, The signal is output to 

the rt modulater-and aise can be tapped offat the 
gudio!vides phage: 

SPECIAL INPUTS 

The STD fasosame other very useful inputs, 
First of all there ee pin 26. [towill accept audio sig 

Tle from an exter! source such ag your veece or 

itiisical instrument, Amy signal that -mput here 
should enter ata dc level of 6 volts al be targer 

than 3S volts peak-to-peak. This is accomplished in 

the same way the SID outputs audio. A-seres 10 
aP filter will pertéria Uhe tapout choce. The inpat im- 
pedance at-this pin t sboor LOOK ohms, 

Tite signal that is ingewl at pin 26 i mixed with 
the auches that the SID is potting cut. [tis also passed 
through the Giter. This input is vakiable in case you 
wank to tse @ number of additional SID chips. The 
only restriction to the number of additional chips yuu 
can input is the noise that cach additional chip adda 
to the outpul. A large nomber of chips can be input. 
The ¥olime: control in the SED is positioned to et 
An the tela) input as well 2s STD's own output, 

Two more special inputsare at ping 23 and 24. 
Refer tn Fig. 22-3. They are called POT x.and POT 
¥. Nese inputs are conmectedd over a pair of 1000 
pF bypass capacitors. The two capacitors are de- 
sighed lo operate witha par of external 470 ohen 
potentiometers, The pots connect to +5 welts and 
vanes the input voltage. 

The pins: are inputs to the analog to digital con- 
verter’ insade the SED. The A/D converters take the 
inalog dc voltage and convert it te a digital set of 
highs and lows. The capacitor is designed at 1000 
pF for the SUD te keep pet jeter at a milninmen. 

The last special inputs-are at pins-1, 2, 3 and 
4, These hold the integrating capacttors for the fil- 
ter. All of these inputs:ane discussed in more detail 
later inthis chapter, The SID) has two of these ca- 
pacitors metalled. Each has-a value of 470 pF, One 
is installed! between pin 1 and 2, while the-other con- 
nects FJ and. They-are fairly well matched. The 
Gipacitors ore the polystyrene type. 

The filter operates over the #udio range he- 
tween 40 Hz and 12 kHz. This is about the range 
the normal home TV audio outputs, In special audin: 
applications, you could change the capacitors to 
different values. to extend or reduce the frequency 
Tesponse. 

OPERATION 

The SID hae three sets of circutts that-are all 
quite alike. Each circuit set is designed to output an 
individual seter, The choir operates as-a total voice 
or each circuit can sing a sole. 

Fach crowt set contains a tone oseilator, a 
wivetorm generitor, anenvelope menerator and.an 

amplitude madulator. Refer to Fig. 22-1. The tone 
necilater is virile and can be tuned to produce 
different irequencies, Uhis ig cabled. the pitch nf the 
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Fig. 22-4. Fach voice 6 produced by maans ON TGUT circuits working together There 4 a tong gac@iater, a waver gener 
Shor a omenope generalor, and an amphiude modulator, 

veine. The pitch can be varied over the range the 
TV andin vill reproduce. 

The waveform generator is able to take the os- 
cilater frequency and produce four diferent 
wiveshupes at that frequency. The: different 
waveshapes of the same frequency cause variations 
in the audio. The differences in sound are called fone 
bole, 

The ledness of the-audio is controlled by the 
aniplitke modulator. The envelope generator i able 
to create-an envelope around the iedie te contral 
the volume. The volume is programmable due to the 
abibty of the envelope yenerator. 

The 25 write-only registers produce the sound 
effects. on order, as they receive data frum the 

a2. The processor is alse able-to read the four 
read-only cegsters. Two of the four registers-con- 
tain the values of POT x and POT y: Another of the 
registers has data from the envelope register im the 
third setof concuits. The last register contains the 
constantly charging output of the third tone os- 
‘llitar. 

These read outputs from the SID can be used 
in 4 oumber of ways, They can be mixed in with 
other audio to produce sound effects. The changing 
frequency of the third oscillator has a-randem move- 
men, It ig used to generate random numbers that 
can be used as the basis for some games, Let us 
examine the activity in the 29 registers as. they 
operate, 

a6o 



REGISTERS volee and the Ger registers are all write-only, The 
The SUD has five sets of reygslers. They are four odd aob ecpestere are the read-only byes, 

shown in Fig, 22-5. There are three sets of voice Hach register is addressed internally by means 

registers, one sect of regsters for the. filter anda of five bita Hat enter through atidress lines A4-All. 
set of four registers to. handle the odd jobs, The ‘The registers are all byte «size. The bits in the 

Votre 

J contend 

25 

Pt — — 

Fig. 22-8, The SID contains ihnea- gale of voce Tegisters. one se) ol negisters toe ihe titer and one se for ready orb uses. 
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regesters control the cutuits that penerate the au- 
din cutpal. Bach bit is like a push butten on acon 
trol Beard to produ: sound effects and other related 
functions. There are seven registers assiamed to 
each voice. 

First Voice Registers 

Of the seven registerscin Fig, 2:6, two are 
Called Frequency High and Frequency Low. They 
are wired together and form @ [6-bit tegister. ‘The 

register cunirols the frequency af the tone oscilla: 
tor in the firs! voice. If you PORE a deGmal nom- 
ber iio the Li bits, the SID will generate ¢ musical 
note. fn your users guide, there is a tabke of the 
numbers and what musical notes they will generate 
when PURE, 

Two more registers ans cdled Pulse Width High 

and Pulse Width Low, These registers are. also 

wired together to form 4 two byte register. How- 
ever, nb 12 of the 16 bits-are used, Four of the 
higher Pulse Width High bits are unused. This 12-hit 
reqgster controls. the pulse welth-of-the wavelorm 
tat comes ool the tone escillator. This aliows the 

aho output changes lo be csmesth as the: tune 
changes from frequency to frequency. 

‘The pulse ¢an-vary froma constant de output 
at ne extreme ty @ square wave with equal haghs. 
and lows al the other extreme. Te produce a Gon- 
stant bow, (00) (0M) (iM is installed. To produce 
a constant de high, (00 1111 110 is placed in the 
register. Ifyou want aequare wave, (100 O00) O00 
is installed. For pulses inbetween, other binary bity 
are Placed the registers: 

Voice Control Register 

‘The eaghe bits in this register muke the tere us. 
cilator perivem in different ways, Bit Ous called the 
Gate bt. The actual detads are discussed larer i 
the chapter bat the bit cumirold bee functions. When 
the bit is sel toa 1, that trggers the envelope gemer- 
ator and the ATTACK/TIECAYT/SUSTALN cycle jg 
begun, Uf the-bit is cleared the RELEASE cycle takes 
over. 

Br lis the SYNC. When it if se4 to 1, tone ts 
edlvtor 1 is synchromized with tone uscillator 3, This 
aids in prodycng desirable harmonic seunds 

Bit is the TEST bert. When i is set te a 1 il 
reseqs.ant bocks the tone oacillater at-zero. It ales 
resets the noise waveform-of tee osciBator and the 
fulse waveform output is placed ata steady de devel. 
This positioning is needed for program tests, [t also 
useful for the programmer to be able fo ayn- 
chrotze the osciliator with sound that is occurring 
outside: SID), 

Bil 4 when set to [is the control that tunes the 
thane wivelorn on in the tone oscillator. The tri- 
angie wivelorm is one of the ways the oscillator can 
fun. As an audio output. it scumis: something he: 
a flute. 

Bit 5 when set w 1 tums the sawtooth wave 
form on in the oscillator, Tt bes sortoof a brass in- 
“sirument effect, 

Bit 6 when set toa 1 turns on the pulse wave- 
form in the oscillator. The Pulse Width can be ad- 
justed by writing Lo the PW registers as discussed) 
before. All topes of interesting sounds can. be- 
produced from a hollow booming square wave to a 
Sgueaky resby peep. 

Bit 7 is the Noise output. Noise hy ily very na- 
ture is a true random device, The randonnncise cain 
be adjusted from nombling to hissing or whatever 
by. the tone osciflatar when bil 7 is set toa 1, This 
is the bit that cun produce the explosions, rocket 
motors, windstorms, waves, drums, cynmihals, and 
BC) CIEL, 

Envelope Generator Registers 

The ATTACK/DECAY remaster and the SUS. 
TAIN/RELEASE: register control the envelope 
generate circuits.’ When a: sound begin and rises 
in Vohutoe, that ts called the aiiect rate of volume. 
When the sound then peaks out and falls nm vohime, 
that tscalbed the decry, There js an 8-bit register 
in Ihe voine that contruts the envelope generator that 
produces the ATTACK/DECAY. The four highest 
bits are attack bits. The four lowest balsure the de- 
cay bits. 

afl 
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Fig. 22-7 When a sound baging ard Increase in wolume, 
it it called the attacs, Ae peeke oul and fadis in yolumi. 

it Camad tha decay. The mid range of sound afer attacs 
170 GEC ay oe aT) BS Sustain, When ihe soured quits, it gases 
inte ihe reteaen: 

The toed mange ofa sound that goes through al- 

tack and decay is called the sustain, Sister is aval: 
ume level, When the seund quits, it falls to oo 
violumeat all, vbead quiet, The tate at-which the wal 

ume falls to nothing is called Aelerse, Figure 22-7 
Hluistrates these foi concepts: 

A compition tegster to ATTACK DECAY is 
the SUSTAIN RELEASE register, For more details 

un how to use the regesters during programming sec 
the user thanual that came with your Cis. The bits 
ithe SUSTAIN RELEASE register ane laid oul like 

the ATTACK /DECAY register. The higher bits are 
eed for the sustain control und the lower bits for 
the decay, When the programier uses these 

registers, he must Idllow carefully af the rues of 
operation. Some th amazing sound effects can be 
preduced with attention to the details. 

The Other Voices. 

The two other voices and ther seven registers 
are casentially identical to the first voice. The only 

tifterence Between them are the synchronization of 
the oscillators and the ring modulated repbicement 
Ob the Usage waveloon, 

When the voates ane operated, you would have 

fo select first of all the frequency you want lo pro- 

duce. Nest there te the choice of the waveshape: 

‘Third you must pick out the ¢ffect that is: needed. 

Thistis dome with the SYNC and RING MOD bits. 
The-envelope rotes-are decided on after that. Wher 
to tum the dund on and off and the length of time 
you want the spund to-stay onis gured wext, The 
yornes Cut bee ised “as sandos. or as! a chor 

Filter Registers 

The first two registers, FC LOW/FC HIGH in 
the iter set. are combmed bo form a: double-byte 
register. Tewever, anly 1 bits are needed for the 
job so bits 3-7 of FC LOW are not ised, The job 
the registers perforniis to-set the cutoff frequency 
ofthe filter, The frequency used ts 30 Hz to 12 kHz. 

The registers can he writlen to, which makes the 
filter-a programmable cront. Refer to Fig, 22-8, 

The Glter can be tuned to resonate at particular 
frequences. Wher il i lined to a frequency, sounds 
at (hal range have a omach sharper smd. Al the 

frequency componentsin that tinge are emphaseed, 
The higher hits.of the RES/FILT register are 

wired so-they can tune to a partieniar frequency 

range, Sece there are four bits tothe central, LG 
resonant settings can be made. OO produces nu 
resonant effect, and 1111 prociices the finest tuning. 

Bits 0-3 of the register serve a different pur 
pose. Each bit acte as a-switch lo cuute four differ- 
ent signals thraogh the filter. Bit ( works on the 
route the first voice takes to the audio output pin 
27. When bit fis cleared to 0, the voice bypasses 
the filer and goes directly to the audio output. When 
fot Fis set to-a 1, the voice ts forced thrinigh the 
fter and is processed ancordingly. 

Bits Land 2 perform the exact sim routing jh 
for the second and third voice ootputs. Bit Jalen 
routes a signal the same way. [t handles-the audio 
inpat thar enters pin 26.4. 0m the hit bypasses the 
‘bo mipat-aroind the fitter, AL in the bit forces 

the andes input through the filter. 

Mode/Volume Register 

Here: agai the eight bits in the: reyister are 
acparabed into twe mybbkes, with the mrbbhes per- 
forming simdar fobs with its’ four bits. The higher 
nybble, tits 4-7, dendes on the mode of operation 
the fitter will perform ‘in, Bil 4 ts called the LP 
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bit, since it works with the low-pass qualities of the 
filter: When til 4 is set toa Ll. the low-pass oulpat 
ofthe filter is weed, AS frequenctss below 30 Hz are 

passed us i. The frequencies above 2 Hz are-at- 
tenuated.. This produces: hearty sounds, 

Bat 5 is-cuGed BP for bamipass outputs. The 
passband for the audio outpat te between 30 Hz and 

12 KH». When bit 5 is set to a 1, the frequencies 
in the passband are allowed thrugh and the fresuuen- 
cies above and below. the band are attemuated. This 

Tmate produces normal sound with mo harmonic 

CUE, 

Bat 6.15 the high-pass output (HOP). AG the Ere- 
quencies that are above 12 kHz-are passed as in. 
and all the requences below [2 KH are attenusterd 
when the bitis sel load, The sound produced with 
this filtering is tinny. 

But 7 is the off-on switch fog the third yore: 
When set to a1, the third voice is disconnected from 
the aude output circuits. 

The lower nrbble of the MODE/VOL register 
is the VOL part. The lnigher nybble is the MODE 
section, Bits (3 arcouble to choose between 16 
levels of velume that wil emanate from the aucic 

output, OO will bill vedurie altogether, while 1111 
produces maximum vobime. ‘The bit layouts. inbe- 

tween produce varying: volume levels 

ara 

Writing and Aeading 

The. preceding registers were all write-only 
types. The processor is-able to write te all those 
regaters and the individual bits to produce the many 
and vated sound effects. BASIC. wath ite POKE 
Statement, can work easdy with all the registers, 
Durme troubleshootmg each register could be 

PURE at wil to check its operation, 
The next four registers are read-only. BASEC 

withuits PEER fonchon can read all the registers and 

The belts, 

Pot Registers 

The-next two registers are the ones where the 

pesions ofthe two POTS, andy, are stored, ‘The 
input to the reynster for POT x ts.pin 24 of the SID, 

As the potentiometer is Yaned a de voltage i var- 
ied. The voltage enters an-analog-to-dipital circuit 

which changes the vollagse froma single diwahloe te 
#tlstve binary number between OOM and 
11111111. The seros represent minimum resehance 

and] the ones maximum resistance of the pol sel- 
ts. Refer te Pig t-9. 

Thee binary valives are stored in the POT reges- 
ter-x, The valoc is always the preecot pot-sectiongs 

and is updated every STZ cocks, POT y works i 
exactly the same way except foc the inpul that-enters 



Aaad only 

at pin 23. The 4902 can read the lwo POT registers 
and alwiiys kina the positions the pots are Set al, 

OSC a/Random Register 

This register is able to-generate randeny nurn- 
bers as one of ti atubties. Nose ipa tribe fandom 

sound. When the noise wavelorm is produced in the 

third voce by setting the noise bit 7 in dhe control 
register toa 1, this register stored the binary min 

bers that represent the ramdom change nose. The 

register ‘stores: Che upper eight bits of te third 
voite's tone oscillator. These tits are the result of 
the changing noise waveform bemp generated. The 
random numbers can then be read by the processor 
and used in games. Refer to Fig. 22-4. 

Besides producing random numbers, this ree 
ister can be oped for irany liming or sequencing pur- 
poses. Since this fecister is constantly changing and 

recording the upper eight bits of the third voice, 
different waveforms will produce different types of 
changmg number sets. You've seen how the regis- 

ter bits record the random wave shape, If you set 
bit S todts contre cegister toa |, the sawtooth wave- 
form is generated by the third voice. 

The OSC Y'RANDOM register will then have 
its bit change in time with the changing sawtacth 
wavetorm. Each gawtooth will mcrement the regis- 
ter by 1. The binary bits will ceant fron QOD000 
te TIT pover and over ayam., When bit 4 of the 
coniral register is set to 1, the triangle waveform 
will dove the OSC 3/RANDOM remster. The reg- 

Fig. 22-0. All the ragisters in the SID ard wribe only excep? for these four which are-nead only, 

ister will then count int slightly diferent way. It 
will start the same and count from (HME to 

LIM. Thett instead of staring over and con- 
timuing its incrementing, it will simply start 
dectementing the count backwards till it reaches 

zeroeagain. AC that time, it will gt back: te the in- 
encmenting. 

The register can record the action of the pulse 
wavefori too. The square-wave type pulse goes 

from high to low and back and so on. The register 
commits LLL11111 as tt is hgh and OOD000 when 
iLis ata bow. Jusias the square wave does not have 

any gradations hetween the high and hew the regis- 

ter does not record any binary numbers that repre- 
sent-nhetween states. 

The tm fimetion of this register though i as 
a moduishon generator: The numbers that can be 

Renerated by changing the different waveshapes 
‘available can be used m a program to produce sound 

effects. Combinations of this. registers numbers plus. 
the bits generated by other registers can make the 

ado ool pul sound bike sirens, moaning, groaning, 
ad all sorts of interesting effects. Other registers 
that will work senoothiy with the OSC ay RANDOM 
fegisher are the pulse width remsters, the filter and 
the osrillater. 

ENV 3 Register 

‘The last read-only register is named ENV for 
Envelope. Ths register icts the 8502 read the out 

put of the thin voice envelope generator, This reg- 
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ister only records the outpat of the envelope gener- 
ator when the EG is cunmmg. The numberu procuce| 
in thas register can he added to other registers for 
tore sound effets, Refer to Fig. 22-9, 

TIMING 

The SID ie accessed by the $502 in avery 
sltaghtiorwand way, The 29 repisters look te the 
BROS like ordmary lorations, Mest of the bis that 
travel bark and forth are used ta produce sound 
plfocts: 

Your Commodore is destined to runal ncar 
MHz. This means a fall cycle i LO00 ns. The SID 
racomssed only dering the high of 2 which con- 
sumes 44) ns. When "CS pin 8 i made tow it must 
provide at least I7o ns of “CS setup time. during the 
02 high, Once the data te.accessed the "CS stabiliz- 
ing Fold tim: neews nore 15 more ns. Refer to tim- 
ing. diagracr im Fag. 22-10), 

As the addresses emter AQ-Ad, pita S-15, the 
hits need asetup time of 45 ns during the high of 

hid tit wat & ee 
POKE S4296,15 

AEAGY 

POKE H278.248 

HEAGY 

RGKE 54209. 17 

READY 
PORE A42fa1 

READY 

PORE F42ib, 0 

AE Any 

ra 

eee eae: 

Fig 22-11. You an cheek cul S40 quickdy with Ihese POSES 

6c. After the data is accessed, (he address bite need 
Ti-more tas hold time, 

The next signal thatis- alse entering SI és the 
RW at pin 7, lems neck and-neck with the ad- 
dress bits and needs the ssure artop time (45 ms} 
and the same-hald tine (15 5%. 

The write-only repisters ‘receive their contents 
from the dala pins when R/*W is low. The registers: 
feed a setup tine of 125 ns to settle the bite into 
piace. Once the bits are-stable, a hold time of 25 
fs is needed to be sure. 

The read-only registers place their cowtents 
onte the date pins-wher R/*W is high, The total ac- 
cepe time from when the chip is selected cil the data 
is placed om the aystem data bos is 950 ng. Then 
takes a data hold time of 50 1s to-stabilize the bits 
in the data-system:. 

TESTING 

You cin check ut SUD quickly by POKEing the 
tmumnbersin Fig. 22-11 inte the SUD. ft will produce 

fil OPS A Ra 

FRE RL Lhe a 

are 



a conliicds ane irom voice 1. The first PORE sets: 
the volume control register. The seonnd PUKE ar- 

ranges the: A/D S/R properly. The third PORE sets 
the note in ihe hugh frequeoo cange. The fourth 

PORE sets the waveform to a sawtooth, 
[n-a- peed SID, the note should come-on lead 

ave 

and desir, Witdoes not the SED has trouble: Te-tom 
of the note. PORE 4206, 0. This-sluts down the 
volume remeter. To check out the other voices or 
the high frequency. tegister, simply substitute the 
nther repister addresses, 



23. Inputs and Outputs 

; AOU Sit al veer computer. with pour fin- 
gers on the kevbourd and voor eyes watching 

the TV display, you and the C128 become a closed 
crionk, Your fayters mput data from-your brain. The 

Keyboard codes your data inte bomary brts the digital 
cironts need to work ath. Your fingers on the key. 
board are your input inte the innards of the digital 

Ceciits, You are an extenial device inputting to the 
Comper. 

Your binary cocked hevstriles are fed-to CAL, 
ate Pasued to the processor, are then processed on 
throuph-to WIC er the 8363. Lyou-are working in 
40-columit, VIC sends theoutput. [np 80-enlomn the 

HiGd dors the honors. Whichever mode i used, a 
picture of the key character appears on the TV dis- 
play. You read the screen, and you can tell direm the 

wav [he Gila appears how yon shield continee your 
fcampouting. The data on the screen thas becomes 
an ingert, through your eyes, back mle your brian. 
The CI28-anel vou are a system, Erther the com- 

puter is a penpheral te you or you area peripheral 
to thre computer. aecording be whe ts in control. 

Besides inlerfacmg with you, the C128 is able 
lo receive Inputs from joysticks, paddles and a light 
pen. [tin able to output data directly to the cassette, 
disk dtive, pointer and modem, The (128 is also able 
to connect extemal ROM cartridyrs by means of the 
expansion port and other devices into (he memory 
map. 

As Table 24-1 shows, there are eleven port 

plugs, an-ac internal connector, and the LED plug, 
te handle the inputs and outpots. They are numbered 
CNT throggh CNIS. Connector CN1 is the 44-pin 

expansion port, Tt connects cartridge ROMs to all 
the intemal bus lines, Connector CN ts an lQ-skat 

that controls the cassette motor as.well.as the Lape 
residing gd wing. Conmectors (NS and CN4-are 
(wo 9-pm input control parts thal are needed to in- 
pant kaystick positions and pushbutton impulges, Con- 

nector CNS is the keyboard 1/0 plug with 25 pins. 
Ttainpute to (he COAL directly. (N6 is the valuable 
Senal Port that does inputand output work. It con- 
mecte. data te the printer and/or toa disk dove, #i- 
ther single or doutde-smied, 

ag 



Table 23-1_0f the thineen connectors 

with the CM designation, Only ten are 
available tothe uaer. Conmector CHT and CNT2 

are interna! and CN13 la the LED pliot bulb plug. 

44-Pi Expanaian Pon 
12-Pin Casselbe Por 

Pin Cordrofler Poet 

Pen Gontrotine Piet 
25 Por Bayoaend Pion 

Bem Soral. Piet 

Pin internal Sarial Bus 
APin Campesia Vedeo Ouipur 

24-Pin User Por 
o-Pin AGB Vebeo Output 

S-Fin ac Adapter Fling 
6-Pin Internal -acede Connector 

4-Pin LED Ligh Pg 

fe Ohm Video Plog 

CNT 
CH 
CHS 
ENA 
he & 
CNS 
CN? 

RAP ue put 

Connector UNT dines not connert te the wuts, 

lids the internal send pork. Il is away station to 

help the actual senna! port, (NG, with its LO duties. 
Connector CNB i the composite vedeo culpa 
dineetiy from VEC. tis inputte a TY montor to dhs- 

play 4) oofumms, 
Gonnector ONG ts the 24-pm User port. It al- 

lows. connecborns bo miny peripherals, It connects 
into CIA: A printer, moem or another computer 

fea. CH4 or a C128 coud be commected to CNS with 
the- proper interfacing. Comector CHI is the 
Bi-oolinen output plug from the 8563. iH will catpat 
either an ROBT or acomonochrome TY seerial—both 

in 61) columns. 
Comecter ON) ts the mpul ping fren (he ac 

adapter power sipply; it is covered in detail in the 

next chapter, The.final output is the RF Modulater 
cireott. [tis a bith: metal box contaming the toun- 

sistorited RF oscillator and amplifiers, It has one cut- 
nut plog resembbing a phone jack where the 72 oben 
cable fram the C128 to the home TV antenna ter- 

Tinals are conmeched. More dtodd i pten at the ened 
of this: chapter. 

CHECKING OUT I/O TROUBLES 

Wher an lehtrogble happens, Une first-step in 

the broubleshosting t deciding whether the prob- 

Sah 

lems being caused by the C128-or the penpherat 
that is nod working. This.can be easy. 

i yoo hay a spare pempheral ora second Com: 

patie ouinpuler that works-okay, then you can 
make a substitution, For instance, if the cassette 

stops: operating pooperiy, then toy-a knewn-good 
apare cassette or try the suspect cassette ona sec- 
ond computer. L the spare cassetle works-an pour 
(C128 then the trowble is'in the onpinal cassette. 

Should the second cassette not work ether, chances 
are good that the C18 internal cassette circuits are 

tiabfictioning. 
Pesdes the obvious substitation method, a - 

Agnostic program like the-64 Doctor, mentioned in 

anarchy chapter os: bao. You could cum the £4 Dhs:- 

tor in the C64 mode on the C128. It will rum accurate 
tests:oncthe keyboard, the TY monies, the three 

yoines of SID, the single ‘sided disk system, the 
porter, cussetie and the jovelicks: Th tells yoo 
whether the device and the ports ine operation cor- 

fectly oor got, The 6 Disetors ora program Ghee it 
written for the C128.can be useful in wolating a 
defective perpberal svstem and telling you if the 
peripheral is ‘bed or if the CLES t-causing the prob- 

Jem, Also, don't be afied to use these principles and 
write yourself some litte chagnostic programs te 

check out the [0 systems. These programs work 
well because only a penpheral t acting up and the 
rest of the computer Gin run the program, 

CAT Expansion Port 

‘The expansion plugs the large 44-pm commec- 

tor onthe upper right-hand corner af the beard, Tt 
has2? comections on the top side and 22 more on 

the bottom. This port isthe one with the most wer- 
aati’, [it conmects the user. to almost even: impor- 

taint sapmial in the mache. The phuyg has connections 
to-address and data bus fines. Alec available are the 
1 MHz, R/«W, IRQ, =NMI, «RESET and others, 
shown int Fig, 23-1. Asa result. of this access, this 
port if-a good plareto test for the presence of most 

af the sigmais that are suppesed to be coursing 
through the computer. 

To aid vou churing point by paint checking, Fig. 
20-2 shows the female edge connector bas the wp- 
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Expansten Part 

22-21 2-19 IR 1a Ie io oe oo Fr BS Sea] 

eV SW UTS APR ML RHP EO OR A 

Fig. 2a The 44 pind ot Tha poet ana numbered 1-22 on thr ing: bind labeled A-Z on ihe bother: 

per 22 pins comberdd 1-22. The lower edies are 
labeled A through 4 with G, 1, O-and Q massing. In 
Fig. 23-1 are four ground connections; 1,22, A:and 

Z. Pow 2 and Saree the +5, volt suppiys Theycare 

filtered with 3 10 amF, 25 working voll capacitor. 

“The -erht data bes lines are connected to pins 
14-21. The address lines are connected at F through 

Y. Pins F-Poare attached to Ube brarteslaled address 

hus, TALS-TAS, while R-¥ are connected to the 
shared address bus Imes. SAT-SAGQL Line E+ W ts 

atpin Sand “IRQ ison pin 4, The-bus limes-should 
show all lec probe pulses, and the two comered leves 
are normaly held high. To tum on TRG itmust be 

forced iw, Ping 3 and Gare «CAME and *EXROM. 
They tare extemal device mputs to the MMU and 

PLA. They are held igh when not in use. Pins 11 
nid Hare ROM D-and ROME otlputs: front the PLA 
and are also held high when aot in dse.-They go low 

when active, Pal is "RESET, an input. [tis aise 

held igh wher unused and goes on-when forced dow 

"Missa unased imal or qutpul comnmection at pan 
TD). Bias 7 and 10-are beth outputs from the decoder 

‘chin U3).a 74518. 
One MHzisean-pin EB. Pin Gas the webeo de 

clack, A lot of the gystern timing is acnesultnod that 

frequency: Hin 1h isthe bus ssailable sigeal, BA, 

382 

that onwinates ini VIC. Ib ie held high till VIC takes 
contre of the bus lines. [tt pees low threncrcles be- 

fore VIC pics mte action an! slays low till VIC is 
frshed accessing nd. displaying its "TV signals. 

Pin 13 is the direct memory access, DMA, Th 
ie eld fugh Cirongh a3.3h pullip resistor. Ancex- 

ternal processer can be connecbed to this interface 
ahd force this tine tow during a system clock low. 

Wher thal happens, the Rie W line, the address bus 
abil the data bus become thrée-stated. The ootsxie 

processor can then time ap with VIC and man the 
CR. When notin use, tt-shinold: be hogit. 

CN? Cassette 1/0 Slot 

‘Theccisrette shot, im Fag. 28, looks like chhoes 

12 pos bul lectrically they are only six. The cor- 
Tesponding pins at tog ancd:bottom arc tied together. 

The top pins are 1-6 and the bottom pins are A-F. 

‘This provides six pins called 1-4, 2-8) 3-0, 4-D, 5-E 
and 6-F, as seen Fig. 23-4. When-you test A you 
are testing 1 simultaneously. An] isthe ground cou 
nection-and H-21s the +5 volt: supply. 

Chis the metor switch, ES ts the write out- 
put line and F-6 is the cassette: sense. These lines 
were all discussed ir the 8502 chapter. They are 
8502 ping 25, 26-and 27 whichoare: PS, P4 and Po 



ie connmectiqns are event 

respectively. They are connected to the special B02 
internal 10 register. The setting of the register bits 
4, @and 5 decide what action these lines are to take, 
The 8502 test point chart shows their poral 
standby states. Line PS is high, P4 is high and PS 
1s bekf iow 

The only remaining pin m-the casseite read Dt. 
This held high by a 3.3K pullop resistor, Wher the 
PTOCeSSOr wanks to read fron the cassette, it forces 
Dd bow and the read-aill take place, D4 connects 
to pin 24 of the keyboard GLA1. Pin 24-ig:*FLAG. 
Whe it ts pulled tow, it signals the chip that a data 
transaction is about to take place. 

CNS and CN4 Control Ports 

When a jovetick, paddle or ight pen refuses to 
work, either the device is broken or the computer 
haga defect, Mf avalable, a‘knowt-pood spare should 
be ted. Ifthe replacement restores the activity then 
the oid one was defective and the trouble has heen 
found. Should the spare one stil not operate, then 
the computer becomes suspect, When the computer 

Fig. 223-5, Commector CM2 is & T2-pin stot bul, boesuse lie top and bate Byers are connected dneforonm, ani six 

i (he trouble, began troubleshooting at. the opera 
five control port. Nine ping are on each control part. 
Each port can connect to ajoystick or paddle, Con- 
tral port 7 can also have a Gght pen plugged into it, 
The ports are shown im Fig, 23-5. 

On each port, in Fig. 23-6, pins 7 receive +5 
volts and pins: 8 are both ground. Pins 1-4 are the 
joystick inputs. Port Tconnects ats joystich inputs to 
the port pans PHI-PEet of CLAL. These are the same 
pins thal rows 1-4 of the keyboard ore cormected 
io but ance the joysticks and keybourd are not sup- 
posed lo operate together, there: is no apparent 
conflict, 

Control Pori2 connects to CEAL pins PAI-PAd 
it the same way. These are also keyboard connec- 
bons from columns 1 to 4 and ne eonilict is indicated, 
The butions no the joysticks are from piny & and Bo 
to PBO and PBL af the CLAD. The four jovstichs and 
the tattans are all switches. The position switches 
afé used todirect the image on the seteen and the 
buttons are fire swatches. The switches are con 
nected to the lower five dats of the port registers 

ts 
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Conner Part { (and 2 

Fight sihy view 
af computer 

Fig. 23-5. The twoccontral parks, CNS and CN4, ara mugs 
an tha right aide of ihe compater with these pink. 

in CIAL. The switches are beld high tila direction 
is Chosen or the button ge pressed. Then the swatch 
shorts the bit to a nw. 

The quick way te-check out these ten inputs on 
the two portsis with the ingic probe, A high should 
be present when the computeris first turmed on and 
the kevboard ts untouched, 

The portseach have pin 9, Control Port 1 oet- 
puts to SID signal pot x and Port 2 outputs pot y. 
These two inputs are checked easily with the lagi: 
probe, Theyare both loas-and remain low all the 
way through: te SI. 

The light pen shares pin 6 in Port Dowith the 
fre button connection. [ihe button is working, then 
a good Gght pen will too, Test for the standby high 
the bullon uses to operate with, 

CNS Keyboard Port 

The CL2e keyboard has its characters laid oct 
In what Known a& the QWERTY arrangement. 
This themes the first six letters, from top left te right 
smell OWERTY. This is the convertional typewriter 
layout. When yon learn to teach type yi commit 
the letiers-to-refiex: [n-addition, many more kere, 
and even ac individeal numenc keypad, acc .on the 
keyboard. This arrangement is far your coe 
venience. The computer doesn't see the keyboard 
characters in that way 

The C128 sees-o end of eight rews-aril 11 
etumns. In additen, the SHIFT LOCK, RESTORE, 

4080 and CAPS LOCK keys are not inchided in the 
gid but-are inputs to mdividual circuits, There are 
éight switches and BO intersections in the grid. This 
eves a total key count nf 4, 

if you look zt the schemutic of the keybeurd cir- 
euil, back in Fig. 5-7, then you'l see the layaut, A 
sepanate switch i imevery row of the grid, Therese 
of the switches areal the bottom ef ihe page. [fou 
press octal the switches, then an impulse will travel 
eut of thit particular row and enter the keyboard 
port plug ONS at one of the row pins: For instance, 
pressiiy RETURN will send an impulse out to pin 
11 of CNS. Pressing 40/80 will send an impulse out 
te pin. 24, 

Atthe 80 intersections though, the pressing af 
2 hey does ot produce as strapchtforward a result. 
Every time one of the kevs is pressed, one of the 
rows:and om of the columns are shorted together. 
Note the bottom right circle inset of a switch that 
is below every mtersection key. When the key is 
pressed, the switch shorts the row to the columa. 

Connector CNS is the part on lhe printhoard at 
the bottom right-hand comer. ft isnot accessibke on 
less the cage and shield are removed fram the oifa 
board. The keyboard is plugged in here, ‘Compector 
CNG is a 25-pin mate 11} port, See Fig. 23-6. Elght 
column connections and-cight row connections are 
shawn. The calutin connections are attached to the 
PAO-PA? port pins af CIAL, The row connections 
are athiched to Loe PRO-PBT port pins of C1A1, The 
row connections are inputs to CAT 

The column connections.are outpots trom CIAL 
ty the keyboard, These output pins yend pulses to 
the keyboard. The pulses; moving quickly im com: 
panson to even the fastest typist are strohe pulses. 
They constantly scan the columns, pin by pin, with 
a strobe pulse generated try lhe system clock, The 
strobe: starts with column one and checks at far eho 
circuits, If there isone short creuit-at-colunm-one, 
then the pulse checks column (we, The pulse keeps 
testing each column in turn till it arrives at a column 
that thas one of ttsrows shorted (0 it due te you strike 
ing a-key on the board. 

The eqght rows are commercted to eight pins on 
the CIAL. Whea strobe puise locales a row shart, 
tLewuses that row to mputa pulse into the chap. The 

ane 
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Fig. 23-4. Internally, the control ports share input limes into CLAt with the keyboard. No contlicts arise because peripieraia, like joysticks, are not used 

& simmuttaneously with the keyboard. 
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Fig. 21-7. The keyboard pon hee 2S pine mouthed Gn thm priniierd ingice ihm oie. 

correct row is thus registered at the mpot. At the 

samc tome, Lhe-strobe pulse has beet keeping track 
of which cotuem the tow was-shorted to by pou 

pressing the key. With the krow hedge cof which one 
al the infersectons-is Shorted, Taw to cohinin, the 

computer knows which key on the keyboard has 
heen pressed: CLAL then testoute the code of the 

pressed key over the data bus to the processor. The 
processor tikes th from there: 

CNS5 is.the pon between the keyboard and 
LAT, seo in Poy, 23-7. Tt handles ail the keyboard 
qnutputs ancin addition suppbes the keyboard with 

ihe strobe pulge ips fo scan the columns, 

CN6 and CNT Serial Ports 

The Serial Port, Fig. 23-6, performs hoth in- 
qailgvind outpats: it has. sm poms, Pind te ground 

and pin 6 is cammected to the extermil reset, 

*EXTRES, on lhe user port, ONS. The remainmg 
four pas perform the serial tamamssion wi dala. The 
date can trvel from the (E28 out to a device ike 
a prairie: or both wave when itis used for peripheruks 
such as-the-desk drive. Figure 23-9 shears the: ar- 

range ment. 

SRA 

Pin Lis the serail service request, “SRQIN. The 
=SRQUN dine can be hooked wy te a number of ex 
ternal devices. *SRQUN is held high. If a device 
wants sence, then it forces *SRQIN bow and the 

line responds. 
Qnee pm 1 pote low. the C128 wall react, Th 

brings pin 3—the serial attention in/out line, ATN— 
low, there are any other devices.on the ime, then 

they are aletled, The deviers cat the Tine can-do 
thre: thongs. They can listen, tidk: or contid. The 
devices -ibenv Lhe a disk dnve, graphuc printer or 

others—are af commected on the same Goe. They 
can Hl listen at the same time, but only-one can talk 

at a bme, The compoter contre the one ib wants 

to talk, 
When pin 3 is then brought low, all devices Bs- 

ten and the one metrocted te tlk will respond. The 

data that the device sends to the (128 will anive 
in-sortal fasbbem: abit at actin; oer pin 5; -perial 

thal in/out; DATA, Pind carriesa clock seal, CLK. 

to-eyne the timing of the external devices with the 
processor. Pints called semal chock mont, CLA 

CN7, Fig. 23-10, is the Injernal Sertal-Hus. It 
i tomyeoent post commiection mebwork thot bel 



Fig. SoH. Connector ONG, the serial port, hos sox ping: availabe on the back of ihe compaiter. 

the CN6 pect handbe te date that passes between 
he CLS: and its senal penpheraiy, CNT is a form 
af way slalion where the signals can get routed and 
even Tecenc some processing by rearhy sane, 

In Fig. 23-11, it-can be. seen that pms 1 and 4 

of CONT connect to Sorne buffers, triggers, NANDs 
aban AND, This setwork of gates logically prooess 

gipmals between CNT and the wer port, CONG, clis- 

cussed tater in this chapter. 
Fins 2. 3 and 4 ine commected dimectly to tha 

serial port CNG. Note that CN] fs one more pi 

thin CNG: pin 7. Tl reteives a signal called 
*DRESET. This tea reseb connection ated isa in 
velved with (NG. 

RF MODULATOR 

In Chapter 20: and the Master Schematic. .the 
VIC: system is:shown. Coming out of VIC pins-1T 
and Vit'are the S¥NC/LUM aod CHROMA signals 

They commect directiy int pins 2 and 4 of the KF 

Modulator box, In fag. 9-9 are the corciots-that ane 
fieind in the hoe. The circuits are based Greed four 

trangsstocs, The SYNCLAIM slanal la input to a 
ESCiS8 apn camplfier. The CHROMA stenal te a 
second 250458. The nwo simals are-amplihed-and 

then joined together through some compling tesis- 

lors. capacitors and a small cod, The combination 
oulpul is then placed into the RF QGUTPUT line 
where the signals are sent throush a flier network 

dit then placed at the RF OUTPUT plug. 
Meanwhile, at the top of the schematic diagram, 

Lhe audi euiput front SED enters the circuit through 
pin B-of the box, Tie audio is nent through a 1 mF 
Capacitor and some coupling resistors and capacitors, 

mt a 204) aude amplifier, The trainsisled' cut- 
put is then coupled mie the same RF Output fine 

qind poms the video sajerils at Lhe RP Qutput plu. 
The videosu audio are rendy to emerge fron the 

plag: exceph for ome mere ier, 
At the bottom of the drawing is a ciront based 

around another 2SC460 transistor, The transistor 
is operating as an RE osclltir and can oon at ci- 

ther the Channel 3 or 4 commercial frequency. The 
channel select switch chooses the desired frequency. 

The swittl B heated at the-back of the compte, 
The RF signal developed i the oscllatar cir 

cuitts alse coupled directly inte the RIF Chxctpaat bine. 

[t mixes with the video and audio and the result ts 
a -fignal that closely resembles the TV signala TY 
station tranamits, For instance, if the swrtch is set 

sat 
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Expansion 

Port 

Tap tight of center 
Priniboard 
hog wea 

Fag. 23-10. Connactor ONT ig ihe internal Serial Bus. Physically Nl le simply a row of solder conmectans-on the printoned. 

at Channel 3, then a color T¥ siumalis quiput that 
vines between 60 and 66 megaherts. Thus carner 

wave modulated with video, coloe and adtio can fe 
fbtainedat the RF Output pig and connected to the 
antenna terials of any commercial TY. A strong 

gignal will be seen on channel 3 of the TV. 
Besides outputtmpe the TV channel 3, the RF 

Modulator box outputs all the signals, except the RF 

oscillator and the aucho independently, Actap is con 
nected to the Sic Lum-Chroma.output between a 
270 oti resistor anda 150 pF capacitor. Ths tap 
packs up some of the signal and outputs it from pin 
5 of the box. This sigval contains. the video, colar: 
and syne. It i a composite color TV signal without 

an RF carer. 

Across-the 150 pF capaciior i the éniitter of 
the 2SC456 and connects to a-vollage divider cont 

sisting of an 82 and 150-ohm resistor to ground. At 
the center tap of the tww resistors, pin 7 of the bow 
is connected). At this juncture the noler signal can 
be obtamed. 

Back-in the emuther cinco of the other 250458 
is another tap throggh a 1} ohm resistor. This con- 
nection picks of Lhe sync liminmince sipnaland con- 

nects.it to pin 6 of the box. No output comes from 
the box for audio. Chilly composite TV from pin 5, 
color fom pin 7 and aymefuminance from po 6 are 

available, besides the RF Output for Channel 3 or 
4. Figure 23-12 Wlostrates the RF Modulator ciecuit 

CONES Ons. 

soe 

CNé Audio-Video Port 

The RP lodolator connects to CNB, called the 

Composite Video Connector, in Fig. 23-14. The 
name implies tal composite video is Its. output bat 

there are other outputs tox. In Fig. 23-12 the com 

posite video, coming from pin Sof the RE Motula- 
tor, only takes up one CNH pm: pin 4, At they 
commecton, you can obtam uw cobor T¥ picture with 

sync that can be connected into a composite TV 
monitor, withoul meed-for any other signals. 

A numberof other simmals, however, come out 
of CNS amd eveci one audio input connection. (om- 
ing out of ping I and f are SYNC!LUM and 
CHROMA (aso called COLOR). These two signals 
together comprise a -composite color TV signal, 
They are needed separately to drive a TV monitor 
known asa Direct Monitor. Lo vow do netuse a di- 
rect momior, these two signs will probably not be 

used at all, 
Pin Sof CNS receives the audio oulput from SID 

directly, This signal ts used for mombors or for any 
audio amplifier. The signal ropure auho with mo 
other signs mixed, While andio is placed inte the 

RF Medulator box to be placed on the Channel 3 
or 4ocannter, that audio t not tupped off and used 
i the CONE. Connector ON6 gets audio straight from 

SIE) inte pin. 2, 
Pin fs nesemied for an external auc input. 

The audio cancenter ONS pin Sas ananpot. Tt them 

passes through a fernie bead, FRIIS, aver-tep af a 
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Fag. 2-12, The AP Modutater cotpul pug comes:night out af the Sack of the metal RF bee: Coming aut of the side af 

the box are the vider signals to CNS 

100K resister to ground and through a .1 capacitor 

to pin 26 of SID, 
Connector CNS winds.up with pin 2 grounded 

to the RF MOD case. Ne commections to pin T are 
made. Pin & connects to +5 volts through FBI. 

CNS User Port 

The 24-pin user port is spit into two L2-pin sec 
lions, one em top and the mMher across the bottom. 

The top pins are numbered 1-12 und the bottom A- 

Nas seen in Fig. 23-14. The port has a number af 
codtrel Emes connected te tt butonece the main func- 

tions 35 fr attach a peripheral ta the PB output port 
of CIA2, shown-m Pig, 24-9. 

Sod. 

Wied conAector 

Hight lines commecl from pits C-L. to the 
PRO-PRT pins of the CLAD. These lines are for both 

mput and wutput jobs. Two lines control a handshak- 
ing operation. They are pins B, «FLAG, and pin M, 
PAS. Pins “cand M are preunds- 

Cn the top side, pens tated 22 are grousikts while: 
2 connects to # S volts. Pins 10 and 11 are the sys- 

ten input pomts for the 9 volt ac with a positive 

phase and 9 volt ac with a negative phase. They 
come from the power supply transformer. 

Pin'3.is-attached to *~EXTERES, the reset cir- 
out. This pin is usually held high. Lf you ferce it low 
by Shorting @ to ground, then the processor will 

restart ancl feinitiaise the entire machine, This is 



Fig. 23-13. Connector CNS is an Bin plug thst outputs video 
signals. Oui of pin ¢ comes a cornposita cofor TY signal that 
will Ofwe 3 TY moniter. Pins ¢ and 6 cutsut ihe Chroma and 
Sync/Luminance signals to drive e spacial derect moniter. 

a Rood kervice test, The C128 will be restarted but 
if there ts any data in memory it should still remain 
if the computer is operating: okay. 

Pin 8 1s another handshaking control fine that 
goes to *PC of CLA2. Pin 7 is the serial port tine 
that can transfer data to and from pin 39 of CIA2, 
It ts a valuabie and much used 1/O connection. Pin 
6 is the Senal Port Counter line for CIA2 that works 
with Pin 7. 

Pin 5 is. the counterpart serial port fine to the 
keyboard C1A1. Pin 4 is the Serial Port Counter fine 
that also goes to CLA], The user port therefore has 
{wo useful senal ports in its repertoare—one on each 
CIA, 

Pin 9 does not work with the other pina. It con- 
neécts te the *ATN line of the serial port, CN6-. It 
works with PAS in the PAOQ-PAT port register, the 
other ane in CHAZ. 

The user port is needed mostly to handle the 
VO for modems, The port can du many other jobs 
tou. For stance it can perform the 1/O duties in 
commumcating with another computer. 

CN1TO RGBI Port 

The RGBI connector, Fig, 23-15, is a 9-pin D 
type. RGBI stands for Red, Green, Blue and Inten- 

Pig..23-44, Connector CNS ts the user port. lt is numbered 4-12 on the top and labeled AN on the botiont. 
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composite vider 4-Pin Oy 
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Vertical sync 
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aity, This is'an &2-column output and handles the 
arenas. the BGSE-cenerates, ; 

Besades outputting R. GC, Band I ftom pins 3, 
4, Sand 6, as Fig: 24-16 shows, CN10 also sends 
out the horzontal sync and vertical sync. from pans 
8 aml 8. Inorder to display the TV picture, CN¢ 
must supply six crcurts in the RGB monitor. These 
circuits in turn do the follow. 

The three color signals, RG and B drive the 
three electron puns in the color CRT. The Inte: 
sity signal determines the intensity of the electron 
in the eum that leaves the guns. This determines 
the sbrightness or lummance oan the sercen, 

Tn the monitor are horizontal and vertical sweep 
cincurts that procwee the scan nes on the screen. 
The horizontal syne signal locks the horizontal scan 
frequency. The vertical sync sipmal locks the verti- 
calaync frequency. With the proper syne, the dis- 
play Flock with ils 200M) character blocks:will all be 
Tit at the correct places oon the screen: 

Besides the so. signals to produce the RGB pac- 
ture, CNIO also outputs another separate signal 
called Monochrome. This is alse an 4-column sig- 
nal. It isa composite monochrome TY signal that 
is derived from the K, Gr, By 1. honeontal syne and 
vertical sync developed mn the 8563. [t emerges from 

LED PILOT LIGHT CONNECTOR 

+5V 

Fig, 29-17, Gonmector(CN13 is the litle 3-pen LED pilot light 
eorinecior, 

pin @and-can be used in a composite TV monttor. 
‘This signal is quite like the 40-column composite TV 
‘Signal that CN# outpats from pin 4, except that there 
if no color component. 

Fins 1 and 2 of the ROB connector are 
grounded: ‘That was. the final port connector, CN111 
and CN12 are the inputs for the power supply ac 
adapter box. That is covered in the next chapter. 
Figure 23-17 ts the LED pilot light connector. 



24. The Power Supply 

he power supply in the Cig8is showt in Pig. 
24-1, Fig. 24-2 and: Fig. 24-3. The supply ts 

foumd in the a adapler box; Fim..24-4, and-also on 

the 126 printhoard. The scadapter, whachts simply 
a @ant version of a calewkitor ac_adapter, is im the 
box accompanying your Ls. Th has bo moi sec: 

bons, First is the power transformer part, Fig 24-1, 
Iroone leg of the transformer secondary is a1.6 amp 
fudge, Fl, and the other Jeg is the 4ampi tise, F3. 
Fuse: Fl is in dhe winding that supplies a 9.6 Vac 

to. ping 3 and 5 te CN11 on the cide of the computer 
case. Fuse Po protects an 16-7 volt de output te the 
other circuits in the power box, 

The computer needs the 9.6 Vac and three de 

voltages to operule. The 9.6 Vacs mjected directly 
to ONL and then inte the computer. The 14.7 Vdc 
i Rent tek power regulator concudl, Fig, 2462, ity the 
power box, The regulator circuit converts.the 16.7 

Ydeto a well regulated, heavy duty, #5 Vide that 

powers practicaby every chip m the machme. The 

regulator injects. the +5 volts inte pin 1 of CW11. 

Ping 2 and 4 of C11, Fig: 24-3, are grounded 
Pin 2's grounding is accompanied by shielded wire 

and. two. .OL capacitors to ground. This grounting 

is imide the 128 case and is there to make succor 

Spunus bSmllations take place and hurt the data 
proces. 

The two 9 Vac inputs to the main board are out 
of phone with each other and thus forma potential 
al 1A valts ac, This: voltage i processed and tan 

source voltages prodced. Ome aan 115 voll de 
aad the other an-11.9 walt de source: 

Power supply voltages are among the most 
common in the computer. Typically, the machine 
simply pots dead of the source voltages are oot 
applied. The fuses could blow, rectifiers short, 
regulators open up, the transformer or another 
component could start smokmg. and other things. 
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ae apist. 

Aside from the symptoms. of smoking, which pro- 

vides imstant identication of the Leouble and perhaps 
even the bad component, the best way to check out 
2 defective power supply is step-by-step. 

FIRST STEP 

When the compater goes dead ar you suspect 

power-supply trouble, the first question 15. which 

power-gection has failed, the ar achipler or the print- 
board part?"” 

Without pluppi: the ac-adapter into CONTI in 

the C128, plug the adapter inte the 120 Vax house 

wal socket. Necofon-switch is in the power bow 

soit comesoon when phigeed im 
A numberof different ic adapters come pack- 

aged with the C1Z8. Some are polled mi epoxy, 
Others are easy to book at and test. Whichever ome 

you own, they all output the same voltages. If you 

test them outputs then you should obtain the ioflow- 
ing results df the orcunts in the box are okay. 

Figure 24-4 shows the layout of the plug that 
thates into ONDL, With-the keywap at 12 o'clock, 

conting clockwise: jan 4 is at? o'clock; pin T at 
fo clock; pin 2 at T o'clock: pm Sat io'cleck; pin 

56 the ceonterof them all. With a vam, place the 

pesitive probe on pin | am! the negative on pm 4. 

be 

Fig. 24-4, This is the ac adapter plug coming off of my power box are conmecting io CAT, Other versions of this. pov 

Pin 4 is ground and pan Lis a +5 volt output. The 

yom showkd read +5.2 volts.or pretty close to i if 
the voltage is okay. Ifthe +5 volts is missing, then 
the next step is covered in the following section. Pm 

2 can be ignored—it has no commectoon. 

When the +S volts ig present, check the volt- 

age acroas pins Geand-5. You will be testing for an 
at Voltage. About 9 or 10 volts ac should be pres- 
ent. The steps to take when it is missing are-co- 

vered in lhe next sectinns. 

Fuse Considerations 

When the +4 volts is gone, thal explains the 
reason for the dead computer. 1 your power box 
is (he type that fas the circuits encased in epoxy, 
then it has been tecommiended that if is more trou- 

ble than itm worth te pull and hack.the circuits free. 
Anew power box costs about $40 and is probably 
the easiest and most practicoul sotulion, 

I your power box. is easy to open and the or- 
cuits fab accesuble, Uhen youl see the fuses. 

Different boxes have different sine fuses bul they 
run between 1 and4 amps in ratings. Test the fuses 
and if you find a bad one, change it with the same 

value: Do not overfiyse a3 that could be dangercas., 

ithe: + 5 volts is mizsimp then the fose is in the 



transiommer secondary winding that produces the 
TE.7 wolts ail SAO mA. Tt could bea S-or 4'amp tise; 
Figure 24-1 shows the secondary cercuit for the +5 
FOES. 

should the 9 Vac be missing. there is anther 
fuse in the other transformer secondary winding. If 
i apes. then the & Var will disnipear, Try replac- 
nue Chat fie. [enould ee 2 smaller valine fuse of per- 
haps 1 or 2. amps. 

Chances are good that if roa finda bad fuse and 
chatige A that the computer could start operating 
again. However. if it does pot and the fuse blows 
again, there is a short m the power mput circuits 
and they cust be checked out and geared before 
the fuse will stop bhowing. Let's go inside the Dower 
supply and see how it works.so we can puzzle out 
heweit well fail; A tepecal C128 power box hina twe 
sections: the power transfonmer section and the 
pOWer regukator. 

Power Transformer 

Figure 24-] gtarte. with the ac threespronpged 
polarised piliwwt the deft. The box citcuits ace de 
signed to draw about 2254 at E20 Vac. Note the 
center line 4 grounded. The two ive tines enter a 
noise filter The filter is-smmply saree capacitors 
toross the three Imes. Typically, the capacitors are 
“O's wath a high working voltage suche 1000) work- 
ing volte. These capacitors are there to smooth out 
any high frequency noise pulses that migh) enter dhe 
Box with the-ac lime mpot voltage. 

The 20 -volt-ac enters the pomary of TL, the 
power tonsonmer. The twe-secondary windings are 
step-down iypes. The top winding hay the 120 Vac 
stepped down to. 9:6 Vac. The bottom: winding has 
the voltage stepped down te about20 Var. The lop 
winding is connected directly to pina 3 and 5 of 
CN11. The 9 Vac gains entrance to the printhoard 
imthat way, The bettom winding places the 20 Vac 
inte a-bodee rectifier nebwork, 

The tour-diodes that make up the bridge recti- 
fier change the ac inpul into-a Pulsatiog dhe oubptt, 
There are two legs in the bodge, each with two di: 
odes in series. The bridge: rectifier acts asa fill-wave 
rectifier without the need fora center-tapped trans- 
forrner 

The sutpet of the bridge i sent inte-a pair al 
S400 mi fitter capacitors; The capacitors change the 
pubkating deinte-s smooth de witha resultant vol 
age of 14.7, This voltage can BUDD up to BGC mA, 
ef current. ‘The 18.7 Vdeis then sent to the senond 
section of lhe power box, the Power Regulater. 

Power Regulator 

The 18.7 Vee is going to fitally result in +5 
Volts alter itis processed in the regulator circuit. 
In the carpe circutt I'm using as an ilistration, 
there are alot of components that are going to work 
over the 18.7 Vdc. Basically what they must do is 
convert the 18.7 Vie inlo.a specific. stable +5 volts, 
and hold that. +5 volt level over wide variations of 
the input +18.7 volts or wide variations in the load 
the 43-volte must supply. In other words, the volt 
aye must be stoctly regulated. Hthe input line valt- 
age should drop somewhat af Steneimes happens, 
or some carlidee is plugped mto the Expansion Fort 
and draws more thin normal currents, then the 
regulator must held that +5 volts steady. 

What that means is, the circuits are poiup to 
sample the output voltage and if i i mot precisely 
the desired +5.2 volts, the error will he noted, 3 
Cormecton valle generated and the snkamt of yolt- 
age ih error will be erased. This results in keeping 
lhe voltage al +5.2 velts no matter what. 

Without going inte a long dissertation on rege 
lator theary, the idea is that the Power Regulator 
system receives the + 18.7 volts and comverts it te 
4) 5.2 walts that wall work ina trouble-free manner 
in the semrsitive digital circuits. The «5.2 Wolly. 15 
injected mto CNL at pin 1, In Fig. 24-31 share ping 
& and 2 as-heing grounded. Its possible that some 
power foots could have these ping reversed and ek 
ther or both could be grounded, 

When you test the ac adapter and find the 45 
volts missing, and the Vac is present, chances are 
good tht the regulator circuit has failed. tf you have 
an epoxy encased power supply, then the easiest 
Wary COtTS Th purchase anew reliable power box as 
mentioned earlier. 
the easies! way out is to purchase a new reliable 
power box as mentkined earlier, 

Should you be determmed to try ta fix it, ere 

4u8 



is the procedure. The box is semisealed by the 

manufacturer. It is possible to tike tf apart but 

chonces-of maiming itare good. The first step is, de 

net try taking ttapart while it is pligged inl It does 

connect to 120 Vac which 1s a chuigerous voltage 
when plugged. in. 

With a-thin screwdriver you couk! gingeny pry 

the case apart, You will then encounter a thick ep- 

oxy layer: You will have ti break: of tee dayer, be 

ing carelul since the epoxy contams embedded 

wirkng. The compohents will be buried benewth tie 

ePNMNY 
Shoukiqpou be able to safely repair the wiry 

fiuits, retraes your steps until you have the unl bale 

tometer. Again fet me! mention thal Une epoxy en- 

cased unil was designed asa throwaway ad if might 

novi be practical or reliable to repanr it iniess yarare 

an experienced wireman. 

If rou own one.of the power boxes that comes 

part easily, as shown in Fig. 24-4, then you can at- 

tempt repairs and if you can’t fix it, a Commodore 

repair shop can. 

Power Supply on Main Board 

Figure 2403 has CNT] in the upper tel Harel 

omer, The regubitind +5 volts enters jan 1 and the 

0 Vac comes in through pang J and 5. The 4 5 valt 

input is bypassed with C98 a 1 capacitor It com 

tines throug 5 to the power switch. SW1. When 

S011 is turned on, the voltage courses.on over some 

fliers anda hést of small capacitors such as 22's, 

it's and 21's. lenters and powers all the +5 

volt pemls. Note the mpul +52-volts drops to +54) 

volts dnecto-wine and col resistance. The +5 vats; 

of course, neest remam well regulated al +4 vets. 

The © Vac enters at pme 3 and fot CNL and 

passes around a 22 mF fter and through [5. The 

fine is alse switched by part of SW. After LS the 

ac is merted inte the bridge rectifier CRIS. 

The bridge changed the 9 Vac to a pulsating de. 

The de is then filtered to acclear but unregulated 

de by the 1000 mF filter. The resultant voltage ts 

a +115 volte. This voltage'is not going to be use 

to power chips so. strict regulation is not meeded. 

A tap is made at the + 11/5 Source point. This 

tap goes. through a pair of serms diodes and then 

44 

into TAL! regulator, 59 on the prmtboard, This 
regulator works like the more complex. ckncuit in the 

power box but ta nit as critical. 
Ubd isa goed: Lest point on the printbourd. [ts 

output i¢ + LL9 voles at pin 3. If thal vellage is pres- 

ent, the entire 9 Vac line is shown to be working 

okay. Both-sidés, input at pin’) and output at pin 

“ook W59-are heavy Gltered. 

Note thata tag is made of the 4 Vac to the right 

of 1.5. This ime goes to pin Tl cof CNS, the User 

Port. Iadditinn to. the left-of CR1S48 a Comput 

9 Vue tap that goes to pin 10 of CNS: This voltage 
is used to power the Time Of Day pins of the two 

CRAs. This ac ts the power company's 6f Hx fre- 
quency ded to tiné all cleetric clocks. 

POINT BY POINT CHECKOUT 

When the compater i dead-and the fos ancl nlf 

on switch are intact, lhe vom ik técded, Firat atop 

is af the bridge recther, CR13, inputs on the 

paniboard. ‘There should be § Vac present. If the 

ac Voltage is missing, then work back across the 

components: te pins J ined Bal CNL, The compe 

nents are LS-and C95. An open winding: LS, a 

shorted power switch, C95 or 4 board dhort could 

jal the correct voltage. When the 9 Vac is precsetil 

44 theinpat of CRL3, check the output, The 9 Vac 

ig rectifed and filtered fo the +11.5 volte. If itis 

mmsing, then CRL3 ig- probably defective..1t it 1s: 

present, then the line checks oul okay and vow fnerve 

onto. the next leg. 

Check US9 pm L. A +194 volts should be 
there: If it isnot, then lhe two diodes, CRI and 

ORIG, and the fiters Clid, Cll, CLO] and C1LS 

become suspects. Test them for faults. When the 

voltage on pin 1 is correct, maove your bomchdowet 

neint to pan $, About + 12 volts should be there. | 

show the designed voltage af « 11.9 volts on Fig, 

24-4, [ihe voltage ts missing there, then the prime 

‘suspect becomes U59. Another way the voltage 

could be tissing is fone of tee three filter capaci 

tors is shorted: They are CAG, C111 and C116, H 

eqe-of the ther opens or develope a high resistance 
short the voltige could be changed from +12 volts 

togeme other value. Test tie capacitors if theese: Es 

soTmssing or wrong Voltage and USo prover okay, 



When those two legs check out okay and the 
+3 volte 1s. Missing on the bodrd, Grstostop is pin 
LopON 11. Ifthe +5 volts is at CN11, then all the 
components inlhe +Svolt inpul'line trem CNT te 
the chip inputs are suspect, The input. line consists 
ofa series coil LS, the senes off-on switch, part of 
SW and all the bypass wed Alter erpacitors shown 
tn the fine, Especialty Vulnerable are C107,a 100 
mF filter, and C6l a 10 mF. If 1.5 shoukd open or 
ny of the capacitors shart, the 45 walts-conld dis: 
TAPMET 

Staring at pin Lol CN11, where the voltage ts 
present, rove down the fine and take voltage read- 
ings Of Ihe semes components. As soon ag you pass 
a Component aim the voltage disappears you have 
just crashed over the defect. Don't forget the off- 
an switeh SW. It has two sections,-one m the yp: 
per ieg-and the second m the bottom leg, One sec- 
bon could break open while the other side remains 
intact. 

When the +5. volte 1s missing at CN11-pin 1, 
the trouble is indicated tu be m the power box. The 
first slopis atthe collector, 0, of the 5 volt regula 
tar apn trangister, There should be «4 [8.7 volts 
thene, Ifthe vallaie is misting, then the fuse Fo be- 
comes suspect. I the fuse is blown then the bridge 
rectifiers have probably shorted and need replace- 
ment. A less likely but possible trouble is a. shorted 
300 mF filter'in that ime. 

Another possibilily isthe 5 volt regulator tom 
aintor itself. If it shorts, ft could kill the 4+ 18,7 volt 
injul, Remote possibilities are the 5.6 volt Zener 
diode, the silicon ¢ontrdfled recitifier, SCR, the 
power tramdosmer TT and the igeal power line eced. 

When the voltage is present at the 5 valt rege- 
hitor Lemnsi#tor collector, check the voltage at the 
eflter, E. There shewld be about +6.4 volts there. 
If it is. missing, then both of the transisters become 
suspects: Either one or bothoof them: enald be 
defecove. 

Showkd ihe transistors test out okay, the prime 
suspect then becomes MEATS, the Regulator Pubse 
Wiith Modulitor, The correct voltages ate shown 

Table 24-1: MBITSo OC Voltages, 

Regulator Pulse Width Modulator 
MEITS9 OC Vinlbapes 

1 

z: 
} 

4 

4 
5 

r 
E 
q 

i) 
W 

2 
1a 
da 

1S 
18 

of the schematic Uthey check out incorrectly, then 
frst test the components off the pin with the wrong 
voHape on it. Lf the TOMponents are okay, then 
chances-are good that the MB3759 ts defective and 
needs Teplacement (see Table 24-1), 

Sheauld all of the above test okay and the walt- 
ge is connect an the enulter of te Peguiabor tran: 
ister, then the rest of the coniponents between the 
emitter and the cutpal pm to pin | ef (N11 become 
suspect. If L2 or LS should open up, this condition 
would occur. Hone ur both of the two diedes he. 
neath £2 should short, at seul dll the voltage, 
Should the 4700 mF or 220 mF fitter short, that oc- 
cumence would mike the voltage disappear, 

Power-supply troubles. are the: most common 
that happen to cumputers, They ure also the casi 
est toda. The ac and de voltapes can be tested thorn 
the input pins to sry destination. Uf you start atan 
Input pin and the voltage is there, then yoo cain check 
out the entire line by following it and crossing-over 
componcat by component. lf the voltage suddenly 
disappears, then you have just passed over the 
Hefert 
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Appendix 

TROUBLESHOOTING & AEPAIRING THE C128 
Main Board (11 sheets) 

U Number Generic Number Given Name 

Complex interlace. Actaptar 2 FL B26 
uz 40668 Quad Bileeral Swileh | 

ua vel 51348 101-8 Oeccdar TI 

Ua S536 Crenpley ingorince Adapter a 

We 6541 Sound interece hin 1t 

Lata amie Mico pranisscr x 

ur arm Momcey Management Unil 4 

ny) 74Lonn Cad Zoput AN Gate 5,7 
uo TaPa2 Quad Sinpul OF Gate BT 
ino Ze Mcrogrocedsor a 
iti Brat Programmed Loge Acay a 

uiie TALSoTS = “ct Bede DF Latch | 

uaa TALS Octe! rate Deevar “| 

LE TaLS257 Tied 2-input Motiplense qt 
Las aL Sear Cued 2-Input Muhiples Ti 
ae asia Hax Schmit} Trigger 7.4 

Wir FALESTS Octal 3State D latch 9 

KB S00055-07  Onaracter ROM 4 

18 2078 Color AA i 

uso 40R88 Qund Bilateral Search iF 

ea m5Gd Video Interface Chip 4 



Asda 
Mate 

MLSaa 
eg 

THESIS? 
ThE 
ard 
7408 
Taos 

TaLBOO 
PABST 
B01 Boe 
eos 
Ties 

Video Cortroliee 

(DRAM 

OStal +State Driver 
DRAM 

Quad 2-Input Mutiiplexe 

Timer 

Clock 

Hox Inverter Butler 

Hea Invdeter Buber 

Quad 2-input MAND Gata 
Aaad Only Marteiry 

Read Gnty Mernory 

Read Oaly Mamony 
Read Only Memory 

Empty Sockat tor Fonctioal 
AOM 

Hex tewarter Butter 
DAAM 

Cuiad. 2-Inpat OF Gate 
Thinscarvar 

Dual 2 Flip-Flop 
Hane Bartle 

Quad 2-iipul MANE Gate 
12 Volt Reguiatar 
Hax Buffer 

Quad 2-Input AM Gate 
Octal 2-Staie Orvar 

Hox Inverter Buhler 

FS 10-14 

ew 7,8 
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POWER SUPPLY ON MAIN BOARD 



6477.9V Source 

Cl, C3, Ca, C5, CT 

thru C19, C22, C24, 
C26, O27, C29 thru 

4 C37. C54, thru C59, ; 
C8), C88. C70, C71, | 
C76, C100, C124 Lk 

C2, C64, CBS. 
C66, C67, C74, 

8 C77, C103, m1 

C116, C114, 

C119, Gi21, 

C123 
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accumulator register, BSO? 
mioroprocessor, 208, 214-213, 

AND gate, 132, 175. 17&342 
Cifcuil description of, 181 
inpia and output for. 125 
multiplexer use of, $36 
fitg transistor in. 182 

programmed fogic array (PLA) 
and, 242 

schematic and truth tabig for, 180 
ANDing, computing register, 202 
Beithmetic logic unt (ALU), 43 
$502 microprocessor, 200.221 
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210 

flag register function with, 224 
tagging in, 210 
lope manipulations #1, 270.214 
rotating m. 214 

Index 
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astette oscillator, 144 
audin-video port, 297 

BASIC 
binary coding aid, 167 
FAOM tor, 104 
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Dinary coding, 167 
binary counter, 192 
binary numbers, 169-170 
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ALU, 210 
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address signals and, 287 
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data timing and, 288 
ciher timing signals and, ay 
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Gata register, 8563 video controter, 
Bt 

date release time, 326 

data timing, 2a 
dead computer, 45 
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diagnonhic programming, 1-13, 
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EY 3 register, 375 
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F 
falling ede, 143 
tan inigul, 54 
leet teal 30, 37 
fateh and oxecuia cycle, 71, 215, 
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Mier capacitor. bas paint use td 
FLAG. pin, 326 
flag tagesler, 210 

oie! microprocessor, ZAR 

ALU function wah, 221 
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flip-flops. 130. 1Ba-185 
S56 dual limes as. 184-195 
TAL S373 G Satoh, 138, 161-194 
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GQ and 0 input, 140 
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Tarbage Gaps. o 
gale, 56 
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ard, Sor 
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Ghacking troubles wiih, Je 
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